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The Quranic revelation is the light which enables one to see.
It is like the sun which casts light lavishly. Philosophical intelligence
is the eye that sees this light and without this light one cannot see
anything. If one closes one’s eyes, that is, if one pretends to pass

by philosophical intelligence, this light itself will not be seen
because there will not be any eyes to see it.

—Mullå S
•
adrå
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Preface

This book is the result of nearly fifty years of study and meditation
upon philosophy and philosophical issues as seen in light of the reali-
ties revealed through prophecy both objective and inward in the form
of illumination. In a world in which philosophy has become so di-
vorced from revealed realities and secular thought has sought to
marginalize and even annihilate knowledge imbued with the sacred,
it is necessary to return, whenever possible, to the theme of the rela-
tion between philosophy and prophecy through different perspectives
and angles of vision. Years ago we dealt with the heart of the question
of the relation between knowledge and the reality of the sacred in
Knowledge ad the Sacred and have returned to this subject from other
angles of vision in later works such as The Need for a Sacred Science.

In the present work we turn our gaze specifically upon philoso-
phy and especially Islamic philosophy. We deal with over a millen-
nium of Islamic philosophy, its doctrines, history, and approaches,
from the angle of vision of the relation between that long philosophi-
cal tradition and the realities of prophecy that have always dominated
the horizon of the Islamic cosmos and the intellectual climate and
space of the Islamic people. Some of the chapters of this book were
written as essays over the years. They have all been thoroughly re-
vised and integrated into the framework of this book. Many other
chapters are new and were written specifically as integral parts of the
present work in order to complete the picture that we have sought to
depict in the pages that follow.

We wish to thank the Radius Foundation, which provided finan-
cial help to make the preparation of this text possible. We are also
especially grateful to Katherine O’Brien, who prepared and readied the

handwritten material and numerous alterations required patience, know-
how, and energy to carry out a Herculean task. Without her help it
would not have been possible to present the text for publication.

ix

text for the press. Having had to endure reading hundreds of pages of
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Introduction
Philosophy and Prophecy

In the current cultural climate in the West as well as other parts of the
globe affected by modernism and postmodernism, philosophy and
prophecy are seen as two very different and, in the eyes of many,
antithetical approaches to the understanding of the nature of reality.
Such was not, however, the case in the various traditional civilizations
preceding the advent of the modern world. Nor is it the case even
today to the extent that the traditional worldview has survived. Need-
less to say, by “prophecy” we do not mean foretelling of the future,
but bringing a message from higher or deeper orders of reality to a
particular human collectivity. Now the modes of this function have
differed from religion to religion, but the reality of “prophecy” is
evident in worlds as diverse as the ancient Egyptian, the classical
Greek, and the Hindu, not to speak of the Abrahamic monotheisms in
which the role of prophecy is so central. If we do not limit our under-
standing of prophecy to the Abrahamic view of it, we can see the
presence of prophecy in very diverse religious climes in nearly all of
which it is not only of a legal, ethical, and spiritual significance but
also of a sapiental one concerned with knowledge. We see this reality
in the world of the rishis in India and the shamans of diverse Shamanic
religions as well as in the iatromantis of the Greek religion and the
immortals of Taoism, in the illumination of the Buddha and later in
the Zen Buddhist masters who have experienced illumination or satori,
as well as the prophets of the Iranian religions such as Zoroaster and
of course in the Abrahamic prophets. Consequently in all of these
worlds, whenever and wherever philosophy in its universal sense has
flourished, it has been related to prophecy in numerous ways.

Even if we limit the definition of philosophy to the intellectual
activity in ancient Greece known by that name, an activity that the
modern Western understanding of history considers to be the origin
of philosophical speculation as such, the rapport between philosophy
and prophecy can be seen to be a very close one at the very moment
of the genesis of Greek philosophy. We also come to realize that the
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2 Introduction

two drifted apart only later and were not separated from each other
at the beginning of the Greek philosophical tradition. Let us just con-
sider the three most important figures at the origin of Greek philo-
sophical speculation. Pythagoras, who is said to have coined the term
philosophy, was certainly not an ordinary philosopher like Descartes or
Kant. He was said to have had extraordinary prophetic powers and
was himself like a prophet who founded a new religious community.1

The Muslims in fact called him a monotheist (muwa÷÷id) and some
referred to him as a prophet.

The person often called the “father” of Western logic and phi-
losophy was Parmenides, who is usually presented as a rationalist
who happened to have written a poem of mediocre quality. But as the
recent brilliant studies of Peter Kingsley have clearly demonstrated,
far from being a rationalist in the modern sense, he was deeply im-
mersed in the world of prophecy in its Greek religious sense and was
a seer and visionary.2 In his poem, which contains his philosophical
message, Parmenides is led to the other world by the Daughters of the
Sun who came from the Mansion of Light situated at the farthest
degree of existence.3 The answer to the question as to how this journey
took place is “incubation,” a spiritual practice well known in Greek
religion, one in which a person would rest completely still until his or
her soul would be taken to higher levels of reality, and the mysteries
of existence would be revealed.

Thus Parmenides undertakes the inner journey until he meets
the goddess who teaches him everything of importance, that is, teaches
him what is considered to be the origin of Greek philosophical specu-
lation. It is remarkable that when the goddess confronts Parmenides,
she addresses him as kouros, that is, young man. This fact is remark-
able and fascinating because in the Islamic tradition the very term for
spiritual chivalry (futuwwah in Arabic and jawånmard¥ in Persian) is
associated with the word for youth (fatå/jawån), and this spiritual chiv-
alry is said to have existed before Islam and to have been given new
life in Islam where its source is associated with ‘Al¥,4 who received it
from the Prophet of Islam and where it was integrated into Sufism.
Furthermore, ‘Al¥ has been associated by traditional Islamic sources
with the founding of Islamic metaphysics.5

Another Greek figure who was given the title kouros was
Epimenides of Crete who also journeyed to the other world where he
met Justice and who brought back laws into this world. Like
Parmenides, he also wrote poetry. Now Epimenides was known as a
healer-prophet or iatromantis to whom everything had been revealed
through incubation while he lay motionless in a cave for years.6
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Parmenides was associated with this tradition. The iatromantis journeyed
into other worlds like shamans and not only described their journeys but
also used language in such a way as to make this journey possible for
others. They used incantations and repetitions in their poems that we also
see in Parmenides. They also introduced stories and legends of the East
even as far as Tibet and India, which is of great interest because the
community of Parmenides in southern Italy itself hailed originally from
the East in Anatolia where the god Apollo was held in special esteem as
the divine model of the iatromantis whom he inspired as his prophets to
compose hypnotic poetry containing knowledge of reality.

Excavations in recent decades in Velia in southern Italy, which
was the home of Parmenides, have revealed inscriptions that connect
him directly to Apollo and the iatromantis. As Kingsley writes, “We are
being shown Parmenides as a son of the god Apollo, allied to myste-
rious Iatromantis figures who were experts in the use of incantory
poetry and at making journeys into other worlds.”7 If we remember
that, esoterically speaking, “Apollo is not the god of light but the Light
of God,”8 it becomes clear how deeply philosophy as expounded by its
Greek father Parmenides was related at the moment of its genesis to
prophecy even conceived in Abrahamic terms provided one does not
overlook the inner meaning of prophecy to which we shall turn soon.
A whole tradition of healer priests was created in the service of Apollo
Oulios (Apollo the Healer), and it is said that Parmenides was its founder.
It is interesting to note that although these aspects of Parmenides were
later forgotten in the West, they were remembered in Islamic philoso-
phy where Muslim historians of philosophy associate not only Islamic
but also Greek philosophy closely with prophecy.9 One must recall here
the famous Arabic dictum yanba‘ al-÷ikmah min mishkåt al-nubuwwah,
that is, “philosophy issues from the niche of prophecy.”

It is also of interest to note that the teacher of Parmenides is said
to have been obscure and poor and that what he taught above all else
to his student was stillness or hesychia. This was so important that
later figures such as Plato, who sought to understand Parmenides,
used the term hesychia more than any other word to describe the latter’s
understanding of reality. “For Parmenides it’s through stillness that
we come to stillness. Through stillness we come to understand still-
ness. Through the practice of stillness we come to experience a reality
that exists beyond this world of the senses.”10 Again it is of remarkable
interest to remember the usage of ‘hesychia’ associated with the founder
of Greek logic and philosophy in Hesychasm, which embodies the
esoteric teachings of the Orthodox Church, teachings whose goal is
the attainment of sanctity and gnosis.
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In the poem of Parmenides he is told explicitly by the goddess to
take what she has taught him back to the world and to be her messen-
ger. Kingsley makes clear what the term messenger means in this con-
text. “There is one particular name that well describes the kind of
messenger Parmenides finds himself becoming: prophet. The real mean-
ing of the word ‘prophet’ has nothing to do with being able to look into
the future. In origin it just meant someone whose job is to speak on
behalf of a great power, of someone or something else.”11 This “pro-
phetic function” of Parmenides included not only being a philosopher,
poet, and healer but also, like Epimenides, a bringer of law.

The relation between Parmenides and prophecy was not, how-
ever, primarily social, legal, and exoteric but inward, initiatic, and
esoteric. His poem, if correctly understood, is itself initiation into
another world, and “all the signs that only a fool would choose to
miss, are that this is a text for initiates.”12 In this he joins both Pythagoras
and Empedocles whose philosophy was also addressed only to those
capable of receiving its message and was properly speaking wed to
the esoteric rather than exoteric dimension of the Greek religion, re-
quiring initiation for its full understanding. It is remarkable how again
in this question Islamic philosophy resembles so much the vision
of philosophy of these pre-Socratic figures such as Pythagoras,
Parmenides, and Empedocles, all of whom were deeply revered by
Islamic philosophers, especially of the ishråq¥ (Illuminationist) school.

Coming to the mysterious figure of Empedocles, again we see a
philosopher who was also a poet as well as a healer and who was
considered by many to be also a prophet. “As well as being a sorcerer,
and a poet, he was also a prophet and healer: one of those healer-
prophets I have already talked about.”13 Empedocles also wrote on
cosmology and the sciences of nature such as physics, but even in
these domains these works were not written only to provide facts but
“to save souls,”14 very much like the cosmology of a number of Islamic
philosophers, including Suhraward¥ and even Ibn S¥nå in his Visionary
Recitals.15 What is essential is to realize most of all that Empedocles
saw himself as a prophet and his poem as an esoteric work.

It is of interest to mention that all three of these figures who
came at the origin of the Greek philosophical tradition were also po-
ets. This is a characteristic of much of philosophy that flourished over
the ages under the sun of prophecy. One need only recall the ancient
Hindu sages who were poets and also fathers of Hindu philosophical
thought in its traditional sense or the many Chinese sages who ex-
pressed themselves in poetry. In the world of Abrahamic monotheism
this is to be seen among a number of Jewish and Christian philoso-
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phers but is again to be found especially among Islamic philosophers
from Ibn S¥nå , Nå∑ir-i Khusraw, Khayyåm, and Suhraward¥ to Af∂al
al-D¥n Kåshån¥, M¥r Dåmåd, and Mullå S

•
adrå to ¡åjj¥ Mullå Håd¥

Sabziwår¥, who lived in the thirteenth/nineteenth century.16

In a world such as the one in which we live today where philoso-
phy is reduced to rationalism or more and more irrationalism and in
which not only esoterism but religion itself is either denied or
marginalized, the interpretation given above of the founders of West-
ern philosophy will be rejected in many circles, and the nexus be-
tween philosophy and prophecy in general and philosophy, poetry
and esoterism in particular will be dismissed or considered as being
of little consequence. But strangely enough for the Western reader
the relation among philosophy, prophecy, and esoterism, affirmed
by a number of contemporary Western scholars, are found to be
central to the Islamic philosophical tradition with which most of this
book will be concerned. We have included the discussion of these
Greek figures here in order to demonstrate that the relation between
philosophy and prophecy, although severed to an ever greater de-
gree in the West from the end of the Middle Ages onward, is of great
significance not only for the understanding of Islamic philosophy
but also for a deeper comprehension of the origins of Western phi-
losophy itself, origins that Western philosophy shares with Islamic
philosophy but that have come to be understood in radically differ-
ent ways by these two currents of thought as Western philosophy
has come to distance itself to an ever greater degree from both the
perennial philosophy and Christian theology.

��
There are of course different modes and degrees of prophecy, a fact
that one realizes if one studies various religious traditions and even if
one limits oneself to a single tradition as we see in Judaism and Islam
where the prophetic role of Jonah or Daniel is not the same as that of
Moses or the Prophet of Islam. And yet there are common elements in
various understandings of prophecy as far as the challenges posed to
philosophy are concerned. First of all prophecy implies levels of real-
ity whether these are envisaged as an objective or a subjective hierar-
chy. If there were to be only a single level of reality associated objectively
with the corporeal world and subjectively with our ordinary conscious-
ness considered as the only legitimate and accepted form of con-
sciousness, then prophecy as the function of bringing a message from
another world or another level of consciousness would be meaningless
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because there would not be another world or level of consciousness,
and any claims to their existence would be rejected and considered as
subjective hallucinations. Such is in fact the case with modern scientism
and the prevalent desacralized worldview, both of which exclude in
their perspectives the transcendent Reality and even higher levels of
existence vis-à-vis this world as well as the Immanent Self and levels
of consciousness deeper than the ordinary. But in all the worlds in
which the reality of prophecy has been operative in one mode or
another, acceptance of higher levels of reality and/or deeper levels of
consciousness has been taken for granted as the correct manner of
understanding the nature of the total reality in which human beings
live.17 Formulated in this way, this assertion includes Abrahamic
monotheisms along with the Indian religions, Taoism and Confucian-
ism as well as the ancient Mediterranean and Iranian religions, and
Shamanism along with Buddhism, which emphasizes levels of con-
sciousness rather than degrees of objective existence.

In all these worlds, prophecy, which is a central reality, creates
consequences with which philosophy has to deal. Prophecy provides
laws and moral teachings for society that ethical, political, and legal
philosophy have to consider. Moreover, prophecy claims to provide
knowledge of the nature of reality, including knowledge of the Origin
or Source of all things, of the creation of the cosmos and its structure or
cosmogony and cosmology, of the nature of the human soul, which
would include both what should properly be called “pneumatology”
and traditional psychology and of the end of things, or eschatology. The
fruit of prophecy is knowledge of all the major aspects of reality expe-
rienced or speculated about by human beings, including the nature of
time and space, form and substance, causality, destiny, and numerous
other issues with which philosophy in general is also concerned.

Furthermore, certain forms of prophecy have had to do with
inner knowledge, with the esoteric and the mystical, with visions of
other levels of reality not meant for the public at large. We have al-
ready seen the relation of the origin of Greek philosophy to the eso-
teric dimension of the Greek religion, and we can find many other
examples in other traditions including Buddhism and especially Islam
where philosophy became related more and more in later centuries to
the inner dimension of the Quranic revelation. The relation between
philosophy and esoterism, which is a dimension of prophecy as defined
here in its universal sense, also has a long history in the West lasting
until the German Romantic movement.

From the seventeenth century onward Western philosophy felt
forced to philosophize about the picture of the world painted by mod-
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ern sciences and became more and more a handmaid of modern sci-
ence especially with Kant and culminating with much of twentieth
century Anglo-Saxon philosophy, which is little more than logic tied
to the scientific worldview. In an analogous way, in various tradi-
tional worlds in which the reality of prophecy and revelation was
central, whether the embodiment of this prophecy has been a book or
some other form of the message brought from heaven or the messen-
ger himself as in the case of the Hindu avatårs, the Buddha, or Christ,
philosophy has had no choice but to take this central reality into con-
sideration. Philosophy has to philosophize about something, and in
the traditional worlds in question that something has always included
the realities revealed through prophecy, which have ranged in form
from the illuminations of the rishis of Hinduism and the Buddha, to
God speaking to Moses on Mt. Sinai or the archangel Gabriel reveal-
ing the Quran to the Prophet of Islam.

In the traditional worlds in question, philosophy has not been
simply theology as some have contended unless one limits philosophy
to its modern positivistic definition in which case there is in reality no
non-Western philosophy or for that matter medieval Western philoso-
phy to speak of. But if we accept the definition of philosophy given by
the person who is said to have first used the term—that is, Pythagoras—
and see it as love of sophia, or if we accept its definition according to
Plato as “the practice of death” according to which philosophy in-
cludes both intellectual activity and spiritual practice, then certainly
there are many schools of philosophy in various traditional worlds,
some existing until now only in oral form as among the Australian
aborigines and Native Americans,18 while others having produced
volumes of philosophical writings over the centuries.

Even if one were to decide to deal only with written philosophi-
cal works, one could compose volumes on the subject of philosophy
in the land of prophecy dealing with the Taoist and Confucian Chi-
nese philosophical traditions, with those of Tibetan and Mahåyåna
Buddhism including the schools of Japan, all of which possess their
own special characteristics, and of course with the very rich philo-
sophical traditions of Hindu India. One could also turn to the
Abrahamic world and write on Jewish, Christian, and Islamic philo-
sophical schools from the perspective of philosophical activity in worlds
dominated by prophecy. Nor would such a treatment be completely
parallel for the three sister Abrahamic traditions—despite notable simi-
larities—because while the Jewish and Islamic conceptions of proph-
ecy and the sacred book are close together, that of Christianity, in
which the founder of the religion is seen as the incarnation of the
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Divinity, is different in many ways from both the Jewish and the
Islamic views of the matter. This difference is especially important
philosophically as we see in the philosophical treatments of the in-
carnation in Christian philosophy and “prophetic philosophy” in its
Islamic context.19

��
In this work we shall limit our discussion of philosophy in the land of
prophecy primarily to Islamic philosophy. This limitation is due mostly
to the nature of our own studies in philosophy over the past five
decades, which have been concerned mostly with Islamic philosophy.
But we have also studied other traditions enough to be able to assert
that a similar work could be written for the Greek, Jewish, Christian,
or for that matter Neo-Confucian and Hindu philosophical traditions
with both the similarities and differences that are to be found between
these traditions. In a sense the similarities would be much more fun-
damental than the differences for they concern the basic metaphysical
truths common between them, truths for which we use the term
philosophia perennis. But there are also differences of expression of the
perennial philosophy depending on the intellectual climate in which
the perennial philosophy is expressed in the same way that there is an
inner unity among religions along with diversity on the formal level.20

In any case our attempt in this work is to present Islamic phi-
losophy in its teachings as well as history as a philosophy that func-
tions in a world dominated by prophecy and, this being the world of
Islam, by a sacred book. We have concentrated especially on the later
periods of Islamic philosophy especially in Persia, which, after the
Mongol invasion in the seventh/thirteenth century, became the main
arena for the continuation of the life of Islamic philosophy and where
philosophy drew even closer to the inner realities made available
through prophecy. There is also the important reason that this later
period is still not well known in the West despite the research carried
out during the second half of the twentieth century by a number of
scholars in European languages. In fact the last part of the book pre-
sents many figures and ideas not known in the West at all. This em-
phasis on later Islamic philosophy is also of interest from the point of
view of comparative studies for it shows how two philosophical tra-
ditions, the Islamic and the Christian, parted ways and followed such
different destinies from the eighth/fourteenth and ninth/fifteenth
centuries onward. In the West philosophy became more and more
distanced from theology after the eighth/fourteenth century, and
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gradually the main schools of philosophy, in the West ceased to be
Christian philosophy, and in fact philosophy in many of its schools
turned against religion in general and Christianity in particular, pit-
ting philosophy as the main rival to religion. In contrast, in the Islamic
world philosophy continued to function within a universe dominated
by the reality of prophecy, and this situation has persisted to a large
extent to this day despite the appearance of secular philosophies here
and there in various Islamic countries.

Strangely enough, while a number of secularized Muslim schol-
ars of Islamic philosophy who write about it but do not belong to the
Islamic philosophical tradition tend these days to criticize the very
notion of “prophetic philosophy” and want to separate philosophy
from prophecy à la the modern West, a notable number of American
philosophers, have now joined the society of Christian philosophers,
while interest in Jewish philosophy as a living philosophy is also on
the rise in the West. In such a context the continued living presence
of the Islamic philosophical tradition, which has always functioned in
a world dominated by prophecy, can also be of interest as living
philosophy to Western philosophers in quest of the resuscitation of
Jewish or Christian philosophy. Furthermore, this study can perhaps
also be of some help to certain Muslims who are philosophically in-
clined but who have become severed from their own philosophical
tradition without having forsaken the reality of prophecy.
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C H A P T E R  1

The Study of Islamic Philosophy
in the West in Recent Times:

An Overview

The study of Islamic philosophy has had a long history not only in the
Islamic world itself but also in the West. The tradition of the study of
this philosophy in the West is nearly one thousand years old and can
be divided into three phases, namely, the medieval period of transla-
tion, analysis, and study of Arabic texts; the second wave of transla-
tion and study in the Renaissance following the medieval effort, and
finally a new attempt to study Islamic philosophy, which began in
earnest in the nineteenth century and which continues to this day.
There is a certain continuity in this long history and connection be-
tween these three phases, but there are also discontinuities. It is, how-
ever, essentially with the last period that we shall concern ourselves
in this appraisal. Moreover, by ‘philosophy’ we understand al-falsafah
or al-÷ikmat al-ilåhiyyah of the traditional Islamic sources as defined in
the chapters that are to follow1 and not the general meaning of ‘phi-
losophy’ as used in modern European languages, which would extend
to many other traditional Islamic disciplines such as the Quranic com-
mentary (tafs¥r and ta˘w¥l), principles of religion (u„¶l al-d¥n), the prin-
ciples of jurisprudence (u„¶l al-fiqh), Sufism, the natural sciences, and
the sciences, of language.

In the common parlance of European languages, ‘philosophy’
evokes the idea of something having to do with general principles,
governing reasoning laws, conceptual definitions, the origin, and end
of things, and still to some extent wisdom, and one speaks not only of
pure philosophy but also of the philosophy of art, religion, or science.
In the classical Islamic languages, however, al-falsafah refers to a specific
set of disciplines and to a number of distinct schools such as the
mashshå˘¥ (Peripatetic) and ishråq¥ (Illuminationist), not to just any school
of thought that contains “philosophical” ideas. Moreover, in later Is-
lamic history in the eastern lands of Islam the term al-÷ikmat al-ilåhiyyah
became common and practically synonymous with al-falsafah, whereas
in the western lands of Islam the older term al-falsafah continued to be
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used to denote the activity of the “philosophers.” In both cases, how-
ever, these terms have always been used as names for specific types
of intellectual activity that Muslims came to identify with philosophy
or what one could also translate in the second case, “theosophy,”
whereas other disciplines cultivated within Islamic civilization and
possessing notable philosophical dimensions in the Western sense of
‘philosophy’ have not been categorized in the classical period of Is-
lamic history as either al-falsafah or al-÷ikmat al-ilåhiyyah. It must be
added, however, that although we have limited ourselves here to the
discussion of falsafah in its traditional sense, it is necessary to remem-
ber its relation to various fields such as Sufism, theology (kalåm), law,
the natural and mathematical sciences, and the sciences of language.
But we shall not deal here with these disciplines in themselves or with
the philosophy they contain in the general Western sense of the term.

Just as in the context of Islamic civilization, philosophy, though
a very distinct discipline, has been closely related to the sciences on
the one hand and Sufism and kalåm on the other, it has also had
ramifications in fields dealing with the practical aspects of human life,
especially political science and jurisprudence. The classical division of
the “intellectual sciences” and also philosophy by many early Islamic
philosophers (and following for the most part Aristotle) into the theo-
retical and the practical, the first comprised of metaphysics, physics,
mathematics, and logic and the second of ethics, politics, and econom-
ics (in its traditional sense), reveals its relation to various fields and
sciences including in some classifications even the religious sciences
such as theology, Quranic commentary, and the principles of jurispru-
dence. Not only do these fields possess a “philosophy” of their own
as philosophy is currently understood—the work of Harry A. Wolfson
on the philosophy of the kalåm being an outstanding proof2—but also
falsafah as a separate discipline has been inextricably related to many
aspects of their development. It is this second aspect that belongs to
any integral treatment of the study of Islamic philosophy and that in
fact calls for an interdisciplinary approach that should bear much fruit
in the future.

��
Several schools can be distinguished in the history of the study of
Islamic philosophy in the West since the nineteenth century. Here we
shall mention first of all these schools up to the 1960s when important
changes began to take place due to diverse factors and then turn in the
second part of this discussion to the last decades of the twentieth
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century. The various Western approaches to the study of Islamic phi-
losophy include first of all the Christian scholastic tradition cultivated
mostly by Catholic scholars, who in a sense continued the medieval
study of Islamic philosophy within the matrix of Thomism or Neo-
Thomism, especially up to Vatican II when the study of Thomism
itself became somewhat diluted in many Catholic circles. Some of these
scholars such as Etienne Gilson and Maurice De Wulf relied mostly on
Latin translations of Islamic texts and were interested only in the role
played by Islamic philosophy in Latin scholasticism, and others were
well acquainted with the Arabic material and the structure of Islamic
thought in general, such as Louis Massignon, A. M. Goichon, and
Louis Gardet.3 There was, moreover, a special school of Catholic schol-
ars in Spain in whom a sense of “Spanish identity” and reliance upon
Catholic theology were combined. This school also produced a number
of scholars of repute, such as Miguel Asín Palacios, Miguel Cruz
Hernández, and Gonzales Palencia, who made major contributions to
the study of Islamic philosophy and related fields but were confined in
their creative thought and research mostly to Spain and the Maghreb.
The historians of Islamic scientific thought, Millás-Vallicrosa and Juan
Vernet, were also in a sense related to this group in their Spanish ori-
entation, although not closely identified with Catholic thought.

Another school that parallels the Catholic in its long history and
that issued from the same type of scholastic background is that of
Jewish scholarship, which had its roots directly or indirectly in rab-
binical training and medieval Jewish scholasticism, with which ele-
ments from the Western humanist schools had sometimes become
mixed. This school produced outstanding scholars in the nineteenth
century, such as Moritz Steinschneider and Salomo Munk, and contin-
ued to produce some of the most outstanding scholars of Islamic
philosophy and of Islamic thought in general during the early part of
the twentieth century, such as Ignaz Goldziher, A. J. Wensinck, Saul
Horovitz, Harry Wolfson, Erwin I. J. Rosenthal, Georges Vajda, Simon
van der Bergh, Shlomo Pines, Paul Kraus, and Richard Walzer. The
political turmoils following the partition of Palestine, however, changed
the attitude of many, but not all, scholars of this type of background
toward both Islamic philosophy and traditional Jewish thought itself,
making many of them less sympathetic interpreters of traditional forms
of Islamic thought.

Altogether the approaches of the scholars in the two groups al-
ready mentioned have important similarities in that most of them
drew in different degrees from traditional Christian and Jewish philoso-
phy and theology, which themselves possessed certain basic common
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features with Islamic thought and of course with each other. Quite
different from both groups was another group of scholars who ap-
peared on the scene in the late nineteenth century. Their background
was modern European philosophy and not Christian or Jewish scho-
lasticism, and they tried to understand the contents of Islamic philoso-
phy in terms of different schools of thought prevalent in the West at
the time they were writing. From Ernst Renan, followed by Léon
Gauthier, who sought to make Ibn Rushd the father of rationalism, to
Henry Corbin, who made use of the insights of phenomenology and
more esoteric currents of Western thought to penetrate into the inner
meaning of Islamic philosophy, there appeared a number of scholars
who approached Islamic philosophy as thinkers and scholars immersed
in the various schools of Western philosophy current in their day and
also in modern methods of scholarship rather than as scholars of texts
or men with medieval scholastic training in philosophy. In the case of
Corbin, which is unique, there was, however, in addition to his im-
mersion in German philosophy especially that of Martin Heidegger,
profound knowledge of medieval Christian thought which he studied
under Gilson. In the category of scholars such as Renan, who were
influenced by the secularist philosophies of their day, which served as
background for their study of Islamic philosophy, one cannot fail to
mention also the large number of Marxist thinkers and scholars dur-
ing the twentieth century in both the Soviet Union and the West who
produced numerous works on Islamic philosophy within the frame-
work of Marxist philosophy.

In contrast to these groups, there also developed from the nine-
teenth century onward a large school of orientalists with primarily
philological rather than theological or philosophical training who stud-
ied Islamic philosophy textually and philologically without deep un-
derstanding of the philosophical and theological dimensions of their
study. This group was responsible for the careful edition of many
important texts but produced few meaningful interpretations. From
the mid-1950s training in the social sciences supplemented that of
philology and history, and a certain number of works appeared on
Islamic philosophy from the point of view of current theories of the
social sciences in the West. Most such works were related mostly to
political philosophy rather than pure philosophy, although in Islamic
thought the two cannot be completely separated from each other.

With the extension in the West after the Second World War of
the awareness of the existence of several intellectual traditions in the
world other than the Western, a school of scholarship based on the
comparative method came into being. With the relative success that
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this approach had had in the fields of Far Eastern and Indian meta-
physics and philosophy, a group of scholars began to turn to the study
of Islamic philosophy in a comparative context usually in relation to
the West but also occasionally to other Oriental intellectual traditions.
The works of Toshihiko Izutsu and Noriko Ushida (both Asians but
writing in English), and Henry Corbin, Gardet, and others mark a
beginning in this potentially fecund field of study.4

Finally, there came into being, again only during the second half
of the twentieth century, a school that began to study Islamic philoso-
phy as a living school of thought rather than as a matter of solely
historical interest. The inner need of Western man for a new “existen-
tial” knowledge of the Oriental traditions turned a number of seekers
to search within the Islamic philosophical tradition for answers to
questions posed by the modern world on the intellectual level. Al-
ready earlier in the twentieth century Bernard Carra de Vaux, Max
Horten, and a few other figures had been concerned to some degree
with the philosophical content of Islamic philosophy. Now this con-
cern began to increase, and such men as Corbin; Gardet; Gilbert Durand
in the West; and S. H. Nasr, Toshihiko Izutsu, Mehdi Mohaghegh, and
Naquib al-Attas in the East began a new type of scholarship in Islamic
philosophy, which, without sacrificing in any way the scholarly aspect
of such studies, turned them directly into the service of the philosophi-
cal and metaphysical quest of those contemporary men and women
who were aware of the profound intellectual crisis of Western civiliza-
tion and were seeking authentic philosophical knowledge elsewhere.

This development, if pursued more extensively and in depth,
could help to overcome the excessive historicism of earlier works by
treating Islamic metaphysical and philosophical ideas as something of
innate philosophical value rather than being of only archaeological
interest. Until now so much of the research in Islamic philosophy has
been devoted to tracing historical influences that few have bothered to
ask what a particular philosophical idea must have meant as philo-
sophical idea to those who held it and contemplated it, whatever might
have been its apparent historical origin. Somehow the significance of
the saying that truth has no history has rarely been realized in the
modern West in the case of Oriental philosophy in general and Islamic
philosophy in particular with the result that, besides exceptions, some
of which have been already cited, few European thinkers of impor-
tance in modern times have been attracted to Islamic philosophy as
philosophy. Nor have other non-Western philosophical traditions fared
much better. The combination of philosopher and orientalist that one
finds in a scholar such as Corbin has only rarely appeared on the
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scene of the Western study of Islamic philosophy, because this phi-
losophy has been presented too often as nothing more than Greek
philosophy in Arabic dress, without anything of innate philosophical
value in it that could not be found in the Greek sources themselves.
Only an extension of the activity of the group that considers Islamic
philosophy as a living intellectual tradition worthy of study on its
own basis can remedy the shortsightedness that has prevented to a
large extent a true appreciation of this subject in the West.

��
In addition to all the groups cited so far, who were mostly part of or
connected in one way or another to the Western intellectual scene, the
twentieth century, especially in its middle decades, produced also
numerous Muslim scholars and a few non-Muslims from the Arab
world such as George Anawati and Majid Fakhry who made many
contributions to Islamic philosophy. This group includes scholars
trained in modern methods of research, and writing often in both
Islamic and Western languages, such as Mu∑†afå ‘Abd al-Råziq, Ibråh¥m
Madkour, ‘Alå˘ al-D¥n Affifi, Fu˘åd El-Ahwany, Mu±ammad Ab¨
R¥dah, ‘Abd al-Ra±mån Badaw¥ (who was particularly productive in
both French and Arabic), and somewhat later Muhsin Mahdi, Fazlur
Rahman, S. H. Nasr, Muhammad Arkoun, Mian Muhammad Sharif,
and many others, some of whom also participated in the activities of
the other groups mentioned above. There were also those who contin-
ued the traditional method of cultivating and studying Islamic phi-
losophy. This latter group was to be found especially in Persia and
included, as far as figures whose works appeared also in the West,
Sayyid Mu±ammad ¡usayn abå†abå˘¥, Sayyid Jalål al-D¥n ≈shtiyån¥,
Murta∂å Mu†ahhar¥, M¥rzå Mahd¥ ¡å˘ir¥, Mehdi Mohaghegh, and a
number of others whose writings are only now becoming known in
Europe and America.5 But a great deal more effort must be made to
make the works of Muslim scholars on Islamic philosophy known to
the West and to facilitate genuine cooperation between Eastern schol-
ars and those in the West whose field of interest is Islamic philosophy.

��
During the last few decades of the twentieth century a number of
events took place that caused a new chapter to be written in the his-
tory and methods of study of Islamic philosophy in the West. As a
result of Vatican II Thomism became less emphasized in many Catho-
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lic circles with the result that the earlier approach of Catholic scholars
rooted in Thomism and also interested in Islamic philosophy became
less common, although still a number of important scholars with such
a background continue to make significant contributions to the field of
Islamic philosophy as we see for example in the case of David Burrell.6

Likewise, the old rabbinical training that some Jewish scholars of Is-
lamic philosophy of the earlier period had undergone became rarer,
although Jewish scholars with knowledge of Hebrew and the Jewish
philosophical tradition such as Lenn Goodman and Oliver Leaman
have continued to make important contributions especially to earlier
Islamic philosophy.

Also during these decades, the philosophical scene on the Euro-
pean continent and in the Anglo-Saxon world began to part ways
more sharply than before with existentialism and phenomenology
becoming dominant on the Continent and analytical philosophy in
Britain, Canada, and the United States, with deconstructionism ap-
pearing also on the scene late in the twentieth century but with differ-
ent interpretations of it as far as philosophy is concerned in the two
worlds. Moreover, a new generation of Western scholars of Islamic
philosophy appeared who, if not strictly speaking philosophers, were
nevertheless influenced by those diverse currents of thought, the
influence upon them depending on their background and educational
training. Also during this period as a result of the earlier efforts of
Corbin, Izutsu, Nasr and others later Islamic philosophy became a
subject of interest for a whole new generation of students in the West.

Furthermore, during these decades the number of Muslim schol-
ars of Islamic philosophy who wrote in a European language increased
dramatically. Some of these figures such as Muhsin Mahdi, Fazlur
Rahman, Jawåd Fala†¨r¥, ¡å˘ir¥ Yazd¥, and Nasr have taught in West-
ern universities and trained numerous students, both Muslim and non-
Muslim. Others such as Naquib al-Attas returned to the Islamic world
but wrote mostly in English. Moreover, a number of Western students
went to the Islamic world for a period to study philosophy and related
subjects, and some such as Herman Landolt, James Morris, William
Chittick, and John Cooper became well-known authorities on Islamic
thought in general and Islamic philosophy in particular. In fact a great
deal of activity in Islamic philosophy in the West by these and a number
of older Muslim scholars, as well as by a later generation such as
Hossein Ziai and Mehdi Aminrazavi is having an impact within the
Islamic world itself. Today many students from the Arab world, Tur-
key, Iran, Pakistan, Indonesia, Malaysia, and other Muslim lands are
coming to the West to study with such scholars, the case of McGill
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University being particularly notable in this process. As a result, activ-
ity in Islamic philosophy in the West has become closely related to the
life of Islamic philosophy in the Islamic world itself.

The last decades of the twentieth century were also witness to
the gradual penetration into and interaction with Western philosophy
of the living Islamic philosophical tradition. This is evident most of all
in France as a result of the influence of Corbin as can be seen in the
works of such younger French philosophers as Christian Jambet. But
there has also now come into being a gradual interaction between
Islamic philosophy and analytical philosophy7 and semiotics as we see
in the works of Ian Netton and Oliver Leaman. All of these currents
led at the end of the twentieth century to the establishment of a whole
center in Britain devoted to not only the dissemination of Islamic
philosophy, especially in its later forms, but also to its interaction with
Western philosophy, particularly the analytical school. This center
publishes the journal Transcendent Philosophy, under the direction of a
young Islamic philosopher Gholam Ali Safavi, among whose writers
are to be found many of the younger scholars, both Muslim and
Western, interested in Islamic philosophy as philosophy and also in
serious comparative studies.

The field of the study of Islamic philosophy in the West has
become as a result a much more extensive one than it was in the early
decades of the twentieth century. It is enough to consult the volumi-
nous bibliography of Hans Daiber, already cited, to see the very large
number of works appearing every year in European languages on this
subject, works written by both Western and Muslim scholars, and to
realize how scholarly activity in the field has expanded in nearly ev-
ery major European country as well as in the United States and Canada.
And yet the chasm between the scholarly study of Islamic philosophy
as intellectual history and from a Western point of view and as living
philosophy remains as does the understanding of the Islamic philo-
sophical tradition as viewed by those within that tradition and as seen
by most Western scholars who still for the most part seek to apply
categories drawn from ever-changing philosophical fashions of the
West to a philosophical tradition cultivated in the land of prophecy
and concerned with truths that stand above and beyond the transient
fashions of the day.

This chasm can in fact be seen between all forms of traditional
philosophy, which are so many expressions of the philosophia perennis,8

and various currents of modern philosophy. The traditional exponents
of the philosophia perennis in the twentieth century, especially René
Guénon, Ananda K. Coomaraswamy, and Frithjof Schuon9 were all
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adamant in pointing out the profound distinctions between traditional
and modern philosophies.10 Their criticisms of modern thought and
exposition of traditional metaphysics and cosmology, which lie at the
heart of the philosophia perennis, have led many of the scholars of the
younger generation to the serious study of Islamic philosophy, but the
works of traditional authors have not been able to eradicate completely
the mental distortions and incorrect presumptions about the nature of
the intellect and knowledge that still prevent many Western scholars of
Islamic philosophy to grasp its real nature and its significance as a
philosophy that remains aware of the realities of prophecy.

��
Despite conceptual perspectives held by many Western scholars that
are not acceptable by those who belong to the Islamic intellectual
tradition and who live within its framework, Western scholars of Is-
lamic philosophy have made some notable contributions to this field
of study. For over a century they have cataloged many libraries in
East and West and have discovered thereby numerous manuscripts of
Islamic philosophy of the greatest importance. Today nearly all the
major libraries in the West are fairly well cataloged, there being only
a few exceptions such as parts of the Vatican Library. In any case one
does not expect it to be likely that any major discoveries in the field
of Islamic philosophical manuscripts will be made in these libraries,
although the possibility of course always exists. The situation is not,
however, the same in the Islamic world itself where almost every year
new manuscripts of significance come to light even in Iran and Turkey
whose holdings are better cataloged than most other Islamic countries.
There is most likely much to be discovered in the way of philosophical
manuscripts when libraries of India, Pakistan, Syria, Yemen, Mali and
many other lands not to speak of private collections all over the Is-
lamic world are better cataloged.11 Western scholars have already done
much in developing scholarly methods for the cataloging of manu-
scripts, methods that have been used not only by themselves but also
to an ever greater degree by Muslim specialists in manuscripts such as
Fu˘åd Sezgin and Mu±ammad Tåq¥ Dånishpazh¨h. Although it is often
overlooked by students of philosophy, this type of scholarly activity
is of the utmost importance for making the basic texts of Islamic phi-
losophy available to the scholarly community for study.

A closely related domain is the correction and preparation of
critical editions of manuscripts. In the traditional Islamic world the
major texts of Islamic philosophy that were usually taught to students,
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such as the Shifå˘ (Healing) of Ibn S¥nå or Shar÷ al-hidåyah (Commen-
tary upon the Guidance) of Mullå Sadrå and Ath¥r al-D¥n Abhar¥,
were corrected by the teachers as they went along, and the existing
oral tradition was always involved as the written text was taught.
With the coming of printing into the Islamic world, some texts were
lithographed and later even printed in modern form by scholars trained
traditionally in Islamic philosophy but in many other cases faulty texts
began to appear in printed form and still do so.

From the late nineteenth century onward, a number of Western
scholars began to edit Arabic and Persian philosophical texts critically
as such major series as the Bibliothèque Iranienne of the Institut Franco-
Iranien directed by Henry Corbin bears witness.12 Long collaboration
with Western scholars of manuscripts taught several generations of
Muslim scholars how to edit texts critically, something that became
ever more necessary as the oral tradition became less available. Today
the editing of Islamic philosophical texts often appears as a thankless
task, and fewer and fewer Western scholars are willing to devote much
time to it. This task is now being accomplished mostly by Arab, Per-
sian, Turkish, and other Muslim scholars, but it cannot be forgotten
that in this area of providing critical editions of texts the work of
Western scholars has been of great importance. Yet, alas, even today
there is not one major Islamic philosopher all of whose works have
been edited critically on the basis of all the known manuscripts. Need-
less to say, this is a shortcoming that has to be overcome soon. Mean-
while, the critical and dependable printed editions of works of Islamic
philosophy that do exist owe much, either directly or indirectly, to
Western scholars of this field.

The knowledge of Islamic philosophy in the West would not of
course be possible outside the small circles of scholars of Islamic lan-
guages without translations of basic texts into European languages.
This task has been carried out by a number of Western scholars for
over a century, and they have been joined in this task during the past
half century by a number of Muslim scholars with mastery of one or
more European languages. Yet there is a remarkable dearth of trust-
worthy translations available to the Western reader when one com-
pares the case of Islamic philosophical texts with that of Hindu or
Buddhist texts. As far as translation into English is concerned, the
number is limited and still does not include the totality of such basic
Islamic philosophical texts as the Shifå˘ and al-Ishåråt wa˘l-tanb¥håt
(The Book of Directives and Remarks) of Ibn S¥nå, the Shar÷ al-ishåråt
of Na∑¥r al-D¥n al-us¥, and al-Asfår al-arba‘ah (The Four Journeys) of
Mullå S

•
adrå. Still there are notable translations by Western scholars of

which the Tahåfut al-tahåfut (The Incoherence of the Incoherence) by
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van den Bergh is in many ways exemplary. Other noteworthy trans-
lations into English include the Metaphysics of al-Kind¥ by Alfred Ivry;
several texts of Ismå‘¥l¥ philosophy by Vladimir Ivanow and Paul
Walker; several works of al-Fåråb¥ by Richard Walzer and Fritz W.
Zimmerman; The Spiritual Physick and The Philosophical Life of al-Råz¥
by Arthur J. Arberry; the Al-Amad ‘ala˘l-abad (On the Soul and Its Fate)
of Abu˘l-¡asan al-‘≈mir¥ by Everett K. Rowson; The Life of Ibn S¥nå by
William E. Gohlmann and selections of Ibn S¥nå’s philosophical theol-
ogy by Arthur J. Arberry; a long epistle of the Ikhwån al-S

•
afå˘ by

Lenn Goodman; ¡ayy ibn Yaqzån (Living Son of the Awake) of Ibn
ufayl also translated by Lenn Goodman; The Mystical Treatises of
Suhraward¥ by Wheeler Thackston; Averroes’ Commentary on Plato’s
“Republic” by Erwin Rosenthal; Ibn Rushd’s Metaphysics by Charles
Genequand; and a number of his logical works and commentaries on
Aristotle by S. Kurland, Harry Blumberg, Herbert Davidson, and
Charles Butterworth who has also translated his Fa„l al-maqål (The
Decisive Treatise); a selective translation of the works of Af∂al al-D¥n
Kashån¥ by William Chittick; the Muqaddimah (Prolegomena) of Ibn
Khald¨n by Franz Rosenthal; al-¡ikmat al-‘arshiyyah (Wisdom of the
Throne) of Mullå S

•
adrå by James Morris; Iks¥r al-‘årif¥n (The Elixir of

the Gnostics) also of Mullå S
•
adrå by Chittick; and ¡ujjat Allåh al-

bålighah (The Conclusive Argument from God) of Shåh Wal¥ Allåh of
Delhi by Marcia Hermansen. There are of course many other worthy
translations, and this list does not mean to be in any way complete but
only illustrative.13 Furthermore, there are also many important transla-
tions in other European languages especially in French,14 German, Span-
ish, Italian, and Russian. There are also translations of numerous works
of philosophical theology and doctrinal Sufism, which bear directly on
Islamic philosophy, but which we have not cited here.

As already mentioned, this effort to make works of Islamic phi-
losophy available in English has been joined by a number of Islamic
scholars as well as a number of Christian Arabs during the past few
decades. As far as the English language is concerned, one can mention
Muhsin Mahdi, a major authority as editor, commentator, and trans-
lator of al-Fåråb¥, George Hourani, Michael Marmura, Majid Fakhry,
Selim Kamal, M. S. Khan, Fawz¥ al-Najjår, Shams Inati, Hossein Ziai
(sometimes in collaboration with John Walbridge), and Parviz
Morewedge, just to cite some of the better known names. And again
there are a number of scholars of Islamic background who have made
important translations into French and German.15

As a result of all these efforts, some primary sources of Islamic
philosophy are now available in European languages but not to the
extent that one could understand Islamic philosophy in depth without
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the knowledge of Arabic and in the case of many philosophers, Per-
sian, and for Ottoman philosophical thought also Turkish. Much re-
mains to be done in this domain, but this effort is hampered by many
factors, including the lack of critical editions of many important pri-
mary texts, a shortage of philosophical dictionaries,16 and most of all
a lack of the necessary scholars to carry out the difficult task of mak-
ing competent translations. This latter factor is further aggravated by
the fact that in many Western universities translation of a philosophi-
cal text, which is often a daunting task, is not even considered in the
scholarly works of a young scholar when he or she is being considered
for academic promotion.

What is needed for Islamic philosophy is something like the Loeb
Library for Greek and Latin texts where the text in the original ap-
pears on one side of the page and the English translation on the op-
posite page. Fortunately during the last few years Brigham Young
University has embarked upon such a series in which already a few
important titles have appeared.17 Some other publishers in America
are also beginning to produce works of this kind.18 In any case in
order to have the main corpus of Islamic philosophy available to be
studied in the West by those interested in philosophy, much more
careful translation has to be carried out. Furthermore, the vocabulary
chosen for the translation of technical philosophical terms must reflect
the character of Islamic philosophy engaged with the realities mani-
fested in the land of prophecy rather than the rationalistic or skeptical
bent of mind of many of those who embark upon the arduous task of
translation. Otherwise the Italian adage traduttore traditore, that is, a
translator is a betrayer, becomes the reality as we in fact see in a number
of translations in many fields of Islamic studies, including philosophy.

The history of philosophy in the modern sense began in the West
in the nineteenth century following certain philosophical developments,
especially in Germany. Much earlier, classical Muslim scholars had
written works that dealt with the lives and writings of Islamic think-
ers, including philosophers. These works included not only the al-
Milal wa˘l-ni÷al literature, meaning literally religious creeds and schools
of philosophy or thought, by such figures as al-Båghdåd¥, Ibn ¡azm,
and al-Shahrastån¥, but also well-known treatises dealing with phi-
losophers, scientists, and theologians and bearing other titles such as
the works of Ibn al-Nad¥m, Ibn Ab¥ U∑aybi‘ah, Ibn al-Qif†¥, Ibn
Khallakån, and ¡åjj¥ Khal¥fah. There are also classical works devoted
more specifically to philosophers, including pre-Islamic ones, works
such as those of Mu±ammad Shams al-D¥n Shahraz¨r¥,19 Qu†b al-D¥n
Ashkiwar¥, and Mu±ammad Tunakåbun¥. These treatises usually reflect
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knowledge of not only earlier Islamic works including anthologies of
sayings of Greek and Muslim philosophers by such figures as Ibn
Fåtik and Ab¨ Sulaymån al-Sijistån¥, but also directly or indirectly of
Greek works such as those of Theophrastus, Diogenes Laertius, and
Galen dealing with Greek philosophers.

It is of great interest in the context of the present book to note
that in most of these traditional histories of Islamic philosophy, the
idea that philosophy was related at the beginning to prophecy has
been confirmed and emphasized, and it has been asserted that ÷ikmah
began with the prophet Idr¥s identified with Hermes.20 But the works
on Islamic philosophy that began to be written in the West from the
nineteenth century onward were based on very different premises and
methods. They were for the most part rooted in positivistic historicism
and disregarded the traditional Islamic understanding of the history
of philosophy nearly completely. From the middle of the nineteenth
century European scholars began to write histories of Islamic philoso-
phy, usually called “Arabic” philosophy following the medieval usage
of this term.21 Starting with the pioneering works of Augustus
Schmölders and Salomo Munk, a number of well-known works on the
history of Islamic philosophy appeared in various European languages
by such figures as Bernard Carra de Vaux, Miguel Cruz Hernández, De
Lacy O’Leary, Gustave Dugat, Léon Gauthier, and Goffredo Quadri.22

The most influential among these works in the Islamic world itself was
Tjitze De Boer’s Geschichte der Philosophie im Islam,23 which in its English
version remained a standard text in Pakistani and many Indian univer-
sities until the 1970s and in some places until more recently.

These works, often of a scholarly nature, nevertheless looked
upon Islamic philosophy from the point of view of the modern Euro-
pean perspective on its own philosophical heritage. All of them disre-
garded more or less later Islamic philosophy from the thirteenth century
onward as if it had never existed. Most of them saw what they knew
of Islamic philosophy even of the earlier period, that is, the main
figures of mashshå˘¥ or Islamic Peripatetic philosophy, as being of little
more value than a bridge between late medieval European philosophy
and the Greek past. They disregarded for the most part the relation
between Islamic philosophy and the Quranic revelation and ignored
the view of Islamic philosophy itself about its origins and its relation
to prophecy.

During the first six or seven decades of the twentieth century,
many Muslims who had become aware of Western approaches to the
history of philosophy also wrote histories of Islamic philosophy but
based mostly on the current Western models. Some dealt more with
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the issue of the relation of Islamic philosophy to kalåm and the Quranic
revelation itself than their Western counterparts. Those writing in
Arabic also provided much information on the original Arabic philo-
sophical texts not found in the Western histories of Islamic philoso-
phy. During the period in question most of the Muslim authors in this
field were Arabs such as Mu∑†afå ‘Abd al-Råziq, ‘Uthmån Am¥n,
Ibråh¥m Madhk¨r, ¡usåm al-≈l¨s¥, ‘Al¥ Såm¥ al-Najjår, and the very
prolific ‘Abd al-Ra±mån Badaw¥, who wrote in both French and Ara-
bic. Among this group ‘Abd al-¡al¥m Ma±m¨d was exceptional in his
grasp of the relation of falsafah to the inner teachings of Islam. Some
of the notable scholars writing on the history of Islamic philosophy
were also Christian rather than Muslim Arabs. This latter category
included among others Georges Anawati, ¡annå al-Fåkh¨r¥, and Khal¥l
al-Jurr. The works in Arabic on the history of Islamic philosophy often
contain many insights and analyses not found in the works of Euro-
pean scholars, but the model of most of these works remained to a
large extent the histories written by Western scholars. This is espe-
cially true in their conception of Islamic philosophy as terminating
with Ibn Rushd, to which Ibn Khald¨n came to be added as a kind of
postscript. These works in fact disregarded, like their Western coun-
terparts, the whole later tradition of Islamic philosophy, to which much
of the present book is devoted, and therefore did not emphasize at all
the living nature of the Islamic philosophical tradition.

During this period histories of Islamic philosophy were also
written by Turkish, Indo-Pakistani, and to a lesser extent Persian schol-
ars. One needs only to recall Zia Ülken from Turkey and Saeed Shaikh
from Pakistan, whose works became fairly popular. Although these
works did not suffer from any attachment to Arab nationalistic ideol-
ogy, their treatments nevertheless ignored much of later Islamic phi-
losophy and were to a large extent based on European models. The
only figure of this period who sought to deal with later Islamic phi-
losophy, although in a truncated version, was Mu±ammad Iqbål in his
The Development of Metaphysics in Persia, which contains important in-
sights, although it is also very incomplete and contains certain basic
errors. It is interesting to note that in Persia, where Islamic philosophy
was more active as a living tradition than anywhere else, less attention
was paid to the history of Islamic philosophy as cultivated in the West
than in the Arab world, the reason being precisely because the tradition
that always emphasized that truth stands ultimately above time and
that philosophy cannot be reduced to its history was still so strong. It
has been only during the past three decades that Persian scholars such
as ‘Al¥ A∑ghar ¡alab¥ and Ghulåm ¡usayn Ibråh¥m D¥nån¥ have written
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extensive works on the history of Islamic philosophy and where trans-
lations of works on this subject from European languages and Arabic
have also attracted a number of figures who belong to the authentic
Islamic intellectual tradition to the modern treatment of the history of
Islamic philosophy.

A major turning point occurred in the writing of the history of
Islamic philosophy in the 1960s. First of all Henry Corbin, who was
the first Western scholar to have discovered the whole continent of
later Islamic philosophy and who opposed strongly the historicism
that issued from nineteenth-century European philosophy, asked myself
and Osman Yahya, a Syrian expert on doctrinal and philosophical
Sufism, to collaborate with him to write a history of Islamic philoso-
phy for the popular encyclopedic collection Pléiades. The result of this
cooperation was the Histoire de la philosophie islamique,24 which was
soon translated into many European and Islamic languages and became
very popular. Although this work was only the first volume of our
project and ended with the life of Ibn Rushd, it treated Islamic philoso-
phy and its history in a completely different way from other works in
European languages and took fully into consideration the rapport be-
tween philosophical speculation and revelation in Islam. Neither Yahya
nor I had time to complete this project; so Corbin completed it in a
somewhat more summary fashion, and it is this completed version that
has been translated into English as The History of Islamic Philosophy.25

Two years before the appearance of our Histoire de la philosophie
islamique, I delivered a set of three lectures at Harvard University, in
which, while dealing with Ibn S¥nå, Suhraward¥, and Ibn ‘Arab¥, I
sought to combine the Islamic view that philosophical truth has ulti-
mately no history and that in Islamic history what was important was
intellectual perspectives and not individuals with careful historical
scholarship making use of both Western and Islamic sources. My lec-
tures were in reality a response from within the Islamic philosophical
tradition to the historiography of Islamic philosophy developed in the
West. The book resulting from these lectures was entitled Three Mus-
lim Sages.26 Translated into Arabic, Persian, Turkish, Urdu, Bengali,
and many other languages, it remains to this day a text studied in
many Islamic as well as Western universities and represents an inter-
action between the living Islamic intellectual tradition and Western
scholarship on the subject of the history of Islamic philosophy.

Meanwhile, the government of Pakistan had created a center
under the direction of Mian Mu±ammad Shar¥f to compile a major
history of Islamic philosophy in which scholars from East and West
would collaborate. The original plan for the book followed mostly the
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Western histories of Islamic philosophy with chapters added on cul-
ture, the arts, and more recent developments in the Islamic world.
Around 1960, I began to cooperate with M. M. Shar¥f on this project
and convinced him to add chapters on later Islamic philosophy, which
he accepted with the proviso that I would write them, which I did.
Nevertheless, the work, which became standard reference for several
decades27 and was translated into a number of languages, is a rather
composite work and does not as yet represent a satisfactory integra-
tion between the traditional Islamic understanding of Islamic philoso-
phy and Western historiography of the subject.

Since those defining years of the 1960s, a number of histories
have appeared by Western scholars with greater awareness of the
integral Islamic philosophical tradition. Such works include Historia
del pensamiento en el mundo islámico of Miguel Cruz Hernández28 and
Ian Netton’s Allåh Transcendent.29 But the most popular work in En-
glish written by a single author during this period on the subject has
been Majid Fakhry’s History of Islamic Philosophy,30 which in its original
version followed the earlier European and Arabic works that limited
Islamic philosophy to only certain schools and the earlier period of
Islamic thought. But subsequent editions have continued to embrace
to an ever greater degree the later Islamic philosophical tradition, al-
though the section on recent schools of Islamic philosophy in Persia
and India is still rather scanty.

Finally, in the 1990s Routledge requested that Oliver Leaman
and I edit a major two-volume work on the history of Islamic philoso-
phy, which would also include a section on Jewish philosophy as part
of their general series on the history of philosophy. The plan of this
work was based on both a historical and a morphological treatment of
the subject and taking full account of the relation of Islamic philoso-
phy to the Islamic revelation, as well as the whole of the Islamic in-
tellectual tradition. Again we invited scholars from both the West and
the Islamic world, and, as in nearly all works in which a large number
of scholars of different backgrounds participate, the result was that
there are differences and sometimes discordant views expressed. But
this work, entitled History of Islamic Philosophy, which first appeared in
1996, is now perhaps the most extensive work available on the subject,
a work in which Western and Islamic scholarship are combined with
the aim of creating a bridge between the two.

There are very few fields in which Western scholarship has been
as influential upon philosophical activity in the Islamic world as that
of the history of Islamic philosophy. Works written on this subject in
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the West continue to influence Muslims themselves and their view of
their own intellectual tradition. At stake for Muslims is the meaning
of philosophy and its relation to prophecy. A full history of Islamic
philosophy, which would include all periods of Islamic history and all
the different schools of thought with an Islamic philosophical dimen-
sion and full awareness of the nexus between philosophy and proph-
ecy, must await more monographic studies of figures and periods not
yet fully known. But during the past few decades at least a framework
for the study of the history of Islamic philosophy has been created that
is deeply rooted in the nature of Islam and its intellectual tradition.
Western scholarship on this subject originally opposed the Islamic view
almost completely and for the most part looked upon philosophy as a
secularized mental activity. However, later at least some voices in the
West began to look at the subject differently often more in accordance
with the Islamic view of things. In any case the Western challenge to the
Muslims’ self-understanding of their own intellectual tradition has been
very significant in the Muslim response of the past few decades, a re-
sponse that is bound to grow in both depth and breadth in the future.

Western scholars have also of course carried out many analyses
of various figures and texts of Islamic thought often in total disagree-
ment with the Muslims’ own understanding of the figure or subject at
hand. A blatant example of this is the study by Renan, the French
rationalistic and agnostic philosopher, of Ibn Rushd, a study that has
had far-reaching influence. Nor have such studies, which claim to
know an Ibn S¥nå or a Suhraward¥ better than those who belong to the
living Islamic philosophical tradition including oral teachings that go
back to these masters, ceased to appear in the West. But in this do-
main also such analyses are rarely followed blindly by Western edu-
cated Muslims as they were in days of old. Usually they are catalysts
for philosophical deliberation, especially among younger Muslim
philosophers and scholars of philosophy who are well versed in a
European language. In any case Western scholarship on Islamic phi-
losophy continues to have an influence upon the Islamic world itself
in the domain of philosophical analysis as in the other fields men-
tioned above. Moreover, this interaction, which is in reality a form of
comparative philosophy, cannot but bear positive fruit if on the Is-
lamic side the authentic and traditional Islamic view of philosophy is
not abandoned and forgotten as was the case with an earlier genera-
tion of Western-educated Muslims.

In the chapters that follow we shall be discussing both philo-
sophical questions and the ideas of particular Islamic philosophers
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and schools of philosophy seen from the point of view of the Islamic
philosophical tradition itself. Yet our language and mode of presenta-
tion will incorporate Western scholarship and address the Western as
well as the Muslim audience. We hope to remain faithful to philoso-
phy cultivated in the land of prophecy while presenting features of
this philosophy in such a manner that they can speak even to those
beyond the borders of this “land,” even to those who think that they
do not need to heed the voice of prophecy or do not even hear it, but
who are nevertheless drawn to the teachings of the ÷ikmah or wisdom
contained in the Islamic philosophical tradition.
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C H A P T E R  2

The Meaning and Role
of Philosophy in Islam

As already mentioned in the preceding chapter, ‘philosophy’ is used
in so many different ways in Western languages today that in discuss-
ing the meaning and role of philosophy in Islam we must turn before
anything else to the exact meaning corresponding to this term in Arabic,
that is, falsafah and ÷ikmah, and also to the structure of Islam in its
essence and historical deployment in relation to philosophy. Islam is
hierarchic when considered in its total reality and also in the way it
has manifested itself in history.1 The Islamic revelation possesses within
itself several dimensions and has been revealed to humanity on the
basic levels of al-islåm, al-¥mån, and al-i÷sån (submission, faith, and
virtue) and from another perspective as al-Shar¥‘ah, al-T

•
ar¥qah and al-

¡aq¥qah (the Law, the Path and the Truth).2 When we speak of the role
of philosophy in Islam we must first of all ask with which aspect and
dimension of Islam we are dealing. In any case we must avoid the
mistake made only too often by many orientalists during the past
century of identifying Islam with only the Shar¥‘ah or kalåm and then
studying the relationship of “philosophy” or metaphysics with that
particular dimension of Islam. Rather, in order to understand the real
role of “philosophy” in Islam we must consider Islam in all its ampli-
tude and depth, including especially the dimension of al-¡aq¥qah, where
precisely one will find the point of intersection between “traditional
philosophy” and metaphysics and that aspect of the Islamic perspec-
tive into which sapientia in all its forms has been integrated through-
out Islamic history.3 Likewise, the whole of Islamic civilization must
be considered in its width and breadth, not only a single part of dår
al-islåm, for it is one of the characteristics of Islamic civilization that
the totality of its life and the richness of its arts and sciences can only
be gauged by studying all of its parts. Only in unison do these parts
reveal the unity of the whole that is reflected in all the genuine mani-
festations of Islam. One cannot understand the role of “philosophy” or
any other intellectual discipline in Islam by selecting only one dimen-
sion of Islam or one particular geographical area, no matter how
important that dimension or that area may be in itself.
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As for “philosophy,” the sense in which we intend to use it in
this discussion must be defined with precision, for here we are dealing
with a question of some complexity. First of all it must be remem-
bered that terms dealing with the intellectual sciences have a precise
meaning in the sciences of traditional civilizations such as the Islamic.
We can use “philosophy” as the translation of the Arabic al-falsafah
and inquire into the meaning of the latter term in Islam and its civi-
lization. Or we can seek to discover how ‘philosophy’ as used today
in English must be understood within the context of Islamic civiliza-
tion. Or again we can seek to find all those Islamic sciences and intel-
lectual disciplines which possess a “philosophical” aspect in the sense
of dealing with the general worldview of man and his position in the
universe. For our own part, we must begin by making the basic
affirmation that if by philosophy we mean secularized philosophy as
currently understood in the West, that is, the attempt of people to
reach the ultimate knowledge of things only through the use of their
own rational and sensuous faculties and cut off completely from both
the effusion of grace and knowledge made available through proph-
ecy and revelation as well as the light of the Divine Intellect, then such
an activity is peripheral in the Islamic intellectual universe. It is a fruit
of a humanism that did not manifest itself in Islam except for very few
instances of a completely secondary nature. It is what some Persian
philosophers and sages have called “mental acrobatics” or literally
“weaving” (båftan), in contrast to philosophy as the gaining of cer-
tainty, or literally the discovery of truth (yåftan). But if by philosophy
we mean a traditional philosophy based on certainty rather than doubt,
where the mind of a human being is continuously illuminated by the
light of the Divine Intellect and revelation and protected from error by
the grace provided by a traditional world in which he or she breathes,
then we certainly do have an Islamic philosophy that possesses illim-
itable horizons and is one of the richest intellectual traditions in the
world, a philosophy that is of necessity concerned with religious reali-
ties and prophecy as well as logic, the natural sciences, and so on, and
has been often wedded to illumination (ishråq) and gnosis (‘irfån).4 If
we view philosophy in this light, then the title of “philosopher” can-
not be refused to those in Islam who are called the “falåsifah” as well
as those known as ÷ukamå˘ and ‘urafå˘.5

Moreover, if one takes the whole of the Islamic world into ac-
count, including the Persian, the Ottoman, and the Indian parts of it,
one certainly cannot call Islamic philosophy a transient phenomenon
that had a short-lived existence in a civilization whose intellectual
structure did not permit its survival. One can no longer speak of
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Christian and Jewish philosophy and then refuse to accept the reality
of Islamic philosophy.6 One can with some logic assert, as has been
done by Fernand van Steenberghen7 and certain others, that philoso-
phy, as understood by the scholastics was not called specifically “Chris-
tian” by them but was conceived of as philosophy as such, but that
did not make it any less Christian. In the same way in classical Islamic
texts one reads usually of the term al-falsafah (philosophy), but not al-
falsafat al-islåmiyyah (Islamic philosophy), which is of a more current
usage, just as most classical Islamic authors have usually referred to
al-d¥n (the religion), when writing about Islam rather than using the
term al-islåm. The homogeneity and unity of traditional civilization
was such that for its members their world was the world. Western
civilization certainly produced Christian art during the Middle Ages,
but this art was usually called “art” as such. Islam produced some of
the greatest architectural marvels in the world, which were, however,
very rarely referred to as “Islamic architecture” by their own creators.
They simply called them “architecture.” This characteristic is a pro-
found aspect of the medieval world and of traditional civilizations in
general, which must be taken into full consideration in the present
discussion. But if we stand “outside” of these worlds and study them
in comparison with the secular modern world or with other sacred
civilizations, then in the same way that we can call Chartres “Chris-
tian architecture” and St. Thomas a “Christian philosopher” we can
refer to the Alhambra as “Islamic architecture” and Ibn S¥nå and
Suhraward¥ as “Islamic philosophers.”

In all honesty and taking into consideration the long tradition
and the still living character of Islamic philosophy we cannot refuse to
recognize the reality of this distinct type of traditional philosophy as
being just as closely allied to the structure of Islam, and just as closely
related to a particular dimension of it, as other traditional philoso-
phies such as the Hindu or Neo-Confucian are related to the tradition
in whose bosoms they have been cultivated. For the Islamic philoso-
phers, especially those of the later period, traditional philosophy has
always been a way in which the truths of revelation have been seen
and discussed through intellectual and rational discourse and the
philosophical significance of the message of prophecy and of reality
itself as it reveals itself in the land of prophecy brought out. The truth
reached by traditional philosophy is for the ÷ukamå˘, an aspect of the
Truth itself, of al-¡aqq, which is a Divine Name and therefore the
source of all revealed truth.8 For the Islamic ÷ukamå˘, as for Philo,
philosophy was originally a form of revealed Truth, closely allied to
revelation. For Muslims it was connected with the name of the prophet
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Idr¥s, who was identified by them with Hermes, and who was entitled
“The Father of Philosophers” (Ab¨˘l-±ukamå˘). The identification of
the chain of philosophy with an antediluvian prophet reveals a pro-
found aspect of the concept of philosophy in Islam—far more pro-
found than that any historical criticism could claim to negate.9 It was
a way of confirming the legitimacy of ÷ikmah in the Islamic intellectual
world and showing its relation to prophecy, a way that we also observe
among certain Jewish and Christian philosophers who saw in Moses,
Solomon, and other prophets the origins of their philosophical tradition.

Having established the existence of Islamic philosophy as a dis-
tinct type of traditional philosophy, we must now probe into its mean-
ing and definition. We must first of all make a distinction between
philosophy in the general sense as Weltanschauung and philosophy as
a distinct intellectual discipline in the technical sense. If we think of
philosophy in the general sense of Weltanschauung, then outside of
falsafah and al-÷ikmah, with which philosophy has been identified by
most schools, we must search within several other traditional Islamic
disciplines for “philosophy,” as mentioned in the last chapter. Among
these disciplines the intellectual form of Sufism which is also called al-
al-‘irfån or al-ma‘rifah, that is, gnosis understood as unitive and illumi-
native knowledge, is particularly significant. This fact is especially
true of the later period of Islamic history when in most of the Arab
world falsafah as a distinct school disappeared, and the intellectual
needs corresponding to it found their fulfillment in kalåm and doctri-
nal Sufism.10

As for philosophy in the technical sense, it embraces not only
Peripatetic philosophy in its early phase, known in the West thanks to
medieval translations and modern research following the earlier tra-
dition, but also later Peripatetic philosophy after Ibn Rushd and be-
ginning with Khwåjah Na∑¥r al-D¥n al-¨s¥, the school of Illumination
(ishråq) founded by Suhraward¥ , metaphysical and gnostic forms of
Sufism identified closely with the school of Ibn ‘Arab¥, and the “tran-
scendent theosophy” (al-÷ikmat al-muta‘åliyah) of Mullå S

•
adrå, not to

speak of philosophies with specific religious forms such as Ismå‘¥l¥
philosophy, which possesses its own long and rich history.11 We shall
turn to this integral history in later chapters of this work.

Because of the vastness of the subject we shall confine ourselves
in this chapter to the role and meaning of falsafah or ÷ikmah, or phi-
losophy in its technical sense, in Islam, always keeping in mind, how-
ever, the richness of Sufism, kalåm, and some of the Islamic cosmological
sciences in the domain of ideas that concern the Islamic and more
generally universal views of man’s position in the universe and
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vis-à-vis God. The most profound metaphysics in Islam is in fact to be
found in the writings of the Sufi masters, especially those who have
chosen to deal with the doctrinal aspects of the spiritual way, or with
that scientia sacra called “gnosis” (al-‘irfån) or (al-ma‘rifah). A more gen-
eral treatment of the meaning of philosophy in Islam would have to
include Sufism, kalåm, u„¶l, and some of the other Islamic sciences as
well, but as already mentioned, these lie outside the boundaries of the
present discussion, which concerns only falsafah or ÷ikmah as these terms
have been understood by the traditional Islamic authorities themselves.

��
To understand the meaning of Islamic philosophy it is best to examine
the use of the terms falsafah and ÷ikmah in various traditional sources
and the definitions provided for them by the Islamic philosophers
themselves.12 The term ‘÷ikmah’ appears in twenty places in the Quran,
of which perhaps the most often cited, when referring to philosophy,
is, “He giveth wisdom [÷ikmah] unto whom He willeth, and he unto
whom wisdom is given, he truly hath received abundant good”
(Quran, 2, 269, Pickthall translation).13 It also appears in the ¡ad¥th
literature in such sayings as “The acquisition of ÷ikmah is incumbent
upon thee: verily the good resides in ÷ikmah,”14 and “Speak not of
÷ikmah to fools.”15

Different Muslim authorities have debated as to what ‘÷ikmah’
means in such verses and sayings, and many theologians such as Fakhr
al-D¥n al-Råz¥ have identified it with kalåm rather than falsafah. How-
ever, throughout Islamic history many have identified it with the in-
tellectual sciences (al-‘ul¶m al-‘aqliyyah) in general and traditional
philosophy in particular. In fact during later centuries traditional phi-
losophy came to be known, especially in Persia, as al-÷ikmat al-ilåhiyyah,
or literally theosophia in its original sense. Even early in Islamic history
certain authorities used ‘÷ikmah’ in the sense of the intellectual sciences
and philosophy, as for example Jå±iπ, who in al-Bayån wa˘l-taby¥n (Dec-
laration and Explations) refers to it in connection with Sahl ibn Hår¨n,16

and Ibn Nad¥m, who calls Khålid ibn Yaz¥d, known for his interest in
the “pre-Islamic” or awå˘il sciences, the “÷ak¥m of ≈l al-Marwån.”17

The definitions given by the Islamic philosophers themselves are
more revealing than those of literary figures in elucidating the mean-
ing of philosophy for Islam. In his well-known definition of falsafah,
the first of the great Muslim Peripatetics, al-Kind¥, writes: “Philosophy
is the knowledge of the reality of things within man’s possibility,
because the philosopher’s end in his theoretical knowledge is to gain
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truth and in his practical knowledge to behave in accordance with
truth.”18 His successor al-Fåråb¥ accepted this definition in principle,
making in addition a distinction between “philosophy rooted in cer-
tainty” (falsafah yaq¥niyyah), which is based on demonstration (burhån),19

and “philosophy deriving from opinion” (falsafah maz
•
n¶nah), based

upon dialectics and sophistry.20 He also gives the well-known definition
of philosophy as “the knowledge of existents qua existents” and also
states that “there is nothing among existents in the world with which
philosophy is not concerned.”21

The master of Peripatetics, Ibn S¥nå, adds another element to the
definition of ÷ikmah and relates it more closely to realization and per-
fection of the being of man when he writes: “¡ikmah is the perfecting
of the human soul through the conceptualization of things and the
judgment of theoretical and practical truths to the measure of human
capability.”22 This close accordance between knowledge and its prac-
tice, so important for later Islamic philosophy, is repeated in the
definition of the Ikhwån al-S

•
afå˘ when they say: “The beginning of

philosophy is the love of the sciences; its middle is knowledge of the
reality of things to the extent to which man is capable; and its end is
speech and action in conformity with this knowledge.”23

With Suhraward¥ and the ishråq¥ school, the close rapport be-
tween philosophy and religion or more precisely between philosophy
as an aspect of the inner dimension of revealed truth and the ascetic
and spiritual practices related to religious discipline, which in Islam
are connected with Sufism and also Shi‘ite gnosis, becomes fully es-
tablished. Not only was Suhraward¥ himself a Sufi and a ÷ak¥m at the
same time, but also he conceived of a true faylas¶f or ÷ak¥m as one who
possesses both theoretical knowledge and spiritual vision.24 He calls
such a person “muta˘allih,” literally, one who has become “God like,”
and speaks in his Partaw-nåmah (The Book of Radiance) of ÷ikmah as
“The act of the soul’s becoming imprinted by the spiritual truths and
the intelligibles.”25 After him philosophy and spiritual realization be-
came for the most part wedded except among those who followed
only the Peripatetic school, and al-÷ikmat al-ilåhiyyah became, espe-
cially in Persia and other eastern lands of Islam, the bridge between
the formal religious sciences and the verities of pure gnosis.

The Safavid ÷ak¥ms, who brought many trends of Islamic phi-
losophy to their full fruition and flowering, continued to relate phi-
losophy closely to the esoteric dimension of religion, as had many
earlier philosophers including Ismå˜¥l¥ thinkers, and considered the
traditional philosopher as the person who possesses not only theoreti-
cal knowledge but also a direct vision of the truth so that he speaks
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to mankind as a sage fulfilling a certain aspect of the prophetic func-
tion after the close of the cycle of prophecy. In the Twelve-Imam
Shi‘ite world many an authority such as Mullå S

•
adrå has identified

the term scholars (‘ulamå˘) in the famous prophetic saying, “The schol-
ars of my community are like the prophets of the Children of Is-
rael,”26 with the ÷ukamå˘, who in the later period were mostly also
Sufis and gnostics. ¡ikmah, therefore, continued its close relation with
Islamic esoterism and became identified in the context of Shi‘ism
with the “cycle of initiation” (då˘irat al-walåyah/wilåyah) following the
cycle of prophecy (då˘irat al-nubuwwah). M¥r Firdirisk¥, for example,
considers the ÷ukamå˘ as standing in the class immediately below the
prophets and writes: “The utmost extremity reached by the falåsifah
is the point of departure for prophecy.”27

With S
•
adr al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥ (Mullå S

•
adrå), who achieved such a

vast synthesis of the various schools of Islamic philosophy and intel-
lectuality, the definition of ‘÷ikmah’ also reaches a fullness and syn-
thetic quality that embraces much that came before him. In one of his
famous definitions, which echoes in part the words of Plato, he writes:
“Falsafah is the perfecting of the human soul to the extent of human
possibility through knowledge of the essential realities of things as
they are in themselves and through judgment concerning their exist-
ence established upon demonstration and not derived from opinion or
through imitation. Or if thou liketh thou canst say, it is to give intel-
ligible order to the world to the extent of human possibility in order
to gain ‘resemblance’ to the Creator, Transcendent is He.”28 Similarly
in another definition he considers ÷ikmah as the means whereby “man
becomes an intelligible world resembling the objective world and simi-
lar to the order of universal existence.”29 Referring to the first prin-
ciples discussed in ÷ikmah Mullå S

•
adrå says: “It is this ÷ikmah that the

Blessed Prophet had in mind in his prayer to his Lord when he said:
‘O Lord! Show us things as they really are.’ ”30 Moreover, he gives a
spiritual exegesis of the Quranic verse ‘Surely We created man of the
best stature, then We reduced him to the lowest of the low, save those
who believe and do good works’ (Quran, 95, 4–6) in this way: “Of the
best stature” refers to the spiritual world and the angelic part of the
soul, ‘the lowest of the low’ to the material world and the animal part
of the soul, ‘those who believe’ to theoretical ÷ikmah and those who
‘do good works’ to practical ÷ikmah.”31 Seen in this light ÷ikmah, in its
two aspects of knowledge and action, becomes the means whereby
man is saved from his wretched state of the lowest of the low and
enabled to regain the angelic and paradisal state in which he was
originally created. ¡ikmah is, in his view, completely wedded to religion
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and the spiritual life and is far removed from purely mental activity
connected with the rationalistic conception of philosophy that has
become prevalent in the West since the post-Renaissance period.

Having surveyed the meaning of philosophy through the eyes of
some of its major expositors and supporters, a few words must now
be said about the different forms of “opposition” to it, before turning
to its role and function in Islam. It must, however, be remembered
that “opposition” in the context of a traditional civilization is very
different from the opposition of contending modern philosophical
schools that have no principles in common. In Islam there has often
been a tension between the various components and dimensions of
the tradition but a tension that has been almost always creative and
has never destroyed the unity of Islam and its civilization.32 With this
reserve in mind it can be said that opposition to falsafah in Islam came
mainly from three groups, but for different reasons: the purely reli-
gious scholars dealing with fiqh and u„¶l, the theologians (mutakallim¶n),
especially of the Ash‘arite school, and certain of the Sufis.

Some of the scholars of the religious sciences criticized falsafah sim-
ply because it stood outside of the domain of the Shar¥‘ah with which they
were solely concerned. Some, like Ibn Taymiyyah in Sunnism and Mullå
Båqir Majlis¥ in Shi‘ism, wrote specifically against the falåsifah and in the
case of the former against logic, although he himself made use of logical
discourse. Their opposition to falsafah is related to their mission to pre-
serve the purely transmitted sciences on the exoteric level. Thus they
refused to be concerned with either the intellectual sciences or the esoteric
dimension of Islam, which alone could integrate these sciences, and chief
among them philosophy, into the Islamic perspective.

As for the theologians, the opposition of the Ash‘arites to falsafah
was of course much greater than that of the Mu‘tazilite school of kalåm,
while in the Shi‘ite world, Ismå‘¥l¥ kalåm was always close to Ismå‘¥l¥
philosophy, and Twelve-Imam Shi‘ite kalåm became closely wedded to
falsafah with the Tajr¥d (Catharsis) of Na∑¥r al-D¥n al-¨s¥. In fact as we
shall see in the next chapter, in Shi‘ism later falsafah or al-÷ikmat al-
ilåhiyyah itself claimed to fulfill the true role of theology and in reality
contains much that in Western terms would be considered as theol-
ogy.33 The well-known attack of al-Ghazzål¥ against falsafah was not
simply a negative act of demolishing falsafah. First of all, it attacked
only Peripatetic philosophy and moreover the rationalistic tendencies
within it. Second, the criticism was of such a nature that it changed the
direction of the flow of Islamic intellectual life rather than put an end
to it.34 The background that made possible the spread of the sapiential
teachings of Suhraward¥ and Ibn ‘Arab¥ owes much to al-Ghazzål¥,
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while the later revival of Peripatetic philosophy by al-¨s¥ is related
closely to the criticism of Ibn S¥nå by another Ash‘arite critic of falsafah,
Fakhr al-D¥n al-Råz¥.35 The criticism of falsafah by the mutakallim¶n,
therefore, was for the most part a creative interplay between falsafah
and kalåm, which left an indelible mark upon both of them. Kalåm
forced falsafah, even the Peripatetic school, to deal with certain
specifically religious issues, while falsafah influenced ever more the
formulation and argumentation of kalåm itself, even Sunni kalåm, start-
ing with Imåm al-¡aramayn al-Juwayn¥, continuing with al-Ghazzål¥,
and al-Råz¥, and in a sense culminating with ‘A∂ud al-D¥n al-Áj¥ in his
Kitåb al-mawåqif (The Book of Stations), which is concerned with philo-
sophical kalåm. This trend is also to be seen in the works of Jalål al-D¥n
Dawån¥. In Shi‘ism also it is difficult to distinguish some of the later
commentaries upon the Tajr¥d from works on falsafah. The “opposi-
tion” of kalåm to falsafah, therefore, far from destroying falsafah,
influenced its later course and in much of the Sunni world absorbed
it into itself after the seventh/thirteenth century, with the result that,
as already mentioned, such a figure as Ibn Khald¨n was to call this
later kalåm a form of philosophy.

As for the criticism of falsafah made by certain Sufis, it too must
be seen in light of the nature of Islamic esoterism as well as certain
local and temporal conditions. Sufi metaphysics could not become
bound to the “lesser truth” of Aristotelianism against whose inher-
ent limitations it reacted and whose limits it criticized. But the criti-
cism against the substance of falsafah came, not from the whole of
Sufism, but from a particular tendency within it. In general one can
distinguish two tendencies within Sufi spirituality, one that takes the
human intellect to be a ladder to the luminous world of the Spirit
and the other that emphasizes more the discontinuity between hu-
man reason and the Divine Intellect and seeks to reach the world of
the Spirit by breaking completely the power of ratiocination within
the mind. The final result, which is reaching God, is the same in both
cases, but the role played by reason is somewhat different in the two
instances. The first tendency can be seen in some of the members of
the school of Ibn ‘Arab¥ such as ‘Abd al-Kar¥m al-J¥l¥, S
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Qunyaw¥,36 and the like, and the second in some of the famous Per-
sian Sufi poets such as Sanå˘¥ and Mawlånå Jalål al-D¥n R¨m¥37 and
in the Arab world in certain early Sufi poets. Moreover, later in
Islamic history there were important figures who were both Sufis
and philosophers such as Suhraward¥, Då˘¨d al-Qay∑ar¥, and Shah
Wal¥ Allåh of Delhi.38 In the case of those following the first tendency
many sapiential doctrines belonging to ancient schools of philosophy
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such as Hermeticism, Neopythagoreanism and Neoplatonism were
integrated into Islamic esoterism through the light of Islamic gnosis
as we see in the writings of Ibn ‘Arab¥. It is interesting to note,
however, that while Ibn ‘Arab¥ was called “the Plato of his day,” he
was critical of the rationalistic philosophers who had preceded him.

In the second case there is a greater criticism of ratiocination
(istidlål) for spiritual reasons, and throughout Islamic history follow-
ers of this type of Sufism have criticized falsafah, particularly of the
Peripatetic kind, severely, in order to open before people the lumi-
nous skies of illumination and gnosis while they have emphasized the
centrality of love which in the Sufi context is not, however, in any way
opposed to ma‘rifah or gnosis as we see so clearly in the Mathnaw¥ of
R¨m¥. In fact the Mathnaw¥ has been called quite rightly “an ocean of
gnosis.”39 Without Sufism and other aspects of Islamic esoterism con-
tained in Shi‘ism the rise of a Suhraward¥ or a Mullå S

•
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inconceivable. In fact both tendencies within Sufism have played a
critical role in the later history of falsafah, one more positive, and the
other in a sense more negative, while both aspects of Sufism have
remained the guardians and in many cases expositors of traditional
falsafah or ÷ikmah in its profoundest and most essential sense or what
in Western parlance is called the “philosophia perennis.” Falsafah for its
part benefited immensely from this interaction with Sufism and gradu-
ally became itself the outer courtyard leading those qualified to enter
the inner garden of gnosis and beatitude.

The criticism of Sufism against falsafah and the rebuttals of the
÷ukamå˘ are well illustrated in the following assertion of R¨m¥ and the
responses it brought forth. In his Mathnaw¥, he says:

The leg of the syllogisers is a wooden one,
A wooden leg is very infirm.40

This verse was answered by M¥r Dåmåd in his own well-known
poem in these terms:

O thou who hast said that reasoning is like a wooden leg
—Otherwise Fakhr al-D¥n Råz¥ would have no peer—
Thou hast not distinguished between intellect and fantasy,
Do not reproach demonstration, O thou who hast not

understood correctly.41

Later in the twelfth/eighteenth century the famous Sufi master
of Shiraz, Mawlånå Sayyid Qu†b al-D¥n Mu±ammad Sh¥råz¥, rose to
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defend R¨m¥ from the attack of M¥r Dåmåd in yet another poem,
some of whose lines are as follows:

O thou who reproacheth Mawlaw¥ [R¨m¥],
O thou who art deprived of an understanding [of the Mathnaw¥],
The Mathnaw¥ is the ocean of the light of the soul,
Its poetry is replete with pearl and coral.
If thou hadst an understanding of the Mathnaw¥,
Thou wouldst never raise thy tongue in its reproach.
Although the weaknesses of the faculty of reason,
Have been accounted by Mawlaw¥ in the Mathnaw¥
He did not intend by reason (‘aql) the Universal Intellect (‘aql-i kull),
For the latter is the guide upon all paths.
Rather, he meant the philosophical and particular reason,
For this is without the light of the face of Joseph.42

Since the particular intellect [reason] is mingled with fantasy,
Therefore it is considered blameworthy by the saints.43

The criticism made by certain Sufis of falsafah and their influence
upon its development was like the transformation brought about by
the alchemist through the presence of the philosopher’s stone. The
very substance of falsafah was changed during later Islamic history
from a rational and systematic system of thought with an Islamic form
and concerned as well with certain specifically Islamic issues to a
wisdom related to esoterism and closely wedded to illumination and
gnosis while retaining its distinct character as philosophy and making
use of rational thought. Likewise, Islamic philosophy was saved by
Islamic esoteric teachings and gnosis from the deadlock it had reached
with the type of excessive Aristotelianism of an Ibn Rushd and was
enabled to channel itself into a new direction, a direction that be-
stowed upon it renewed vigor and made it a major aspect of Islamic
intellectual life in the eastern lands of Islam during the eight centuries
following the death of the Andalusian master of Aristotelianism with
whom the earlier chapter of Islamic philosophy had drawn to a close.

��
In discussing the role and function of falsafah in Islam and Islamic
civilization we must note the change that took place to some degree
after the period leading to Ibn S¥nå in the East and Ibn Rushd in the
West. During the early period, which is also the formative period of
the Islamic intellectual sciences, falsafah performed a central role in the
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process of the absorption and synthesis of the pre-Islamic sciences and
the formulation of the Islamic sciences. The science of logic, the prob-
lem of the classification of the sciences, the methodology of the sci-
ences, and their interaction with the rest of Islamic culture were all
deeply concerned with and of concern to falsafah and its particular
elaboration in Islam. Moreover, during this early period most of the
great scientists were also philosophers so that we can speak during
the early centuries, and even later, of a single type of Muslim savant
who was both philosopher and scientist and whom we have already
called “philosopher-scientist.”44 The development of Islamic science in
the early period is related to that of Peripatetic philosophy as well as
the philosophical trends of an anti-Peripatetic nature. Not only al-
Fåråb¥ and Ibn S¥nå, but also Mu±ammad ibn Zakariyyå˘ al-Råz¥ and
al-B¥r¨n¥ were all prominent figures of Islamic science. In fact the anti-
Peripatetic view, which is nevertheless falsafah, is particularly significant
in the development of many new ideas in the sciences.45 In any case
during early Islamic history the cultivation and the development of
the sciences would have been inconceivable without falsafah. The
meaning of ‘÷ak¥m,’ which denotes at once a physician, scientist, and
philosopher, is the best proof of this close connection.46

Not only did falsafah play a central role in the development of the
intellectual sciences, of which it was like the head compared to the
rest of the body, but also it was the major discipline in which tools and
instruments of analysis, logic, and rational inquiry were developed for
the transmitted sciences and other aspects of Islamic culture. The tools
of logic developed mostly by the falåsifah and in conformity with the
particular genius of Islam, in which logic plays a positive role from a
soteriological point of view and prepares the mind for illumination
and contemplation, were applied to fields ranging far and wide, from
grammar and rhetoric to even the classification and categorization of
¡ad¥th, from organizing economic activity in the bazaar to developing
the geometry and arithmetic required to construct the great monu-
ments of Islamic architecture. To be sure the function of the falsafah
with which we are concerned here does not involve only the rational-
izing tendencies of the Graeco-Alexandrian doctrines adopted by the
Muslim Peripatetics or specific Aristotelian teachings. It concerns more
generally the development of a climate of rational thought and of the
instrument of logic and logical reasoning, which, once developed, were
adopted by the various Islamic arts and sciences for their own ends
and in accordance with the nature of Islam and its teachings.

Also during this early period when Islam made its first contacts
with the arts and sciences of other civilizations, falsafah played an
important role in enabling the Muslims to integrate the pre-Islamic
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sciences into their own perspective. Its role on the formal level comple-
ments that of Islamic esoterism, whose insistence on the universality
of revelation on the supra-formal level made possible a positive en-
counter with other religions and traditions.47 For the falåsifah, as al-
Kind¥ asserted so clearly from the beginning, the truth was one;
therefore, they were certain that the truth, wherever and whenever it
might be discovered, would conform to the inner teachings of Islam,
simply because the instrument of knowledge for both falsafah or ÷ikmah
and religion was the same, namely, the Universal Intellect or Logos,
which plays such an important role in the theory of knowledge of the
Islamic philosophers. Such facts as the identification of Hermes with
Idr¥s and the Sabaeans with the followers of Hermes, the belief that
the early philosophers of Greece learned their sophia from Solomon
and other prophets, and, looking eastward, the open interest shown
by the falåsifah in the wisdom of India and ancient Persia both of
which had a strong religious color all attest to the rapport between
falsafah and prophecy and religion.

One must always remember the important role of falsafah in early
Islam in providing the appropriate intellectual background for the
encounter of Muslims with the arts, sciences, and philosophies of other
civilizations. This role was in fact crucial during the early period of
Islamic history when Muslims were translating the heritage of the
great civilizations that had preceded them into their own world of
thought and were laying the foundations for the rise of the Islamic
sciences. This role was particularly important then, but it did not cease
to be significant even later. The translation of the Chinese sciences
during the Ál-Khånid period was supported by men whose background
was that of ÷ikmah, such men as Rash¥d al-D¥n Fa∂l Allåh, who was
both vizier and philosopher-scientist.48 Moreover, during the Moghul
period in India the movement of translation of Sanskrit works into
Persian incited by Akbar and reaching its culmination with Dårå
Shuk¨h, a movement whose great religious and cultural significance
is not as yet generally recognized outside the Indo-Pakistani subcon-
tinent, is again closely connected with the later tradition of falsafah and
÷ikmah as it spread from Persia, starting mostly with the reign of
Skandar Lodi, to the Indian subcontinent. Finally, it must be reas-
serted that during the earlier phase of Islamic history one of the im-
portant and enduring roles of falsafah was its struggle with kalåm and
the particularly “philosophical” structure it finally bestowed upon that
science. The difference between the treatises of kalåm of al-Ash‘ar¥
himself or his student Ab¨ Bakr al-Båqillån¥ and Fakhr al-D¥n al-Råz¥,
‘Ad¨∂ al-D¥n al-Áj¥ and Sayyid Shar¥f al-Jurjån¥ is due solely to the
long struggle of kalåm with falsafah. Through kalåm, therefore, falsafah,
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as an Islamic discipline, left its indelible mark upon the later intellec-
tual life of Sunnism, where, at least in the Sunni parts of the Arab
world in contrast to the Shi‘ite world, falsafah as a distinct discipline
had begun to wane after the eighth/eleventh century.

��
Something must also be said about the position of falsafah in Islamic
universities during this early period. The official position accorded to
falsafah in the curriculum of the Islamic universities varied greatly
from land to land and period to period, depending upon theological
and political factors of a complex nature, which we cannot analyze
here.49 In Jundishapur and the Bayt al-±ikmah in Baghdad, falsafah
was respected and taught, as it was also in the Azhar, after its estab-
lishment by the Få†imids. But its teaching in official madrasahs came to
be banned with the rise of Ash‘arite power among the Abbasids and
Seljuqs, to the extent that in his will and testament for the trust (waqf)
of the Niπåmiyyah school system, Khwåjah Niπåm al-Mulk ordered
specifically that the teaching of falsafah be banned from the university
system founded by him. This ban in fact continued in most of the
Sunni part of the Arab world afterward except for logic, which was
always taught there. But later in Islamic history the teaching of falsafah
was made once again a part of the curriculum by Khwåjah Na∑¥r al-
D¥n al-¨s¥ at Maraghah and Rash¥d al-D¥n Fa∂l Allåh in the Rab‘-i
Rash¥d¥ in Tabriz, as well as in certain Ottoman madrasahs, and despite
a checkered career, it has continued as a part of the madrasah curricula
in Persia and many schools of the Indo-Pakistani subcontinent and
Iraq to this day. As noted elsewhere in this book, in India especially
as a result of the influence of the scholars of Farangi Mahall in Lucknow
Islamic philosophy continued in the curriculum of madrasahs until the
fourteenth/twentieth century. In any case, however, the extent of the
role of falsafah must not be judged solely by whether it was taught in
universities or not, making a comparison with the situation in the
West. In Islam, because of the very informal structure of traditional
education, much of the instruction in falsafah as well as in the esoteric
sciences has always been carried out in private circles outside the
madrasahs and continues so to this day.

��
When we come to later Islamic history, or what we might call the
“post-Ibn Rushdian phase” of Islamic philosophy, the role and func-
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tion of falsafah became somewhat different from what it had been until
then. The Islamic sciences, both the intellectual and transmitted, had
by now become already elaborated and were following their own course
of development. Peripatetic philosophy, moreover, had reached an
impasse, as seen in the far-reaching attacks of al-Ghazzål¥ and the
much less influential rebuttal of Ibn Rushd. New intellectual forces
had appeared upon the scene, of which the most important were those
identified with the names of Suhraward¥ and Ibn ‘Arab¥. Politically
also the symbolic unity of the Islamic world was soon brought to an
end by the destruction of the Abbasid caliphate by the Mongols and
the emerging of a new pattern, which finally led to the establishment
in the central regions of the Islamic world of the three major Muslim
empires of the Ottomans, Safavids, and Moghuls. In this new situation
falsafah was to have a different function and role in the western and
the eastern lands of Islam.

In the western lands of Islam, after Ibn Rushd falsafah ceased to
exist as an independent and rigorously defined discipline, with a few
exceptions in the Arab world such as Ibn Sab‘¥n and Ibn Khald¨n.
Among the Turks and the Sunni Arabs of Syria and Iraq a certain
amount of philosophic activity did continue, associated mostly with
the school of Suhraward¥ and the metaphysical doctrines of Ibn ‘Arab¥,
but unfortunately this tradition has not been investigated thoroughly
until now.50 In the western lands of Islam the life of the main sub-
stance of falsafah, however, both in its logical aspects and cosmological
and metaphysical doctrines, continued to pulsate within kalåm and
also within Sufism of the gnostic and metaphysical type, associated
with Ibn ‘Arab¥ and his commentators such as S
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Mu˘ayy¥d al-D¥n al-Jand¥, Då˘¨d al-Qay∑ar¥, Shams al-D¥n al-Fanår¥,
‘Abd al-Wahhåb al-Sha‘rån¥, Bål¥ Afand¥, and ‘Abd al-Ghany¥ al-
Nabulus¥. The continuation of the intellectual life of the Muslims of
the western regions, a life that manifested itself in falsafah as well as
kalåm and ta„awwuf in the early centuries, is to be found during the
later period primarily in kalåm and Sufism. One would, therefore, have
to say that although until the revival of Islamic philosophy in Egypt
by Jamål al-D¥n al-Asadåbåd¥ (known as al-Afghån¥) in the thirteenth/
nineteenth century falsafah or ÷ikmah as a separate and distinct disci-
pline was only pursued sparsely and was not cultivated avidly in the
western lands of Islam, it nevertheless continued to possess a certain
mode of life within the matrix of kalåm and Sufism.

In the eastern lands of Islam and particularly in Persia the role
of falsafah was quite different as we shall see in the last chapters of this
book. Thanks to Suhraward¥ and Ibn ‘Arab¥ new schools of ÷ikmah
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grew while the teachings of Ibn S¥nå were revived by al-¨s¥. As a
result, a rich intellectual life came into being, which reached its apo-
gee in many ways in the Safavid period with M¥r Dåmåd and Mullå
S
•
adrå51 and which also played a major role among the Muslims of the

Indian subcontinent. Besides its function in aiding to sustain the intel-
lectual sciences, which continued to be cultivated in Persia and In-
dia—and also to a certain extent among the Ottomans—up to the
thirteenth/nineteenth century, and besides its role in the various as-
pects of the religious life of the community, falsafah or ÷ikmah, which
by now had come much closer to the heart of the Islamic message and
had left the limitative confines of Peripatetic philosophy, became the
bridge for many to Sufism and Sufi metaphysics. In the same way that
in the Arab world one observes in many circles to this day a certain
wedding between Ash‘arite kalåm and Sufism, in Persia and to a cer-
tain extent in the Ottoman world and in the Indian subcontinent there
came into being a notable wedding between ÷ikmah and ‘irfån, and
many masters appeared who were both ÷ak¥ms and ‘årifs (gnostics).
On the one hand, ÷ikmah became profoundly imbued with the gnostic
teachings of Ibn ‘Arab¥ and his school and was able to present in such
cases as Mullå S

•
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Sufi metaphysics than found in many of the Sufi texts themselves. On
the other hand, it became in turn the major point of access to the
teachings of Sufism for many of intellectual inclination with a rational
bent of mind who were engaged in the cultivation of the official reli-
gious sciences. As a result of the transformation it received and the
role it fulfilled, falsafah or ÷ikmah continued its own life and remains
to this day in Persia and certain adjacent lands as a living intellectual
tradition independent of kalåm and ‘irfån.

In conclusion and in summary it can be said that falsafah in Islam
satisfied a certain need for causality that exists everywhere among
certain human types, provided the necessary logical and rational tools
for the cultivation and development of many of the arts and sciences,
enabled Muslims to encounter and assimilate the learning of many
other cultures, in its reactions with kalåm left a deep effect upon the
latter’s future course, and finally became wed to illumination and
gnosis, thus creating a bridge between the rigor of logic and the ec-
stasy of spiritual union, while influencing in some cases the expres-
sion of gnostic teachings themselves.

What we have said about traditional Islamic philosophy holds
true to a large extent today wherever Islamic philosophy remains a
living intellectual tradition. This philosophy remains of the greatest
pertinence to the contemporary world because of the harmony it has
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achieved between logic and spiritual vision and also because of the
profound metaphysical and cosmological doctrines it contains within
the pages of its long and extended historical unfolding.52 Furthermore,
because of the present encounter of Islam with an alien philosophy
and science—this time from the West—Islamic philosophy must be
called upon once again to play the role it fulfilled in early Islamic
history, namely, to provide the necessary intellectual instruments and
the requisite intellectual background with the aid of which Muslims
can face various alien philosophies and sciences from a position of
discernment and intellectual rigor. Otherwise the encounter with the
West can only result in calamity for the future of Islamic intellectual
life and threaten even more than what happened in the colonial pe-
riod the continuation of the life of falsafah itself. Only in remaining
true to its own genius, to its own roots, and to the role it has always
played in Islamic history in a land dominated by the reality of proph-
ecy can falsafah (and ÷ikmah) fulfill this vital function of providing the
Muslims themselves with the necessary intellectual background to
confront the modern and now postmodern West and to remind the
world at large about the long-forgotten but urgently needed truths
that Islamic philosophy has been able to preserve within its treasury
of wisdom over the centuries and that it is able to present in a contem-
porary language to the world today.
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C H A P T E R  3

Al-¡ikmat al-Ilåhiyyah and Kalåm

In trying to understand the role of philosophy within the context of
the Islamic tradition in its totality, one of the most interesting subjects
to investigate is the relation between later Islamic philosophy in its
metaphysical aspects or what came to be known as al-÷ikmat al-ilåhiyyah
and kalåm which is usually translated as Islamic theology in Western
languages. When we speak of al-÷ikmat al-ilåhiyyah we do not mean
simply the ilåhiyyåt of the works of Muslim Peripatetics such as Ibn
S¥nå and Ibn Rushd, nor the ÷ikmah to which some of the theologians
such as Fakhr al-D¥n Råz¥ refer as being synonymous with kalåm. Rather,
we mean that blend of rational philosophy, illumination, gnosis, and
the tenets of revelation that formed into a synthesis after Suhraward¥
and to a large extent, thanks to him, that reached its peak with S
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al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥ and his students.1 In this chapter we wish to examine
the relation between the followers of the school of al-÷ikmat al-ilåhiyyah,
or ÷ikmat-i ilåh¥ (especially that part concerned with “the general
principles” (al-um¶r al-‘åmmah) and kalåm. Although not all the
÷ukamå˘ of this school have the same view concerning kalåm, there
is enough unity of view among them to warrant such a study, in
the same way that one can speak of the relation between mashshå˘¥
philosophy and kalåm even though not all of the Muslim Peripatetic
philosophers have held the same views concerning kalåm.

In the history of the struggle and reciprocal influence between
falsafah and kalåm in Islam, we can, for the sake of the present discus-
sion, distinguish five periods:

1. The earliest period, from the beginning to the end of the third/
ninth century, when the Mu‘tazilite school was dominant in kalåm,
and falsafah was passing through its period of genesis and early
development with such figures as Árånshahr¥ and al-Kind¥ and
his students. This period was one of distinct but parallel devel-
opments and of close association between falsafah and kalåm in an
atmosphere of more or less relative mutual respect, at least in the
case of al-Kind¥ himself, although from the side of kalåm certain
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of its branches such as the school of Basra opposed falsafah strongly
even during this early period.

2. The period from the end of the third/ninth to the fifth/eleventh
century, from the rise of Ash‘arite theology and its elaboration to
the beginning of the gradual incorporation of certain philosophi-
cal arguments into kalåm by Imåm al-¡aramayn al-Juwayn¥ and
his student al-Ghazzål¥. This was a period of intense opposition
and often enmity between falsafah and kalåm, a period whose
phases have been so ably studied along with those of the first
period by many Western scholars, from Munk, Steinschneider,
Horovitz, and Horten to Anawati, Gardet, and especially Wolfson,
whose studies in the domain of the relation between falsafah and
kalåm during the early period of Islamic history mark one of the
highlights of Occidental scholarship on Islamic thought.2 Names
of more recent scholars such as Joseph von Ess, David Burrell,
and Wilfred Madelung can be added to this list.

3. The period from al-Juwayn¥ and al-Ghazzål¥ to Fakhr al-D¥n al-
Råz¥ and including Ab¨˘l-Fat± al-Shahrastån¥, that is, from about
the fifth/eleventh century to the seventh/thirteenth century.
During this period strong opposition between falsafah and kalåm
continued as can be seen in the well-known critiques of Ibn S¥nå
by al-Ghazzål¥ and al-Råz¥, but at the same time each school
became influenced in many ways by the other. Falsafah, going
back to Ibn S¥nå, who lived at the beginning of this period, began
to discuss more than before such problems as the meaning of
prophecy and the Divine Word, the question of human and Di-
vine Will connected with the issue of predestination and free
will, the Divine Attributes, and so on, issues that had always
been central to kalåm. Meanwhile, kalåm became even more “philo-
sophical,” employing both ideas and arguments drawn from
falsafah. In fact such a famous Ash‘arite theologian as Fakhr al-
D¥n al-Råz¥ had extensive knowledge of philosophy. That is why
Ibn Khald¨n, who appeared shortly after this period, wrote that
there appeared men whom it was difficult to classify exclusively
in the category of faylas¶f or mutakallim and who could be legiti-
mately considered as belonging to either or both groups. Still,
during the period in question the attacks of Ash‘arite kalåm, al-
though itself “philosophized,” continued against falsafah to the
extent that they eclipsed Peripatetic philosophy in the eastern
lands of Islam as we shall see more fully in later chapters.
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4. From the seventh/thirteenth century to the tenth/sixteenth cen-
tury a more peaceful relationship existed between falsafah, which
now included the newly established school of Illumination or
ishråq, and kalåm. In the Sunni world many figures appeared
who were masters of both falsafah and Ash‘arite kalåm (of the
later school) such as Sayyid Shar¥f Jurjån¥, Jalål al-D¥n Dawån¥,
and even Då˘¨d al-Qay∑ar¥. In the Twelve-Imam Shi‘ite world
systematic kalåm was established by Na∑¥r al-D¥n al-¨s¥ who
was himself one of the greatest of Islamic philosophers. His
student ‘Allåmah al-¡ill¥, who is considered one of the most
outstanding authorities in Shi‘ite kalåm, was also a master phi-
losopher. One can see during this period in both the Sunni and
Shi‘ite worlds a much less contentious relationship between
falsafah and kalåm and the appearance of many more figures such
as those to whom Ibn Khald¨n had alluded, that is, men who
were at once faylas¶f and mutakallim. Meanwhile, after the rise of
Suhraward¥ and development of his school, al-÷ikmat al-muta‘åliyah
began to develop rapidly in the School of Isfahan with which we
shall discuss in chapter 11 of this work.

5. From the tenth/sixteenth century to modern times when in the
Shi‘ite world, following the full development of al-÷ikmat al-
muta‘åliyah by Mullå S
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ilåhiyyah began to eclipse kalåm to the extent that Shi‘ite kalåm
soon ceased to occupy the important position it had held earlier
and became marginalized. As for the Sunni world, especially in
India, the teachings of the masters of philosophy understood as
÷ikmat al-ilåhiyyah flourished. There, however, in contrast to Per-
sia, this ÷ikmah tradition did not completely supplant and eclipse
Ash‘arite kalåm, but the two were often integrated together, along
with Sufism, into a grand synthesis as we see in the writings of
Shåh Wal¥ Allåh of Delhi and Mawlånå ‘Al¥ Ashraf Thanw¥.

��
During the last two periods in question the opposition of the followers
of al-÷ikmat al-ilåhiyyah to kalåm, and especially to the kalåm of the
Ash‘arite school, did not disappear and even grew, as far as Shi‘ite
philosophers were concerned. The opposition to Ash‘arism did not,
however, come only from philosophers or Shi‘ite theologians. As far as
Ash‘arite theology is concerned, it is too often taken in the West as rep-
resenting Islamic theology as such; although more recent scholarship has
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shown that even in Sunni circles it has never represented all religious
thought or “theology” in its Christian sense and has always been
opposed by a segment of the Sunni religious community.3 The Quran
and the Sunnah, on the one hand, and the pure metaphysics and
gnosis derived from the esoteric teachings of Islam and contained in
Sufism, on the other hand, were there to show some of the innate short-
comings of the whole Ash‘arite approach.4 This matter must be taken into
full consideration when one discusses the opposition of the followers of
al-÷ikmat al-ilåhiyyah to kalåm in general and Ash‘arite kalåm in particular.

The followers of al-÷ikmat al-ilåhiyyah considered the methods of
kalåm as being illegitimate, but the problems with which it dealt as
being of vital importance. While they held the same reverence for the
Quran and Sunnah as the followers of kalåm and also drew from these
sources for their doctrines, they refused to accept the methods of kalåm
as sufficient or even legitimate in solving the more profound ques-
tions of religion and their metaphysical implications. In fact it can be
said that the ÷ukamå -̆i ilåh¥ (that is, philosophers who belonged to the
school of al-÷ikmat al-ilåhiyyah), as they came to be called in Persian,
believed themselves to be exactly that class of religious scholars who
possessed the necessary intellectual means to explain the intellectual
content of religion and answer the questions posed for religion by the
discursive mind, or in other words to accomplish those very goals
which the mutakallim¶n attempted to accomplish but failed to do so in
a satisfactory manner in the eyes of the ÷ukamå˘.

The change from opposition to kalåm to replacing its very role
and function, at least in the cultural orbit of Persia where ÷ikmat-i ilåh¥
flourished for the most part, can be seen already in the intermediary
figures between Suhraward¥ and Mullå S

•
adrå, to whom we shall turn

later in this book. Suhraward¥ himself makes singularly little reference
to kalåm, while at the same time he discusses the most essential prob-
lems of kalåm such as Divine Attributes, the nature of the human soul,
and God’s knowledge of the world, in light of his own ishråq¥ doc-
trines.5 Na∑¥r al-D¥n al-¨s¥, who followed him by a century, was both
÷ak¥m and mutakallim and in fact the founder of Shi‘ite systematic the-
ology thanks mostly to his Tajr¥d (Catharsis).6 His student Qu†b al-D¥n
al-Sh¥råz¥, the commentator of Suhraward¥ and at the same time a
Peripatetic philosopher, showed less interest in kalåm than his master
while being aware of its arguments. But another of Na∑¥r al-D¥n’s
students, ‘Allåmah al-¡ill¥, was again both a foremost theologian and
a ÷ak¥m.

The tendency toward a synthesis between ÷ikmat-i ilåh¥ and kalåm
especially in its Shi‘ite form but also including Ash‘arite kalåm became
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even more accentuated in the eighth/fourteenth and ninth/fifteenth
centuries. While specifically Shi‘ite theologians such as Ibn Ab¥ Jumh¨r
A±∑å˘¥ and Sayyid ¡aydar ≈mul¥ were well versed in the doctrines of
÷ikmat-i ilåh¥, some of the best known ÷ak¥ms of the age, such as Jalål
al-D¥n Dawån¥, S

•
adr al-D¥n and Ghiyåth al-D¥n Man∑¨r Dashtak¥, and

M¥r Sayyid Shar¥f Jurjån¥ were as much at home with kalåm as ÷ikmah
and also ‘irfån. It is hardly possible to say whether Dawån¥ was a ÷ak¥m-
i ilåh¥ or a mutakallim in the same way that later in India numerous
figures appeared who were both mutakallim and faylas¶f or ÷ak¥m. It is
important to note, however, that while ¨s¥ was well versed in both
schools but expressed the viewpoint of each in separate works and did
not combine their arguments in a single book or a single doctrinal syn-
thesis, Dawån¥ and many other later figures combined arguments and
methods of both schools in their exposition of the nature of things and
attempted a synthesis between them. This is a hallmark of much of the
thought of the eighth/fourteenth and ninth/fifteenth centuries.

With Mullå S
•
adrå the new relation between kalåm and al-÷ikmat

al-ilåhiyyah, which had been developing since the seventh/thirteenth
century, reaches a new peak and the summit of its development.7

Mullå S
•
adrå knew well the important Mu‘tazilite and Ash‘arite theo-

logians, especially al-Ghazzål¥ and Fakhr al-D¥n al-Råz¥, and also the
most important Shi‘ite theologians before himself. In fact among the
later Islamic philosophers probably none was as well acquainted with
both Sunni and Shi‘ite kalåm as he. Kalåm represents, along with Peri-
patetic philosophy, ishråq¥ theosophy and ‘irfån, one of the basic ele-
ments from which he created his vast synthesis. He turns to the
arguments of kalåm again and again especially in the Asfår, and he
confirms and praises some of the arguments of the mutakallim¶n in
certain places8 while rejecting them violently in others.9

What is, however, most interesting in Mullå S
•
adrå’s views about

kalåm is not his acceptance of some of their beliefs and arguments nor
the fact that nearly every single problem discussed by kalåm is also
considered by him in his “transcendent theosophy” (al-÷ikmat al-
muta‘åliyah); rather, it is his views concerning the very nature of kalåm
and the shortcomings of the knowledge acquired through its methods.
According to him, the mutakallim¶n in general have not purified their
inner being sufficiently so as to enable the intellect within them to
perceive directly the Divine Realities without the dimming and ob-
scuring influence of the carnal soul. In the Si a„l (Three Principles) he
says in bitter words that reflect the hardship he suffered at the hands
of some of the superficial ‘ulamå˘ and mutakallim¶n who opposed his
teachings, “Some of those who pretend to be scholars and are full of evil
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and corruption and some of the mutakallim¶n who have no logic or rea-
son . . . have made opposition to the Sufis their slogan.”10 He continues,

O dear scholar and o conceited mutakallim! Until when and
for how long will you mark the face of intimacy with the
mole of fear and cast the earth of darkness upon the eye of
faithfulness through distress and be busy with admonition
and oppression of the people of purity and faithfulness?
Until when and for how long will you wear the dress of
deception and hypocrisy and the robe of trickery and im-
posture, and drink the cup of conceit from the hands of the
fiend that appears as an angel, and use your effort in de-
stroying the truth and spreading falsehood, in vilifying the
man of knowledge and praising the ignorant?11

In his Kasr a„nåm al-jåhiliyyah (Breaking the Idols of the Age of
Ignorance), Mullå S

•
adrå makes clearer the reason why kalåm cannot

reach the heart of religious truth. He writes,

The differences that occur among scholars of kalåm and ju-
risprudence (fiqh) in the important questions and the gen-
eral principles of religious injunctions, and not in secondary
details where differences can exist, originate in the failure
of their effort to seek the truth of things and in the fact that
they do not penetrate into all of the aspects of the truth.
The way to reach certainty (yaq¥n) in the inquiry into reli-
gious truths and the inner meaning of the teachings of the
Prophet is not through discussions of kalåm and disputa-
tions. Rather, it is through the acquiring of inner and intui-
tive knowledge, the abandoning of what one’s nature is
accustomed to, the rejection of worldly and base things and
the disregarding of the opinions of creatures, the praise of
men and the attention of rulers. In summary, it is through
the realization of real asceticism before the world, its chil-
dren, its wealth and its glory.

Worldly glory is a greater temptation than wealth. And
worldly glory deriving from a social status based upon
[pretended] knowledge and righteousness is a worse cor-
ruption in the hearts [of men] than the worldly glory de-
rived from authority over their bodies and based upon might
and power. For from the former originate most disputa-
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tions and discussions of kalåm and the rivalries and contro-
versies of fiqh, whose origin is the desire for fame and social
prestige throughout the land, the love to rule and to control
the servants of God, the great hope in [acquiring] what is
desirable physically, the wish to continue to subsist on this
earth and to cling to it, satisfaction with the life of this
world and being removed from the good pleasure of God,
the Exalted, on the Day of Resurrection.12

With this stern judgment, which concerns not the result but the
very roots of the thoughts and words of the mutakallim¶n, Mullå S

•
adrå

attacks the basis of kalåm at the same time that he integrates so much
of its heritage into his own intellectual synthesis.

The writings of one of Mullå S
•
adrå’s foremost students, ‘Abd al-

Razzåq Låh¥j¥,13 are particularly significant for an understanding of the
relation between al-÷ikmat al-ilåhiyyah and kalåm in later centuries.
Although he had studied the al-Asfår al-arba‘ah (The Four Journeys), al-
Shawåhid al-rub¶biyyah (Divine Witnesses), and al-Mabda˘ wa˘l-ma‘åd
(The Origin and the End) of Mullå S

•
adrå with the master himself and

was also well versed in ishråq¥ philosophy, as a result of the radically
changed conditions at the end of the Safavid period to which we shall
turn later in this book, he distanced himself from his teacher’s al-
÷ikmat al-muta‘åliyah and wrote his most famous works on kalåm and
publicly at least showed himself to be closer to the Peripatetics than
to Mullå S

•
adrå in questions pertaining to philosophy. Among his works

on kalåm the most famous are Gawhar-i muråd (The Sought Jewel) and
Shåwariq al-ilhåm (Orients of Divine Inspiration), the latter being a
commentary upon ¨s¥’s al-Tajr¥d. These works, the first written in
Persian and the second in Arabic, have become among the most au-
thoritative works on Shi‘ite kalåm.

Although a defender of Shi‘ite kalåm, Låh¥j¥ did not extend his
approval to all schools of kalåm. The famous theologian Taftåzån¥, like
Ibn Khald¨n, distinguished between the kalåm of the mutaqaddim¥n or
“ancients” and the muta˘akhkhir¥n, “those who came later,” but
identified the first with the Mu‘tazilites and the second with the
Ash‘arites. Låh¥j¥ used the same distinction but with a different meaning.
For him the kalåm of the mutaqaddim¥n is identified with Sunni kalåm in
general and that of the muta˘akhkhir¥n with Shi‘ite kalåm. He criticizes the
first type of kalåm because of its opposition to ÷ikmah and defends the
second, which he finds in harmony with the ÷ikmah tradition. He consid-
ers the method of the first to be merely dialectic (jadal) and the second,
like philosophy, demonstration (burhån).14
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It is important to note that while Låh¥j¥ was a notable authority
on kalåm, he was also deeply rooted in both Sufism and al-÷ikmat al-
ilåhiyyah, although he hid to some extent his attachment to his master’s
teachings. Låh¥j¥ wrote a number of works on logic and philosophy
and even a commentary upon the Shar÷ al-ishåråt (Commentary upon
the Directives and Remarks [of Ibn S¥nå]) by ¨s¥. Some of his
philosophical and gnostic views are also to be found in his poetry,
which is of high quality.15 Låh¥j¥ was also deeply interested in the
relation between kalåm and Sufism, a domain in which he held a
position not far removed from that of al-Ghazzål¥. In light of all
these qualifications it is, therefore, of particular significance to read
what he writes about the relation between al-÷ikmat al-ilåhiyyah and
kalåm in his Gawhar-i muråd.

He writes,

Know that the types of differences existing among the ‘ulamå˘
in matters pertaining to the divine sciences (ma‘årif-i ilåh¥ )
are limited to the differences between the schools of ÷ikmat
and kalåm. . . .

The difference between kalåm and ÷ikmat lies in the follow-
ing facts: It must first of all be known that the intellect (‘aql)
possesses complete independence in the acquiring of the
divine sciences and other intellectual matters, and in these
matters it does not depend upon the Shar¥‘ah. Once this is
realized it can be concluded that the way of the ÷ukamå˘ is
acquiring true science and proving the definite principles
that govern over the essences of things in a way that is in
accordance with the nature of reality. And this way is based
upon reasoning and purely intellectual demonstration lead-
ing to self-evident premises that no intellect can refuse or
resist to accept and in which the agreement or disagree-
ment of any particular circumstances of peoples or religious
communities does not have any effect. The knowledge ac-
quired in this way is called in the terminology of learned
men “the science of ÷ikmat.” Of necessity this science is in
conformity with authentic revealed laws, for the truth of
the Shar¥‘ah is ascertainable in its reality through intellec-
tual demonstration, but this agreement does not enter into
the proof of the problems of ÷ikmat, which do not depend
upon the Shar¥‘ah for their proof. . . .
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As for the term kalåm, it has two meanings: the kalåm of the
ancients and the new kalåm. The kalåm of the ancients is an
art which enables man to defend the statutes of the Shar¥‘ah
through demonstration composed of well-known premises
that are established with certainty among the followers of
religion whether they lead to self-evident premises or not.
This art has nothing in common with ÷ikmat, either in sub-
ject matter, in reasoning or in its usefulness. The subject of
÷ikmat is the real nature of things not circumstances. Its
reasoning is composed of truths that are established with
certainty resulting from self-evident premises, whether these
are uncontested and well-known or not. Its usefulness is in
the acquiring of knowledge and the perfection of the theo-
retical faculty of the mind and not in the preservation of
statutes. Thus it is clear that this art [kalåm] cannot be one
of the means of acquiring knowledge (ma‘rifat).

The ancients among the Muslims needed this art for two
reasons: one was to protect the doctrines of the Shar¥‘ah
from the people of opposition [to it] among followers of
other denominations and religions. This need concerned
the general public among Muslims. The other was to
prove the particular aims of each school and sect of Is-
lam and to protect the condition of each school from the
attacks of the other Islamic schools. Naturally the rela-
tionship [created by the type of defense given] to each
school is different.

What we have said concerns the origin of kalåm among
Muslims. But gradually the borders of kalåm were extended.
People were no longer satisfied with guarding the situation
but began to document and explain the arguments for the
principles and foundations of religion, basing their argu-
ments upon well-known and evident premises. They left
the straight path of the most perfect among the Compan-
ions („a÷åbah) and their followers (tåbi‘¥n), which consisted
of contemplation and meditation as well as reference to the
scholars (‘ulamå˘) among the Companions and leaders
(imåms) among their followers. They considered their own
way as the way to acquire knowledge and even considered
it as the only possible way. . . .
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This then is the new kalåm, which is the counterpart of
÷ikmat. It shares the same subject and aim with ÷ikmat but
differs from it in the primary arguments and reasoning. It
has been said concerning the definition of the new kalåm
that it is a knowledge of the state of creatures according to
the mode of the injunctions of the Shar¥‘ah. By adding this
last condition the definition of ÷ikmat has been avoided, for
agreement with the injunctions of the Shar¥‘ah means bas-
ing one’s arguments upon premises that are well-known
and evident among the followers of the Shar¥‘ah. And this
is not acceptable in the definition of ÷ikmat, for it is not
necessary for premises that are well-known and [appear as]
evident to be among truths that are known with certainty.
Therefore, if by chance the premises are truths possessing
certainty they [the followers of ÷ikmat] use them as such,
and if not, they do not consider premises based upon opin-
ion as valid in intellectual matters (maså˘il-i ‘ilmiyyah).

A group of the ignorant, who have appeared in the guise of
learned men, have been in error concerning this condition
(qayd) [about the definition of kalåm and its difference from
÷ikmat] or have on purpose made simple souls fall into the
error of thinking that in the concept of ÷ikmat opposition to
the injunctions of the Shar¥‘ah is considered valid. For this
reason the condemnation of ÷ikmat and its followers has
become prevalent among Muslims. Whereas, from what we
have said it has become clear that the acquiring of knowl-
edge (ma‘rifat) in a way that is not dependent upon simple
imitation (taql¥d) is limited to the way of demonstration
(burhån) and the basing of arguments upon premises that
are certain, whether this knowledge be called ÷ikmat or kalåm.

It is not right to condemn ÷ikmat because some of the ÷ak¥ms
have committed errors in certain problems. Rather, that
group is condemnable that extends its prejudice concerning
particular well-known personalities to ÷ikmat itself, consid-
ering their [the ÷ak¥ms’] imitation as necessary and believ-
ing every single word they have uttered to be the truth. He
who is satisfied with mere imitation, why should he not
imitate the prophets and imåms?—which act would of course
bring him salvation, especially if he is not among those
possessing capability [for intellectual penetration] and is
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not able to conceive of real perfection.16 It is certain that
simply to imitate philosophers and to consider perfection
to reside solely in transmitting their words and guidance to
reside solely in following them is pure error and the very
essence of wretchedness. Rather, the sure way of acquiring
the divine sciences (ma‘årif) is pure demonstration and the
simple acquiring of certainty. Therefore, it is neither neces-
sary to be a mutakallim nor a philosopher. Rather, one must
be a believer (mu’min) who has faith in Divine Unity
(muwa÷÷id) and one must have confidence in correct action,
begging assistance in one’s action from the true Shar¥‘ah.
And if a person is not capable of achieving true perfection,
he must never cease to imitate the truly perfect men.17

Shi‘ite kalåm soon became eclipsed completely in Persia with the
revival of ÷ikmah, especially of the school of Mullå S

•
adrå at the end of

the twelfth/eighteenth and beginning of the thirteenth/nineteenth
centuries. Two of the sons of Låh¥j¥, M¥rzå Ibråh¥m and M¥rzå ¡asan,
were also authorities in both kalåm and ÷ikmah. Hasan is the more
important of the two. He studied in Qom where he died in 1121/
1709.18 He wrote on both kalåm and philosophy, which he defended
against its opponents. His works include Zawåhir al-÷ikam (The Flow-
ers of Philosophical Sciences) which has a strong Avicennan color;
Ā˘¥na-yi ÷ikmat (The Mirror of Philosophy) which is also of a philo-
sophical nature; and glosses upon the Shawåriq of his father on kalåm.
It is said that he first began to write on ÷ikmah and the relation be-
tween ÷ikmah and Sufism and only after being condemned by some of
the exoteric religious authorities turned to writing on kalåm and ethics.
It is also interesting to note that although he was the grandson of
Mullå S

•
adrå, he does not refer to the ÷ikmat al-muta‘åliyah at all.

The life of ¡asan Låh¥j¥ coincides with the end of the Safavid
period and opposition to both ÷ikmah and ‘irfån in Shi‘ite religious
circles in Persia and Iraq. But strangely enough it also coincides with
the swan song of Shi‘ite kalåm as the al-÷ikmat al-ilåhiyyah tradition
becomes revived and soon replaces kalåm almost completely. Hence-
forth, great religious scholars appear such as Mullå Mahd¥ Naråq¥
who are both jurisprudents and philosophers, but no authority on
Shi‘ite kalåm appears with the prominence of an al-¡ill¥ or Låh¥j¥. Only
in the past two decades has a new school of kalåm called “kalåm-i
jad¥d” been established in Qom and other centers of Shi‘ite learning to
confront the challenges of modernism and postmodernism. But even
in this domain of providing religious and theological responses to the
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philosophical and cultural tidal waves coming from the West, the
÷ikmah tradition plays the most important role, as we see in the case
of a pivotal figure of the fourteenth/twentieth century, ‘Allåmah Sayyid
Mu±ammad ¡usayn abå†abå˘¥.

As for the Sunni world, the al-hikmat al-ilåhiyyah tradition did not
take root in the Arab world except in Shi‘ite circles in Iraq, so the
question of its relation to kalåm in that world does not arise until Jamål
al-D¥n Asadåbåd¥, known as al-Afghån¥, revived the study of falsafah
in Cairo in the late thirteenth/nineteenth century. Even then most
Arab scholars of Islamic philosophy, contented themselves with early
Islamic philosophy, and little interest was shown in the later ÷ikmah
tradition until quite recently. In the Turkish part of the Ottoman Empire,
Islamic philosophy mostly of the schools of Ibn S¥nå and Suhraward¥
continued to be cultivated until modern times, and as already stated
many figures appeared who sought to create a harmony between
÷ikmah/falsafah and kalåm.

As far as the Sunni world is concerned, the most interesting
relationship between al-÷ikmat al-ilåhiyyah and kalåm is to be found in
India where the later ÷ikmah tradition spread widely in Sunni as well
as Shi‘ite circles. It is quite interesting to note that many of the major
Sunni intellectual figures of India, chief among them Shåh Wal¥ Allåh,
were both ÷ak¥m and mutakallim and sought to harmonize ÷ikmah and
Ash‘arite kalåm as we see in Shåh Wal¥ Allåh’s ¡ujjat Allah al-bålighah
(The Conclusive Argument from God).19 We can also see the same rap-
port between the two in the writings of the early fourteenth/twentieth-
century figure Mawlånå ‘Al¥ Thanw¥, who was both faylas¶f/÷ak¥m
and mutakallim in addition to being, like Shåh Wal¥ Allåh, a Sufi.

The destiny of the relation between al-÷ikmat al-ilåhiyyah and kalåm
was therefore to be different in Persia and India. In the Shi‘ite climate
of Persia, al-÷ikmat al-ilåhiyyah, which to be sure had incorporated certain
elements of kalåm into its structure, ultimately devoured and more or
less replaced kalåm. In Sunni India in contrast, Sunni kalåm, which in
its later form had become more philosophical, continued to survive in
a more distinct manner in the grand syntheses of Shåh Wal¥ Allåh and
others than one finds in the case of Shi‘ite kalåm among later ÷ak¥ms,
some of whom we shall discuss in chapter 13 of this book. In any case,
all those diverse modes of relationship between philosophy and the-
ology in the Islamic contexts represent so many different possibilities
of philosophical activity in a land in which the sun of prophecy shines
upon a world in which a human collectivity has lived, has thought,
and has carried out philosophical speculation.
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C H A P T E R  4

The Question of Existence
and Quiddity and Ontology

in Islamic Philosophy

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SUBJECT

There is no issue more central to Islamic philosophy and especially
metaphysics than wuj¶d (at once Being and existence) in itself and in
its relation to måhiyyah (quiddity or essence). For eleven centuries Is-
lamic philosophers and even certain Sufis and theologians (mutakallim¶n)
have been concerned with this subject and have developed on the
basis of their study of wuj¶d worldviews that have dominated Islamic
thought and have also had a deep influence upon Christian and Jew-
ish philosophy. Islamic philosophy is most of all a philosophy con-
cerned with wuj¶d and hence with its distinction from måhiyyah. To
understand the meaning of these basic concepts, their distinction, and
relationship is, therefore, to grasp the very basis of Islamic philosophi-
cal thought.1

It is true that Islamic metaphysics places the Absolute above all
limitations, even beyond the ontological Principle as usually under-
stood. It knows that the Divine Essence (al-Dhåt al-ilåhiyyah) stands
above even Being, that it is Non-Being or Beyond-Being2 in that it
stands beyond all limitation and even beyond the qualification of being
beyond all limitation. Nevertheless, the language of this metaphysical
doctrine revolves around wuj¶d in most schools of Islamic thought.
Hence, the discussion concerning the distinction between wuj¶d and
måhiyyah and their relation remains central to Islamic metaphysical
thought even while most Muslim gnostics and metaphysicians have
remained fully aware of the supra-ontological nature of the Supreme
Reality and have not limited metaphysics to ontology.

Only too often the concern of Islamic philosophers with wuj¶d
and måhiyyah has been traced back solely to Greek philosophy and
especially to Aristotle. There is of course no doubt concerning the debt
of al-Fåråb¥, who was the first Muslim philosopher to discuss fully the
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distinction between wuj¶d and måhiyyah to the Stagirite. The manner,
however, in which he and especially Ibn S¥nå, who has been called the
“philosopher of being” par excellence,3 approached the subject and the
centrality that the study of wuj¶d gained in Islamic thought have very
much to do with the Islamic revelation itself. The Quran states explic-
itly, “But His command, when He intendeth a thing, is only that he
saith unto it: Be! and it is (kun fa-yak¶n)” (36: 82); it also speaks over
and over of the creation and destruction of the world. This world as
experienced by the homo islamicus is, therefore, not synonymous with
wuj¶d. It is not “an ontological block without fissure in which essence,
existence and unity are but one.”4

Moreover, the origin of the “chain of being” is not simply the
first link in the chain but is transcendent vis-à-vis the chain. The levels
of existence (maråtib al-wuj¶d) to which Aristotle and Theophrastus
and before them Plato refer are, therefore, from the Islamic point of
view, discontinuous with respect to their Source, which is above and
beyond them. The Quranic teachings about Allah as Creator of the
world played a most crucial role in the development of Islamic phi-
losophy, as far as the study of wuj¶d is concerned. On the one hand,
it made central the importance of the ontological hiatus between Being
and existents and, on the other hand, bestowed another significance
on the distinction between wuj¶d and måhiyyah by providing a mean-
ing to the act of existentiation or the bestowal of wuj¶d upon måhiyyah
other than what one finds in Aristotelian philosophy as it developed
among the Greeks.

A HISTORICAL SURVEY OF THE STUDY OF

WUJŪD AND MĀHIYYAH IN ISLAMIC THOUGHT

Already in his Fu„¶„ al-÷ikmah,5 al-Fåråb¥ distinguishes clearly huwiyyah,
which in the terminology of early Islamic philosophy means that by
which something is actualized, hence wuj¶d, from måhiyyah. Ibn S¥nå,
deeply influenced by al-Fåråb¥, makes this distinction the cornerstone
of his ontology and treats it amply in many of his works, especially
the metaphysics of the Shifå˘ (Healing) and the Najåh (Salvation) as
well as in his final major philosophical opus, al-Ishåråt wa˘l-tanb¥håt
(Directives and Remarks).6 Fakhr al-D¥n al-Råz¥, although a theolo-
gian, continued his concern for this issue while his contemporary Shihåb
al-D¥n Suhraward¥, the founder of the school of Illumination or ishråq,
constructed a whole metaphysics of essence that would be inconceiv-
able without the basis established by Avicennan ontology.7 A century
later in the seventh/thirteenth century, both Na∑¥r al-D¥n al-¨s¥ and
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his student ‘Allåmah al-¡ill¥ dealt extensively with the question of
wuj¶d and måhiyyah even in their theological writings8 as did most of
the major philosophical figures between ¨s¥ and the Safavid period,
such as Qu†b al-D¥n Shiråz¥, Ghiyåth al-D¥n Man∑ur Dashtak¥, Ibn
Turkah, and Jalål al-D¥n Dawån¥.9

Finally, with the Safavid renaissance of Islamic philosophy in
Persia and the founding of what has now come to be known as the
“School of Isfahan,”10 Islamic metaphysics, based on the question of
wuj¶d, reaches its peak with M¥r Dåmåd and especially S

•
adr al-D¥n

Shiråz¥ (Mullå S
•
adrå) who in his al-Asfår al-arba‘ah has provided the

most extensive discussion of wuj¶d to be found in the annals of Is-
lamic philosophy.11 This sage founded a new school of ÷ikmah called
the “transcendent theosophy” (al-÷ikmat al-muta‘åliyah), which became
the most dominant, although not the only, philosophical school in
Persia, especially as far as the issue of wuj¶d and måhiyyah and their
relation are concerned.

From the generation of Mullå S
•
adrå’s students, such as ‘Abd al-

Razzåq Låh¥j¥ and Fay∂ Kåshån¥, to the Qajar revival of this school by
Mullå ‘Al¥ N¨r¥, ¡åjj¥ Mullå Håd¥ Sabziwår¥ and Mullå ‘Al¥ Mudarris
ihrån¥,12 numerous works on wuj¶d and måhiyyah continued to ap-
pear in Persia, while there was no less of an interest in this subject in
India where the foremost thinkers, such as Shåh Wal¥ Allåh of Delhi,
dealt extensively with the subject.13 In fact, the centrality of wuj¶d and
måhiyyah in Islamic philosophy persists to this day wherever authentic
Islamic philosophy has survived, as in Persia where several major
works have centered on the issue over the past few decades.14

THE MEANING OF WUJŪD AND MĀHIYYAH

Traditional teachers of Islamic philosophy begin the teaching of ÷ikmat-
i ilåh¥ (literally “theo-sophia”) as it is called in Persian,15 by instilling in
the mind of the student a way of thinking based upon the distinction
between wuj¶d and måhiyyah. They appeal to the immediate percep-
tion of things and assert that man in seeking to understand the nature
of the reality he perceives can ask two questions about it: (1) Is it (hal
huwa)? and (2) What is it (må huwa)? The answer to the first question
relates to wuj¶d or its opposite (‘adam or nonexistence), and the an-
swer to the second question concerns måhiyyah (from the word må
huwa or ma hiya, which is its feminine form).

Usually in Islamic philosophy terms are carefully defined, but in
the case of wuj¶d it is impossible to define it in the usual meaning of
definition as used in logic that consists of genus and specific difference.
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Moreover, every unknown is defined by that which is known, but
there is nothing more universally known than wuj¶d and therefore
nothing else in terms of which wuj¶d can be defined. In traditional
circles it is said that everyone, even a small baby, knows intuitively
the difference between wuj¶d and its opposite, as can be seen by the
fact that when a baby is crying, to speak to it about milk is of no avail,
but as soon as “real” milk, that is, milk possessing wuj¶d is given to
it, it stops crying.

Rather than define wuj¶d, therefore, Islamic philosophers allude
to its meaning through such assertions as “wuj¶d is that by virtue of
which it is possible to give knowledge about something” or “wuj¶d is
that which is the source of all effects.”16 As for måhiyyah, it is possible
to define it clearly and precisely as that which provides an answer to
the question What is it? There is, however, a further development of
this concept in later Islamic philosophy that distinguishes between
‘måhiyyah’ in its particular sense (bi˘l-ma‘na˘l-akha„„), which is the re-
sponse to the question What is it?, and ‘måhiyyah’ in its general sense
(bi˘l-ma‘na˘l-a‘amm), which means that by which a thing is what it is.
It is said that ‘måhiyyah’ in this second sense is derived from the Ara-
bic phrase må bihi huwa huwa (that by which something is what it is).
This second meaning refers to the reality (÷aq¥qah) of a thing and is not
opposed to wuj¶d, as is the first meaning of ‘måhiyyah.’17

As far as the etymological derivation of the term wuj¶d is con-
cerned, it is an Arabic term related to the root wjd, which possesses the
basic meaning “to find” or “come to know” about something. It is
etymologically related to the term wijdån, which means “conscious-
ness,” “awareness,” or “knowledge,” as well as to wajd, which means
“ecstasy” or “bliss.”18 The Islamic philosophers who were Persian or
used that language also employed the Persian term hast¥, which comes
from Old Persian and is related to the Indo-European terms denoting
being, such as ist in German and is in English.

‘Wuj¶d’ as used in traditional Islamic philosophy cannot be ren-
dered in English simply as existence. Rather, it denotes at once Being,
being, Existence, and existence, each of which has a specific meaning
in the context of Islamic metaphysics. The term Being refers to the
Absolute or Necessary Being (wåjib al-wuj¶d); being is a universal con-
cept encompassing all levels of reality, both that of creatures and that
of the Necessary Being Itself. Existence (capitalized) refers to the first
emanation or effusion from the Pure or absolute Being, or what is
called “al-fayd

•
 al-aqdas,” the Sacred Effusion in later Islamic philoso-

phy; while existence refers to the reality of all things other than the
Necessary Being.
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Technically speaking, God is, but He cannot be said to exist, for
one must remember that the English word ‘existence’ is derived from
the Latin ex-sistere, which implies a pulling away or drawing away
from the substance or ground of reality. The very rich vocabulary of
Islamic philosophy differentiates all these usages by using ‘wuj¶d’
with various modifiers and connotations based upon the context,
whereas the single English term ‘existence’ cannot render justice to
all the nuances of meaning contained in the Arabic term. Thus
throughout this chapter we use the Arabic ‘wuj¶d’ rather than a
particular English translation of it. There are also terms derived from
‘wuj¶d’ that are of great philosophical importance, especially the term
mawj¶d or “existent,” which Islamic philosophy, especially of the
later period, clearly distinguished from wuj¶d as the “act of exist-
ence.” Muslim metaphysicians knew full well the difference between
the terms ens and actus essendi or Sein and Dasein, and therefore
followed a path that led to conclusions very different from those in
the West, which finally led to modern Western Existenz Philosophie
and existentialism.19

THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN WUJŪD AND MĀHIYYAH

The starting point of Islamic ontology is not the world of existents in
which the existence of something, that something as existent, and the
unity of that thing are the same as is the case with Aristotelian meta-
physics. For Aristotle the world could not not exist. It is an ontological
block that cannot conceivably be broken; thus the distinction between
wuj¶d and måhiyyah is not of any great consequence. For Islamic
thought, on the contrary, the world is not synonymous with wuj¶d.
There is an ontological poverty (faqr) of the world in the sense that
wuj¶d is given by God who alone is the abiding Reality, all “other”
existents coming into being and passing away. The conceptual distinc-
tion between wuj¶d and måhiyyah, therefore, gains great significance
and, far from being inconsequential, becomes in fact the key for un-
derstanding the nature of reality. The difference between the Avicennan
and Aristotelian understanding of wuj¶d and ón, respectively, has in
fact very much to do with the message of prophecy in the world in
which Ibn S¥nå philosophized.

According to traditional Islamic philosophy, the intellect (al-
‘aql) is able to distinguish clearly between the wuj¶d and måhiyyah of
anything, not as they are externally where there is but one existent
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object, but in the “container of the mind.” When one asks oneself the
question “What is it?” with respect to a particular object, the answer
given is totally distinct from concern for its existence or nonexistence.
The “mind” has the power to conceive of the quiddity of something,
let us say man, purely and completely as måhiyyah and totally distinct
from any form of wuj¶d. Måhiyyah thus considered in itself and in so
far as it is itself (min haythu hiya hiya) is called in Islamic philosophy,
and following the terminology of Ibn S¥nå, “natural universal” (al-kull¥
al-†ab¥‘¥). Måhiyyah also appears in the mind, possessing “mental exist-
ence,” and in the external world in concreto, possessing external exist-
ence; but in itself it can be considered completely shorn of any concern
with wuj¶d,20 such as when the “mind” conceives of the måhiyyah of
man which includes the definition of man without any consideration
as to whether man exists or not.

Moreover, måhiyyah excludes wuj¶d as one of its constituent el-
ements. Or to use traditional terminology, wuj¶d is not a maqawwim of
måhiyyah in the sense that animal, which is contained in the definition
of man as rational animal, is a constituent or muqawwim of the måhiyyah
of man. There is nothing in a måhiyyah that would relate it to wuj¶d or
necessitate the existence of that måhiyyah. The two concepts are totally
distinct as are their causes. The causes of a måhiyyah are the elements
that constitute its definition, namely, the genus and specific difference,
while the causes of the wuj¶d of a particular existent are its efficient
and final causes, as well as its substratum.21 For a måhiyyah to exist,
therefore, wuj¶d must be “added to it,” that is, become wedded to it
from “outside” itself.

In the history of Islamic thought, not to speak of modern studies
of Islamic philosophy, there has often been a misunderstanding about
this distinction and about the relation between wuj¶d and måhiyyah. It
is essential, therefore, to emphasize that Ibn S¥nå and those who fol-
lowed him did not begin with two “realities,” one måhiyyah and the
other wuj¶d, which became wedded in concrete, external objects, even
if certain philosophers have referred to existents as “combined pairs”
(zawj tark¥b¥). Rather, they began with the single, concrete external
object, the ens or mawj¶d, which they analyzed conceptually in terms
of måhiyyah and wuj¶d and which they studied separately in their
philosophical treatises.22 These concepts, however, were to provide a
key for the understanding of not only the relation between the
“suchness” and “is-ness” of existents, but also the ontological origin of
things and their interrelatedness, as we see especially in the “transcen-
dent theosophy” of S

•
adr al-D¥n Shiråz¥.
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THE QUESTION OF THE “ACCIDENTALITY” OF WUJŪD

One of the problems that concerned philosophers who followed in the
wake of Ibn S¥nå was whether wuj¶d is an accident (‘arad

•
) that occurs

to måhiyyah or not. Fakhr al-D¥n al-Råz¥ and certain other later Muslim
thinkers took Ibn S¥nå to task for calling wuj¶d an “accident,” while in
the Latin West on the basis of an erroneous interpretation by Ibn
Rushd of the Avicennan thesis as stated in the Shifå˘23 and elsewhere,
such philosophers as the Latin Averroist Siger of Brabant and even St.
Thomas himself understood Ibn S¥nå to mean that wuj¶d is an accident
that occurs to måhiyyah. If one understands accident in the ordinary
sense of, let us say, a color being an accident, and the wood that bears
that color is the substance upon which the accident alights from the
outside (or en in alio, as the Scholastics would say), then insurmount-
able problems arise. In the case of the wood, which is the place or
locus where the accident occurs, the substance exists whether the ac-
cident occurs to it or not. The wood remains wood and possesses a
concrete reality whether it is to be painted red or green. The wood has
a subsistence, and only at a later stage does the accident of color occur
in it.

In the case of wuj¶d, the question would arise as to what state the
måhiyyah would be in “before” the occurrence of the accident of wuj¶d.
If it is already an existent, then wuj¶d must have occurred to it before,
and the argument could be carried back ad infinitum. If måhiyyah were
nonexistent, then it could not possess any reality like that of wood
that would later be painted red or green.

This type of interpretation of Ibn S¥nå, which would understand
“accident” in the case of wuj¶d to mean the same as the ordinary sense
of the word accident, is due partly to the fact that Ibn S¥nå did not fully
clarify the use of the term ‘arad

•
 or accident as used in relation to wuj¶d

in the Shifå˘. In his Ta‘l¥qåt (Glosses), however, which although not
known in the Latin West, had a profound influence upon post-
Avicennan philosophy in the Eastern lands of Islam and especially in
Persia, Ibn S¥nå makes clear that by ‘˜arad

•
’ as used in relation to ‘wuj¶d’

and ‘måhiyyah’ he does not mean accident in relation to substance as
usually understood, and he asserts clearly that wuj¶d is an ‘arad

•
 only

in a very special sense. Ibn S¥nå writes,

The ‘existence’ of all ‘accidents’ in themselves is their ‘ex-
istence for their substrata,’ except only one ‘accident,’ which
is ‘existence.’ This difference is due to the fact that all other
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‘accidents,’ in order to become existent, need each a sub-
stratum (which is already existent by itself), while ‘exist-
ence’ does not require any ‘existence’ in order to become
existent. Thus it is not proper to say that its ‘existence’ (i.e.
the ‘existence’ of this particular ‘accident’ called ‘existence’)
in a substratum is its very ‘existence,’ meaning thereby that
‘existence’ has ‘existence’ (other than itself) in the same way
as (an ‘accident’ like) whiteness has ‘existence.’ (That which
can properly be said about the ‘accident’—‘existence’) is, on
the contrary, that its ‘existence in a substratum’ is the very
‘existence’ of that substratum. As for every ‘accident’ other
than ‘existence,’ its ‘existence in a substratum’ is the ‘exist-
ence’ of that ‘accident.’24

What is essential to note is that this whole analysis is conceptual
and not based upon the external world where no måhiyyah is ever to
be found without wuj¶d. In contrast both to Latin interpreters of Ibn
S¥nå and to such Muslim thinkers as Fakhr al-D¥n al-Råz¥ and Ibn
Rushd, who misunderstood Ibn S¥nå on this point, Na∑¥r al-D¥n al-
T¨s¥ was fully aware of Ibn S¥nå’s intentions when he wrote,

Quiddity can never be independent of ‘existence’ except in
the intellect. This, however, should not be taken as mean-
ing that ‘quiddity’ in the intellect is separated from ‘exist-
ence,’ because ‘being in the intellect’ is itself a kind of
‘existence,’ namely, ‘mental existence’ [wuj¶d dhihn¥], just as
‘being in the external world’ is ‘external existence’ [wuj¶d
khårij¥]. The above statement that måhiyyah is separated from
wuj¶d in the intellect (al-‘aql) must be understood in the
sense that the intellect is of such a nature that it can observe
‘quiddity’ alone without considering its ‘existence.’ Not
considering something is not the same as considering it to
be non-existent.25

To understand the accidentality of wuj¶d as understood in the
later tradition of Islamic philosophy that followed Ibn S¥nå’s teach-
ings, it must be remembered that in the “container of the mind,” or as
the intellect analyzes the nature of reality in itself and not in the ex-
ternal world, måhiyyah can be considered purely as itself to which then
wuj¶d is “added” or “occurs” from the outside. In the outside world,
however, it is in reality the måhiyyåt that are “added to” or “occur in”
wuj¶d, at least according to the school of the principiality of wuj¶d
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(a„ålat al-wuj¶d ), to which we shall soon turn. Måhiyyåt (plural of
måhiyyah) must be understood not as extrinsic limitations or determina-
tions of wuj¶d but as intrinsic ones that are nothing in themselves and
have a reality only in relation to wuj¶d, which alone possesses reality.

NECESSITY, CONTINGENCY, IMPOSSIBILITY

One of the fundamental distinctions in the Islamic philosophy of be-
ing is that between necessity (wuj¶b), contingency or possibility (imkån),
and impossibility (imtinå‘). This distinction, which, again, was formu-
lated in its perfected form for the first time by Ibn S¥nå and stated in
many of his works,26 is traditionally called “the three directions” (al-
jahåt al-thalåthah) and is basic to the understanding of Islamic meta-
physics. It possesses, in fact, at once a philosophical and a theological
significance to the extent that the term wåjib al-wuj¶d, the Necessary
Being, which is a philosophical term for God, has been used through-
out the centuries extensively by Islamic theologians, Sufis, and even
jurists and ordinary preachers.

If one were to consider a måhiyyah in itself in the “container of
the mind,” one of three conditions would hold true:

1. It could exist or not exist. In either case there would be no logical
contradiction.

2. It must exist because if it were not to exist, there would follow
a logical contradiction.

3. It cannot exist because if it were to exist, there would follow a
logical contradiction.

The first category is called “mumkin,” the second “wåjib,” and the
third “mumtani˜.” Nearly all måhiyyåt are mumkin, such as the måhiyyah
of man, horse, or star. Once one considers the måhiyyah of man in itself
in the mind, there is no logical contradiction, whether it possesses
wuj¶d or not. Everything in the created order in fact participates in the
condition of contingency so that the universe, or all that is other than
God (ma siwa˘Llåh), is often called the “world of contingencies” (‘ålam
al-mumkinåt).27

It is also possible for the mind (or strictly speaking al-‘aql) to
conceive of certain måhiyyåt, the supposition of whose existence would
involve a logical contradiction. In traditional Islamic thought the ex-
ample usually given is shar¥k al-Båri˘, that is, a partner taken unto God.
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Such an example might not be so obvious to the modern mind, but
numerous other examples could be given, such as a quantity that
would be quantitatively greater than the sum of its parts, for the sup-
position of that which is impossible in reality is not itself impossible.

Finally, the mind can conceive of a måhiyyah that must possess
wuj¶d of necessity, that måhiyyah being one that is itself wuj¶d. That
Reality whose måhiyyah is wuj¶d cannot not be; it is called the “Nec-
essary Being” or wåjib al-wuj¶d. Furthermore, numerous arguments
have been provided to prove that there can be but one wåjib al-wuj¶d
in harmony with the Quranic doctrine of the Oneness of God. The
quality of necessity in the ultimate sense belongs to God alone, as
does that of freedom. One of the great masters of traditional Islamic
philosophy of the beginning of the twentieth century, M¥rzå Mahd¥
≈shtiyån¥ who was devoted to the school of the “transcendent unity
of being,” in fact asserted that after a lifetime of study he had finally
discovered that wuj¶b or necessity is none other than wuj¶d itself.

This analysis in the “container of the mind” might seem to be
contradicted by the external world in which objects already possess
wuj¶d. Can one say in their case that they are still contingent? This
question becomes particularly pertinent when one remembers that
according to most schools of Islamic philosophy what exists must exist
and cannot not exist. Na∑¥r al-D¥n al-¨s¥ summarizes this doctrine in
his famous poem:

That which exists is as it should be,
That which should not exist will not do so.28

The answer to this problem resides in the distinction between an object
in its essence and as it exists in the external world. In itself, as a
måhiyyah, every object save God is contingent, a mumkin al-wuj¶d. But
now that it has gained wuj¶d, for it to exist necessarily requires the
agency of a reality other than itself. Existents are, therefore, wåjib bi˘l-
ghayr, necessary through an agent other than themselves. They are
necessary as existents by the very fact that they possess wuj¶d but are
contingent in their essence in contrast to the Necessary Being, which is
necessary in Its own Essence and not through an agent outside Itself.

The distinction between necessity and contingency makes pos-
sible a vision of the universe in perfect accord with the Islamic per-
spective where to God alone belongs the power of creation and
existentiation (¥jåd). It is He who said “Be!” and it was. Everything in
the universe is “poor” in the sense of not possessing any wuj¶d of its
own. It is the Necessary Being alone which bestows wuj¶d upon the
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måhiyyåt and brings them from the darkness of nonexistence into the
light of wuj¶d, covering them with the robe of necessity, while in
themselves they remain forever in the nakedness of contingency.

THE CONCEPT AND REALITY OF ‘WUJŪD’

Islamic philosophy followed a different course from postmedieval
Western philosophy in nearly every domain despite their common
roots and the considerable influence of Islamic philosophy upon Latin
Scholasticism. In the subject of ontology most of the differences be-
long to later centuries when Islamic and Western thought had parted
ways. One of these important differences concerns the distinction
between the concept (mafh¶m) and reality (÷aq¥qah) of ‘wuj¶d,’ which
is discussed in later Islamic metaphysics in a manner very different
from that found in later Western thought.

There are some schools of Islamic philosophy, similar to certain
Western schools of philosophy, that consider wuj¶d to be merely an
abstraction not corresponding to any external reality that consists solely
of existents. The most important school of Islamic philosophy, how-
ever, that flowered during the later centuries under the influence of
S.adr al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥ distinguishes clearly between the concept of wuj¶d
and the Reality to which it corresponds. The concept ‘being’ is the
most universal and known of all concepts, while the Reality of wuj¶d
is the most inaccessible of all realities, although it is the most manifest.
In fact, it is the only Reality for those who possess the knowledge that
results from illumination and “unveiling.”29

All further discussions of wuj¶d and måhiyyah must be under-
stood in light of the distinction between the concept of wuj¶d, which
exists in the “mind,” and the Reality of wuj¶d, which exists externally
and can be known and experienced provided man is willing to con-
form himself to what Being demands of him. Here, philosophy and
gnosis meet, and the supreme experience made possible through spiri-
tual practice becomes the ever-present reality that underlies the
conceptualizations of the philosophers.

It is also in light of this experience of wuj¶d that Islamic meta-
physics has remained always aware of the distinction between ens and
actu essendi and has seen things not merely as objects that exist but as
acts of wuj¶d, as esto. If Islamic philosophy did not move, as did Western
philosophy, towards an ever-greater concern with a world of solidified
objects, or what certain French philosophers have called “la chosification
du monde,” it was because the experience of the Reality of Being as an
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ever-present element prevented the speculative mind of the majority
of Islamic philosophers either from mistaking the act of wuj¶d for the
existent that appears to possess wuj¶d on its own while being cut off
from the absolute Being, or from failing to distinguish between the
concept of wuj¶d and its blinding Reality.30

THE UNITY, GRADATION, AND PRINCIPIALITY OF WUJŪD

The Transcendent Unity of Being (wa÷dat al-wuj¶d)

The crowning achievement of Islamic philosophy in the domain of
metaphysics and especially in ontology is to be found in the later
period in Persia in the school that, as already mentioned, has now
come to be known as the School of Isfahan,31 whose founder was M¥r
Dåmåd and whose leading light was S

•
adr al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥. It is in the

numerous writings of this veritable sage that the rigorous logical dis-
cussion of al-Fåråb¥ and Ibn S¥nå, the critiques of al-Ghazzål¥ and
Fakhr al-D¥n al-Råz¥, the illuminative doctrines of Shihåb al-D¥n
Suhraward¥, and the supreme experiential knowledge of the Sufis as
formulated by such masters of gnosis as Ibn ‘Arab¥ and |adr al-D¥n al-
Qunyaw¥ became united in a vast synthesis whose unifying thread
was the inner teachings of the Quran as well as the ¡ad¥th and the
sayings of the Shi‘ite Imams.32 All of the discussions about wuj¶d and
måhiyyah that were going on for some seven centuries before the ad-
vent of the School of Isfahan in the tenth/sixteenth century (and that
have been summarized above) are to be found in the grand synthesis
of S

•
adr al-D¥n whose metaphysical doctrine is based upon the unity

(wa÷dah), gradation (tashk¥k), and principiality (a„ålah) of wuj¶d.
As far as the “transcendent unity of Being” or wa÷dat al-wuj¶d is

concerned, it must be said at the outset that this doctrine is not the
result of ratiocination but of intellection and inner experience. If cor-
rectly understood, it stands at the heart of the basic message of Islam,
which is that of unity (al-taw÷¥d) and which is found expressed in the
purest form in the testimony of Islam, Lå ilåha illa˘Llåh, there is no
divinity but Allah. This formula is the synthesis of all metaphysics
and contains despite its brevity the whole doctrine of the Unity of the
Divine Principle and the manifestation of multiplicity, which cannot
but issue from that Unity before whose blinding Reality it is nothing.
The Sufis and also Shi‘ite esoterists and gnostics have asked, “What
does divinity (ilåh) mean except reality or wuj¶d?” By purifying them-
selves through spiritual practice, they have come to realize the full
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import of the testimony and have realized that Reality or wuj¶d be-
longs ultimately to God alone, that not only is He One, but also that
He is the only ultimate Reality and the source of everything that ap-
pears to possess wuj¶d. All wuj¶d belongs to God while He is tran-
scendent vis-à-vis all existents. The Quran itself confirms this esoteric
doctrine in many ways, such as when it asserts that God is “the First
and the Last, the Outward and the Inward” (53: 3) or when it says,
“Whithersoever ye turneth, there is the Face of God.’ ”33

The experience of the “oneness of Being” or the “transcendent
unity of Being” is not meant for everyone. Rather, it is the crowning
achievement of human existence, the supreme fruit and also goal of
gnosis or divine knowledge attainable only through arduous spiritual
practice and self-discipline to which must, of course, be added the
grace of God and His affirmation (ta˘y¥d).34 Yet the possibility of this
experience has always been present throughout the history of Islam as
in other integral traditions. Its realization could not but have the deep-
est effect upon philosophy, which must of necessity be related to and
concerned with the fruits of human experience. But how different are
these fruits in a civilization such as that of the modern West where
experience is limited to what is derived from the external senses and
based upon existents considered as mere objects or things, and in
traditional Islamic civilization dominated by the reality of prophecy
where the supreme experience has been not of existents but of Pure
Being, which can be reached through the inner faculty of the heart and
whose act causes the existentiation of all quiddities.

Yet, because the doctrine of wa÷dat al-wuj¶d is by nature an eso-
teric one reserved for the spiritual and intellectual elite (al-khawå„„), it
has met opposition from within the ranks of exoteric ‘ulamå˘ through-
out the history of Islam while encountering bewildering misunder-
standings on the part of many Western orientalists during the modern
period. Some among the former have accused the followers of wa÷dat
al-wuj¶d of incarnationalism, lack of faith, infidelity (kufr), and the
like. As for the latter, they have used their favorite pejorative catego-
ries such as pantheism, monism, and the like, used in a Western philo-
sophical context and with all the theological anathema that is attached
to such terms in Christian theology, to denigrate the doctrine and
experience of wa÷dat al-wuj¶d.

The early Sufis and gnostics spoke of wa÷dat al-wuj¶d only through
allusions or in daring theophanic locutions (sha†÷).35 Only from the
sixth/twefth and seventh/thirteenth centuries with such figures as
Ab¨ ¡åmid Mu±ammad al-Ghazzål¥, Ibn Sab‘¥n and especially fol-
lowers of the school of Ibn ‘Arab¥ did this doctrine become formulated
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more explicitly, soon to become the dominant metaphysical doctrine
in Sufism. Of course it was not accepted by all Sufis. Some simply
remained silent on the subject and thought that the doctrine of wa÷dat
al-wuj¶d, which is the fruit of “presential knowledge” (al-‘ilm al-÷ud

•
¶r¥),

of divine unveiling (kashf), and of illumination (ishråq), should not be
expounded explicitly beyond a certain degree. Such an attitude is to
be seen in some of the greatest masters of gnosis, such as Shaykh
Ab¨˘l-¡asan al-Shådhil¥, the founder of the Shådhiliyyah Sufi Order,
which remains to this day one of the most important of Sufi orders
from Morocco to the Yemen. Others, while being attached to a Sufi
order, openly opposed the doctrine, one of the most famous examples
being Taq¥ al-D¥n ibn Taymiyyah who was a Qådir¥ Sufi yet strongly
opposed Ibn ‘Arab¥’s formulations.

There were also those who opposed the doctrine of wa÷dat al-
wuj¶d by substituting the pole of subject for the object, formulating the
doctrine that is known as wa÷dat al-shuh¶d or “unity of conscious-
ness.” This school, founded by ‘Alå˘ al-Dawlah Simnån¥ in the eighth/
fourteenth century, was to attract many followers in India including
Shaykh A±mad Sirhind¥, who in the tenth/sixteenth century provided
one of the most widely accepted formulations of wa÷dat al-shuh¶d in
the Indian subcontinent. In fact, much of the intellectual history of
Muslim India revolves around the debate between the doctrines of
wa÷dat al-wuj¶d and wa÷dat al-shuh¶d with repercussions not only in
the domain of religion but also in the social and political life of the
Islamic community.36

In the central lands of the Islamic world itself, the doctrine of
wa÷dat al-wuj¶d received extensive treatment in the hands of the later
commentators of Ibn ‘Arab¥ and of his immediate student |adr al-D¥n
Qunyaw¥, such figures as Mu˘ayyid al-D¥n al-Jand¥,37 ‘Af¥f al-D¥n al-
Tilimsån¥, Då˘¨d al-Qay∑ar¥, ‘Abd al-Ra±mån Jåm¥, and others.38 This
doctrine also began to attract the attention of philosophers and even
theologians, especially Shi‘ite figures such as Sayyid ¡aydar ≈mul¥39

and Ibn Turkah I∑fahån¥.40 In fact, as Islamic philosophy became ever
more closely wedded to gnosis and the experiential knowledge associ-
ated with it,41 philosophical expositions of the meaning of wa÷dat al-
wuj¶d became more prevalent, until with S.adr al-D¥n Shiråz¥, the doctrine
of wa÷dat al-wuj¶d became the keystone of his whole metaphysics.

There are, to be sure, several different interpretations of wa÷dat
al-wuj¶d. For many of the gnostics of the school of Ibn ‘Arab¥ only God
may be said to possess wuj¶d. Nothing else even possesses wuj¶d so
that the question of how the wuj¶d of a particular existent is related
to absolute Being does not even arise. For Mullå S

•
adrå and his follow-
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ers, however, the most common understanding of wa÷dat al-wuj¶d is
that absolute Being bestows the effusion of wuj¶d upon all måhiyyåt in
such a manner that all beings are like the rays of the sun of Being and
issue from It. Nothing possesses any wuj¶d of its own. A vast and
elaborate philosophical structure is created by Mullå S

•
adrå to demon-

strate wa÷dat al-wuj¶d. But the aim of the sage is really to guide the
mind and prepare it for a knowledge that ultimately could be grasped
only intuitively. The role of philosophy is in a sense to prepare the
mind for intellection and the reception of this illumination, to enable
the mind to gain a knowledge which in itself is not the result of ratio-
cination (ba÷th) but of the “tasting” (dhawq) of the truth.

Gradation (tashk¥k)

As for gradation or tashk¥k, it is closely related to the S
•
adrian interpre-

tation of wa÷dat al-wuj¶d and must be understood in its light although
the doctrine itself had a long history before Mullå S

•
adrå. The idea of

gradation of existence or the “chain of being” is already to be found
in Greek thought, especially in Aristotle and his Alexandrian com-
mentators, and has played a major role in the history of Western
thought.42 Western medieval and Renaissance philosophers and scien-
tists envisaged a universe in which there was a hierarchy stretching
from the materia prima through the mineral, vegetable, and animal
kingdoms, man and the angelic realms, and leading finally to God.
Each creature in the hierarchy was defined by its mode of being, the
more perfect standing higher in the hierarchy.

This scheme, attributed in the West to Aristotle, was not in fact
completed in its details until the time of Ibn S¥nå who in his Shifå˘
dealt for the first time with the whole hierarchy, encompassing all the
three kingdoms together, in a single work. The De Mineralibus attrib-
uted for centuries to Aristotle, a work that complemented the works
of Aristotle and Theophrastus on animals and plants, respectively,
was actually a translation of Ibn S¥nå’s chapter on minerals from the
Shifå˘. The idea of the hierarchy or chain of being (maråtib al-wuj¶d)
was in fact central to his thought and to Islamic philosophy in general,
the doctrine of the hierarchy of beings having its roots in the teachings
of the Quran and ¡ad¥th.43

In the al-÷ikmat al-muta‘åliyah or the “transcendent theosophy” of
S
•
adr al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥ and later Islamic philosophy in general, this uni-

versally held doctrine of gradation gained a new meaning in light of the
doctrine of the transcendent unity (wa÷dah) and principiality (a„ålah)
of wuj¶d. According to this school, not only is there a gradation of
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existents that stand in a vast hierarchy stretching from the “floor”
(farsh) to the Divine Throne (‘arsh), to use a traditional metaphor, but
the wuj¶d of each existent måhiyyah is nothing but a grade of the single
reality of wuj¶d whose source is God, the absolute Being (al-wuj¶d al-
mu†laq). The absolute Being is like the sun and all existents like points
on the rays of the sun. These points are all light and are distinguished
from other lights not by a specific difference (fa„l) as one would have
in Aristotelian logic, but by nothing other than light itself. What dis-
tinguishes the wuj¶d of various existents is nothing but wuj¶d in dif-
ferent degrees of strength and weakness.44 The universe is nothing but
degrees of strength and weakness of wuj¶d stretching from the intense
degree of wuj¶d of the archangelic realities to the dim wuj¶d of the
lowly dust from which Adam was made. Gradation is characteristic of
wuj¶d, while måhiyyah cannot accept gradation. To understand the
meaning of gradation as it pertains to wuj¶d is to gain the key to the
comprehension of that reality that is at once one and many, that is in
Itself Oneness and at the same time the source of the multiplicity that
issues from and returns to that Unity.

Principiality of Wuj¨d (a∑ålat al-wuj¨d)

From the time of M¥r Dåmåd and Mullå S. adrå, that is, the eleventh/
seventeenth century, Islamic philosophers have been deeply concerned
with the question of the principiality of wuj¶d or måhiyyah and in fact
have carried this debate backward to embrace the whole of the history
of Islamic philosophy. The basic question asked by later Islamic phi-
losophies is the following: granted that there is a basic distinction
between the concepts of wuj¶d and måhiyyah, which of these concepts
is real in the sense of corresponding to what is real in the concrete object
that exists in the external world? The answer to this question is not as
simple as it might at first appear, for not only is there the question of
wuj¶d and måhiyyah, but also of the existent or mawj¶d and the central
problem of the relation between the wuj¶d of various existents.

The whole of Islamic philosophy has been divided by later think-
ers into two schools on the basis of this distinction, and numerous
treatises have been written by the champions of a„ålat al-wuj¶d against
a„ålat al-måhiyyah and vice versa. The great champions of a„ålat al-
måhiyyah are usually considered to be Suhraward¥ and M¥r Dåmåd,
who hold that the måhiyyåt are real, and wuj¶d is merely posited
mentally (i‘tibår¥); Mullå S.adrå and Ibn S¥nå, along with his followers
such as Na∑¥r al-D¥n al-¨s¥, have been considered to be followers of
a„ålat al-wuj¶d. Because Ibn S¥nå did not accept the unity and grada-
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tion of wuj¶d in the S
•
adrian sense, however, his a„ålat al-wuj¶d is in a

sense similar to a„ålat al-måhiyyah. Mullå S
•
adrå himself wrote that at

the beginning of his life as a philosopher he was also a follower of the
school of a„ålat al-måhiyyah and that only after receiving special divine
guidance and inspiration did he come to see the truth of the position
of a„ålat al-wuj¶d.45 Thus it might be said that there are two grand
versions of Islamic metaphysics, one “essentialistic” or based on a„ålat
al-måhiyyah and identified mostly with the name of Suhraward¥, and
the other “existentialistic” or based on a„ålat al-wuj¶d and associated
with the name of Mullå S

•
adrå.46 Needless to say, both owe a very

great deal to the basic works of al-Fåråb¥ and especially Ibn S¥nå.
Suhraward¥, while interpreting Ibn S¥nå’s thesis that wuj¶d is an

accident (‘årid
•
), considers it to be merely posited in the mind (i‘tibår¥)

without corresponding to any reality in the external world; hence his
defense of the correspondence of the concept of ‘måhiyyah’ to the re-
ality of an object. Mullå |adrå, on the contrary, after his conversion to
the truth of the doctrine of a„ålat al-wuj¶d, raised this principle to the
very center of his metaphysical teachings, bringing about a profound
transformation in Islamic philosophy, which H. Corbin has called a
“revolution in Islamic thought.” In the Asfår he takes the followers of
a„ålat al-måhiyyah to task and provides numerous arguments to prove
his position, some of the most important being based on the unity of
the external object and the impossibility of gradation in the måhiyyåt.
Some of the arguments were later summarized by Sabziwår¥ in rhym-
ing couplets in his Shar÷-i manz

•
¶mah and have become common knowl-

edge among students of traditional Islamic philosophy in Persia.47 The
basis of acceptance of a„ålat al-wuj¶d by Mullå S

•
adrå, Sabziwår¥, and

other masters of this school resides, however, not in rational arguments
but in the experience of the Reality of wuj¶d in which the intellect itself
functions on a level other than that of ordinary life, even if it be the life
of a philosopher of great rational powers and analytical acumen.

The acceptance of the unity, gradation, and principiality of wuj¶d
together constitutes a veritable transformation of earlier schools of
Islamic thought and marks the summit of the discourse on ontology
in Islamic philosophy. Associated with the name of Mullå S

•
adrå, this

perspective in which wuj¶d is seen as the single reality possessing
grades and modes from which the måhiyyåt are abstracted has also
come to be identified with the Khusrawån¥ or Pahlaw¥ sages and
philosophers (khusrawåniyy¶n and fahlawiyy¶n in Arabic). These terms
refer to the ancient sages of Persia and are derived from the writings
of Suhraward¥, who saw in their teachings the perfect combination of
rational and intuitive knowledge which he identified with the
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theosophers (sing. ÷ak¥m muta˘allih).48 It might appear paradoxical that,
although Suhraward¥ is identified with the school of a„ålat al-måhiyyah,
the followers should be called the Pahlaw¥ sages, using the terminol-
ogy of the master of the school of Illumination. This paradox disap-
pears, however, if one remembers that although Suhraward¥ considered
wuj¶d to be merely “mentally posited” (i‘tibår¥), he bestowed all the
attributes of wuj¶d upon light (al-n¶r), while Mullå S

•
adrå and other

later philosophers of his school who accepted the unity, gradation,
and principiality of wuj¶d often identified wuj¶d with light and in fact
used the term kathrah n¶råniyyah (luminous multiplicity) when they
referred to the multiplicity resulting from the gradation of wuj¶d.

THE STRUCTURE OF REALITY

The analysis of the previous pages on ontology in Islamic philosophy
can be summarized as follows: External reality appears as one onto-
logical block as it presents itself to man through his immediate expe-
rience but can be conceptually analyzed into wuj¶d and måhiyyah. As
far as wuj¶d is concerned, one can distinguish between the concept of
wuj¶d and its reality.49 Furthermore, the concept or notion of wuj¶d is
either of absolute wuj¶d or of a particular mode of existence called
“portion” (÷issah) of wuj¶d in Islamic philosophy. As for the reality of
wuj¶d, it refers either to the all-embracing and general Reality of wuj¶d
(fard ‘åmm) or to particular “units” of the reality of wuj¶d (fard khå„„).

The structure of reality is envisaged differently by different
schools of Islamic thought depending on how they conceive of these
four stages or meanings of wuj¶d. The Ash‘arite theologians simply
refuse to accept these distinctions, whether they be conceptual or
belonging to the external world. The school of Mullå S

•
adrå, at the

other end of the spectrum of Islamic thought, makes clear distinctions
among all four meanings of wuj¶d. Certain philosophers accept only
the concept of wuj¶d and deny its reality, while certain Peripatetics
accept the reality of wuj¶d but identify the multiplicity in the external
world not with the multiplicity of existents but with that of wuj¶d
itself so that they identify wuj¶d not with a single reality with grades
but with realities (÷aqå˘iq). Then there are those thinkers identified
with the “tasting of theosophy” (dhawq al-ta˘alluh), especially Jalål al-
D¥n Dawån¥, who believe that there is only one reality in the external
world to which wuj¶d refers, and that reality is God. There are no
other realities to which wuj¶d refers. Finally, there are several schools
of Sufism with their own doctrines concerning the relation between
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the concept and reality of wuj¶d. The most metaphysical of these views
sees wuj¶d as the absolute, single Reality beside which there is no
other reality; yet there are other realities that, although nothing in
themselves, appear to exist because they are theophanies of the single
Reality, which alone Is as the absolutely unconditioned wuj¶d.

Later Islamic philosophy, following upon the wake of the teach-
ings of Ibn S¥nå, displays a remarkable richness of metaphysical, philo-
sophical, and theological teachings concerning the structure of reality,
the rapport between unity and multiplicity, and the relation between
wuj¶d and måhiyyah. All of these schools have sought to demonstrate
the unity of the Divine Principle and the relation of the world of
multiplicity to that Principle.50 Among these schools, which include
not only the Ash‘arites and the Peripatetics but also Ismå‘¥l¥ philoso-
phers and theologians, ishråq¥ theosophers, and the various schools of
Sufism, the “transcendent theosophy” associated with Mullå S

•
adrå

represents a particularly significant synthesis of vast proportions.
Therein one finds the echo of centuries of debate and analysis concern-
ing wuj¶d and måhiyyah and the fruit of nearly a millennium of both the
thought and spiritual experience of Muslim philosophers and gnostics.

In this school there is but one Reality, that of wuj¶d. There are
not existing objects related to other existing objects. The very existence
of objects is their relation to that one wuj¶d that partakes of modes and
gradation as do rays of light, modes, and gradation from which the
mind abstracts the måhiyyåt. There is in the universe nothing but the
Reality of wuj¶d.

It might of course be asked how in such a perspective one can
avoid identifying the world with God and what happens to the central
thesis of the transcendence of God emphasized so much by Islam. The
answer is provided by the distinction that the “Pahlaw¥ sages” make
between the “negatively conditioned” (bi-shar†-i lå), “non-conditioned”
(la bi-shar†), and “conditioned by something” (bi-shar†-i shay˘) stages of
wuj¶d. These aspects were originally applied by Na∑¥r al-D¥n al-¨s¥
to måhiyyah, which can be considered as negatively conditioned, that
is, in a complete purity in itself, or as nonconditioned, as indeterminate
in the sense that it can or cannot be associated with something, or as
conditioned by something, that is, associated with some other concept.51

These distinctions have been applied by the “Pahlaw¥ philoso-
phers” to wuj¶d. Considered as such, negatively conditioned wuj¶d is
the Absolute, Pure, and Transcendent Being of God. Nonconditioned
wuj¶d is both the most universal concept and reality of being accord-
ing to Sufi metaphysics and the expansive mode of wuj¶d that is in-
determinate and yet can determine itself into various forms according
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to the philosophers. It is identified by some with the act of existentiation
and the “Breath of the Compassionate” (nafas al-ra÷mån) of the Sufis
and is sometimes called the “expansive wuj¶d” (al-wuj¶d al-munbasi†).
Finally, as conditioned by something, wuj¶d refers to the actual stages
and levels of wuj¶d in particular existents. Moreover, these three levels
of wuj¶d are hierarchical. Negatively conditioned wuj¶d is the Source
and Origin of the Universe, the Reality that is transcendent and yet
from which everything issues. Nonconditioned wuj¶d, if understood
as “expansive wuj¶d and not as the most universal of concepts and
realities stands below that supreme S ource and is itself the immediate
source for the wuj¶d of the existentiated order. Finally, wuj¶d condi-
tioned by something comprises the whole chain of being from the
angels to the pebbles along the seashore.

The Sufi metaphysicians have gone a step beyond the “Pahlaw¥
sages” and criticized them for identifying negatively conditioned wuj¶d
with God since negatively conditioned still implies a limitation and a
condition. The absolute Being cannot be conditioned or limited in any
way even by the condition of being negatively conditioned. They iden-
tify, therefore, not negatively conditioned but nonconditioned wuj¶d
with God. Herein lies a major distinction between the metaphysics of
the Sufis (and in a modified manner of the Ismå‘¥l¥ thinkers) and of the
later philosophers. Nevertheless, the basic structure of reality envis-
aged by them is the same in that both see beyond the multiplicity of
the world a unity that transcends yet determines that multiplicity and
in fact is that multiplicity in a coincidentia oppositorum that can be grasped
only by that intellectual intuition that provides the immediate knowledge
granted only to those whom the traditional Islamic sources, following the
terminology of the Quran, call “people of vision” (ahl al-ba„¥rah), those
who in the words of the Quran are “deeply versed in knowledge.”

THE EXPERIENCE OF WUJŪD

Man lives in the world of multiplicity; his immediate experience is of
objects and forms, of existents. Yet he yearns for unity, for the Reality
that stands beyond and behind this veil of the manifold. One might
say that the måhiyyah in the sense of nature of man is such that he
yearns for the experience of wuj¶d. It is in the nature of man, and in
this realm of terrestrial existence of man alone, to seek to transcend
himself and to go beyond what he “is” in order to become what he
really is. Man’s mode of existence, his acts, his way of living his life,
his inner discipline, his attainment of knowledge, and his living ac-
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cording to the dictates of Being affect his own mode of being. Man can
perfect himself in such a manner that the act of wuj¶d in him is
intensified until he ceases to exist as a separate ego and experiences
the Supreme Being, becoming completely drowned in the ocean of the
Reality of wuj¶d.

Man’s spiritual progress from the experience of existents to that
of the absolute Reality of wuj¶d can be compared to seeing objects
around a room whose walls are covered with mirrors. Soon the ob-
server looking at the walls realizes that the walls are mirrors, and he
sees nothing but the mirrors. Finally he sees the objects, yet no longer
as independent objects but as reflections in the mirror. In the ascent
toward the experience of wuj¶d, man first realizes that the objects do
not have a wuj¶d or reality of their own. Then he experiences wuj¶d
in its absoluteness and realizes that he and everything else in the
universe are literally “no-thing” and have no reality of their own.
Finally, he realizes that all things are “plunged in God,” that the “tran-
scendent unity of Being” means that wuj¶d is one yet manifests a
world of multiplicity that does not violate its sacred unity.

The vast metaphysical synthesis of Islamic sages and philoso-
phers has for its aim the opening of the mind to the awareness of that
reality that can, however, be experienced only by the whole of man’s
being and not by the mind alone. Yet the doctrines in their diverse
forms serve to prepare the mind for that intellection that is supra-
rational and to enable the mind to become integrated into the whole
of man’s being whose center is the heart. Only the person who is
whole can experience that wholeness that belongs to the One, to wuj¶d
in its absoluteness.

These Islamic doctrines have also created a philosophical uni-
verse of discourse in which the inner dimension of revelation and of
existing things has never been forgotten, where the act of wuj¶d has
been an ever-present reality, preventing the reduction of the world to
objects and things divorced from their inner dimension and reality as
has happened with postmedieval philosophy in the West leading to
dire consequences for the human condition. The message of Islamic
philosophy, as it concerns the study of wuj¶d and måhiyyah, is there-
fore of great significance for the contemporary world, which is suffo-
cating in an environment of material things and objects that have
overwhelmed the human spirit. This philosophy is also of great
significance for a world that lives intensely on the mental plane at the
expense of other dimensions of human existence, for although this
philosophy speaks to the mind, it draws the mind once again toward
the heart. The heart is the center of the human being, the locus of inner
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illumination and seat of the intellect, through which man is able to
know experientially that Reality of wuj¶d that determines what and
who we are, from where we issue, and to whose embrace we finally
return. It is only in experiencing wuj¶d, thanks to the means provided
by revelation, not this or that wuj¶d but wuj¶d in its pure inviolability,
in its absoluteness and infinity, that man becomes fully man and fulfills
the purpose for which he was drawn from the bosom of wuj¶d to embark
upon this short terrestrial journey, only to return finally to that One and
Unique wuj¶d from which in reality nothing ever departs.
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C H A P T E R  5

Post-Avicennan Islamic Philosophy
and the Study of Being

The role of ontology and the major ontological distinctions made by
Ibn S¥nå and others such as that between wuj¶d and måhiyyah are so
central to the whole structure of Islamic philosophy for the past mil-
lennium that it is necessary to turn to this issue again in this chapter.
It is also especially important to point to the way that the philosophi-
cal traditions of Islam and the West gradually parted ways on this
central issue of ontology despite the great influence that early Islamic
philosophers such as Ibn S¥nå exercised by the Christian philosophy
of the European Middle Ages.

The history of the quest of post-Avicennan Islamic philosophers
for the understanding of being differs in fact markedly from that of
Western philosophers following St. Thomas and other masters of Scho-
lasticism. While gradually in the West the possibility of the experience
of Being nearly disappeared with the eclipse of sapiental mysticism
and the vision of Being gave way to the discussion of the concept of
‘being’ and finally to the disintegration of this very concept in certain
schools, in the Islamic world philosophy drew ever closer to the ocean
of Being Itself until finally it became the complement of gnosis and its
extension in the direction of systematic exposition and analysis. If in
the final chapters of the history of Western philosophy, at least in
several of its major schools, philosophy became wed to external expe-
rience and experiment with the forces and substances of the material
world, resulting in various forms of empiricism, in the Islamic world
as well philosophy drew ever closer to experience. But in this case the
experience in question was of a spiritual and inward character, including
ultimately the experience of Pure Being, the tasting of the Reality that is
the origin of the sapiential wisdom or ÷ikmah that developed after the
sixth/twelfth century, a wisdom that for this reason is called “÷ikmah
dhawqiyyah” (intuitive or literally “tasted” philosophy), dhawq having the
same meaning in Arabic as the root of sapiential (sapere) in Latin.

The early Islamic philosophers such as al-Fåråb¥ and Ibn S¥nå,1

who are known as masters of discursive philosophy (÷ikmah ba÷thiyyah)
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rather than of sapiential wisdom, nevertheless established the concep-
tual framework within which later discussions of being occurred, al-
though new meaning was often given to the terms and concepts that
they had established. Al-Fåråb¥ in his Kitåb al-÷ur¶f (The Book of Let-
ters)2 and as already mentioned in the last chapter, Ibn S¥nå in numer-
ous works, especially the Shifå˘ Najåh, and Dånishnåma-yi ‘alå˘¥ (The
‘Alå˘¥ Book of Science)3 already established the major distinctions be-
tween existence (wuj¶d) and quiddity (måhiyyah), on the one hand,
and necessity (wuj¶b), contingency (imkån), and impossibility (imtinå‘),
on the other, as well as many of the other basic concepts that colored
the study of being in both the later Islamic world and the Occident.

The period immediately following in the wake of Ibn S¥nå’s
magisterial exposition of Peripatetic philosophy—namely, the fifth/
eleventh and sixth/twelfth centuries—was the era of the dominance
of Ash‘arite kalåm in the eastern lands of Islam and therefore of an
eclipse of interest in those lands in the study of that discipline that
with Francisco Suarez followed by Christian Wolff came to be called
“ontology” in the West. Kalåm was based mostly on a voluntarism4

that concentrated exclusively upon the Will of God and disregarded
His Being and Nature, of which the Will is but one Quality. Hence, the
champions of kalåm, in contrast to Latin theologians, were not particu-
larly interested in the study of being per se, even if they often used the
terminology of the Peripatetics as far as the distinction between wåjib
al-wuj¶d and mumkinåt was concerned.

The founder of the school of Illumination, Shaykh al-ishråq Shihåb
al-D¥n Suhraward¥, revived the interest in ontology but approached
the entire problem of existence from a new angle of vision.5 He con-
sidered existence to be only an accident added to the quiddities, which
possess reality. As already mentioned in the last chapter, he, thereby
created an “essentialistic” metaphysics that attracted many followers
over the centuries. Yet he made of light the very substance of reality
and attributed to light what all the other philosophers had considered
as belonging to wuj¶d. To study the question of being in Suhraward¥
and his school, it would not be sufficient to seek pages on which the
word wuj¶d appears. It would be necessary to study his doctrine of
light in its totality.

Almost contemporary with Suhraward¥, another major intellec-
tual figure and the foremost expositor of Sufi metaphysics, Mu±y¥ al-
D¥n ibn ‘Arab¥, expounded the most profound doctrine possible of
Being and its manifestations in a manner that is, properly speaking,
gnostic and metaphysical rather than simply discursive and concep-
tual. Ibn ‘Arab¥ spoke of the Divine Essence (al-Dhåt), Names and
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Qualities, theophany (tajall¥), and the like, and although he also used
the language of the Islamic philosophers who dealt with wuj¶d, he
interpreted it in a different manner.6 He expounded a metaphysics
that transcends ontology as usually understood, a metaphysics that
begins with the Principle, standing above Being, of which Being is the
first determination (ta‘ayyun). Yet his doctrine of necessity included
the most penetrating exposition of the meaning of wuj¶d as both Being
and existence, even if he viewed this question from quite another
angle than did the philosophers. It is in fact of interest to note that he
paid special attention to existence when dealing with the theme of
Divine Mercy.7 In any case, Ibn ‘Arab¥ had the profoundest effect upon
both later Sufism and later Islamic philosophy, especially as far as the
study of wuj¶d was concerned. It was he who first discussed the real-
ity of the doctrine of the “transcendent unity of being” (wa÷dat al-
wuj¶d), if not its name which probably goes back to Ibn Sab‘¥n and the
students of Ibn ‘Arab¥. This doctrine crowns nearly all later studies of
wuj¶d and represents in a certain sense the summit of Islamic meta-
physical doctrines as we saw in the previous chapter. This doctrine
was fully developed by later students and commentators belonging to
the school of Ibn Arab¥.8

The revival of Peripatetic philosophy by Na∑¥r al-D¥n ¨s¥ in the
seventh/thirteenth century brought the teaching of Ibn S¥nå back to
life, but this time Ibn S¥nå was often interpreted in light of the doc-
trines of Suhraward¥ and Ibn ‘Arab¥ and not solely in the more ratio-
nalistic vein in which he came to be known in the West. Moreover,
such later masters of gnosis as S

•
adr al-D¥n al-Qunyaw¥, ‘Abd al-Razzåq

Kåshån¥, and Sayyid ¡aydar ≈mul¥ gave a more systematic exposi-
tion of the study of being than is to be found in Ibn ‘Arab¥. Such texts
as the Naqd al-nuq¶d f¥ ma‘rifat al-wuj¶d of ≈mul¥ had a profound effect
upon later Islamic philosophy itself, especially in Persia.9

The School of Isfahan, founded by M¥r Dåmåd in Safavid Persia,
marks a sudden rise of interest in the study of wuj¶d. In fact, during
this period a new chapter was added to the exposition of traditional
philosophy under the name of “general matters” (al-um¶r al-‘åmmah),
with which most later texts of philosophy start and that deals more
than anything else with wuj¶d. It was also during this period, as al-
ready mentioned, that the distinction between the principiality of
existence (a„ålat al-wuj¶d) and the principiality of quiddity (a„ålat al-
måhiyyah) was discussed for the first time and the entire history of
philosophy viewed accordingly.10

It is usually thought that the Safavid period was dominated by
the teachings of Mullå S

•
adrå, but such is far from the case. This period
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was marked by a rather varied philosophical life, and at least three
distinct trends are discernible: that of M¥r Dåmåd and his students,
who followed Ibn S¥nå with a Suhrawardian color; that of Mullå Rajab
‘Al¥ Tabr¥z¥, whose views are somewhat similar to Proclus’ interpre-
tation of the teaching of Plato and who considered the Divine Prin-
ciple to be above both Being and non-Being and totally discontinuous
with the chain of existence; and finally Mullå S

•
adrå and his followers,

such as Mullå Mu±sin Fay∂ Kåshån¥, who transformed the “essen-
tialistic” metaphysics of Suhraward¥ into an “existentialistic” one.11 In
his Asfår, al-Shawåhid al-rub¶biyyah, and al-Mashå‘ir,12 Mullå S

•
adrå has

given the most extensive and systematic exposition of the “philosophy
of being” to be found anywhere in Islam, combining the vision of the
gnostics and the logical acumen of the Peripatetics. His metaphysics,
based on the three principles of the unity, gradation, and principiality
of being marks the opening of a new chapter in the development of
Islamic philosophy and more particularly ontology.13

The doctrines of Mullå S
•
adrå concerning being were so profound

and all-embracing that they found their echo among most of the lead-
ing Persian philosophers of the centuries that followed and were also
influential among many thinkers of Muslim India. As far as Persia is
concerned, such thirteenth/nineteenth century figures as Mullå ‘Al¥
N¨r¥, ¡åjj¥ Mullå Håd¥ Sabziwår¥, and Mullå ‘Al¥ Mudarris added
important commentaries to Mullå |adrå’s works on the subject of
ontology. Moreover, during the twentieth century such traditional
masters as M¥rzå Mahd¥ Āshtiyån¥ and Sayyid Mu±ammad Kåπim
‘A∑∑år continued this particular tradition of philosophy in which the
study of being is carried out through a highly developed dialectic but
is ultimately based upon the experience of Being and its epiphanies,
this experience having been made possible through the aid of Being
Itself in the form of that objective theophany of the Universal Intellect,
which is prophecy and the bringing of a revelation that creates a tra-
ditional universe.

��
It is hardly possible to do justice in a short space to the depth

and richness of this later Islamic philosophical school insofar as the
study of being is concerned. Men of great intelligence and perspicacity
have spent lifetimes in the study and contemplation of these doc-
trines. But it is possible to summarize at least some of the salient
features of the mainstream of this school, which culminated with Mullå
S

•
adrå and his disciples.
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Perhaps the most striking feature of the discussion of being in
this school is that it is concerned with the act of Being and not with
the existent, with esse, the actus essendi, rather than with ens. Western
Scholasticism was gradually led to the study, not of being itself, but
of that which exists and, therefore, of things. The gradual forgetting of
the reality of Being in favor of the concept of being and then the
disintegration of even this concept in the mainstream of Western
philosophy was directly connected to the dissociation of ens from the
act and reality of Being itself. If it took several centuries before certain
philosophers of existence in the modern West realized the importance
of distinguishing between das Sein and das Seiende, the later Islamic
philosophers had already based ontology on the act of Being centuries
earlier when within the confines of Islamic philosophy the experience
of the reality of Being became the source for the intellectual discussion
of its concept.14

The doctrine of the unity, gradation, and principiality of being,
which is the foundation of the transcendent theosophy (al-÷ikmat al-
muta‘åliyah) of Mullå  S

•
adrå, sees the whole of reality as nothing but

the stages and grades of existence, and the quiddity of each object that
has been brought into existence as nothing but the abstraction by the
mind of a particular determination of existence.15 The essences of things
are not realities to which existence is added, but abstractions made by
the mind of a particular state of being that is called “existent” merely
because the untrained mind perceives only the external and apparent
aspect of things. Outwardly, existents seem to be quiddities that have
gained existence. But true awareness created through the disciplining
of the intellect and through spiritual vision allows the perceiver to see
everything for what it really is: namely, the very act of existence, each
of whose instances appears as a quiddity to which existence is added;
whereas in reality it is only a particular act of existence from the
limitations of which the quiddity is abstracted. The ordinary man is
usually aware of the container, whereas the sage sees the content that
is at once being (wuj¶d), presence (÷u¿¶r), and witness (shuh¶d).

The later Islamic philosophers often insist on the identity of wuj¶d,
÷u¿¶r, and shuh¶d because their vision has penetrated into the depth
of Reality, which is at once being and knowledge, awareness and pres-
ence. In fact, the degree of awareness of being is itself dependent upon
the degree of awareness of the knower, the degree and mode accord-
ing to which he is. The more man is, the more he is able to perceive
being. The universe itself is a series of presences (÷adrah, pl. ÷a¿aråt)
that man is able to comprehend and penetrate, to the extent that he
himself is present.
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Islamic metaphysics envisages Reality as the Principle (al-mabda˘)
that is also the giver of existence (al-mubdi‘) and that stands above
even Being. It is the Non-Being that comprehends Pure Being. The
first determination of this Principial Reality is Being, which itself is the
source of creation. The first effusion of Pure Being is at once the Intel-
lect and Universal Existence, what the Sufis call the “Breath of the
Compassionate” (nafas al-Ra÷mån) and that is ultimately the very sub-
stance of the created order. Particular modes of existence are them-
selves the rays of Universal Existence (often called “al-wuj¶d al-munbasi†
or al-fay¿ al-muqaddas”). Inasmuch as wuj¶d is also ÷u¿¶r, these grades
have also been enumerated by the gnostics such as Ibn ‘Arab¥ as the
“Five Divine Presences” (al-÷a¿aråt al-ilåhiyyat al-khams) extending from
the Divine Essence through the various stages of existence to the world
of spatio-temporal existence.16 Yet, despite the multiplicity of the lev-
els of existence, there is but one Being, and all the presences are ulti-
mately the Presence of the One who alone is.

The philosophy of being of the later Islamic philosophers has a
direct bearing for man and his entelechy. Modern existentialism limits
itself to the existence of individual man, and for many of the philoso-
phers of this school this existence comes to an end with the death of
the individual. However, in the Islamic perspective, existence is not an
accidental and a faltering flame to be extinguished by the wind of
death. Death is the gate to a more intense degree of existence, whether
this be natural death or initiatic death accomplished through spiritual
practice. Annihilation (fanå˘), which is the goal of the spiritual life,
ends, not in extinction in the ordinary sense of the word, but in sub-
sistence in the Divine and, therefore, in the most intense mode of
being possible. Through spiritual death man becomes never less than
what he was but more.17

The study of being in later Islamic philosophy is related pro-
foundly to the practical import of its teachings for human life, for it is
inseparable from the practice of an inner discipline, which is the sole
guarantee of a true understanding of the meaning of existence. Ordi-
nary man is too deeply immersed in things, in existents, to become
aware of the great mystery of existence itself. It is easy to perform this
or that act, but it is very difficult simply to exist. It is much easier to
play with concepts than to still the mind and to create an awareness
to enable man to perceive the mystery of existence itself, to realize that
“all things are plunged in God.”

The study of existence in later Islamic philosophy is therefore
only outwardly concerned with the analysis of the concepts of ‘exist-
ence,’ ‘quiddity,’ ‘necessity,’ ‘contingency,’ and the like. Beneath this
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rigorous logical analysis there stands the invisible presence of the pro-
found spiritual experience of pure existence and ultimately of Being
Itself. Therein lies the great message of this school for the modern
world, which suffers profoundly from the divorce between conceptual
knowledge and the mode and manner of one’s being. Man is not only
what he thinks, and his being does not necessarily follow his thinking;
rather man’s thought is the function of what he is. The cogito ergo sum
of Descartes, which turned ontology in the West away from the study
of Being to the analysis of its mental reflection, would be corrected by
the sages of this sapiential tradition as sum ergo est Esse, to quote a
formulation of Frithjof Schuon.18 I am; therefore God is; Pure Being is.
Being is inferred from human existence itself, provided one turns to-
ward the Center of oneself to experience Being, rather than fleeing
from the Center into the bosom of congealed forms, whether they be
external objects and acts or concepts running through an agitated mind,
and also provided that the human mind turn to the call of prophecy
that issuing from Being and the Intellect can enable us to repose again
in the Infinite Source of all that is.

The more one is, the more one is able to understand being. And
the best way to study Being is to live in conformity with Its demands.
The central message of the later tradition of Islamic philosophy and
theosophy seems to be that the study of being might begin with the
concept of being, but it must end with its reality. Man might study the
concept of being without ever transcending the confines of his own
limitations and the prison of his own accidental nature. This would
be, not ÷ikmah, but mental acrobatics. In contrast, the veritable study
of the reality of being, which is the goal of ÷ikmah, brings with it
freedom and deliverance from all confinement, for it opens the limited
existence of man to the revivifying rays of a Reality that is at once
being, consciousness, and joy or bliss, wuj¶d, wujdån, and wajd. The
correct study of being leads to that state of wonder that is the origin
of all wisdom, as well as to participation in that joy or bliss the attain-
ment of which is the goal of all knowledge and the end of human life
itself, and that is woven into the very texture of the substance of
human nature.
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C H A P T E R  6

Epistemological Questions:
Relations among Intellect, Reason,

and Intuition within Diverse
Islamic Intellectual Perspectives

The question of how one knows is of course central to every philo-
sophical tradition, and Islamic philosophy is no exception. Although
centered on the study of Being and its manifestations, Islamic philoso-
phy has also dealt extensively with the issue of epistemology and the
means available to human beings to acquire authentic knowledge.
Here again the presence of prophecy has loomed large on the horizon
as the supreme source of knowledge, influencing the views of differ-
ent schools of Islamic philosophy on this matter. Islamic philosophers
have consequently had to deal with the relation between what is
humanly accessible in the domain of knowledge and what has been
revealed through prophecy. They have also had to deal with the matter
of how human beings are able to gain access to revealed knowledge
and come to know God and His messages as well as messengers.
Moreover, functioning in the world of prophecy in its Abrahamic form,
they have had to explain how God knows the world, a question alien
to most of classical Greek philosophy especially as far as divine knowl-
edge of particulars of the world of multiplicity and individual human
actions are concerned.

It is not our aim to deal here with the vast subject of various
schools of Islamic epistemology and how each school has dealt with
the relation between faith and reason,1 intellect/reason and intuition,
human knowledge and prophecy, and so on. Rather, our goal is to
deal with the understanding of the exact meaning of intellect and
intuition in the major intellectual perspectives in Islam and show how
the discourse of various schools on the epistemology was affected in
one way or another by the sapiental dimension of prophecy and means
of knowing made available by the prophetic agency. Within the Is-
lamic world, a millennium of discussion on the relations among dem-
onstration (burhån) related to the faculty of intellect/reason, gnosis
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(‘irfån) related to the faculty of the heart/intellect associated with inner
intuition and illumination, and qur˘ån or revelation related to the pro-
phetic function reached its peak in the synthesis of Mullå S. adrå to
whom we shall turn later in this book. But before reaching that syn-
thesis, it is necessary to clear the ground of possible misunderstand-
ings of the basic terms employed in Islamic thought and to explain
what various perspectives within the Islamic intellectual tradition have
meant by intellect, reason, intuition, and related concepts that over the
centuries came to possess a very different meaning in schools of later
Western philosophy from what we find in the Islamic tradition.

We live in a world in which the intellect has become synony-
mous with reason and intuition with a “biological” sixth sense con-
cerned with foretelling future events and usually rejected as a legitimate
means of gaining knowledge by those devoted to the use of reason. It
has therefore become difficult to understand what intellect, reason,
and intuition, these key faculties upon which knowledge is based, can
mean in the context of Islamic thought. To understand the meaning of
these terms in the traditional Islamic universe where the light of the
One dominates all multiplicity, and multiplicity is always seen in the
light of Unity, and where the reality of prophecy is taken for granted,
it is necessary to examine the actual classical terminology employed in
Islamic languages, particularly Arabic and Persian, to denote the con-
cepts of “intellect,’ ‘reason,’ and ‘intuition.’

In modern Western languages the fundamental distinction be-
tween intellect (intellectus) and reason (ratio) that one finds in medi-
eval Christian philosophy is usually forgotten, and the term intellect is
used for all practical purposes2 as the equivalent of reason. In Arabic
and other Islamic languages a single term, al-‘aql, is used to denote
both reason and intellect, but the distinction between the two as well
as their interrelation and the dependence of reason upon the intellect
is always kept in mind. ‘Al-‘aql’ in Arabic is related to the root ‘ql,
which means basically to bind. It is that faculty that binds man to the
Truth, to God, to his Origin. By virtue of being endowed with al-‘aql,
man becomes man and shares in the attribute of knowledge, al-‘ilm,
which ultimately belongs to God alone. The possession al-‘aql is of
such a positive nature that the Quran refers over and over to the
central role of al-‘aql and of intellection (ta’aqqul or tafaqqquh) in man’s
religious life and even in his salvation.3 But ‘al-‘aql’ is also used as
reason, intelligence, keenness of perception, foresight, common sense
and many other concepts of a related order usually using ‘ ‘aql’ with
a modifier such as al-‘aql al-juz˘¥ (partial ‘aql), which is often used for
reason. As far as reason is concerned, which is the reflection of the
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intellect upon the plane of the human mind, other terms such as istidlål
are also used. In any case, each school of Islamic thought has elabo-
rated in great detail those aspects of the meaning of intellect that
pertain to its perspective and inner structure.

As far as the word intuition is concerned, such terms as ÷ads and
firåsah have been often used. These terms imply a “participation” in a
knowledge that is not simply rational but also not irrational or op-
posed to the intellectual as the term is understood in its traditional
sense. Another set of terms also prevalent in texts of philosophy,
theology, and Sufism are dhawq, ishråq, mukåshafah, ba„¥rah, naz

•
ar, and

bad¥hah. These terms are all related to the direct vision and participa-
tion in the knowledge of the truth in contrast to indirect and concep-
tual knowledge upon which all ratiocination is based. This contrast is
emphasized also in the basic distinction made in later schools of Is-
lamic philosophy between the term al-‘ilm al-÷u¿¶r¥ or “presential
knowledge” as opposed to al-‘ilm al-÷u„¶l¥, or “representative knowl-
edge.”4 These terms refer to the difference between intuitive knowl-
edge based on immediate experience and presence on the one hand
and ratiocination as indirect knowledge based on mental concepts on
the other. In no way, however, do all these terms, as used in tradi-
tional Islamic languages, stand opposed to ‘al-‘aql’; rather, they serve
in the profoundest sense as its elaborations on various levels. The
Islamic intellectual tradition has usually not seen a dichotomy be-
tween intellect and intuition but has created a hierarchy of knowledge
and methods of attaining knowledge according to which degrees of
both intellection and intuition become harmonized in an order encom-
passing all the means available to man to know, from sensual knowl-
edge and reason to intellection and inner vision or the “knowledge of
the heart.” If there have appeared from time to time thinkers who
confined knowledge to what can be attained by reason (istidlål) alone
and who have denied both revelation and intuition as sources of knowl-
edge, they have for that very reason remained peripheral within the
integral Islamic intellectual tradition.

To understand fully the relationships among intellect, reason,
and intuition in Islam, it is necessary to turn to those Islamic intellec-
tual perspectives that have brought to actualization various intellec-
tual, spiritual and formal possibilities inherent in the Islamic revelation.
They include, as far as the present discussion is concerned, the purely
religious sciences such as Quranic and Shar¥‘ite studies, theology, vari-
ous schools of philosophy, and finally Sufism.

In the religious sciences the function of the intellect is seen only in
light of its ability to elucidate the verities of revelation. It is revelation
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that is the basic means for the attainment of the truth, and it is also
revelation that illuminates the intellect and enables it to function prop-
erly. This wedding between revelation and the intellect makes it in
fact possible for the mind to “participate” in the truth by means of that
“act” or “leap” that is usually called “faith” and that is inseparable
from that intuition that makes forms of knowledge of the truth be-
yond the merely rational possible.

There also developed within the religious sciences a special
method of juridical (fiqh¥) thinking that was based on what has been
called technically “juridical reasoning.” This use of ‘reason’ is not very
different from its use in traditional Catholic jurisprudence, although
there are some differences, but in both cases reason was made subser-
vient to the data of revelation and subsequent tradition. As far as
Islamic jurisprudence is concerned, this use of reason in fiqh, although
using both terms ‘ ‘aql’ and ‘istidlål,’ was never confused with the
meaning of ‘aql as intellectus. Even when a major philosopher such as
Ibn Rushd wrote on both philosophy and jurisprudence, he kept the
meaning of the technical terms used in each discipline quite distinct as
was habitual in the traditional Islamic sciences.

Within the category of religious sciences, it is important to point
to another discipline other than jurisprudence, and that is the science
of Quranic commentary. Some of the more esoteric commentators of
the Quran have emphasized the complementary nature of revelation
and intellection, which in fact has been called “particular or partial
revelation” (al-wa÷y al-juz˘¥), while objective revelation, which causes
a new religion to become established, is called “universal revelation”
(al-wa÷y al-kull¥). According to such commentators as Mullå S

•
adrå,

only through the objective and universal revelation do the virtualities
of the intellect become actualized. It is only by submitting itself to
objective revelation that this subjective revelation in man, which is the
intellect, becomes fully itself, capable not only of analysis but also of
synthesis and unification. In its unifying function the intellect is salu-
tary and is able to save the soul from all bondage of multiplicity and
separateness. The instrument of revelation, the Archangel Gabriel, is
also the Holy Spirit, and associated with the Universal Intellect which
illuminates the human intellect and enables the human being to exer-
cise the faculty of intuition, which is identified with illumination and
inner vision. In the light of revelation, the intellect functions not merely
as reason, which is its mental reflection, but also as the instrument of
vision and intuition, which when wed to faith, enables man to pen-
etrate into the inner meaning of religion and more particularly God’s
Word as contained in the Quran. Man must exercise his intelligence in
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order to understand God’s revelation, but in order to understand God’s
revelation, the intellect must be already illuminated by the light of
faith5 and touched by the grace issuing from revelation.

As far as Islamic theology or kalåm is concerned, it is engaged
more in the understanding of the Will of God than reaching the uni-
versal dimensions of the intellect. This is especially true of the domi-
nant school of Sunni theology founded by Ab¨˘l-¡asan al-Ash‘ar¥.
The Ash‘arite school is based on a voluntarism that reduces the func-
tion of the intellect to the purely human level and remains nearly
oblivious to the aspect of the Divinity as objective Truth and Knowl-
edge.6 For this school, truth is what God has willed, and the intellect
has no function outside the external tenets of the religion. Although
the extreme form of voluntarism found in the earlier school of
Ash‘arism was somewhat modified by the later school (al-
muta˘akhkhir¶n) of such men as al-Ghazzål¥ and Fakhr al-D¥n al-Råz¥
as already mentioned, Ash‘arism has remained throughout its history
as a school of theology in which the intellect is identified practically
with reason but of course made subservient to the Will of God and not
considered in its function of returning man through inner illumination
to the Divine and penetrating into the heart of taw÷¥d.7

In other schools of kalåm, whether it be Mu‘tazilism and
Måturidism in the Sunni world or Twelve-Imam Shi‘ite theology, a
greater role is given to reason in its interpretation of the understand-
ing of God’s Will as manifested in His revelation without, however,
leading to the type of position known as rationalism in the modern
Occident. Nor do these schools of theology envisage any more than
Ash‘arism, the role of the universal function of the intellect, which
includes what is known as intuition, as a means of attaining ultimate
knowledge. The function of kalåm has remained throughout Islamic
history to find rational means to protect the citadel of faith (al-¥mån).
It has not been to enable the intellect to penetrate into the inner court-
yard of faith and become the ladder that leads to the very heart of the
truth of religion. In fact it is not so much in theology but rather in
philosophy, ÷ikmah, and gnosis that we must seek an explanation of
the full meaning of the intellect and intuition and a complete method-
ology of knowledge in Islam.

In Islamic philosophy we can distinguish at least three schools
that have dealt extensively with the methodology of knowledge and
the full amplitude of the meaning of the intellect in its relation to
intuition: Peripatetic (mashshå˘¥) philosophy, Illuminationist (ishråq¥)
philosophy, and the “transcendent theosophy” of  S

•
adr al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥.8

Although the mashshå˘¥ school in Islam drew most of its teachings
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from Aristotelian and Neoplatonic sources, it is not a rationalistic school
as this term is usually understood in Western philosophy. The mashshå˘¥
school is based on a view of the intellect that is properly speaking
metaphysical and not only philosophical and distinguishes clearly
between the reflection of the intellect upon the human mind, which is
reason, and the intellect in itself, which transcends the realm of the
individual and which is a substance (jawhar) of luminous nature with
several levels of reality.9

A complete treatment of the intellect and “a theory of knowl-
edge” are to be found in the writings of the master of Muslim Peripa-
tetics, Ibn S¥nå. Basing himself on the treatises on the intellect (al-Risålah
fi˘l-‘aql ) by al-Kind¥ and al-Fåråb¥,10 Ibn S¥nå gave an extensive analy-
sis of the meaning of the intellect in several of his works especially The
Book of Healing (al-Shifå˘), The Book of Salvation (al-Najåh), Springs of
Wisdom (‘Uy¶n al-÷ikmah), and his last masterpiece The Book of Direc-
tives and Remarks (Kitåb al-ishåråt wa˘l-tanb¥håt). Basing himself upon
the Alexandrian commentators of Aristotle, such as Themistius and
Alexander Aphrodisias, and with full awareness of the Quranic doc-
trine of revelation, Ibn S¥nå distinguishes between the Active Intellect
(al-‘aql al-fa‘‘ål), which is universal and independent of the individual,
and the intellectual function within man. Each human being possesses
intelligence in virtuality. This is called “material” or “potential” intel-
ligence (bi˘l-quwwah). As the human being grows in knowledge the
first intelligible forms are placed in the soul from above, and man
attains to the level of the habitual intelligence (bi˘l-malakah). Further
on, as the intellect becomes fully actualized in the mind, man reaches
the level of actual intellect (bi˘l-fi‘l) and finally as this process is com-
pleted, the acquired intelligence (mustafåd). Finally above these stages
and states stands the Active Intellect (al-‘aql al-fa‘‘ål), which is Divine,
and which illuminates the mind through the act of knowledge.11 Ac-
cording to Ibn S¥nå, every act of cognition involves the illumination of
the mind by the Active Intellect, which bestows upon the mind the
form whose knowledge is the knowledge of the subject in question.
Although Ibn S¥nå denies the Platonic ideas, he stands certainly closer
to the realists of the medieval West than to the nominalists. It is not
accidental that the followers of St. Augustine were to rally around the
teachings of Ibn S¥nå once his works were translated into Latin and
that a school was developed that owed its origin to both St. Augustine
and Ibn S¥nå.12 In any case Ibn S¥nå does not in any way confuse
reason with intellect, nor does he deny completely the role of intuition
as when he speaks of ÷ads or intuition, which in some ways resembles
Aristotle’s agkhinoia or quick wit, although it is not identical with it.
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The mashshå˘¥ doctrine concerning the intellect and intuition can
be summarized by saying that there are degrees of intellect that are
attained as man advances in knowledge with the aid of the Active
Intellect. As the intellect grows in strength and universality, it begins
to acquire functions and powers that are identified with intuition rather
than intellect in its analytical function connected with the act of ratio-
cination. The means of acquiring metaphysical knowledge is, accord-
ing to Ibn S¥nå, intellectual intuition by which ta‘aqqul should perhaps
be translated rather than mere ratiocination. But by intuition here we
mean not a sensual or biological power that leaps in the dark but a
power that illuminates and removes the boundaries of reason and the
limitations of individualistic existence.

In traditional Islamic sources the mashshå˘¥ school is usually called
“÷ikmah ba÷thiyyah” (“rational philosophy” or more precisely “argu-
mentative philosophy”) in contrast to the ishråq¥ school, which is called
“÷ikmah dhawqiyyah” (“intuitive or literally tasted philosophy”) and
where intuition is identified with the direct “tasting” of reality and
illumination, which permits man to go beyond the confines of his
reason left to its own devices. Although mashshå˘¥ philosophy is by no
means merely rationalistic as shown above, it is in the ishråq¥ or illu-
minative school of wisdom founded by Shaykh al-ishråq Shihåb al-
D¥n Suhraward¥ that the intuitive aspect of the intellect is fully
emphasized and a ladder described reaching from sensual to principial,
metaphysical knowledge through the light of the intellect. Suhraward¥,
like such Western metaphysicians as St. Augustine and St. Thomas,
emphasizes the principle of adequation or adaequatio (adaequatio rei et
intellectus) according to which to each plane of reality there corre-
sponds an instrument of knowledge adequate to the task of knowing
that particular level of reality. But what characterizes and distinguishes
ishråq¥ epistemology is that according to this school every form of
knowledge is the result of an illumination of the mind by the lights of
the purely spiritual or intelligible world. Even the act of physical vi-
sion is possible because the soul of the beholder is illuminated by a
light that in the very act of seeing embraces the object of vision. In the
same way, the knowledge of a logical concept is made possible by the
illumination of the mind at the moment when the very form of the
logical concept in question is present in the mind. As for higher forms
of knowledge reaching into the empyrean of gnosis and metaphysics,
they too are naturally the fruit of the light of the spiritual world shin-
ing upon the mind. In ishråq¥ wisdom, therefore, there is no intellec-
tion without illumination (intellects being so many lights) and no true
knowledge without the actual “tasting” (dhawq) of the object of that
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knowledge, that tasting that is none other than sapientia (whose Latin
root sapere as already mentioned, means literally “to taste”) or intui-
tive knowledge at its highest level of meaning.13

As for the third school associated with Mullå Sadrå, the views of
both the Peripatetics and Illuminationists are incorporated by him along
with the Sufi doctrine of the “knowledge of the heart,” into a vast
methodology of knowledge in which all the diverse faculties of know-
ing are to be found in a hierarchy leading from the sensual to the
spiritual.14 Each act of knowledge, according to Mullå  S

•
adrå, involves

the being of the knower, and the hierarchy of the faculties of knowl-
edge correspond to the hierarchy of existence. Of particular interest is
Mullå  S

•
adrå ‘s insistence on the importance of the power of imagina-

tion (takhayyul) as an instrument of knowledge corresponding to the
“world of imagination” (‘ålam al-khayål) or mundus imaginalis, which
has an objective reality and stands between the physical and purely
spiritual realms of existence.15 Corresponding to this world, man pos-
sesses an instrument of knowledge that is neither sensual nor intellec-
tual but that fills the domain in between. This power of creative
imagination, which is only perfected in the Universal Man (al-insån al-
kåmil), is able to create forms in the imaginal world and know these
forms ontologically. According to Mullå |adrå, the very existence of
these forms is the knowledge of them in the same way that according
to Suhraward¥ God’s knowledge of the world is the very reality of the
world. In any case the harmony and balance between intellect and
intuition are perfected by Mullå S

•
adrå through his recourse to this

intermediate domain and the intermediate faculty of knowing this
domain, the faculty that is none other than the power of “imagina-
tion” (takhayyul) residing in the soul and integrally related to the ra-
tional, intellectual, and intuitive faculties of the soul.

The fullest meaning of the intellect and its universal function
is to be found in the ma‘rifah or gnosis, which lies at the heart of the
Islamic revelation and which is crystallized in the esoteric dimen-
sion of Islam identified for the most part with Sufism. There are
verses of the Quran and ÷ad¥ths of the Prophet that allude to the
heart as the seat of intelligence and knowledge.16 The heart is the
instrument of true knowledge, as its affliction is the cause of igno-
rance and forgetfulness. That is why the message of the revelation
addresses the heart more than the mind as the following verses of
the Quran reveal:

O men, now there has come to you
an admonition from your Lord. and
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a healing for what is in the breasts (namely the heart)
and a guidance, and a mercy to the believers.

S¨rah (10:57)
(Arberry translation)

In the same way, it is the knowledge gained by the heart that
counts before the Divine. Again to quote the Quran:

God will not take you to task for a slip
in your oaths: but He will take you to task for what your hearts

have earned: and God is All-forgiving, All-clement.

S¨rah (2: 225)
(Arberry translation)

Likewise, the knowledge of the heart at least at some level and
especially for those whose path to God is the path of knowledge, is
considered as essential for salvation. Many traditional masters have in
fact written that those who refuse to identify themselves with the heart
or center of their living forfeit the possibility of entering Paradise, which
already resides at the center of the heart as the famous dictum of Christ
“The Kingdom of God is with in you” testifies. The Quran asserts:

We have created for Gehenna many jinn and men;
They have hearts, but understand not with them.
(lahum qul¶bun lå yafqahuna bihå)

S¨rah (8: 178)
(Arberry translation)

In the ¡ad¥th literature there are also numerous references to the
knowledge of the heart, a knowledge that is principial and essential
and identified with faith as the following ÷ad¥th quoted by Bukhår¥
demonstrates:

Faith descended at the root of the hearts of men, then came
down the Quran and (people) learned from the Quran and
from the example (of the Prophet).17

Also, only the heart that grasps for knowledge is considered
praiseworthy, for as the Prophet has said: “Blessed is he who makes
his heart grasping.”18 It could in fact be said that in the language of the
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Noble Quran and ¡ad¥th the heart means essentially the seat of
principial knowledge or the instrument for the attainment of that
knowledge. It is upon this foundation that the Sufis have developed
the doctrine of “the knowledge of the heart” that has occupied so
many of the great masters of Sufism.

The Sufis speak of the “eye of the heart” (‘ayn al-qalb in Arabic
and chishm-i dil in Persian) as the “third eye” identified with the im-
minent intellect, which is able to gain a knowledge different from that
gained by the physical eyes yet direct and immediate like physical
vision.19 As the famous Persian poet Håtif states:

Open the ‘eye of the heart’ so that thou canst see the spirit,
And gain vision of that which visible is not.

This knowledge that is identified with the heart is principial
knowledge gained through an instrument that is identified with the
heart or center of being of man rather than the mind, which knows
only indirectly and which is a projection of the heart. The heart is not
simply identified with sentiments that are contrasted in modern phi-
losophy with reason. Man does not possess only the faculty of reason
and the sentiments or emotions that are contrasted with it. Rather, he
is capable of an intellectual knowledge that transcends the dualism
and dichotomy between reason and emotions, or the mind and the
heart as they are usually understood. It is the loss of gnosis or truly
intellectual knowledge in an operative and realized manner in the
modern world that has caused the eclipse of the traditional conception
of the “knowledge of the heart,” a knowledge that is at once intellec-
tual and intuitive in the profoundest meaning of these terms and that
can therefore be identified with intellectual intuition.

To understand fully the intellectual knowledge identified with
the heart, it is necessary to return to the distinction between “presential”
(÷u¿¶r¥) and “attained” (÷u„¶l¥) knowledge. All rational knowledge
related to the mind is made possible through concepts that are “at-
tained” by the mind. Therefore, all mental knowledge is “attained”
knowledge. Mentally and rationally man can only know ‘fire’ or ‘wa-
ter’ through the concept of fire or water abstracted through the senses
and made available by the various mental faculties for the analytical
faculty of the mind identified with reason. But there is another type of
knowledge, possible for all men, but in practice attained only by the
few. It is a knowledge that is direct and immediate, a knowledge that
is identified with the heart. The knowledge of the heart has the imme-
diacy and directness of sensual knowledge but concerns the intelli-
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gible or spiritual world. When one gains knowledge of the perfume of
a rose through direct experience of the olfactory faculty, he or she
does not gain knowledge of the concept of the perfume of the rose but
a direct knowledge of it. For most people this kind of knowledge is
limited to the sensual world, but for the gnostic whose eye of his or
her heart is opened through spiritual practice, there is the possibility
of a knowledge that has the directness of sensual experience but con-
cerns the supernal realities. From the point of view of this “presential”
knowledge, this supreme form of knowing in which ultimately the
subject and object of knowledge are the same, the most concrete of all
realities is the Supreme Principle. Everything else is relatively speak-
ing an abstraction. To know in an ultimate sense is to know God
through a knowledge that is both intellection and intuition in the high-
est meaning of these terms. It is to know the fire by being burned and
consumed in it; it is to know water by being immersed in the ocean
of absolute Being.

In the Islamic perspective, therefore, one can speak of a hierar-
chy of knowledge ranging from the sensual, through the imaginary
and the rational, to the intellectual, which is also intuitive and identified
with the heart. But just as the rational faculty of knowledge is not
opposed to the sensual, the intellectual and intuitive are not opposed
to the rational. Rather, the mind is a reflection of the heart, the center
of the microcosm. The Islamic doctrine of Unity (al-taw÷¥d) has been
able to embrace all modes of knowing into complementary and not
contending stages of a hierarchy leading to that supreme form of
knowledge, that gnosis of the purified heart that is ultimately none
other than the unitive and unifying knowledge of the One and the
most profound realization of the Unity (al-taw÷¥d) that is the Alpha
and Omega of the Islamic revelation.
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Islamic Philosophy in History
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C H A P T E R  7

A Framework for
the Study of the History

of Islamic Philosophy

In turning to the study of the history of Islamic philosophy, rather
than its doctrines and ideas, and in wanting to remain faithful to the
reality of the Islamic intellectual tradition where what has been said
has always prevailed over who has said it, it is necessary to create a
framework different from that of earlier histories of philosophy writ-
ten by Europeans and their Muslim imitators. As indicated earlier
such an attempt has been made since the 1960s in several different
works, including those of Corbin and my own. In this chapter I wish
to outline and summarize the framework developed by Corbin and
myself and to point out some of its salient features. First of all, al-
though in traditional Islamic circles Islamic philosophy has always
been taught as truth transcending time rather than simply ever-changing
ideas, a traditional Islamic conception of the history of philosophy has
existed as we see in the works of Suhraward¥, Mullå S

•
adrå, and others.

Second, the challenges of Western scholarship require that an authentic
Islamic interpretation of the history of Islamic philosophy be presented
in a contemporary language and yet remain faithful to the Islamic view
of both philosophy and its origin and later historical development.

Early in the twentieth century a few figures such as Mu∑†afå
‘Abd al-Råziq in Egypt and ƒiå˘ al-D¥n Durr¥ in Iran sought to write
histories of Islamic philosophy from the Islamic point of view, but
their project remained incomplete. Furthermore, they wrote in Arabic
and Persian, respectively, and exercised little influence in the West. In
1962, after I had written Three Muslim Sages, in which I tried to inter-
pret the whole of the Islamic intellectual tradition both morphologi-
cally and historically, Corbin approached me to collaborate with him
on the writing of Histoire de la philosophie islamique, which was to be
part of the Pléiades collection and the first part of which first appeared
in 1964. To accomplish this task we thought of a historical framework
and periodization for the history of Islamic philosophy, one that would
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break completely with prevalent conceptualizations that limited Is-
lamic philosophy temporally to the time of the death of Averroes,
neglected schools of philosophy other than the mashshå˘¥ even in the
earlier period, such as Ismå‘¥l¥ philosophy, and paid little attention to
philosophy outside of falsafah, such as the philosophical dimensions of
Sufism, theology, the arts, and the sciences.

It became evident that the history of Islamic philosophy could
not be limited geographically but had to take into account the whole
width and breadth of the Islamic world and that after Ibn Rushd, its
main home became Persia. Over the years I departed to some extent
from the periodization and framework that Corbin and I had created
together, and I applied my own modified framework to the History of
Islamic Philosophy, which I edited with Oliver Leaman and in a more
summary fashion in the next chapter. What follows is a brief outline
of what the history of Islamic philosophy would look like if developed
within the framework I developed over the years based on the early
work done in collaboration with Corbin.1

From its genesis twelve hundred years ago to today, Islamic
philosophy (al-÷ikmah; al-falsafah) has been one of the major intellec-
tual traditions within the Islamic world, and it has influenced and
been influenced by many other intellectual perspectives, including
Scholastic theology (kalåm) and doctrinal Sufism (al-ma‘rifah or al-ta„awwuf
al-‘ilm¥) and theoretical gnosis (‘irfån-i naz

•
ar¥). The life of Islamic phi-

losophy did not terminate with Ibn Rushd nearly eight hundred years
ago, as thought by Western scholarship for several centuries. Rather, its
activities continued strongly during the later centuries, particularly in
Persia and other eastern lands of Islam, and it was revived in Egypt
during the last century.

THE ORIGIN OF ISLAMIC PHILOSOPHY

Islamic philosophy was born of philosophical speculation on the heri-
tage of Greco-Alexandrian philosophy, which was made available in
Arabic in the third/ninth century, by Muslims who were immersed in
the teachings of the Quran and lived in a universe in which revelation
was a central reality. As already mentioned, Muslims considered Greek
philosophy itself to have been rooted in prophecy, and in contrast to
how the West was to view Greek philosophy later, Muslims continued
to identify the origin of the Greek philosophical tradition that they
were now mastering with revelation. Islamic philosophers concentrated
on philosophizing in a world dominated by the reality of prophecy
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and revelation and created a “prophetic philosophy,” which in turn
influenced deeply the philosophical life of the other two members of
Abrahamic monotheism, namely, Judaism and Christianity. The Quran,
as well as ¡ad¥th, served as a central source of Islamic philosophical
speculation and influenced the reflection of Muslim thinkers upon
Greek texts.2 In later Islamic philosophy the sayings of the Shi‘ite Imams
also played a major role, especially in the works of |adr al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥
(Mullå |adrå). Far from being simply Greek philosophy in Arabic and
Persian, Islamic philosophy integrated certain elements of Greek phi-
losophy into the Islamic perspective, creating new philosophical
schools. Although Islamic philosophy drew from the Greek sources,
which Muslims considered to be the fruit of earlier revelations asso-
ciated with such figures as the prophet Idr¥s (Hermes), it belonged to
an independent philosophical universe of discourse. A full study of
the origins of Islamic philosophy must be able to deal with the Islamic
as well as the Greek sources and their interactions.

THE EARLY PERIPATETICS

The early centuries of Islamic philosophy were marked by the appear-
ance of several schools of thought. The most prominent school, which
is often identified with Islamic philosophy as such in Western sources,
is the mashshå˘¥ (Peripatetic). This school is not simply Aristotelian, as
the name might indicate, but marks a synthesis of Islamic tenets,
Aristotelianism, and Neoplatonism. Its founder is Ab¨ Ya‘q¨b al-Kind¥
(d. c. A.H. 260/873 C.E.), the “Philosopher of the Arabs.” Some Islamic
sources have spoken of the Persian philosopher Ab¨˘l-‘Abbås Árånshahr¥
as the first Muslim to have written on philosophy, but nothing sur-
vives of his works save a few fragments. In contrast, a number of al-
Kind¥’s works have reached us, some only in Hebrew and Latin, for he
was well known in the West. Al-Kind¥, like most of the early Peripatetics,
was at once a philosopher and a scientist. Although much of his volumi-
nous corpus has been lost, enough has survived to reveal his mastery in
both domains. Al-Kind¥     was the first Islamic thinker to grapple with the
problem of the expression of Peripatetic thought in Arabic. He also
confronted one of the central problems of philosophy in the monothe-
istic world, namely, harmonization of faith and reason. Among his
philosophical works his treatises on the intellect, Fi˘l-‘aql (On the Intel-
lect), and metaphysics, Fi˘l-falsafat al-¶lå (On Metaphysics), were par-
ticularly influential in the Muslim world; Fi˘l-‘aql, known as De Intellectu
in Latin, also had a wide-spread influence in medieval Europe.
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Most of al-Kind¥’’’’’s immediate students were more significant as
scientists than as philosophers, and his real successor on the philo-
sophical scene was not among them. Yet their philosophical views,
especially those of Ab¨ ayyib al-Sarakhs¥, deserve to be closely stud-
ied and integrated into general histories of the Peripatetic school. As
for al-Kind¥’s real successor, this title must be given to Ab¨ Na∑r al-
Fåråb¥ (d. 339/950), who hailed from Khurasan in Central Asia. Many
consider al-Fåråb¥ to be the real founder of Islamic Peripatetic philoso-
phy, and it was he more than al-Kind¥     who formulated the Arabic
philosophical language and wrote about the relation between the Arabic
language and the expression of Aristotelian logic. He commented on
Aristotle’s Organon and is the father of formal logic in the Islamic
world. He furthermore sought to synthesize the political philosophy
of Plato and Islamic political thought in his masterpiece Kitåb årå˘ ahl
al-mad¥nat al-få¿ilah (The Book of the Opinions of the Citizens of the
Virtuous City), and is considered to be the founder of Islamic political
philosophy. Al-Fåråb¥ also wrote of the harmony between the views of
Plato and Aristotle, as well as on these philosophers individually and
on various metaphysical and epistemological questions. He is, more-
over, the first Islamic philosopher to systematize the emanation scheme
(fay¿) of the ten intellects from the One, for which Peripatetic philoso-
phy is known.

After al-Fåråb¥ , Khurasan gradually became the major center of
philosophical activity, but throughout the fourth/tenth century
Baghdad continued as an important center, following the earlier ac-
tivities of al-Kind¥. In the second half of the tenth century, however, the
philosophical scene in Baghdad turned mostly to the study of logic
under the guidance of Ab¨ Sulaymån al-Sijistån¥, who was also known
as al-Man†iq¥ (the Logician). Meanwhile Ab¨˘l ¡asan al-‘≈mir¥ from
Khurasan was developing the Fåråbian teachings further and adding a
new chapter of his own to Islamic philosophy by attempting to incor-
porate certain pre-Islamic Iranian ideas into his political philosophy.

Early Peripatetic philosophy reached its peak soon after al-‘≈mir¥
with another Persian philosopher, Ab¨ ‘Al¥ al-¡usayn ibn ‘Abd Allåh
ibn S¥nå (369–428/980–1037), usually known as Ibn S¥nå (Avicenna).
Often considered the greatest Islamic philosopher, Ibn S¥nå created a
vast synthesis of Peripatetic thought in his Kitåb al-shifå˘ (The Book of
Healing), which dominated many dimensions of Islamic thought for
centuries. His ontological distinction between wuj¶b (necessity) and
imkån (contingency)3 became central to Islamic thought and also deeply
influenced Jewish and Christian philosophy and theology, as did his
integration of the study of the three kingdoms within the scheme of
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the great chain of being, that is, the scheme that places all creatures in
a chain or levels of being stretching from the dust to the highest angel.

Ibn S¥nå’s major works, which also included Kitåb al-najåh (The
Book of Salvation) and his last philosophical masterpiece, Kitåb al-
ishåråt wa˘l-tanb¥håt (The Book of Directives and Remarks), were widely
read by defenders and opponents of Islamic philosophy alike. More-
over, Ibn S¥nå also wrote certain “visionary recitals” and philosophico-
mystical treatises that contain what he called “al-÷ikmah al-mashriqiyyah”
(Oriental philosophy), which is of great importance if one looks upon
the later tradition of Islamic philosophy.

In writing of this period of Peripatetic philosophy, it is not, how-
ever, sufficient to go from al-Fåråb¥ to Ibn S¥nå and even include a few
words on al-‘≈mir¥ and al-Sijistån¥. A great deal more needs to be said
of the philosophical dimension of the circle of al-Sijistån¥ and figures
such as al-Taw±¥d¥,4 as well as of other Peripatetic figures. This period
is in fact witness to many philosophical figures who are rarely men-
tioned in general histories of Islamic philosophy, even those that
emphasize the Peripatetics. This is also a period, which although known
as far as the most famous figures are concerned, needs monographic
studies for the lesser known figures, including Ibn S¥nå’s important
students such as Bahmanyår.

ISMĀ‘ĪLĪ PHILOSOPHY

With an emphasis on ta˘w¥l (spiritual hemeneutics), the Ismå‘¥l¥ school
of philosophy, associated with the Ismå‘¥l¥ branch of Shi‘ism, saw
philosophy as an esoteric knowledge associated with the inner mean-
ing of religion.5 It drew its ideas from Islamic esoterism and Neo-
platonism, as well as both Hermeticism and Neopythagoreanism. The
first work of this school, the Umm al-kitåb (The Archetypal Book),
belongs to the second/eighth century, and it is supposed to be the
record of conversations between the fifth Shi‘ite Imam, Mu±ammad
al-Båqir, and his students. On the basis of this early Shi‘ite gnosis,
Ismå‘¥l¥ philosophy developed during the next two centuries and
reached its full flowering in the fourth/tenth and fifth/eleventh cen-
turies with such figures as Ab¨ Ya‘q¨b al-Sijistån¥, ¡am¥d al-D¥n al-
Kirmån¥ (often called the “Ismå‘¥l¥ Ibn S¥nå”), the author of Rå÷at al
‘aql (Repose of the Intellect), and finally Nå∑ir-i Khusraw (d. around
470/1077), perhaps the greatest of the Ismå‘¥l¥ philosophers. The Ismå‘¥l¥
philosophers played an important role in the rise of Persian as the
second major philosophical language of Islam, and Nå∑ir-i Khusraw,
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the author of the major work Jåmi‘ al-÷ikmatayn (The Sum of Two
Wisdoms), wrote all of his major works in Persian. Ibn S¥nå, how-
ever, was the pioneer in the use of Persian as a philosophical lan-
guage, having written Dånish-nåma-yi ‘alå˘¥ (The Book of Science
Dedicated to ‘Alå˘ al-Dawlah), the first work of Peripatetic philoso-
phy in Persian.

The Ra„å˘il (Treatises) of the Ikhwån al-|afå˘ (Brethren of Purity)
is a collection of fifty-one treatises closely associated with Ismå‘¥l¥ circles.
These treatises, which appeared in the fourth/tenth century in Basra,
have a strong Neopythagorean color. They were widely read by later
philosophers and even theologians such as al-Ghazzål¥, who wrote
against the Peripatetics and also Ismå‘¥lism. Ismå‘¥l¥ philosophy sur-
vived the fall of the Få†imids and continued into the seventh/thir-
teenth century when centers of Ismå‘¥l¥ power in Persia were destroyed
by the Mongols. Even then, the tradition continued in Yemen and
India and even in Persia itself, but much remains to be done before the
history of this important school becomes known in its fullness.

INDEPENDENT PHILOSOPHERS DURING THE EARLY CENTURIES

Although Islamic philosophy is predominantly associated with schools
that transcend the individual, the early centuries did produce a few
independent philosophers who wielded some influence. The first
among them is Muhammad ibn Zakariyyå˘ al-Råz¥ (d. around 320/
932), known in Latin as Rhazes, the greatest Muslim physician after
Ibn S¥nå, who was also a philosopher known especially for his denial
of the necessity of prophecy. He was strongly attacked by the Ismå‘¥l¥s
for this view, as well as for positing “five eternal principles” consist-
ing of the Demiurge, the Universal Soul, materia prima, Space, and
Time. But Råz¥ remains an important philosopher worthy of further
study.6 Another independent philosopher and one of Islam’s greatest
scientists, Ab¨ Ray±ån al-B¥r¨n¥ (d. 421/1030), held a philosophical
view different from Råz¥’s but admired al-Råz¥’s scientific works greatly.
Al-B¥r¨n¥’s most important philosophical contribution was his criti-
cism of Avicennian natural philosophy,7 as well as his introduction of
Hindu philosophy into the Islamic world. Finally, an important inde-
pendent philosopher, A±mad ibn Musk¨yah (Miskawayh; d. 421/1030),
wrote the first major Islamic work on philosophical ethics, Tahdh¥b al-
akhlåq (Purification of Morals), as well as a book entitled Jåw¥dån khirad
(philosophia perennis).
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THEOLOGIANS AGAINST PHILOSOPHERS

From the fifth/eleventh to the seventh/thirteenth century, the domi-
nation of western Asia by Seljuqs led to the eclipse of philosophy in
the eastern lands of Islam. The caliphate, supported by the Seljuqs,
preferred the teaching of kalåm in the madrasahs (Islamic schools) to
philosophy, although kalåm itself, as discussed earlier, developed over
time in a more philosophical form. During this period, the only no-
table philosopher in the eastern lands was the Persian poet and math-
ematician Omar Khayyam to whom we shall turn later in this book.
The major theologians of this era, such as Ab¨ ¡åmid Mu±ammad al-
Ghazzål¥ (d. 505/1111), Ab¨˘l-Fat± al-Shahrastån¥ (d. 548/1153), and
Fakhr al-D¥n al-Råz¥ (d. 606/1210), wrote treatises against Peripatetic
and, in the case of Ghazzål¥ and Råz¥ also against Ismå‘¥l¥ philosophy,
thereby curtailing philosophical activity in the eastern lands of Islam.8

The most famous attack against the falåsifah came from the great
Sufi theologian al-Ghazzål¥, who, however, dealt with philosophical
themes himself and even composed treatises on formal logic. In his
autobiography, ål-Munqidh min al-¿alål (The Deliverance from Error),
al-Ghazzål¥ criticized the Peripatetic philosophers severely. Then he
summarized their views in his Maqå„id al-falåsifah (The Purposes of the
Philosophers), which caused the Latin Schoolmen to think of al-
Ghazzål¥ himself as a Peripatetic. Finally, in his Tahåfut al-falåsifah (In-
coherence of the Philosophers), he sought to demolish the views of the
philosophers, accusing them of deviating from Islam in their denial of
the createdness of the world, God’s knowledge of particulars, and
bodily resurrection. Al-Ghazzål¥’s attack had the effect of curtailing
the power of rationalism in Islamic philosophy, but it did not bring
rational philosophy to an end, as some have thought.

The influence of Fakhr al-D¥n al-Råz¥ on the technical discus-
sions of later Islamic philosophy was even greater than that of al-
Ghazzål¥. Al-Råz¥’s most important attack against Peripatetic
philosophy came in the form of his detailed criticism of Ibn S¥nå’s
Kitåb al-ishåråt in a work entitled Shar÷ al-ishåråt (Commentary upon
the Ishåråt), to which Na∑¥r al-D¥n al-¨s¥ (d. 672/1274) was to write
the celebrated response that resuscitated Avicennian philosophy. In
the fourteenth century this central debate was carried further by Qu†b
al-D¥n al-Råz¥ in his al-Mu÷åkamåt (Trials), in which he sought to judge
between the commentaries of Fakhr al-D¥n al-Råz¥ and al-¨s¥. Al-
though going back to Max Horten9 there has been awareness of the
Råz¥-¨s¥ debate, most Western histories of Islamic philosophy and
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their Islamic imitations continue to emphasize the importance of the
Ibn S¥nå, Ghazzål¥, and Ibn Rushd debates rather than the Ibn S¥nå,
Råz¥, and ¨s¥ one, whereas the second is more important for the later
history of Islamic philosophy than the first.

ISLAMIC PHILOSOPHY IN SPAIN

While philosophy was in eclipse in the eastern lands of Islam, it
flourished in Islamic Spain. Islamic philosophy in the western lands of
Islam actually began with the Sufi philosopher Ibn Masarrah (d. 319/
931), who profoundly influenced later thinkers. This link between
Sufism and philosophy continued in Spain to the end except for the
major figure of Ibn Rushd. Another early thinker, Ibn ¡azm (d. 454/
1064), jurist, theologian, philosopher, and author of one of the first
Muslim works on comparative religion, also composed a famous trea-
tise on Platonic love entitled T.awq al-÷amåmah (The Ring of the Dove).

The first major philosopher in the Maghrib to follow the eastern
mashshå˘¥ school was Ibn Båjjah (d. 533/1138), known both for his
significant commentaries on Aristotelian physics and his philosophi-
cal masterpiece, Tadb¥r al-mutawa÷÷id (Regimen of the Solitary), which
maintains that the perfect state can come about only through the per-
fection of individuals who can unite their intellects with the Active
Intellect. This work has a definite mystical bent as does the master-
piece of his successor, Ibn ufayl (d. 580/1185), who like Ibn Båjjah
was a political figure and scientist but is likewise known for one major
opus, ¡ayy ibn Yaqz

•
ån (Living Son of the Awake), which has also a

mystical meaning and which bears the name of Ibn S¥nå’s visionary
recital but with a different structure. The work deals in a symbolic
language with the harmony between the inner illumination received
by the intellect and the knowledge revealed through revelation. Ibn
ufayl’s philosophical novel was translated immediately into Hebrew
but not into medieval Latin until the seventeenth century, when it
became famous in Europe as Philosophos Autodidactus and exercised
wide influence in both philosophical and literary circles.

The most famous Islamic philosopher of the Maghrib, Ibn Rushd
(523–95/1126–98) known in Latin as Averroes, chief religious judge of
Cordoba and a physician, wrote the most famous medieval commen-
taries on the Aristotelian corpus and was referred to in the West as
“The Commentator.” He set out to revive Peripatetic philosophy by
responding to al-Ghazzål¥’s Tahåfut in his own Tahåfut al-tahåfut (Inco-
herence of the Incoherence). In contrast to his image in the West as a
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rationalist “free-thinker” and author of the double-truth theory, how-
ever, Ibn Rushd was a pious Muslim and in fact a religious function-
ary who set out to harmonize faith and reason, especially in his Fa„l
al-maqål (The Decisive Treatise). His influence in the West, however,
was greater than in the Islamic world, where the later destiny of
philosophy was more closely associated with the name of Ibn S¥nå,
than with his.

After Ibn Rushd, Islamic philosophy began to wane in the
Maghrib but did not disappear completely. ‘Abd al-¡aqq ibn Sab‘¥n
(d. 669/1270) wrote a number of important treatises based on the
doctrine of wa÷dat al-wuj¶d (the transcendent unity of being), and the
Tunisian ‘Abd al-Ra±mån ibn Khald¨n (d. 780/1379) developed a phi-
losophy of history in his al-Muqaddimah (Prolegomena). The most im-
portant of these later figures from the Maghrib, however, was Mu±y¥
al-D¥n ibn ‘Arab¥ (d. 638/1240), expositor of Sufi metaphysics. Although
not a philosopher in the sense of faylas¶f, he is one of the greatest ex-
positors of mystical philosophy in any time and clime, and he exercised
a profound influence on Sufism as well as later Islamic philosophy.

Although Islamic philosophy in the Maghrib seems to have come
suddenly to an end, philosophical thought did not disappear com-
pletely but took refuge mostly in philosophical Sufism and philosophi-
cal theology as we see also in much of the rest of the Arab world. This
later phase has hardly ever been treated in general histories of phi-
losophy but needs to be studied.

SUHRAWARD¥ AND THE SCHOOL OF ILLUMINATION

A new school of philosophy, which could perhaps more properly be
called “theosophy” in the original sense of this term, was established
by Shihåb al-D¥n Suhraward¥ (d. 587/1191), who considered discur-
sive philosophy as developed by Ibn S¥nå to be only the first, neces-
sary step in the attainment of true philosophy, which must also be
based on intellectual intuition or ishråq (illumination). Suhraward¥
integrated Platonic philosophy, Neoplatonism, the wisdom of the
ancient Persians, especially Mazdaean angelology, and Avicennian
philosophy in the matrix of Islamic gnosis to create a widely influential
new school of thought. His works, written in both Arabic and Persian,
include many treatises written in a symbolic rather than discursive
language, and they culminate in his masterpiece, ¡ikmat al-ishråq (The-
osophy of the Orient of Light). When he was executed in Aleppo, his
followers went underground, but commentaries by Shams al-D¥n
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Mu±ammad Shahraz¨r¥ a generation later, followed by the better-
known commentary of Qu†b al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥ (d. 710/ 1311), revived the
teachings of ishråq. Henceforth, the school exercised a deep influence
not only in Persia but also in Ottoman Turkey and the Indian subcon-
tinent, and it continues as a living school of thought to this day.

RAPPROCHEMENT BETWEEN VARIOUS SCHOOLS OF THOUGHT

The period from the thirteen to the sixteenth century marks the com-
ing together of various schools of thought. The main arena of philo-
sophical activity during this era was Persia, especially Shiraz; Iraq and
eastern Anatolia, which were closely related culturally to Persia, were
also important centers. This period is witness to the revival of Ibn
S¥nå’s philosophy by Na∑¥r al-D¥n al-¨s¥ (d. 672/1273), who also wrote
the most famous work on philosophical ethics in Persian, Akhlåq-i
nå„ir¥ (The Na∑¥rean Ethics). Other notable figures of this rapprochement,
such as Qu†b al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥, sought to integrate mashshå˘¥ and ishråq¥
doctrines. These centuries also mark the spread of the doctrinal school of
Sufism of Ibn ‘Arab¥, mostly through his foremost student, |adr al-D¥n
Qunyaw¥, and the latter’s students and successors, such as Mu˘ayyid al-
D¥n al-Jand¥, ‘Abd al-Razzåq al-Kåshån¥, and Då˘¨d al-Qay∑ar¥. Likewise
this period coincides with the spread of the school of ishråq and philo-
sophical kalåm associated with such figures as Sayyid Shar¥f Jurjån¥.10

During this era several philosophers appeared who sought to
synthesize these various schools. One such figure is Ibn Turkah I∑fahån¥
(d. 830/1427), who was at once an ishråq¥, a mashshå˘¥, and an ‘årif of
the school of Ibn ‘Arab¥. There was also a closer integration of philo-
sophical activity and Twelver Shi‘ite theology, as seen in the works of
Na∑¥r al-D¥n al-¨s¥, who, besides being a philosopher, was also the
author of the major work of Shi‘ite kalåm. The background was thus
set for the synthesis associated with the Safavid period.11

THE SCHOOL OF ISFAHAN

AND PHILOSOPHY IN INDIA AND OTTOMAN TURKEY

In the tenth/sixteenth century, with the establishment of the Safavid
dynasty in Persia, there began a new phase in Islamic philosophy
associated with the School of Isfahan. Its founder, M¥r Dåmåd (d.
1041/1631), taught in that city, although students came to him from
all parts of Persia and many other lands. His most famous student,
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|adr al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥     (Mullå |adrå) (d. 1050/1640, is considered by many
to be the greatest of all Islamic metaphysicians. In what he called the
“transcendent theosophy” or al-÷ikmah al-muta’åliyah, he integrated the
schools of mashshå˘, ishråq, ‘irfån, and kalåm in a vast synthesis that has
influenced most Islamic philosophy to this day. The message of his
magnum opus, al-Asfår al-arba‘ah (The Four Journeys), a veritable
summa of Islamic philosophy, came to be known as al-÷ikmat al-
ilåhiyyah, literally “divine wisdom” or “theosophy” which we have
already discussed.

Mullå |adrå’s philosophy was taught in India and was revived
in Qajar Persia by Mullå ‘Al¥ N¨r¥, ¡åjj¥ Mullå Håd¥ Sabziwår¥, Āqå
‘Al¥ Mudarris, and others and has continued as a powerful intellectual
tradition into the present century.12 Parallel philosophical schools with
distinct features were also active in India and Ottoman Turkey during
this period. But little is known of their history.

ISLAMIC PHILOSOPHY IN THE CONTEMPORARY ISLAMIC WORLD

Islamic philosophy has continued as a living intellectual tradition and
plays a significant role in the intellectual life of the Islamic world.
Jamål al-D¥n al-Afghån¥, a student when in Persia of the school of
Mullå |adrå, revived the study of Islamic philosophy in Egypt, where
some of the leading religious and intellectual figures, such as ‘Abd al-
¡al¥m Ma±m¨d, the late Shaykh al-Azhar, have been its devotees. In
the Indo-Pakistani subcontinent, Mu±ammad Iqbal was a student of
Islamic philosophy, and even Mawlånå Mawd¨d¥, the founder of the
Jamå‘at-i Islåm¥ of Pakistan, translated some of Mullå |adrå’s al-Asfår
into Urdu in his youth.

The main arena of Islamic philosophy in modern times has contin-
ued to be Persia despite the opposition of a sector of the Shi‘ite ‘ulamå˘.
Toward the end of the Qajar period a number of outstanding philoso-
phers appeared, such as M¥rzå Mahd¥ ≈sht¥yån¥ and M¥rzå åhir
Tunikåbun¥, who were active into the Pahlavi period, when such out-
standing teachers as Sayyid Ab¨˘l-¡asan Qazw¥n¥, Sayyid Mu±ammad
Kaπ¥m ‘A∑∑år, and ‘Allåmah abå†abå˘¥ came to dominate the scene.
From the 1960s onward a veritable revival of Islamic philosophy
occurred in the traditional schools as well as in circles of Western-
educated Iranians, a revival that continues to this day. It must be re-
membered that Ayatollah R¨± Allåh Khumayn¥ (Khomeini) studied and
taught ÷ikmat for decades in Qom before entering the political arena and
that the first head of the Council of the Islamic Revolution after the Iranian
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Revolution of 1979, Murta∂å Mu†ahhar¥, was a noted philosopher. Like-
wise in Iraq Muhammad Båqir al-|adr, the well-known religious and
political leader, belonged to the tradition of Islamic philosophy.

In most Islamic countries today there is renewed interest in vari-
ous aspects of the Islamic intellectual tradition in which Islamic phi-
losophy plays a central role. This philosophy is being studied and
developed to an ever-greater degree to provide responses to the intel-
lectual challenges from the West. It is also appealing to an ever in-
creasing number of Western students, who are interested in it not only
historically but as a living philosophy. In Islamic philosophy one can
discover harmony between reason and revelation and the fruits of
inner vision and ratiocination. Islamic philosophy is the repository
of a knowledge that, on the basis of rational thought, leads ultimately
to illumination and that is never divorced from the sacred.13

THE PHILOSOPHY OF VARIOUS DISCIPLINES

A history of Islamic philosophy would not be complete without taking
into account such disciplines as the philosophy of science, the philoso-
phy of art, the philosophy of law, and so on. The outline mentioned
above must not concern itself only with metaphysics, epistemology,
psychology, and logic as is usually the case but take full account of the
branches of philosophy mentioned previously.14 An ideal history of
Islamic philosophy would include all such studies within the treat-
ment of each philosopher, period, or school. Also as a complement to
such a treatment, there is need of full-fledged separate studies of the
history of each of these branches such as the history of the Islamic
philosophy of science or art.15 But we are far from being able to achieve
such a task now and must remain content for the moment with a
thorough history of Islamic philosophy that from the Islamic view
covers the main tenets of various philosophers and schools of thought.
Therefore, we now turn to this issue seeking to provide first of all a
fuller presentation of the various dimensions of the Islamic intellec-
tual tradition and especially philosophy on the basis of the outline
given above and then to more in-depth study of later philosophy mostly
in Persia, which became the main arena for Islamic philosophical ac-
tivity from the seventh/thirteenth century onward. Before dealing with
this later period, however, we shall devote a chapter to the earlier and
much better known period of Islamic philosophy and cosmology and
to the unique figure of Khayyam, who is a solitary link between the
earlier period, culminating with Ibn S¥nå and the revival of Islamic
philosophy in the seventh/thirteenth century.
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C H A P T E R  8

Dimensions of the Islamic
Intellectual Tradition:

Kalåm, Philosophy, and Spirituality

It is now time to turn more fully and in a more extensive manner to
the development of Islamic philosophy historically and in relation to
the other major dimensions of the Islamic intellectual tradition seen in
its entirety. In a land whose horizons are illuminated by prophecy or
what one can call a “traditional universe” one can observe at least
three intellectual dimensions that may be called “theological,” “philo-
sophical,” and “gnostic”—if this latter term is understood as referring
to a knowledge that illuminates and liberates. Islam is no exception to
this principle and has developed within its bosom all three types of
intellectual activity, each possessing a millennial tradition with nu-
merous illustrious representatives. The relative significance of each
dimension is, however, not the same in Islam and Christianity, nor do
these categories correspond exactly to schools into which their names
are translated in a European language such as English as we have had
occasion to discuss earlier in this book.

In the Islamic intellectual universe, there exists first of all al-
ma‘rifah or a1-‘irfån (gnosis). Then there is falsafah, which corresponds
to philosophy in the older sense of the term, before it became limited
to its positivistic definition. This school in turn became transformed
for the most part in later centuries as we have seen into al-÷ikmat al-
ilåhiyyah (literally, “theosophia”). Finally, there is kalåm, usually trans-
lated as theology, whose propagators, the mutakallim¶n, were referred
to by Thomas Aquinas as the “loquentes.” The significance of these
intellectual dimensions is not the same in Islam as corresponding per-
spectives in the West. This is especially true of kalåm, which does not
at all occupy the same central role in Islamic thought as theology does
in Christianity. Furthermore, the Islamic schools have interacted with
each other in a totally different manner from what one observes in the
Christian West. Gnosis has played a more central role in the Islamic
tradition than it has in the West, and the destiny of philosophy has
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been very different in the two worlds despite their close affinity in the
European Middle Ages. As for theology, it has continued to harbor
over the centuries the profoundest religious and spiritual impulses of
Christianity, whereas in Islam it has always been less central than in
Christianity. As was mentioned earlier, much that is considered to be
theology in the West is to be found in Islamic philosophy, especially
during later centuries.

In Christianity not only has theology attempted to provide a
rational defense for the faith, but it has also sought to provide access
to the highest realms of the life of the spirit, as one finds in the mys-
tical theology of Dionysius the Areopagite or, in the Protestant con-
text, in the Theologica Germanica of Martin Luther. Such has never been
the case in Islam, where kalåm, literally “word,” continued to be “the
science that bears responsibility of solidly establishing religious beliefs
by giving proofs and dispelling doubts.”1 The deepest spiritual and
intellectual expressions of Islam are not to be found in works of kalåm.
Yet, this science is important for the understanding of certain aspects
of Islamic thought and must be dealt with in this overall treatment of
the Islamic intellectual tradition, especially since kalåm has interacted
in so many ways with philosophy, the main subject of this book.

EARLY KALĀM

Traditionally, ‘Al¥ ibn Ab¥ ålib, the cousin and son-in-law of the
Prophet, is credited with having established the science of kalåm, and
his Nahj al-balåghah (Path of Eloquence) contains the first rational proofs
among Muslims of the unity of God, following upon the wake of the
Quran and the ¡ad¥th. Already in the first Islamic century, the early
community was confronted with such problems and questions as the
relation between faith and works, who is saved, the nature of the
Quran, and the legitimacy of political authority, all of which became
crystallized later into the structure and concerns of kalåm. Moreover, the
debates held in Syria and Iraq between Muslims and followers of other
religions—especially Christians, Mazdaeans, and Manichaeans, all of
whom had developed philosophical and theological arguments for the
defense of the tenets of their faith—caused the Muslims to seek to de-
velop a rational edifice of their own for the protection and defense of
Islam. This response to the theology of other religions is particularly true
for the case of Christianity, whose theology directly challenged the young
faith of Islam to construct its own theological edifice. Greco-Alexandrian
philosophy, which early Christian thinkers had already encountered and
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with which Muslims were also becoming acquainted, was also an
important factor in the formation of the early schools of kalåm.

The rapid spread of Islam had brought diverse groups within
the fold of the Islamic community and necessitated a clear definition
of the creed to prevent various kinds of error. Because of the emphasis
of Islam upon the Divine Law and its practice, these creeds are not as
important as the credo in traditional Christianity, but they are nonethe-
less of significance for an understanding of the early theological con-
cerns of the Islamic community. These creeds include the Fiqh al-akbar
(The Great Knowledge) and the Wa„iyyah (Testament) either by or
based upon the teachings of Imam Ab¨ ¡an¥fah (d. 150/767), who
was also the founder of one of the major Sunni schools of Law. These
creeds emphasize above all else the unity of God and His power over
human life. They usually also emphasize the importance of gaining
knowledge of God to the extent possible. There were later theologians
who insisted that every Muslim must know as many proofs for the
existence of God as he is able to master.

THE MU‘TAZILITES

The first systematic school of kalåm grew out of the bosom of the circle
of traditional scholars of the Quran and ¡ad¥th in the second/eighth
century and came to be known as the Mu‘tazilite. Its founder, Wå∑il
ibn ‘A†å˘ (d. 131/748), is said to have been a student of the famous
scholar of ¡ad¥th and Sufism in Basra, ¡asan al-Ba∑r¥, but he sepa-
rated from his master and established his own circle in that city.

The Mu‘tazilites, who were seen as the “freethinkers” and ratio-
nalists of Islam by early Western Islamicists, dominated the theologi-
cal scene in Iraq for more than a century and developed an imposing
theological edifice based on emphasis on the use of reason in matters
pertaining to religion and the importance of human free will. The
outstanding Mu‘tazilites were either from Basra—for example, Ab¨˘l-
Hudhayl al-‘Allåf (d. 226/840), Ab¨ Is±åq al-Naππåm (d. 231/845),
and the famous literary figure ‘Amr ibn Ba±r al-Jå±iπ (d. 255/869)—
or from Baghdad, among whose leaders were Bishr ibn al-Mu‘tamir
(d. 210/825) and Ab¨ ‘Al¥ al-Jubbå˘¥ (d. 303/915). After al-Ma˘m¨n,
early in the third/ninth century, the fortunes of the Mu‘tazilites began
to wane, and soon they were replaced as the dominant school of kalåm
by the Ash‘arites. They did not completely die out, however, but con-
tinued to survive for at least another two centuries in various parts of
the heartland of the Islamic world, as can be seen in the vast Mu‘tazilite
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encyclopedia of the Persian theologian Qå∂¥ ‘Abd al-Jabbår, composed in
the fifth/eleventh century. Their school survived even longer in the Yemen,
where their teachings became adopted by the Zayd¥s of that land.2

In the history of Islamic thought the Mu‘tazilites came to be
known for five principles or affirmations (al-u„¶l al-khamsah), which in
fact summarize their basic teachings. These are unity (al-taw÷¥d), jus-
tice (al-‘adl), the promise and the threat (al-wa‘d wa˘l-wa‘¥d), in-between
position in relation to a Muslim who commits a sin (al-manzilah bayn
al-manzilatayn), and exhorting to perform the good and forbidding to
commit evil (al-amr bi˘l-ma‘r¶f wa˘l-nahy ‘an al-munkar).

The Mu‘tazilites possessed a rational concept of the unity of God,
and as a result they emphasized God’s transcendence in such a man-
ner as to reduce God almost to an abstract idea. In an atmosphere in
which a great deal of debate was taking place concerning the meaning
of God’s Attributes and Qualities as mentioned in the Quran, they
sought to avoid all possible anthropomorphism. As a result, they
claimed that man cannot understand the real meaning of such Divine
Attributes as Hearing or Seeing and that such Attributes have no re-
ality of their own. Rather, they are identical with the Divine Essence.
They also denied the possibility of knowledge of God’s Nature. In
denying any reality to Attributes, the Mu‘tazilites also denied the eter-
nity of the Quran as the Word of God. This view became their most
famous and contested thesis because of its sociopolitical implications.

The Mu‘tazilites also emphasized justice to the extent that they
became known as the “people of unity and justice.” Justice for them
meant that God, being All-Wise, must have a purpose in the creation
of the universe and that there is objective justice and good and evil in
God’s creation even if one puts aside the teachings of the Divine Law
(al-Shar¥‘ah) concerning good and evil. Because God is just and good
and cannot go against His Nature, He must always act for the best and
is just. Furthermore, God does not will evil. Rather, evil is created by
human beings, who have been given by God the freedom to act in
either a good or an evil manner. They are therefore responsible for
their actions and will be rewarded or punished by God accordingly.

The third principle, al-wa‘d wa˘l-wa‘¥d, which means literally
“promise and threat,” refers to the ultimate fate of various classes of
people, namely, the believers (mu˘min¶n), those who are nominally
Muslims but who have committed sin (fåsiq¶n) and those who are
unbelievers (kuffår). The Mu‘tazilites had a severe view of sin and
condemned both sinners and infidels to the punishment of hell. For
the Mu‘tazilites, faith (¥mån) was not only the assertion of the unity of
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God and consent to the truth of religion with the heart. It was also the
avoidance of any grievous sins.

A major problem that confronted the early Islamic community
was the question of who was saved and who was a Muslim. Was the
sole condition faith, or was it necessary also to practice the tenets of
the religion and avoid what was forbidden by the Shar¥‘ah? Amid this
debate, the Mu‘tazilites had to express their position clearly, which
they did in the fourth of their five principles, one that follows directly
from the principle of promise and threat. Their “in-between” position
for sinners, al-manzilah bayn al-manzilatayn, asserts that the Muslim
sinner (fåsiq) occupies a position between the believer and the unbe-
liever and is still a member of the Islamic community in this world
although condemned to damnation in the world to come.

Finally, the Mu‘tazilites emphasized the principle of al-amr bi˘l-
ma‘r¶f wa˘l-nahy ‘an al-munkar. This well-known Islamic principle,
emphasized also by several other schools, asserts that man not only
must exhort others to perform the good but also must forbid people
from committing evil. It implies an active attitude toward the estab-
lishment of a just religious order and a morality that is not simply a
matter of private conscience but involves Islamic society as a whole.

The Mu‘tazilites were the first group of Muslim thinkers to ap-
ply rational arguments systematically to various questions of religion
and also to natural philosophy. They, moreover, knew some of the
tenets of Greek thought, which was being translated into Arabic at the
time of the peak of their intellectual activity in Baghdad in the third/
ninth century and had a share in the introduction of Hellenic and
Hellenistic thought into the Islamic intellectual world. Most of the
Mu‘tazilites devoted themselves to purely theological and politico-
theological questions, and all were concerned with ethics. They in fact
developed a “rational ethics,” for which they became well known in
later Islamic history.3 A few were also interested in physics or natural
philosophy, chief among them al-Naππåm, who developed the theory
of leap (†afrah) to explain the possibility of motion over a space that is
infinitely divisible. He is known also for the theory of latency and
manifestation (kum¶n wa bur¶z), according to which God created ev-
erything at once in a state of latency and then gradually various forms
from minerals to animals became actualized or manifested. Ab¨˘l-
Hudhayl al-‘Allåf developed the theory of atomism, which later be-
came central in Ash‘arite theology. It is above all for the development
of a rational theology that the Mu‘tazilites are known in the history of
Islamic thought. In this way, they influenced not only later Sunni
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theological thought but also Shi‘ite thought and Islamic philosophy.
Furthermore, they provided the theological atmosphere in which early
Islamic philosophy was developed.

AL-ASH‘ARĪ AND EARLY ASH‘ARISM

During the third/ninth century, following Ma˘m¨n’s policy of making
Mu‘tazilism compulsory and introducing a test of faith in these doc-
trines (mi÷nah), a strong reaction set in against the “rationalist” kalåm
of the Mu‘tazilites. The strict followers of the ¡ad¥th and the jurispru-
dents (fuqahå˘), especially the followers of Imam A±mad ibn ¡anbal,
opposed all rational proofs of the tenets of the faith. Muslims were
asked to accept the doctrines of the faith without asking how (bilå
kayfa), but this extreme reaction against the rationalist tendencies of
the Mu‘tazilite kalåm could not last indefinitely. The emphasis of the
Quran on the use of the intellect (al-‘aql) necessitated the creation of a
theology that would use rational arguments and be at the same time
orthodox and acceptable to the Islamic community at large. It was to
this task that Ab¨˘l-¡asan al-Ash‘ar¥ addressed himself, founding a
new theological school that became the most widespread in the Sunni
world. This school has come to be known in the West as that of ortho-
dox theology, although the term orthodox in Islam has levels and nu-
ances of meaning beyond the confines of Ash‘arism.

Ab¨˘l-¡asan al-Ash‘ar¥ was born in Basra around 260/873 and
died in Baghdad around 330/941. During his younger days, he was a
student of the famous Basrean Mu‘tazilite al-Jubbå˘¥, but at the age of
forty, possibly as the result of a dream of the Prophet, he turned
against Mu‘tazilite teachings and sought to return to the authentic
teachings of the Quran. He went to the mosque of Basra and stated:

He who knows me, knows who I am, and he who does not
know me, let him know that I am Ab¨˘l-¡asan al-Ash‘ar¥,
that I used to maintain that the Quran is created, that eyes
of men shall not see God, and that the creatures create their
actions. Lo! I repent that I have been a Mu‘tazilite. I re-
nounce these opinions and I take the engagement to refute
the Mu‘tazilites and expose their infancy and turpitude.4

Following this public statement made at the age of forty, al-
Ash‘ar¥ set out to develop a theology that used reason in the defense
of the tenets of the faith and yet remained loyal to the dicta of revela-
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tion while making use of dialectic. He composed more than ninety
works, many of which have survived. Among the most famous are al-
Ibånah ‘an u„¶l al-diyånah (Elucidation concerning the Principles of
Religion), in which he sought to draw to his side the extreme “tradi-
tionalists,” who were opposed to the use of dialectic in matters of
religion; Kitåb al-luma‘ (The Book of Light), which contains the prin-
ciples of Ash‘arite kalåm; and Maqålåt al-islåmiyy¥n (Doctrines of the
Muslims), a later work, which sets out to describe the views of various
theological schools and sects.5

Al-Ash‘ar¥ sought to charter an intermediate course between two
extremes: that of Mu’tazilite rationalists, who made revelation subser-
vient to reason, and that of “externalists” of different persuasions,
who rejected the role of reason completely and remained satisfied
with the purely external meaning of the verses of the Quran and the
teachings of the ¡ad¥th. One of the great Ash‘arite theologians of later
centuries, al-Juwayn¥, stated in fact that al- Ash‘ar¥ was not really a
theologian (mutakallim) but a reconciler of the two extreme views preva-
lent in Islamic society at his time.

To combat the extreme views of the day, al-Ash‘ar¥ held, against
the view of the Mu‘tazilites, that the Divine Attributes were real but
added that they were not like human attributes as claimed by the
anthropomorphists. He believed that on the Day of Judgment man
could see God, but without there being an incarnation (÷ul¶l) of God
in a human or nonhuman form. He believed that the Quran was
uncreated and eternal, yet its ink and paper, individual letters and
words were created. Again in contrast to the Mu‘tazilites and their
extreme opponents on this matter (the Murji‘ites), al-Ash‘ar¥ believed
that the Muslim who sins is in God’s Hands and can be forgiven by
God and go to paradise, or he can be punished in hell for a temporary
period. Also against the view of Mu‘tazilites, who believed that the
Prophet could not intercede for Muslims before God, and the extreme
Shi‘ites, who believed that the Prophet and ‘Al¥ could intercede for
Muslims on their own, al-Ash‘ar¥ held that the Prophet could inter-
cede on behalf of a sinner but with God’s permission.

Altogether, al-Ash‘ar¥ sought to create a moderate position in
nearly all the theological issues that were being debated at that time.
He made reason subservient to revelation and negated the free will of
man in favor of a voluntarism that deprives man of his creative free
will and emphasizes the omnipotence of God in a way that according
to many schools goes beyond even the text of the Quran. In the Sacred
Book, on the one hand, God’s omnipotence and omniscience are
constantly emphasized, and, on the other, human beings are held
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responsible for their actions. In emphasizing the doctrine of
voluntarism, al-Ash‘ar¥ in a sense reduced the Divine Nature to the
Divine Will and conceived of God as an All-Powerful Will rather than
the Supreme Reality, which is and also wills.6

Ash‘arism is concerned not only with specifically religious issues
but also with epistemology and the philosophy of nature. The most
salient feature of Ash‘arism in this domain is the justly famous atom-
ism, which has also come to be known as occasionalism, a doctrine
that was refuted explicitly by St. Thomas Aquinas.7 Developed mostly
by his student Ab¨ Bakr al-Båqillån¥, who was the most important of
the early Ash‘arites after the founder of the school, this thoroughgoing
atomism takes away from the created world and all things in it their
specific nature. All things are composed of atoms (juz˘ lå yatajazzå,
literally, the “part that cannot be further divided”), which are them-
selves without extension. Space is likewise composed of discontinu-
ous points, and time of discontinuous moments. There is no horizontal
causality. Fire does not burn because it is in its nature to do so but
because God has willed it. Tomorrow He could will otherwise, and as
a result fire would cease to burn. There is no such thing as the nature
of fire. What in fact appears to us as cause and effect—for example,
fire causing a piece of cotton to burn—is nothing but a habit of the
mind (‘ådah), because we have seen fire being brought near a piece of
cotton and the cotton then burning in flames.8 God is in reality the
only cause; it is His Will that makes fire burn the cotton. Miracles are
in fact nothing other than the breaking of this habit of mind (literally,
“khåriq al-‘ådah,” which is one of the Arabic terms for miracles).

Ash‘arism dissolves all horizontal causes into the vertical cause,
which is God’s Will. It thereby reduces the whole universe to a num-
ber of atoms moving in a discontinuous time and space in a world
where nothing possesses any specific nature. No wonder then that
Ash‘arism was strongly opposed to Islamic philosophy, which sought
to know the cause of things leading finally to the Ultimate Cause.
Ash‘arism did not contribute to the flowering of Islamic science, be-
cause most Islamic scientists were also philosophers, and very few
were mutakallim or Ash‘arite theologians. Moreover, as we have seen,
Ash‘arism remained an opponent of falsafah over the centuries.

MĀTURĪDISM AND AH
•

ĀWISM

Several other contemporaries of al-Ash‘ar¥ sought, like him, to formu-
late a theology that would be acceptable to the majority of Muslims,
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among them Ab¨ Ja‘far al-a±åw¥ from Egypt (d. 321/933) and Ab¨
Man∑¨r al-Måtur¥d¥ (d. 337/944) from what is now known as Central
Asia. The former was a great scholar of ¡ad¥th and fiqh and developed
a more “dogmatic” theology. The latter was given more to “specula-
tive” theology; both were ¡anaf¥s and sought to follow the theological
as well as juridical views of Imam Ab¨ ¡an¥fah. This is especially true
of al-a±åw¥, whose theology is in reality another version of the theo-
logical thought of Imam Ab¨ ¡an¥fah. Al-Måtur¥d¥ held a position in
many ways close to that of al-Ash‘ar¥ but with more importance placed
on reason than his contemporary would allow. For example, he con-
sidered it incumbent upon all human beings to seek to know God
whether they followed the Divine Law or not, whereas al-Ash‘ar¥
believed that it was as a result of following the injunctions of the
Shar¥‘ah that man was required to seek to know God. For a whole
century, Ash‘arism remained popular only among the Shåfi˜¥s, while
Måtur¥dism and to some extent a±åwism held sway among the
¡anåf¥s. But finally Ash‘arism triumphed over its rivals, mostly thanks
to the work of the later Ash‘arites, especially al-Ghazzål¥, although not
all the theological works of al-Ghazzål¥ can be considered as Ash‘arite.
It became widespread in Persia and other eastern lands of the Islamic
world as well as in the Maghrib, where Ash‘arite teachings became
influential under the Almohads, whose founder, Ibn T¨mart, was a
disciple of al-Ghazzål¥.

LATER ASH‘ARISM

It was the later Ash‘arites or the people whom Ibn Khald¨n called the
“theologians of the via nova,”9 who opened a new chapter in the his-
tory of kalåm and made possible its spread throughout the Islamic
world. These “later theologians” (muta˘akhirr¶n) include Imåm al-
¡aramayn al-Juwayn¥ (d. 478/1085), the author of the classical work
of Ash‘arism, Kitåb al-irshåd (The Book of Guidance); his student Ab¨
¡åmid Mu±ammad al-Ghazzål¥ (d. 505/1111), the most celebrated of
all Muslim theologians and an outstanding figure in the history of
Sufism, who wrote numerous theological works, especially al-Iqti„åd
fi˘l-i‘tiqåd (The Just Mean in Belief), which is of a more specifically
Ash‘arite nature than his other works; and Ab¨˘l-Fat± al-Shahrastån¥
(d. 548/1153), the author of Nihåyat al-iqdåm (The Extremity of Action
or Summa Philosophiae), who as we have already mentioned also had
Ismå‘¥l¥ tendencies. This later Ash‘arism, which became more and more
philosophical during later centuries, reached the peak of its development
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through Fakhr al-D¥n al-Råz¥ (d. 606/1209), perhaps the most learned
of all Ash‘arite theologians,10 with the Shar÷ al-mawåqif (“Commentary
upon the Stations”), the commentary being by M¥r Sayyid Shar¥f al-
Jurjån¥ (d. 816/1413) and the text by ‘A∂¨d al-D¥n al-Áj¥ (d. 756/1355).
This work, which marks the peak of philosophical kalåm, is taught to
this day in such centers of Islamic learning as al-Azhar, along with the
works of Sa‘d al-D¥n al-Taftåzån¥ (d. 791/1389), who represented a
competing school of kalåm that was more opposed to Islamic philoso-
phy while seeking itself to deal with the issues of philosophy.

There were other notable Ash‘arite theologians of the later pe-
riod, for example, Mu±ammad al-San¨s¥ (d. ca. 895/1490), whose short
“creed,” al-San¶siyyah, is popular to this day; Jalål al-D¥n Dawån¥ (d.
907/1501), at once theologian and philosopher, who is said to have
embraced Twelve-Imam Shi‘ism toward the end of his life and whom
we shall study more fully in chapter 11; and many other figures whose
summaries and commentaries have been studied over the centuries.
But the peak of this philosophical Ash‘arite kalåm was reached in the
ninth/fifteenth century, and the later authors represent for the most
part the continuation of the teachings of the earlier masters. The most
important development in the later centuries was the wedding of
Ash‘arism and Sufism that is found among so many of the later Ash‘arites,
including al-San¨s¥ and some of the Sufi theologians of India.

KALĀM IN THE MODERN WORLD

Until the last century, many manuals of Ash‘arite kalåm continued to
appear summarizing the earlier classics, for example, the manual
Jawharat al-taw÷¥d (The Substance of Unity) by the thirteenth/nine-
teenth century Egyptian scholar al-Båj¨r¥. But it was also at this time
that a number of Sunni thinkers sought to inaugurate modernism in
Islamic thought and some sought to resuscitate kalåm as a way of
reviving Islamic religious thought. Foremost among these modern
scholars of kalåm was Mu±ammad ‘Abduh (d. 1323/1905), who in his
Risålat al-taw÷¥d (The Treatise of Unity) delineated the “new theol-
ogy,” which paid greater attention to the use of reason and revived
certain Mu‘tazilite theses. His path was followed by several later Egyp-
tian scholars, including the early fourteenth/twentieth-century figure
Shaykh Mu∑†afå ‘Abd al-Råziq (d. 1366/1947), who, like ‘Abduh, be-
came a rector of al-Azhar University. Similar attempts to formulate a
modern kalåm were carried out in India by such well-known modern-
ist thinkers as Sayyid A±mad Khån (d. 1316/1898) and Syed Ameer
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Al¥ (d. 1347/1928). Even Mu±ammad Iqbål (d. 1337/1938), although
more a philosopher than a mutakallim, could be included in this group
if one considers his Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam. To what
extent these and similar works reflect traditional Islamic intellectuality
and spirituality is another matter. Whatever one’s view might be of
these tendencies, one can say with certitude that they reflect more the
concern for an apologetic defense of Islam and the accommodation of
modernity than the preservation of traditional Islamic intellectual life.

THE MESSAGE OF ASH‘ARISM

When one ponders the message of Ash‘arism and its philosophical
and spiritual significance, one becomes aware of the central concern of
this school to bring the reality of God into the everyday world by
making intelligence subservient to the Will of God. It therefore corre-
sponds to a possibility that was bound to manifest itself in a world
dominated by the reality of prophecy as we also see in traditional
Jewish and Christian thought. Ash‘arism also envisages man as a being
who is in obedience to God because his being is determined by God,
not as a being who is free with a freedom that is of necessity granted
to him by God by virtue of his being created in “His form” and as a
creature who is the central reflection of God’s Names and Qualities. In
a similar manner Ash‘arism takes away from the intellect its function
of being able to know God and His revelation starting with the free-
dom and independence of the human agent.

Omnipotentialism [of the Ash‘arite school], which in prac-
tice denies the human mind all capacity to understand
Divine motives, and which refers our intelligence to Rev-
elation alone, has the function of suggesting that it is “God
alone who knows,” but it does this arbitrarily ab extra and
forgets that, if it is indeed God who is always the thinker,
then He is also the thinker in us and in pure intellection or
inspiration. . . . But Ash’arism thinks only of one thing: to
make the immensity of God concretely present in the world;
and it is perfectly realistic in its presentiment that for the
average man, the acceptance of higher truths passes through
the will and not through the Intellect, and that consequently
it is the will that must receive the shock; this shock, both
crushing and sacramental, is provided precisely by all but
blind omnipotentialism.11
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Ash‘arite voluntarism or omnipotentialism possesses a positive
aspect, although against the reality of human intelligence and freedom
and impervious to God’s Nature, which is Pure Goodness, while ac-
centuating His will. It emphasizes the presence of God in the day-to-
day life of man and the assertion of His Will in the running of the
world that surrounds man. To achieve this end fully, the Ash‘arites
posited the previously mentioned atomism or occasionalism, which
reduces the reality of the phenomenal world to disconnected units
and holds that the world is annihilated and recreated at every mo-
ment, thereby reasserting the dominance of God’s Will over all things
and at all moments. This atomistic doctrine, which stood opposed to
the view of the Islamic metaphysicians, philosophers, and scientists,
follows also a direction that is in a sense totally opposed to that of
modern science, which since the Scientific Revolution has accepted
atomism but only “horizontal” causes in the explanation of phenom-
ena, denying all “vertical” causes. In contrast, Ash‘arism denies all
“horizontal” causes and helped to create an ambience in which a secu-
lar science such as that of the seventeenth century could not possibly
have taken root.

In summary, the purpose of this doctrine—or this atomism
or occasionalism—is to remind us constantly that God is
present and active in all things, and to suggest to us that
this world here below would only be a discontinuous chaos
were it not for the Divine Presence. Regarded in this way,
Ash‘arite atomism is a reminder of the Divine Presence, or
an introduction of the transcendent—of the marvelous, one
might say—into everyday life. Man must feel that faith is
something other than ordinary logic and that it sees things
in terms of God and not in terms of the world; and by this
fact, the believer is himself not entirely of this world, his
faith is not a “natural” thought, but a “supernatural” as-
sent; what is divinely true seems absurd to unbelievers,
who follow only an earth-bound process of thought. Ac-
cording to this perspective, the unbeliever thinks in a hori-
zontal direction, whereas the believer thinks in a vertical
and ascending direction, according to the “straight path”;
and this divine transparency of earthly things—since the
Divine Cause is everywhere and since it alone is really
present—confers on faith a sort of concrete and sacramen-
tal mystery, in short, an element of the marvelous which
makes of the believer a being marked by the super-natural.
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From the point of view of metaphysics, this is an unneces-
sary luxury, since the intellect has resources other than pious
absurdity; but from the theological point of view it doubt-
less marks a victory. In a word, if unbelief in the form of
atheistic scientism admits only physical causes and denies
the transcendent causality which works in them, Ash‘arism
has replied in advance, and has done so radically, by deny-
ing physical causes; it is like a surgical operation or a pre-
ventive war. The Renaissance certainly could not have
hatched in an Asharite climate.12

Ash‘arite atomism also possesses a metaphysical significance
beyond its immediate theological meaning. There is at once continuity
and discontinuity between the Divine Principle and its manifestations.
The Ash‘arites emphasize this discontinuity, whereas the Islamic phi-
losophers in general accentuate the continuity. This discontinuity is
not only of cosmological significance. It also reflects, on the level of
cosmic reality, the discontinuity between the Supreme Principle as
Beyond-Being and Being as the immediate Principle of cosmic reality.
Ash‘arite atomism also echoes on the theological level a discontinuity
or atomism that is to be seen in the Arabic language itself, in which
one observes an intuitive leap from one idea to another or even from
the subject to the predicate, whereas Indo-European languages pos-
sess a plasticity and continuous flow that is reflected also in the meta-
physical expositions of people who think in such languages. A
metaphysical treatise in Arabic by an Arab gnostic such as Ibn ‘Arab¥
is like a series of discontinuous bolts of lightning striking a moun-
taintop, whereas—to use an example within the citadel of Islam—the
Persian metaphysicians such as Mullå |adrå present a more system-
atic and flowing exposition of metaphysics as if pouring honey from
a jar.

It is remarkable that despite its “anti-intellectualism” Ash‘arism
not only became the prevalent kalåm in the Sunni world, but also
became combined in certain circumstances with Sufism, at whose heart
lies the gnosis that is illuminative knowledge actualized with the help
of revelation through the immanent intellect whose symbol is the heart.
One need only think of al-Ghazzål¥, who was more responsible than
any other figure for the spread of Ash‘arism beyond its early confines
in the Arab East, although, as mentioned already, not all of his theo-
logical works are of an Ash‘arite character. This great theologian was
not only an eminent Sufi but also one who wrote many luminous
pages concerning intellection through the heart and the cultivation of
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al-ma‘rifah or Divine Knowledge. Many later Sufi figures, including
several of the important authorities of North African, eastern Arabic,
Turkish, and Indian Sufism, were to continue this wedding between
Ash‘arism and Sufism. Yet, many other Sufi masters and authorities of
Islamic gnosis stood against Ash‘arism and criticized its limitations
severely, as did the Islamic philosophers, many of whom during later
centuries did not believe that Ash‘arism possessed the intellectual
requirements necessary for dealing with the questions of God’s Names
and Qualities or other problems related to theo-logia in the original
sense of this term. This is to be seen especially in Mullå |adrå’s atti-
tude to kalåm and has already been discussed in chapter 5.

Ash‘arism, while not ceasing to oppose both the Islamic philoso-
phers and certain types of Sufi metaphysics, nevertheless became itself
more philosophical and turned to the basic philosophical and meta-
physical issues dealt with by its adversaries. Its later treatises are
concerned with such issues as being and nonbeing, necessity and
contingency, the relation of the one to the many, substance and acci-
dents—all of which were treated primarily by Islamic philosophers.
Later Ash‘arism also deals with the “science of God” (ilåhiyyåt), which
is so amply treated in works of theoretical Sufism such as those of Ibn
‘Arab¥ and |adr al-D¥n al-Qunyaw¥, not to speak of the philosophers
who used the term in their own way and identified it with metaphys-
ics as expounded in their philosophical treatises. Ash‘arism thus be-
came one of several major schools of Islamic thought vying with the
philosophers, on the one hand, and the theosophers and gnostics, who
dealt with matters of more direct spiritual concern than the Ash‘arites,
on the other. In the final account Ash‘arism provided a rational de-
fense of the tenets of the faith and created a climate in which religious
truths were real and the Will of God reigned supreme. For those who
wanted to know God as well as obey His will, Ash‘arism appeared
either as an impediment as seen by most of the philosophers or, at
best, the walls of the city of Divine Knowledge. It protected the city,
but one had to pass beyond the wall in order to reach the treasures of
the city itself, the city to which the Prophet referred when he said, “I
am the city of knowledge and ‘Al¥ is its gate.”

SHI‘ITE KALĀM

In addition to Sunni kalåm, there developed in Islam other schools of
kalåm associated with the Ismå‘¥l¥s and Twelve-Imam Shi‘ites. As for
the Zayd¥s, the third school of Shi‘ism, they adopted more or less
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Mu‘tazilite kalåm as a result of which this form of kalåm lasted in
Yemen, the home of Zayd¥ Shi‘ism, long after it had ceased to exist as
a notable school of thought elsewhere in the Islamic world. Ismå‘¥l¥
thought, both philosophical and theological, developed early in the
history of Islam, and the two remained close to each other. Some of
the earlier Ismå‘¥l¥ thinkers, for example, ¡am¥d al-D¥n al-Kirmån¥ (d.
ca. 408/1017) and Nå∑ir-i Khusraw (d. between 465/1072 and 470/
1077), were more philosophers than theologians. Others, including Ab¨
¡at¥m al-Råz¥ (d. 322/933) and al-Mu˘ayyid fi˘l-D¥n al-Sh¥råz¥ (d. 470/
1077), were more theologians than philosophers. But both groups dealt
with the major themes of Ismå‘¥l¥ thought, such as the meta-ontological
status of the “unknowable” God or Deus absconditus, the inabililty of
the intellect to know the Divine Essence, the illumination of the intel-
lect by the Prophet and the Imams, the celestial archetype of Adam,
the relation between the function of prophecy (nubuwwah) and initiatic
power (walåyah/wilayah), and esoteric hermeneutics (ta˘w¥l).13

Twelve-Imam Shi‘ite kalåm, however, developed much later. The
early concern of Twelve-Imam Shi‘ite thinkers was mostly ¡ad¥th,
Quranic commentary, and jurisprudence, although earlier Shi‘ite think-
ers, including Shaykh al-Muf¥d (d. 413/1022), must also be considered
as theologians. It was, however, only in the seventh/thirteenth cen-
tury that the first systematic treatise on Twelve-Imam Shi‘ite kalåm
was written by none other than the celebrated mathematician and
philosopher Nå∑ir al-D¥n al-¨s¥ (d. 672/1273). This is probably the
only instance in history in which the major theological text of a reli-
gious community was composed by a scientist of the order of Nå∑ir al-
D¥n. The work of ¨s¥ entitled Tajr¥d al-i‘tiqåd (Catharsis of Doctrines)
became rapidly the standard theological text, and more than a hun-
dred commentaries came to be written on it before this century. Per-
haps the most notable commentary is the Kashf al-muråd (The Unveiling
of the Desired) by ‘Allamåh Jamål al-D¥n al-¡ill¥ (d. 726/1326), who
is the most notable Shi‘ite mutakallim after ¨s¥.

In studying this major opus, one can see clearly how Twelve-
Imam Shi‘ite kalåm differs in its concerns from early Ash‘arism. The
work begins with a discussion of being and nonbeing and modes and
grades of being. It develops an elaborate ontology that reminds one
more of the ontology of Ibn S¥nå than the atomism of al-Ash‘ar¥.14 The
work then proceeds to a discussion of quiddity or essence, which
complements that of existence. Finally, the first section of the work
turns to the relation between cause and effect and the discussion of
causality in general. Again, in this basic issue, the work confirms the
reality of horizontal causality in direct opposition to the Ash‘arite view.
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The second section (maq„ad) of the book turns to the discussion
of substance and accidents. Once again in contrast to Ash‘arism, the
Tajr¥d rejects all forms of atomism and asserts along with Ibn S¥nå that
a body can be divided ad infinitum potentially but that such a division
can never be actualized. ¨s¥ also confirms the reality of substances
that are free of all potentiality and entanglement in matter and are
immortal. These substances include both the intellect (al-‘aql) and the
human soul (nafs), which for Shi‘ite kalåm is an immortal substance
and not a perishable configuration of atoms as in Ash‘arism. Ash‘arism
does not accept a reality for the soul independent of the body but
believes that the soul is recreated by God at the Day of Judgment
along with the resurrection of the body.

It is only in the third maq„ad that ¨s¥ turns to theology properly
speaking, in contrast to general metaphysics, with which he is occu-
pied in the first two sections of the book. In the third, fourth, and fifth
sections, he turns to God, prophecy, and imamology, respectively,
dealing with general Islamic doctrines first and turning to the
specifically Shi‘ite doctrines concerning the Imam only in the fifth
maq„ad. Finally, in the sixth and last section, he turns to questions of
eschatology (al-ma‘åd), explaining both the metaphysical and theologi-
cal meaning of general Islamic eschatological doctrines and the theo-
logical meaning of specific Islamic images and symbols used in the
explanation of complex posthumous realities. This manner of treating
theological subjects became a model for many a later treatise, and
many theologians and philosophers began to distinguish between al-
ilåhiyyat bi ma‘na˘l-‘åmm (metaphysics in its general sense, correspond-
ing to the first two sections of ¨s¥’s work) and al-ilåhiyyat bi
ma‘na˘l-khå„„ (theology dealing with the nature of God, prophecy, and
other specifically religious issues).15

From the time of ¨s¥ to the Safavid period in the tenth/six-
teenth century, a number of Shi‘ite scholars of kalåm appeared, some
of whom, like Sayyid ¡aydar ≈mul¥ (d. after 787/1385), were also
Sufis. Others, including Jalål al-D¥n Dawån¥, who was first a Sunni
theologian and later turned to Shi‘ism, and as we shall see later, were
at once theologians and philosophers. During the Safavid period, Is-
lamic philosophy associated with the School of Isfahan eclipsed kalåm.
But as we have already discussed, strangely enough, during the latter
part of Safavid rule, the most famous students of the greatest of Safavid
philosophers, |adr al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥, Mullå Mu±sin Fay∂ Kåshån¥ (d.
1091/1680) and ‘Abd al-Razzåq Låh¥j¥ (d. 1071/1660)—were more schol-
ars of kalåm and other religious sciences than philosophers. This is
especially true of Låh¥j¥ who has already been mentioned. This tradi-
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tion became mostly eclipsed in the Qajar period, and the main arena
of Shi‘ite thought became dominated more by philosophy or theoso-
phy (÷ikmah), on the one hand, and the science of the principles of
jurisprudence (‘ilm al-u„¶l), on the other—not to speak of jurispru-
dence itself. To understand fully later Shi‘ite kalåm, it is necessary to
turn not only to texts of kalåm following the tradition of ¨s¥, but also
to those major works of theosophy (al-÷ikmat al-ilåhiyyah) that deal
with all the traditional problems of kalåm and claim to possess the
intellectual means necessary to deal with these problems more than
did the mutakallim¶n themselves, while masters of this school refused
to use the term kalåm for their teachings.

ISLAMIC PHILOSOPHY

It is in this religious and intellectual climate dominated to some extent
by kalåm, especially Ash‘arism, and also impregnated by Sufism that
Islamic philosophy flourished over the centuries. Both kalåm and Sufism
were of course directly related to the reality of revelation and proph-
ecy. The first sought to preserve the citadel of faith and use rational
arguments for the defense of the revelation. The second sought to
reach the inner meaning of the revelation and attain that principial
knowledge or ma‘rifah that resides at the heart of Islam. The first chal-
lenged the unbridled use of ‘aql and sought to make it subservient to
the revelation, and the second, especially in its more sapiental aspects,
sought to illuminate the mind with the help of the light of God and
the angelic and intelligible agents and to activate the heart/intellect as
the organ for the attainment of supreme knowledge. Islamic philoso-
phy followed its own history but in continuous reaction to and inter-
action with both kalåm and Sufism in addition to certain aspects of the
Shar¥‘ah and other religious sciences.

Over the centuries there appeared some Islamic philosophers
opposed to kalåm and some impervious to Sufism. There also appeared
Islamic philosophers who were also scholars of kalåm. Furthermore,
there were many Islamic philosophers, especially of the later centu-
ries, who were deeply imbued with the teachings of Sufism, especially
its doctrinal and metaphysical formulations in the hands of Ibn ‘Arab¥
and his students. These latter teachings in fact swept over the Islamic
world as a whole from the seventh/thirteenth century onward, and it
would not be an exaggeration to say that Ibn ‘Arab¥ is the most
influential intellectual figure in the Islamic world during the past seven
centuries, if the whole of that world is considered. In any case kalåm
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and spirituality in its intellectual mode are the other main dimensions
of the Islamic intellectual tradition with which Islamic philosophy
interacted in the most profound way possible. This philosophical tra-
dition remained authentically philosophical while functioning in an
intellectual universe dominated by the reality of prophecy, which made
other intellectual dimensions such as kalåm and doctrinal Sufism pos-
sible as well as also making possible the development of Islamic phi-
losophy itself with all its distinct characteristics and attributes.

EARLY PERIPATETIC (MASHSHĀ˘Ī) PHILOSOPHY

The best-known school of Islamic philosophy, the mashshå˘¥ or
Peripatetic, which is a synthesis of the tenets of the Islamic revelation,
Aristotelianism, and Neoplatonism of both the Athenian and
Alexandrian schools, was founded in the third/ninth century in the
rich intellectual climate of Baghdad by Ab¨ Ya‘q¨b al-Kind¥ (d. ca.
260/873).16 The so-called philosopher of the Arabs was a prolific au-
thor who composed over two hundred treatises, in which he dealt
with the sciences as well as philosophy, beginning a trend that char-
acterizes the whole class of Muslim sages who were philosopher-
scientists and not only philosophers.17 His main concern was the dis-
covery of the truth wherever it might be found. In a famous statement
that has been repeated often over the centuries and characterizes all
Islamic philosophy, he said: “We should not be ashamed to acknowl-
edge truth and to assimilate it from whatever source it comes to us,
even if it is brought to us by former generations and foreign peoples.
For him who seeks the truth there is nothing of higher value than
truth itself; it never cheapens or abases him who reaches for it, but
ennobles and honours him.”18

It was this universal conception of truth that has always charac-
terized Islamic philosophy—a truth, however, that is not bound by the
limits of reason. Rather, it is the illimitable Truth reached by the intel-
lect that al-Kind¥, like other Islamic philosophers, distinguished clearly
from reason as the analytical faculty of the mind as discussed in chap-
ter 6 of this work. This intellect is like an instrument of inner revela-
tion for which the macrocosmic revelation provides an objective cadre.19

The Islamic philosophers considered the call of the truth to be the
highest call of philosophy, but this did not mean the subservience of
revelation to reason, as some have contended. Rather, it meant to
reach the truth at the heart of revelation through the use of the
intellect, which, in its macrocosmic manifestation usually identified
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with the archangel of revelation, Gabriel, is the instrument of revela-
tion itself. The treatise of al-Kind¥ on the intellect known as De intellectu
in the Latin West points to the significance that the doctrine of the
intellect was to have for later Islamic philosophers and even many
Latin Scholastics.

Al-Kind¥ was also deeply interested in the relation between re-
ligion and philosophy or faith and reason. In his classification of the
sciences, he sought to create harmony between divine and human
knowledge20 and wrote the first chapter in the long history of the
relation between faith and reason that occupied nearly all Islamic
philosophers for the next millennium. This was of course a necessary
consequence of philosophy functioning in the land of prophecy, and
we see similar concerns among Jewish and Christian philosophers. Al-
Kind¥ also helped create the Arabic philosophical terminology that
soon became a powerful vehicle for the expression of Islamic philoso-
phy. Much of the translation of Greek philosophical works was made
in Baghdad during his lifetime. He knew in fact some of the transla-
tors, and it is said that the summary of the Enneads of Plotinus, which
came to be known to Muslims as the Theology of Aristotle, was trans-
lated for him by Ibn al-Nå‘imah al-¡ims¥. In any case, one of the
major achievements of al-Kind¥ was the molding of the Arabic lan-
guage as a vehicle for the expression of philosophy, as one sees in his
celebrated treatise Fi˘l-falsafat al-¶lå (On Metaphysics). Although some
of the terminology used by him was rejected by later philosophers
writing in Arabic,21 he remained a pioneer in the creation of Arabic
philosophic vocabulary and the father of Islamic philosophy. He was
the first devout Muslim who knew Greco-Alexandrian philosophy well
and sought to create a philosophical system in which this philosophy
was integrated into the Islamic worldview with its emphasis on the
unity of God and the reality of revelation.

Al-Kind¥’s immediate students were mostly scientists, although
some of them such as A±mad ibn ayyib al-Sarakhs¥ are of philo-
sophical interest, and his real successor as the next major figure in
early mashshå˘¥ philosophy did not appear until a generation later in
Khurasan. He was Ab¨ Na∑r al-Fåråb¥ (d. 339/ 950), who was born
and raised in Farab in Central Asia in a family of Turkish background
living within a Persian cultural milieu. He was already a famous
philosopher when he came to Baghdad for a short period at midlife
only to migrate once again westward to settle in Damascus, where he
spent the rest of his life. At once a logician and musician, metaphysi-
cian and political thinker, al-Fåråb¥ formulated mashshå˘¥, a philoso-
phy in the form it was to take in later Islamic history.
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Al-Fåråb¥ was attracted to the spiritual life from an early age and
was a practicing Sufi. He was also one of the greatest theoreticians of
music in Islam and a composer, some of whose compositions can still
be heard in the repertory of Sufi music in India and Anatolia. Yet, he
was an acute logician who commented on all the logical works of
Aristotle. He also composed Fi i÷„å˘ al-‘ul¶m (On the Enumeration of
the Sciences), which classified and categorized the sciences and left a
deep impact on later Islamic thought.22 It was entitled De Scientiis in
the West. Al-Fåråb¥ in fact came to be known as the “Second Teacher”
(al-mu‘allim al-thån¥) not because he taught philosophy or the sciences
but because he was the first to enumerate and delineate clearly the
sciences in the context of Islamic civilization, as Aristotle, the “First
Teacher,” had done for the Greek sciences.23

Al-Fåråb¥ knew Aristotle well and in fact wrote commentaries
not only on the Stagirite’s logical writings but also on his cosmological
and metaphysical works. Al-Fåråb¥’s commentary on the Metaphysics
exercised a great influence on Ibn S¥nå. But al-Fåråb¥ was not inter-
ested so much in pure Aristotelianism as in synthesizing the teachings
of Aristotle and Plato and the Neoplatonists within the universal per-
spective of Islam. This intellectual effort is seen most of all in his Kitåb
al-Jam’ bayn ra˘yay al-÷ak¥mayn Aflå†¶n al-ilåh¥¥ wa Aris†¶ (The Book of
Accord between the Ideas of the Divine Plato and Aristotle). This
work did not prevent him, however, from writing separate treatises
on the philosophy of Plato and Aristotle without seeking to synthesize
their views.

Al-Fåråb¥ was also the founder of Islamic political philosophy in
which he sought to harmonize the idea of the philosopher-king of
Plato with the idea of the prophet in monotheistic traditions. His
definitive masterpiece, Kitåb årå˘ ahl al-mad¥nat al-fa¿¥lah (The Book of
the Opinions of the Citizens of the Virtuous City), influenced not only
later political philosophical thinkers such as Ibn Rushd but the
mutakillim¶n as well. This major opus, which reflects so clearly
the concerns of a philosophy functioning in a world dominated by the
reality of prophecy, was supplemented by several works on practical
philosophy and ethics, including Kitåb ta÷„¥l al-sa‘ådah (The Book of
the Attainment of Happiness), which established al-Fåråb¥ once and
for all as a prime authority in this domain of philosophy in Islam.

From the spiritual point of view, the Fu„¶„ al-÷ikmah (Bezels of
Wisdom) of al-Fåråb¥, sometimes attributed to Ibn S¥nå, is of particular
significance. Besides being rich in technical vocabulary,24 this work
represents the first important synthesis between speculative philoso-
phy and gnosis in Islam. Many commentaries have been written on it,
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and it is taught to this day in Persia as a text of both philosophy and
gnosis.25 The work reflects the mind and soul of al-Fåråb¥, in whom
critical philosophical analysis was combined with intellectual synthe-
sis and in whose perspective both the musical and logical dimensions
of reality were combined without any contradiction, both issuing from
that coincidentia oppositorum that is realized in gnosis alone.

Al-Fåråb¥’s most famous immediate student was Ya±yå ibn ‘Ad¥,
a Christian theologian,26 but his real successor in the field of Islamic
philosophy was Ab¨ ‘Al¥ S¥nå (the Latin Avicenna), who lived two
generations after him. Between these two giants of Islamic thought
there stand a number of figures who are of some importance in the
development of mashshå˘¥ philosophy. In Baghdad, the imposing figure
was Ya±yå ibn ‘Ad¥’s student Ab¨ Sulaymån al-Sijistån¥ (d. 371/981),
who was most of all a logician. As already mentioned his circle drew
to itself philosophers as well as men of letters such as Ab¨ ¡ayyån al-
Taw±¥d¥ (d. 399/1009).27 Meanwhile the locus of philosophical activity
was shifting to an ever greater degree to Khurasan, where the most
significant figure preceding Ibn S¥nå was Ab¨˘l-¡asan al-‘≈mir¥ (d.
381/992), known for his works on ethics as well as the philosophical
defense of Islam, particularly in his al-I‘låm bi-manåqib al-islåm (Decla-
ration of the Virtues of Islam), which is unique in mashshå˘¥ literature
for its manner of defense of the Islamic religion.

Al-‘≈mir¥ trained a number of scholars and philosophers, in-
cluding Ibn Musk¨yah (usually pronounced Miskawayh) (d. 421/
1030),28 known especially for his major work on philosophical ethics,
the Tadhh¥b al-akhlåq (Purification of Morals) and a doxography en-
titled Jaw¥dån-khirad in Persian or al-¡ikmat al-khålidah in Arabic (Eter-
nal Wisdom or Philosophia Perennis). This book marks a genre of
philosophical writing in which sayings of sages of antiquity—not only
Greek but also Indian and Persian—were assembled to point to the
permanence and universality of the truth asserted in its final form in
the Islamic revelation and developed by Islamic philosophers. This
type of writing continued during later centuries with such figures as
Ibn al-Fåtik, who lived in Egypt in the fifth/eleventh century, Shams
al-D¥n Shahraz¨r¥ (d. ca. 680/1281), who was a commentator of
Suhraward¥, and the Safavid philosopher Qu†b al-D¥n Ashkiwar¥ and
pointed to the significance of the idea of the philosophia perennis among
Islamic philosophers long before Steuco and Leibnitz wrote of it and
made it famous in the West.29

Islamic Peripatetic or mashshå˘¥ philosophy reached its peak with
Ibn S¥nå, who is perhaps the greatest and certainly the most influential
Islamic philosopher and in a sense the father of specifically medieval
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philosophy to the extent that this philosophy is concerned basically
with being. This incredible intellectual figure, who was at once a
philosopher and the most famous physician of the period the West
calls the “Middle Ages,” was a Persian born in Bukhara in 370/980.
He wandered most of his life in various Persian cities, especially Rayy,
Isfahan, and Hamadan, and finally died from colic in the latter city in
428/1037 before reaching old age.30 Despite a tumultuous life marked
by externally unsettled conditions in Persia, Ibn S¥nå composed more
than two hundred works, including the monumental Kitåb al-shifå ,̆ which
is an encyclopedia of Peripatetic philosophy and science. He also wrote
al-Qån¶n fi˘l-†ibb (The Canon of Medicine), which is the most celebrated
single work in the history of medicine. We have already cited some of
his other works and need to recall here only a number of visionary
recitals from his pen that concern his “Oriental Philosophy.”

In his mashshå’¥ works crowned by the Shifå˘, Ibn S¥nå created
that final synthesis of Aristotelian and Neoplatonic philosophy in the
framework of Islam that became a permanent intellectual dimension
in the Islamic world and survives as a living philosophical school to
this day. Toward the end of his life, however, he criticized mashshå˘¥
philosophy, including his own as being the common philosophy meant
for everyone, while pointing to the philosophy that he considered to
be for the intellectual elite, which he called “Oriental Philosophy” (al-
÷ikmat al-mashriqiyyah).31 This philosophy is oriental because it is re-
lated to the world of light and not because of the geographic Orient.
It is based on the illumination of the soul as well as ratiocination and
sees the cosmos as a crypt through which the true philosopher must
journey with the help of the guide, who is none other than the Divine
Intellect. The language of this philosophy is eminently symbolic rather
than discursive. It points to a path that was to be followed fully and
to its ultimate end a century and a half after Ibn S¥nå by the founder
of the school of Illumination (al-ishråq), Shihåb al-D¥n Suhraward¥. Ibn
S¥nå was therefore at once the elaborator of the most complete and
enduring version of mashshå˘¥ philosophy and the guide to the thresh-
old of that philosophy or theosophy of illumination, which marked
the indissoluble union between philosophy and spirituality.

After Ibn S¥nå, mashshå˘¥ philosophy became temporarily eclipsed
in the eastern lands of Islam as a result of the attacks of Ash‘arism
against it. Journeying to the western lands of Islam, it experienced a
period of marked activity. Some of the students of Ibn S¥nå such as
Bahmanyår ibn Marzbån (d. 458/1066), the author of Kitåb al-ta÷„¥l
(The Book of Attainment), continued the teachings of the master well
into the fifth/eleventh century. Moreover, the few important philoso-
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phers of the sixth/twefth century, such as Ab¨˘l-Barakåt al-Baghdåd¥
(d. ca. 560/1164), whose Kitåb al-mu‘tabar (The Book of What Is Estab-
lished by Personal Reflection) contains important ideas in the domain
of physics as well as epistemology, and ˜Umar Khayyåm (d. ca. 526/
1132), at once poet, metaphysician, and mathematician, were deeply
influenced by and indebted to Ibn S¥nå .32

AVICENNAN ONTOLOGY AND COSMOLOGY

The philosophy of Ibn S¥nå, which marks the peak of Islamic Peripa-
tetic philosophy, is based on ontology, as mentioned in chapter 5, and
Ibn S¥nå has been called the “philosopher of being” and the founder
of what is characteristically medieval philosophy whether it be Jewish,
Christian, or Islamic.33 Here we wish to elucidate further his basic
ontological ideas which were treated from another perspective in chap-
ter 4. For Aristotle, existence is a “block without fissure,” whereas for
the Islamic philosophers, God is Pure Being and transcends the chain
of being and the order of cosmic existence, while the existence of the
world is contingent. To distinguish Pure Being from the existence of
the world, Ibn S¥nå made the fundamental distinctions among neces-
sity (wuj¶b), contingency (imkån), and impossibility (imtinå‘). The Nec-
essary Being is that reality that must be and cannot not be, the reality
whose nonexistence would imply logical contradiction. There is only
one such reality, and that is the Necessary Being (wåjib al-wuj¶d), which
is the God revealed in monotheistic religions. Impossible being
(mumtani‘ al-wuj¶d) is that quiddity which cannot exist objectively, for
that would imply contradiction. All beings apart from the Necessary
Being are contingent beings (mumkin al-wuj¶d); considered as quiddi-
ties that could exist or not exist. This key distinction is one of the most
fundamental in the whole history of philosophy. It influenced deeply
all later Islamic philosophy and even theology. It also traveled to the
West to become one of the key concepts of philosophy. This key dis-
tinction was itself related to the basic distinction between existence
(wuj¶d) and quiddity (måhiyyah), discussed extensively in chapter 4.34

The contemplation by the Necessary Being of Itself generates the
First Intellect; and the First Intellect’s contemplation of the Necessary
Being as well as of itself as contingent being and as necessitated by the
Necessary Being (al-wåjib bi˘l-ghayr) leads to the generation of the
Second Intellect, the Soul of the First Sphere, and the First Sphere. The
process continues in this manner until the Tenth Intellect and the Ninth
Sphere and its Soul are generated. This Ninth Sphere is the sphere of
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the Moon in accordance with the nine heavens of Ptolemaic astronomy
as modified by Muslim astronomers. Below that level stand the spheres
of the four elements governed by the Tenth Intellect, which is the
“giver of forms” (wåhib al-„uwar) for all the existents in the sublunar
region.35 The sublunar region is also organized in a hierarchical order
consisting of the three kingdoms crowned by man, who represents the
point of return to the Origin. By means of knowledge, he can ascend
through the levels of cosmic manifestation to gain union with the
Active Intellect (al-‘aql al-fa‘‘ål). His mind ascends from the state of
potentiality to actuality in which it becomes intellectus in actu.

The universe consists of a vast hierarchy beginning with the ten
Intellects, which emanate from each other and ultimately from the
Necessary Being. Below them stand the sublunar beings stretching
from the materia prima to man, in whom the arc of ascent commences,
terminating with the return to the purely intelligible world. The uni-
verse is generated through contemplation and returns to its origin
through knowledge. The world is not created in time because time is
a condition of the world, but it is not eternal in the sense that God is
eternal. There is, rather, a basic distinction between the world and
God, for God is the Necessary Being in need of nothing but Itself, and
all existents are contingent in themselves, gain their existence from the
Necessary Being, and remain in utter existential poverty in themselves.
The Avicennan universe is one that preserves the transcendence of
God through the radical distinction between necessity and contingency
and at the same time emphasizes the emanation of the levels of cosmic
existence from the Necessary Being as a result of the very nature of
the Origin that generates the universe like the sun that radiates light
by its very nature. Ibn S¥nå also accepts fully prophecy and seeks to
explain it through his theory of the soul and the intellect.36 Avicennan
philosophy is a major expression of philosophy in the land of proph-
ecy and has exercised wide influence over many other schools of
philosophy in both East and West.

SOME INDEPENDENT PHILOSOPHERS

Although Islamic philosophy developed for the most part in schools
rather than being identified with individual philosophers as in the
postmedieval West, there were some independent philosophers who
cannot be classified as members of any of the major schools such as
the Peripatetic, Ismå‘¥l¥, or Illuminationist. Among these independent
thinkers some such as Miskawayh, although possessing many inde-
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pendent features, were close to the mashshå˘¥ school. Others such as
Abu˘l-Barakåt al-Baghdåd¥, although in many ways anti-Peripatetic,
especially in the field of natural philosophy, sought to improve upon
Ibn S¥nå’s philosophy.37 Yet others were completely independent. As
mentioned in the last chapter of this group the most important are
Mu±ammad ibn Zakariyyå˘ al-Råz¥ (the Latin Rhazes) and Ab¨ Ray±ån
al-B¥r¨n¥. Between these two colossal figures Råz¥ is philosophically
more important, while al-B¥r¨n¥ is possibly the greatest scholar/scien-
tist that Islamic civilization has produced. Before turning to Råz¥, how-
ever, a word must be said about two thinkers who are considered as
epitomes of antiprophetic and antireligious thought in Islam and who
antedated Råz¥. The first is Ab¨ Is±åq al-Warråq, who lived in Baghdad
in the beginning of the third/ninth century. Originally a Mu‘tazilite
theologian, he left the Mu‘tazilite circle and was then accused of her-
esy, Manichaeanism, dualism, and even atheism. Since his works have
been lost, we know him only through fragments of his writings quoted
by others who were often his enemies. It is certain, however, that he
had Shi‘ite tendencies, and the accusations against him came from the
Mu‘tazilite camp, which he had abandoned. Certain later Shi‘ite au-
thorities such as the famous Safavid philosopher M¥r Dåmåd even
praised him. However, what is interesting is that because he was ac-
cused of the rejection of religion based on the Oneness of God, his
many works, which some have considered to be as many as eighty,
including a number of philosophical and theological works, were lost.
This means that this kind of thought could not flourish in the climate
where prophecy remained a central reality. We see the same situation
in the case of the writings of Råz¥.

A second figure, Ibn al-Råwand¥, who lived in the second half of
the third/ninth century and who was a student of al-Warråq, has had
the same reputation as his teacher as far as heretical antireligious ideas
are concerned, although he harbored enmity against his teacher. Ibn
al-Råwand¥ was also originally a Mu‘tazilite who left the school. It is
said that as a result of becoming destitute and having to live in ex-
treme poverty, he lost faith in God’s justice and turned against reli-
gion. His Kitåb al-zumurrud (The Book of the Emerald), which rejected
prophecy was later criticized strongly and refuted by the Ismå‘¥l¥ thinker
al-Mu˘ayyad fi˘l-D¥n Sh¥råz¥. Throughout Islamic history his name has
become, along with those of al-Warråq and Råz¥, exemplary of thinkers
and philosophers who lived in the land of prophecy but who did not
heed its call and therefore cannot be properly called members of the
Islamic philosophical tradition in its mainstream, although their ideas
were debated by many later thinkers, this being especially true of Råz¥.
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Let us now turn to Råz¥. It might seem strange to discuss Råz¥,
a person who denied the necessity of prophecy, and who even wrote
a work on the “tricks” of the prophets, in a book devoted to philoso-
phy in the land of prophecy. But the study of the destiny of such an
antiprophetic philosophy in a world dominated by prophecy is itself
of much interest. Råz¥ (d. 313/925 or 320/932) was born in Rayy and
became celebrated as a physician, musician, and alchemist, as well as
philosopher. He is in fact one of the greatest physicians of history who
exercised immense influence upon both Islamic and Western medi-
cine. As far as philosophy is concerned, however, he stood as a soli-
tary figure criticized by many contemporary and later thinkers from
the Ismå‘¥l¥ philosopher Ab¨ ¡åtim al-Råz¥, who carried out polemics
against him, to al-B¥r¨n¥, who admired him so much as a scientist that
he prepared a catalog of his works while criticizing his religious and
philosophical ideas.38

For reasons already mentioned in the case of al-Warråq, most of
al-Råz¥’s philosophical writings have been lost. Some fragments have,
however, survived in later works,39 in addition to a few independent
short treatises, chief among them al-S¥rat al-falsafiyyah (The Philosophi-
cal Way of Life) and al-T

•
ibb al-r¶÷ån¥ (Spiritual Physick), which is re-

lated to both philosophy and medicine.
On the basis of these works one can draw a sketch of Råz¥’s philo-

sophical views, which were drawn not only from Greek but also pos-
sibly Persian and Indian sources, the latter perhaps through the influence
of the enigmatic early philosopher Ab¨˘l-‘Abbås al-Árånshahr¥. In any
case the type of atomism that he espoused as well as the “five pre-
eternal principles” that constitute the foundation of his philosophy are
very similar to the Nyåya-Vaiße∑ka school of Hindu philosophy.40

Al-Råz¥ considered himself a completely independent thinker,
although he showed much respect for Socrates and Plato but showed
no use for prophecy and believed that God gives guidance to every-
one.41 He posited five “pre-eternal principles,” God (or strictly speak-
ing the Demiurge), Soul, matter, space, and time against the views of
both Islamic theologians and philosophers. Also he believed in an
atomism where atoms had dimensions but were physically indivisible
in contrast to Mu‘tazilite and Ash‘arite theories of atomism. Also in
contrast to Democritus, Råz¥ was not a complete atomist because God
and the Soul, which for him were preeternal principles, are not atoms.
As for his ethics, although influenced by the Timaeus of Plato, upon
which he wrote a commentary, Råz¥ is closer to certain Epicurean
theses in contrast to nearly all other Islamic philosophers.
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Al- Råz¥ was in fact an independent philosopher in two ways.
He was independent of other schools of thought and also independent
of the reality of prophecy. This latter position separated him from
“prophetic philosophy” and the well known schools of Islamic phi-
losophy that can be characterized as such. It even affected his study
of alchemy in the deepest way. Alchemy is a symbolic science based
on penetrating into the inner reality of both the soul and the cosmos.
By rejecting prophecy, Råz¥ also rejected ta˘w¥l or the hermeneutic
interpretation of both the revealed and the cosmic book. The materials
of alchemy thus became for him external substances, and he trans-
formed alchemy into chemistry.42 In any case, the figure of al-Råz¥ is
of much significance for the understanding of the intellectual climate
dominated by the reality of prophecy and the types of thought that
can blossom or wither away in such a climate. Al-Råz¥ was venerated
over the centuries as an outstanding physician and scientist, but as a
philosopher, who was to a large extent an empiricist he had no follow-
ers, and his way of philosophical thinking could not generate a living
current which could continue to bear fruit over the centuries.

Not all independent philosophers were, however, also indepen-
dent of prophecy. A major case in point is Ab¨ Ray±ån al-B¥r¨n¥.
Perhaps the greatest Muslim scientist cum scholar that Islamic civiliza-
tion has produced, as mentioned above, he admired Råz¥ but opposed
his “anti-prophetic” philosophy. Al-B¥r¨n¥ did not write specifically
philosophical treatises except for his exchange with Ibn S¥nå concerning
natural philosophy43 and sections of his unique work on Hinduism
entitled Ta÷q¥q må li˘l-hind (Investigations concerning India) which deal
with philosophical issues and more especially the philosophy of reli-
gion. What is interesting in his case is that we find here an anti-Peripa-
tetic philosophy that nevertheless displays a type of thought that was
in accord with the reality of prophecy and demonstrates the diversity
of philosophical views possible in the land of prophecy.44

ISMĀ‘ĪLĪ AND HERMETICO-PYTHAGOREAN PHILOSOPHY

During the early centuries of Islamic history, Islamic philosophy was
not confined to the mashshå˘¥ school, which is the best known of the
early schools and as already mentioned is usually considered to be
synonymous with Islamic philosophy as such in most Western works
on the history of Islamic philosophy and their imitations in Islamic
languages. Even before al-Kind¥, one can observe the beginning of
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Ismå‘¥l¥ philosophy, that was to have a long and fecund history and
that is of special interest in the relation between philosophy and proph-
ecy. In this tradition, philosophy is identified with the inner truth of
religion (÷aq¥qah) and possesses an esoteric character. As a result,
Ismå‘¥lism became not only a congenial ground for the development
of philosophy but also an impetus for the growth and cultivation of a
distinct philosophical tradition, which, while dealing with basic Is-
lamic themes such as unity (al-taw÷¥d) and the reality of the Sacred
Book, differed in many ways from Islamic Peripatetic philosophy.

The earliest text of this school dates back to the second/eighth
century and is known as the Umm al-kitåb (The Archetypal Book). As
mentioned in the last chapter it purports to be the record of a conver-
sation held between Imam Mu±ammad al-Båqir (d. 115/733), the fifth
Shi‘ite Imam, and three of his disciples and reflects Shi‘ite gnosis in its
earliest forms of elaboration. The work emphasizes the esoteric sci-
ence of letters (al-jafr) so prevalent in early Shi‘ite circles and expounds
a cosmology based on the number 5 and reminiscent of certain
Manichaean cosmological schemes.

The systematic elaboration of Ismå‘¥l¥ philosophy came two cen-
turies later with such figures as Ab¨ Ya‘q¨b al-Sijistån¥ (d. sometime
after 360/971), the author of the Kashf al-ma÷j¶b (Unveiling of the
Veiled); ¡am¥d al-D¥n al-Kirmån¥, whose Rå÷at al-‘aql (Repose of the
Intellect) is the most systematic work of this early school of Ismå‘¥l¥
philosophy; and the works of the greatest Ismå‘¥l¥ philosopher, Nå∑ir-
i Khusraw. This celebrated Persian poet and philosopher wrote all his
major philosophical works in Persian rather than Arabic.45 His most
important opus is the Jåmi‘ al-÷ikmatayn (The Sum of Two Wisdoms),
in which he compares and contrasts the philosophy derived from the
Islamic revelation with Greek philosophy.46

Ismå‘¥l¥ philosophy continued to flourish in both Persia and
Yemen even after the downfall of the Fatimids in Egypt. In Persia,
¡asan al-|abbå± declared the “Grand Resurrection” in the mountain
fortress of Alamut in 557/1162 and established the new Ismå‘¥l¥ order
in the formidable fortresses of northern Persia. Consequently, a new
period of Ismå‘¥l¥ history began, during which Ismå‘¥lism and Sufism
came closer together. In fact, certain Sufis such as the poets Sanå˘¥ and
‘A††år as well as Qåsim-i Anwår (d. 837/1434) are claimed by the
Ismå‘¥l¥s as their own, as is the Ash‘arite theologian al-Shahrastån¥.
The Ismå‘¥l¥s even wrote commentaries on certain major Sufi works
such as the Gulshan-i råz (“Rose Garden of Divine Mysteries”) of
Shabistar¥. Also during this period important Ismå‘¥l¥ philosophical
tracts were composed in prose, mostly in Persian, such as the well-
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known Ta„awwuråt (Notions), attributed to Nå∑ir al-D¥n al-¨s¥, and
the tradition continued well into the tenth/sixteenth century.

In Yemen, a form of Ismå‘¥lism that was closer to the Fatimids
continued, culminating in the works of the ninth/fifteenth missionary
(då‘¥) of the Yemen, Sayyidunå Idr¥s ‘Imåd al-D¥n (d. 872/1468). Inter-
estingly enough, this branch of Ismå‘¥lism was finally to make its home
in India along with the continuation of the Alamut tradition, which
has become known since the last century as the ≈ghå-Khånid. The
Yemeni authors followed by and large the theses presented in the
earlier classical philosophical works of ¡am¥d al-D¥n Kirmån¥ and
Nå∑ir-i Khusraw, whereas the tradition of Alamut represented more
the close link between imamology and mystical experience, between
Ismå‘¥l¥ theosophy and Sufi metaphysics. There was also the much
earlier Ismå‘¥l¥ tradition in Gujarat with its own more and more eclec-
tic literature, which became enmeshed with the Ismå‘¥l¥ schools that
became settled in India during later centuries.

While Ismå‘¥l¥ philosophy was developing, a number of works of
Hermetic and Neo-Pythagorean inspiration appeared that have been
claimed by some to be of Ismå‘¥l¥ inspiration and by others to belong
more generally to Shi‘ite circles—in fact to Islamic esoterism itself. The
Hermetic corpus was translated into Arabic and was known to both
alchemists and many philosophers.47 Jåbir ibn ¡ayyån, who lived in
the second/eighth century and is the father of Islamic alchemy, wrote
many philosophical works that are of Hermetic inspiration. This was
to continue among later alchemists such as Ab¨˘l-Qåsim al-‘Iråq¥, ‘Izz
al-D¥n al-Jaldak¥, and Ab¨ Maslamah al-Majr¥†¥.48 One must remember
that both the Turba Philosophorum and the Picatrix were translated into
Latin from Arabic and that there is, in addition to alchemical texts, a
copious Islamic Hermetic literature of considerable philosophical im-
portance. On the one hand, the visionary recitals of Ibn S¥nå reflect
Hermetic prototypes, whereas the works of Suhraward¥ are replete
with references to Hermes and Hermeticism. On the other hand, one
can see Hermetic themes in the works of many Sufis from Dhu˘l-N¨n
al-Mi∑r¥ to Ibn ‘Arab¥. This Islamic Hermetic philosophy dealt on many
levels with the reality of prophecy.

Neo-Pythagorean philosophy too found a place in the Islamic
intellectual citadel early in the history of Islam. The concern with the
symbolism of numbers in early Shi‘ite and Sufi circles points to this
fact, and in the fourth/tenth century there appeared a major work
entitled Raså˘il ikhwån al-„afå˘ (Epistles of the Brethren of Purity), which
contains an elaborate summary of philosophy, cosmology, and the
natural sciences bound together by the unifying thread of Pythagorean
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mathematical symbolism.49 Although this work is also claimed by many
scholars to be of Ismå‘¥l¥ origin, it issued from a more general Shi‘ite
background and wielded an influence reaching nearly all sectors of
Islamic intellectual life, including such a figure as al-Ghazzål¥, who
had read the work. Islamic spirituality has an inner link with what has
been called “Abrahamic Pythagoreanism,” as seen in the sacred art of
Islam. This inner link has manifested itself in many forms in philo-
sophical expositions throughout Islamic history and among numerous
philosophers and is far from being confined to the Brethren of Purity.
Furthermore, one can see its manifestation not only in the eastern
lands of Islam but also in Andalusia in the works of Ibn al-S¥d of
Badajoz (d. 521/1127), whose works, especially the Kitåb al-÷adå˘iq
(The Book of Circles), are concerned with mathematical symbolism.

The metaphysics expounded by the classical Ismå‘¥l¥ philosophers
such as al-Sijistån¥, ¡am¥d al-D¥n al-Kirmån¥, and Nå∑ir-i Khusraw
and followed for the most part by the later Yemeni school is based not
on Being, as is the case with Ibn S¥nå and his followers, but on the
Supreme Principle or Originator (al-Mubdi‘) which is Supra-Being,
beyond all categories and delimitations, including even Being and
beyond the capacity of the human intellect to grasp. It lies even be-
yond the negation of being. Being is the first act of al-Mubdi‘, the
command stated in the Quran when God says, “But His command,
when He intendeth a thing is only that he saith into it: Be! and it is”
(36: 81). This kun or esto is the origin of the chain of being, of all realms
of existence. It is the One (al-Wå÷id), and the Originator or al-Mubdi‘
is the maker of oneness (al-muwa÷÷id), which is also called the “Mys-
tery of mysteries” (ghayb al-ghuy¶b). The Supreme Principle has the
function of “monadizing” and unifying all beings, and unity or al-
taw÷¥d “then takes on an aspect of monadology. At the same time that
it disengages this Unifying Principle from all the ones which it unifies;
it is by them and through them that it affirms It.”50

The first being, which is called also the “First Originated” (al-
mubda‘ al-awwal), is the Word of God (Kalåm Allåh) and the First Intel-
lect. From it emanate the beings in the hierarchy of existence according
to the basic Ismå‘¥l¥ concept of ‘limit’ or ‘degree’ (÷add). Each being has
a ÷add by virtue of which it is delimited (ma÷d¶d) in a hierarchy of
beings or “monads” unified by virtue of the unifying act of the Origi-
nator. This hierarchy stretches from the celestial pleroma created by
the imperative kun and called the “World of Origination” (‘ålam al-
ibdå‘) or the “World of Divine Command” (‘ålam al-amr) to the world
of creation (‘ålam al-khalq). According to the earlier Ismå‘¥l¥ philoso-
phers, followed by the Yemeni school, emanation of lower states of
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being (inbi‘åth) commences with the First Intellect. The relation of all
the lower levels of being reflects the rapport between the first limit (al-
÷add) and the first delimited (al-ma÷d¶d), namely, the First Intellect
and the Second Intellect, which proceeds from it and has its limit in
it. This dual relationship is referred to by the Ismå‘¥l¥s as “såbiq” (that
which comes before) and “tål¥” (that which follows) and is considered
to correspond to the Pen (al-qalam) and the Guarded Tablet (al-law÷ al-
ma÷f¶z

•
) of Quranic cosmology. This archetypal relationship is reflected

in the lower states of being and has its counterpart on earth in the
rapport between the prophet (al-nab¥) and his inheritor (al-wa„¥), who
is the imam.

In the procession of the Intellects, the Third Intellect is the Celes-
tial Adam (al-Adam al-r¶÷ån¥), who is the archetype of humanity. The
Celestial Adam, however, refused to see the ÷add that defined his
horizon as leading through hierarchy to the Originator and thereby
sought to reach the Originator directly. He fell as a result into the
worst metaphysical idolatry of setting himself up as the Absolute. He
finally awakened from this stupor and realized his error, but as a
result he was already passed by the procession of the Celestial Intel-
lects and found himself as the Tenth Intellect. This drama in heaven
is the origin of time. Celestial Adam must now redeem himself with
the help of the Seven Intellects separating him from his original sta-
tion and degree. These Intellects are called the “Seven Cherubim,” and
they indicate the distance of his fall. Time is in a sense “retarded
eternity,” and henceforth the number 7 becomes the archetypal num-
ber governing the unfolding of time.

The Ismå‘¥l¥s have a cyclic view of history dominated by the
number 7. There are seven cycles, each with its own prophet followed
by his imam. Within Islam, it was after the sixth Shi‘ite Imam, Ja‘far
al-S. ådiq, that the Ismå‘¥l¥s parted from the main branch of Shi‘ism,
considering Ismå‘¥l as their seventh imam. The number 7 has hence-
forth continued to be of major significance in their sacred history as
well as in their cosmology. It must be recalled that Ismå‘¥l¥ philosophy
is based on the principle of ta˘w¥l or esoteric hermeneutic interpreta-
tion. Everything has an outward (al-z

•
åhir) and an inward (al-bå†in)

aspect, and ta˘w¥l is the process of going from the outward to the
inward. In the domain of religion, the outward is represented by the
prophet and the inward by the imam. The role of philosophy is pre-
cisely to make possible the discovery of the inward or the esoteric. Its
language is therefore eminently symbolic, and its function, ultimately
esoteric. In the context of Ismå‘¥lism, philosophy became synonymous
with the truth (al-÷aq¥qah) lying at the heart of religion, which establishes
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rites and practices on the exoteric level with the ultimate aim of leading
man to that knowledge that the Ismå‘¥l¥ philosophers and theosophers
considered to have been expounded in their works for the intellectual
elite among their community.51 It is obvious how closely this philo-
sophical tradition is related to prophecy understood in both its outward
and inward aspects.

ISLAMIC PHILOSOPHY IN THE WESTERN LANDS OF ISLAM

Islamic philosophy had a shorter life in the western lands of Islam
than in the eastern, but even in that faraway region of the Islamic
world—and especially in Andalusia—there appeared many illustrious
Islamic philosophers who left an indelible mark on Western philoso-
phy while creating an important chapter in the history of Islamic
philosophy itself. The founder of this chapter in the history of Islamic
thought was Ibn Masarrah (d. 319/931), the mysterious founder of the
school of Almeria, who was both mystic and philosopher and who led
a group of disciples in the Cordovan Sierra until his death. He com-
bined in his vision philosophy and Sufism and more generally Islamic
esoterism, and this fusion became characteristic of Andalusian phi-
losophy with the major exception of Ibn Rushd (Averroes). The works
of Ibn Masarrah are for the most part lost, and only two, Kitåb al-
tab„irah (The Book of Penetrating Explanations) containing the key to
his metaphysical teachings, and the Kitåb al-÷ur¶f (The Book of Let-
ters), dealing with “mystical algebra,” are known to have circulated
among his disciples. His influence was nevertheless immense, and his
teachings have been reconstituted by Miguel Asín Palacios, thanks to
many later references to him.52

At the heart of Ibn Masarrah’s teachings stands a cosmology
named after Empedocles and often referred to as pseudo-Empedoclean
and insistant on the esoteric character of philosophy and even psy-
chology.53 His doctrines emphasized the absolute simplicity and inef-
fability of the absolute Being, the emanation of the levels of existence,
the hierarchization of souls, and their emanation from the Universal
Soul. The so-called pseudo-Empedoclean cosmology is especially in-
teresting because of its vast influence on later Andalusian Sufism,
from Ibn al-‘Ar¥f and Ibn Barrajån to Ibn ‘Arab¥, as well as on later
Islamic philosophers such as Mullå |adrå and also Jewish philoso-
phers such as Solomon ben Gabirol. As already mentioned, Empedocles
was seen by Ibn Masarrah as the first of the great Greek philosophers,
followed by Pythagoras, Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle. Empedocles
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was viewed by him as by certain other Islamic philosophers as a
prophet-like figure who had received his teachings from Heaven. The
cosmology attributed to him is based on the theory of hierarchic
emanation of five substances: the materia prima (which is the first of
intelligible realities and is not understood in the same way as the
Aristotelian materia prima), the Intellect, the Soul, Nature, and materia
secunda. The materia prima is “intelligible matter” existing in actuality
and the first emanation of the Divine, while the Divine Principle Itself
is above this schema, much like the Originator (al-Mubdi‘) of the
Ismå‘¥l¥s. Ibn Masarrah also mentions the well-known Empedoclean
theory of the two cosmic energies, namely, love and discord, which
he, however, interprets in a different manner from modern scholars’
interpretations of Empedocles and uses the term qahr (which means
“dominion” or “victory” and has an astrological color) rather than
discord. What was basic to Ibn Masarrah’s teachings, however, was
the idea of “intelligible matter,” which stood opposed to the teachings
of both the Aristotelians and the Neoplatonists and is seen elaborated
later by Ibn ‘Arab¥, who speaks of “spiritual matter.”

One of the major early intellectual figures of Islamic Spain was
Ab¨ Mu±ammand ‘Al¥ ibn ¡azm (d. 454/1063). At once jurist, mor-
alist, historian, theologian, and philosopher, he represents a remark-
able intellectual presence in the Cordova of the fifth/eleventh century.
He was a Z

•
åhirite in jurisprudence and a theologian of note who

remained sharply critical of the Ash‘arites. His vast literary output,
marked often by seething attacks on his opponents, touches on many
branches of Islamic learning, including comparative religion and phi-
losophy. His Kitåb al-fi„al fi˘l-milal wa˘l-ahwå˘ wa˘l-ni÷al (The Book of
Critical Detailed Examination of Religions, Sects, and Philosophical
Schools) is considered by many to be one of the first works in the field
of comparative religion, along with the Ta÷q¥q må li˘l-hind (India) of al-
B¥r¨n¥. Ibn ¡azm’s T. awq al-÷imåmah (The Ring of the Dove), translated
many times into European languages, is the most famous Islamic trea-
tise on Platonic love.54 In this beautifully written work, Ibn ¡azm
follows upon the wake of earlier Muslim Platonists such as the Persian
philosopher Mu±ammad ibn Då˘¨d al-I∑fahån¥ (d. 297/909) and ech-
oes the teachings of Plato in the Phaedrus. The beauty of the soul
attracts it to a beautiful object, and, as a result of the existence in the
beautiful object of something corresponding to the nature of the soul,
love is created. One finds in Ibn ¡azm a full development of Platonic
love, which marks him as a notable philosopher in addition to being a
jurist and theologian and makes him a congenial companion of the fedeli
d’amore among the Sufis despite certain differences of perspective.
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The first major Muslim follower of eastern mashshå˘¥ philosophy
in Spain was Ab¨ Bakr ibn Båjjah, the famous Latin Avempace, who
had a great influence on Ibn Rushd and Albert the Great as well as on
many Jewish philosophers. Originally from northern Spain, he led a
difficult life in a Spain torn by local wars; he settled in Fez in Morocco,
where he became vizier and was finally imprisoned and died in 533/
1138. Ibn Båjjah was an accomplished physician, astronomer, physi-
cist, and natural historian, as well as philosopher, but his work remained
incomplete, and much of it perished. He is, however, quoted extensively
by later authorities, and one can surmise from these sources his impor-
tance in the anti-Ptolemaic astronomy and cosmology being developed in
Spain in the sixth/twelfth century, as well as his crucial role in the history
of the critique of the Aristotelian theory of projectile motion.

As far as the philosophical significance of his work is concerned,
one must turn especially to his major opus Tadb¥r al-mutawa÷÷id (Regi-
men of the Solitary), which is one of the most significant works of
Islamic philosophy in the Maghrib.55 In this work, the author speaks
of the perfect state that is created not by external transformations,
reforms, or revolutions but by the inner transformation of those indi-
viduals who have become inwardly united with the Active Intellect
(al-‘aql al fa‘‘ål) and whose intellects are completely in act. These indi-
viduals are solitary figures, strangers, and exiles in a world that is
comprised for the most part of human beings who cannot raise their
gaze to the realm of the purely intelligible. Ibn Båjjah opposed explic-
itly the Ghazzålian type of mysticism and proposed a more intellec-
tual and detached form of mystical contemplation. Yet in many ways
he belongs to the same family as Sufi gnostics, and his Tadb¥r is remi-
niscent of the Occidental Exile of Suhraward¥ and the ghar¥b or stranger
to the world emphasized in so many Sufi works. Unfortunately, this
major opus was never completed, and we do not know how Ibn Båjjah
envisaged the termination and completion of the actualization of the
intellect in the solitary figure who becomes inwardly united with the
Active Intellect, which is at the same time the Holy Spirit and there-
fore linked to revelation and the prophetic function.

If Ibn Båjjah was particularly drawn to the teachings of al-Fåråb¥,
his successor upon the philosophical scene in Spain, Ab¨ Bakr
Mu±ammad ibn ufayl of Cadiz, was especially attracted to Ibn S¥nå.
Ibn ufayl was also a physician and scientist, as well as a philosopher,
and, like Ibn Båjjah, he even became vizier in Morocco, where he died
in 580/1185. He was also a friend of Ibn Rushd and asked the great
commentator to undertake the study and the analysis of the works of
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Aristotle. He was known as Abubacer in the Latin West, but his major
opus, ¡ayy ibn Yaqzån (Living Son of the Awake), did not become
known to the Scholastics. It was translated into Hebrew and later in
the seventeenth century into Latin as Philosophus autodidactus, a work
that had much influence on later European literature and is in fact
considered by some to be the source of inspiration for the Robinson
Crusoe story, as well as on certain forms of seventeenth-century mysti-
cism concerned with the inner light. This major philosophical romance
takes its title from the earlier work of Ibn S¥nå but seeks a path toward
inner illumination in a manner similar to that of Suhraward¥, who was
Ibn ufayl’s contemporary. It is of interest to note that at the beginning
of his work Ibn ufayl refers to the “Oriental Philosophy” that Ibn S¥nå
was seeking in his later works and that Suhraward¥ restored.

In Ibn ufayl’s “initiatic romance,” the names in the Avicennan
recital are retained, but their function changes. ¡ayy ibn Yaqπån him-
self is the hero of the story rather than the Active Intellect. He appears
in a mysterious manner through spontaneous generation from a mat-
ter that is made spiritually active by the Active Intellect. He is helped
and brought up by a gazelle as a result of the sympathy (sympatheia)
that relates all living beings together. As he grows up, he begins to
attain knowledge first of the physical world, then of the heavens, the
angels, the creative Demiurge, and finally of the Divine Principle and
the universal theophany. Upon reaching the highest form of knowl-
edge, he is joined by Absål from a nearby island where he had been
instructed in religion and theology. After mastering ¡ayy’s language,
Absål discovers to his astonishment that all he had learned about
religion is confirmed by ¡ayy in its purest form. Together they try to
educate the people of the nearby island from which Absål had come,
but few understand what they say.

Far from being a treatise on naturalism denying revelation, as
some have claimed,56 ¡ayy ibn Yaqz

•
ån is a work that seeks to unveil

within man the significance of the intellect whose illumination of the
mind is like an inner revelation that cannot but confirm the truths of
the outer revelation and objective prophecy. ¡ayy is the solitary of
Ibn Båjjah, whose inner experience to reach the truth through the in-
tellect—a truth that is then confirmed to be in accord with the re-
vealed religious truths learned by Absål—points to one of the major
messages that lies at the heart of Islamic philosophy. That message is
the inner accord between philosophy and religion and the esoteric role
of philosophy as the inner dimension of the truths expounded
by revealed religion for a whole human collectivity. The eminently
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symbolic language of ¡ayy ibn Yaqz
•
ån also indicates the esoteric char-

acter of veritable philosophy, whose meaning cannot be exhausted by
the outer meaning of its language and mode of exposition.

It is in light of this background that one must examine the at-
tempt of the most celebrated of the Islamic philosophers of Spain,
Ab¨˘l-Wal¥d ibn Rushd, to reconcile religion and philosophy. The
philosopher who became a central intellectual figure in the Latin West
under the name of Averroes was born in Cordova in 520/1126, where
he was to become the chief judge (qå¿¥) later in life. But the political
situation of Andalusia changed, and Ibn Rushd fell from political fa-
vor. He spent the last part of his life in Marrakesh, where he died in
595/1198.

This greatest speculative philosopher of the Maghrib was to have
two distinct destinies. In the West he became known as the commen-
tator par excellence of Aristotle: hence the words of Dante, “Averrois
che’l gran comento feo” (Divine Comedy, Inferno; iv, 144). It was through
his eyes that for a long time the West saw Aristotle, and by mistake
Averroes became known as the author of the double truth theory and
the inspiration for a politicized Averroism. He even came to be known
as the symbol of a rationalism opposed to religious faith, a view that
continued into the modern period, as seen by the classical work of the
nineteenth-century French rationalist Ernest Renan.57 Averroes became
a major figure in Western intellectual history, and in fact most of his
works have survived not in the original Arabic but in Hebrew and
Latin. As a result, there came into being a distinct school known as
Latin Averroism.58

The Muslim Ibn Rushd was quite a different figure. Besides seek-
ing to present the pure teachings of Aristotle, his main aim was to
harmonize religion and philosophy. But his real thesis was not “double
truth” but recourse to ta˘w¥l, which is so important for the under-
standing of the whole Islamic philosophical tradition. According to
this principle as understood by Ibn Rushd, there are not two contra-
dictory truths but a single truth that is presented in the form of reli-
gion and, through ta˘w¥l, results in philosophical knowledge. Religion
is for everyone, whereas philosophy is only for those who possess the
necessary intellectual faculties. Yet, the truth reached by one group is
not contradictory to the truth discovered by the other. The principle
of ta˘w¥l permits the harmony between religion and philosophy.59 The
whole thrust of the philosophy of Ibn Rushd, who was at once a pious
Muslim and an authority in the Shar¥‘ah and a great philosopher, was
to harmonize faith and reason. He represents yet another fruit of the
tree of philosophy that has grown and thrived in the land of prophecy.
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One of Ibn Rushd’s most important works was his response to
al-Ghazzål¥’s attack against the philosophers contained in the latter’s
Tahåfut al-falåsifah. Ibn Rushd took up the challenge of defending Is-
lamic philosophy and sought to respond to al-Ghazzål¥ point by point
in his Tahåfut al-tahåfut (Incoherence of the Incoherence), which is one
of the major works of Islamic philosophy.60 This work did not have the
influence of al-Ghazzål¥’s attack, but it did not go without a further
response by later Islamic thinkers. Ibn Rushd revived Aristotle, but he
did not have the influence of the Peripatetic Ibn S¥nå, whom he criti-
cized in many ways. Ibn Rushd was especially opposed to Ibn S¥nå’s
theory of emanation and emphasis on the soul of the spheres, as well
as his doctrine of the intellect and the relation of the soul with the
Active Intellect. The result of Ibn Rushd’s critique was the banishment
of the angels, of the Animae caelestes, from the cosmos. The influence
of Averroes in the West could not but help in the secularization of the
cosmos, preparing the ground for the rise of a totally secularized
knowledge of the natural order.

Islamic philosophy itself, however, chose another path. It revived
Avicennan philosophy rather than following Ibn Rushd and turned to
the “Orient of Light” through the works of Suhraward¥ and set out on
a path whose first steps had been explored by Ibn S¥nå himself. With
the death of Ibn Rushd something died—but not Islamic philosophy,
as has been claimed by Western students of the Islamic philosophic
tradition for seven centuries. Philosophy began a new phase of its life
in Persia and other eastern lands of Islam, while its sun set in the
Maghrib. But even in the western lands of Islam, there appeared at
least two other major philosophical figures, ‘Abd al-¡aqq ibn Sab‘¥n,
who hailed from Murcia, spent the middle part of his life in North
Africa and Egypt, and lived the last period of his life in Mecca, where
he died around 669/1270, and Ibn Khald¨n who hailed from Tunisia.
Ibn Sab‘¥n had definitely pro-Shi‘ite tendencies and expounded openly
the doctrine of “the transcendent unity of being,” which caused him
to fall into difficulty with exoteric religious authorities both in the
Maghrib and in Egypt. Even in Mecca, where he was supported by the
ruler, he was attacked from many quarters, and the circumstances of his
death remain a mystery. Some have said that he was forced to commit
suicide,61 others that he committed suicide before the Ka‘bah to experi-
ence the ecstasy of union, and still others that he was poisoned.

Ibn Sab‘¥n was at once a philosopher, a Sufi, and a follower of
the Shawdhiyyah Order, which went back to the Andalusian Sufi from
Seville Ab¨ ‘Abd Allåh al-Shawdh¥ and was characterized by its mix-
ing of philosophy and Sufism, which we see already in Ibn Masarrah.
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Ibn Sab‘¥n had an extensive knowledge of both traditions. He knew
well the early classical Sufis of Baghdad and Khurasan such as al-
Junayd, al-¡allåj, Båyaz¥d, and al-Ghazzål¥, as well as the earlier
Andalusian masters such as Ibn Masarrah, Ibn Qasy¥, and Ibn ‘Arab¥,
who like him was born in Murcia, traveled to North Africa and Egypt,
and lived for some time in Mecca. But Ibn Sab‘¥n is not a direct fol-
lower of the school of Ibn ‘Arab¥, some of whose later representatives
he was to meet in Egypt.

Ibn Sab‘¥n also knew well both the eastern philosophers such as
al-Fåråb¥ and Ibn S¥nå and the Andalusian ones such as Ibn Båjjah, Ibn
ufayl, and Ibn Rushd. He even knew Suhraward¥, whom he, how-
ever, classified with the Peripatetics and criticized severely along with
nearly all the earlier philosophers and many of the earlier Sufis. Ibn
Sab‘¥n was a follower of the doctrine of “absolute Oneness,” according
to which there is only the Being of God and nothing else. He criticized
the earlier Islamic thinkers for not having reached the level of this
“absolute Oneness.” He is in fact probably the first person to use the
term wa÷dat al-wuj¶d.

It is also of interest to note that Ibn Sab‘¥n had extensive knowl-
edge of Judaism, Christianity, and even Hinduism and Zoroastrian-
ism, as well as Greek philosophy, including Hermeticism. He was
furthermore considered a master in the “hidden sciences,”62 especially
the science of the inner meaning of letters and words. His highly
difficult writings often contain “kabbalistic” sentences whose meaning
cannot be understood save through recourse to these sciences. These
writings include also treatises on the hidden sciences, as well as works
devoted to philosophy and practical Sufism.

Many of Ibn Sab‘¥n’s works are lost, but a few survive and bear
witness to the depth and fecundity of his thought. The most significant
of his philosophical works is the Budd al-‘årif (The Object of Worship
of the Gnostic), which starts with logic and terminates with metaphys-
ics and must be considered the synthesis of his metaphysical teach-
ings.63 But his most influential work as far as the Western world is
concerned is Ajwibah yamåniyyah ‘an as˘ilat al-„iqilliyyah (Yemeni An-
swers to Sicilian Questions), which consists of answers to four philo-
sophical questions sent by Emperor Frederick II. The work was
translated into Latin and became well known in Scholastic circles.

Ibn Sab‘¥n must be considered along with Suhraward¥ and Ibn
‘Arab¥ as a master of Islamic spirituality who combined the purification
of the soul with the perfection of the intellectual faculties, who created
a synthesis between spiritual life and speculative thought, between
Sufism and philosophy, although in a different manner from his two
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illustrious predecessors. As the last great representative of the Maghribi-
Andalusian school of Islamic philosophy, Ibn Sab‘¥n embodies that
synthesis between the practical spiritual life and intellectual doctrine
that one finds in Ibn Masarrah, who stands at the origin of this school.64

The West may have seen in the Islamic philosophy of Spain a pure
Aristotelian rationalism with which it was fascinated but which it
feared. In light of the integral tradition of Islamic philosophy, how-
ever, it is this synthesis between practical Sufism and philosophy as
metaphysics and gnosis that represents the central message of this school.
The journey of Ibn Sab‘¥n to the East and his death in the holy city of
Mecca, the heartland of Islam, are symbolic of the wedding of that knowl-
edge that transforms and illuminates and the spiritual practice that opens
the heart to the reception of such a knowledge. If with the journey of Ibn
Sab‘¥n, the light of this type of philosophy became dimmed in Andalusia,
it shone already brightly in the eastern lands of Islam thanks to the teach-
ings of the master of the school of Illumination, Suhraward¥, whose com-
mentators and students were Ibn Sab‘¥n’s contemporaries.

The other major philosophical figure in the Maghrib after Ibn
Sab‘¥n was the Tunisian Ibn Khald¨n. Born in Tunis in 732/1332 he
spent his life in Algeria, Tunisia, and Egypt and died in Cairo in 808/
1406. Although primarily a historian and diplomat and the author of
the well-known historical work, Kitåb al-‘ibar (The Book about Events
which Constitute a Lesson), Ibn Khald¨n was also a major philoso-
pher of history and in fact is considered by many to be the founder of
this discipline in both East and West. His philosophy of human soci-
ety and its history, which draws from both religious teachings and the
study of history to which was added the rich experience of a full life,
is to be found primarily in the introduction to the Kitåb al-‘ibar, which
is known as the Muqaddimah (Prolegomena).65 A careful study of his
work reveals how even this philosophy of history can be affected by
the Islamic understanding of the rhythms of sacred history and the
providence of God, or what Ibn Khald¨n calls “mashiyyat Allåh” (lit-
erally “what God has willed for the world”), which is an ever present
reality in the transformations and upheavals of society.66 Outside the
domain of the philosophy of history, Ibn Khald¨n’s philosophical ideas
were of little consequence. He criticized as practically a jurisprudent
and a theologian à la Ghazzål¥ the other Islamic philosophers and
their political philosophy, for example the works of al-Fåråb¥.66 Yet he
was saddened by the decline of the intellectual sciences in the Maghrib.
His interest in these sciences can be seen in the Muqaddimah itself, and
he devised an important classification of the Islamic sciences.67 In any
case, he marks the swan song of classical Islamic philosophy in the
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Maghrib and at the same time the beginning of the discipline of “the
science of civilizations” and the philosophy of history as they were to
develop later in the West from Vico to Hegel to Toynbee and the
contemporary period.

SUHRAWARDĪ AND THE SCHOOL OF ILLUMINATION (AL-ISHRĀQ)

The complete harmonization of spirituality and philosophy in Islam
was achieved in the school of Illumination (al-ishråq) founded by Shaykh
al-ishråq Shihåb al-D¥n Suhraward¥. Born in the small village of
Suhraward68 in Western Persia in 549/1153, he studied in Zanjan and
Isfahan, where he completed his formal education in the religious and
philosophical sciences and entered into Sufism. He then set out for
Anatolia and settled in Aleppo, where as a result of the opposition of
certain jurists he met his death at a young age in 587/1191. Suhraward¥
was a great Sufi mystic and philosopher and the restorer within the
bosom of Islam of the perennial philosophy, which he called “al-÷ikmat
al-‘at¥qah,” the philosophia priscorium, which as already mentioned was
referred to by certain Renaissance philosophers, and whose origin he
considered to be divine. He saw veritable philosophy—or one should
rather say theosophy, if this word is understood in its original sense
and as still used by Jakob Boehme—as resulting from the wedding
between the training of the theoretical intellect through philosophy
and the purification of the heart through Sufism. The means of attain-
ing supreme knowledge he considered to be illumination, which at
once transforms one’s being and bestows knowledge.

During his short and tragic life, Suhraward¥ wrote more than
forty treatises, the doctrinal ones almost all in Arabic, and the sym-
bolic or visionary recitals almost all in Persian. Both his Arabic and
Persian works are among the literary masterpieces of Islamic philoso-
phy. His doctrinal writings, which begin with an elaboration and
gradual transformation of Avicennan Peripatetic philosophy, culmi-
nate in the ¡ikmat al-ishråq (The Theosophy of the Orient of Light),
which is one of the most important works in the tradition of Islamic
philosophy.69 His recitals include some of the most beautiful prose
writings of the Persian language, including such masterpieces as F¥
÷aq¥qat al-‘ishq (On the Reality of Love) and ‹wåz-i par-i Jibra˘¥l (The
Chant of the Wing of Gabriel).70 Few Islamic philosophers were able
to combine metaphysics of the highest order with a poetic prose of
almost incomparable richness and literary quality.
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Suhraward¥ integrated Platonism and Mazdaean angelology in
the matrix of Islamic gnosis. He believed that there existed in antiq-
uity two traditions of wisdom (al-÷ikmah), both of divine origin and
rooted in revelation. One of these traditions reached the pre-Socratics
such as Pythagoras and then Plato, and other Greek philosophers and
created the authentic Greek philosophical tradition, which terminated
with Aristotle. The other was disseminated among the sages of an-
cient Persia whom he calls the “khusrawåniyy¶n,” (sages) who were
followers of the Persian philosopher-king Kay Khusraw. Finally, these
traditions became united in Suhraward¥. Like many Islamic philoso-
phers, he identified Hermes with the prophet Idr¥s, who was given the
title Father of Philosophers (Wålid al-±ukamå˘ or Ab¨˘l-±ukamå˘)
and was considered to be the recipient of the celestial wisdom that
was the origin of philosophy. It was finally in Islam, the last and
primordial religion, that this primordial tradition became restored by
Suhraward¥ as the school of Illumination (al-ishråq). This school is
therefore profoundly related to the reality of prophecy.

The Master of Illumination insisted that there existed from the
beginning an “eternal dough” (al-kham¥rat al-azaliyyah), which is none
other than eternal wisdom or sophia perennis within the being of men
and women. It is hidden in the very substance of human beings ready
to be “leavened” and actualized through intellectual training and in-
ner purification.71 It is this “eternal dough” which was actualized and
transmitted by pre-Socratics to the Pythagoreans and Plato and then
to the Sufis Dhu˘l-N¨n al-Mi∑r¥ and Sahl al-Tustar¥ and through the
Persian sages to Båyazid al-Bas†åm¥ and Man∑¨r al-¡allåj and that
was restored in its full glory by Suhraward¥, who combined the inner
knowledge of these masters with the intellectual discipline of such
philosophers as al-Fåråb¥ and Ibn S¥nå. Suhraward¥, however, never
mentions historical chains connecting him to this long tradition of
wisdom but insists that the real means of attainment of this knowl-
edge is through God and His revealed Book. That is why he bases
himself so much on the Quran and is the first major Muslim philoso-
pher to quote the Quran extensively in his philosophical writings.

Suhraward¥ created a vast philosophical synthesis, which draws
from many sources and especially the nearly six centuries of Islamic
thought before him. But this synthesis is unified by a metaphysics and
an epistemology that are able to relate all the different strands of
thought to each other in a unified pattern. What is most significant
from the point of view of philosophy in its relation to spirituality is
the insistence of ishråq¥ philosophy on the organic nexus between
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intellectual activity and inner purification. Henceforth in the Islamic
world, wherever philosophy survived, it was seen as lived wisdom.
The philosopher or ÷ak¥m was expected to be not only a person pos-
sessing cerebral knowledge but a saintly person transformed by his
knowledge. Philosophy as a mental activity divorced from spiritual
realization and the inner life became marginalized as a legitimate in-
tellectual category, and Islamic philosophy became henceforth what
sophia has always been in Oriental traditions, namely, a wisdom lived
and experienced as well as thought and reasoned.

Although as a result of his violent death Suhraward¥ and his
doctrines were not visible for a generation, the teachings of the school
of Illumination reappeared in the middle part of the seventh/thir-
teenth century in the major commentary by Mu±ammad al-Shahraz¨r¥
(d. sometime after 687/1288) on the ¡ikmat al-ishråq. This was fol-
lowed by the second major commentary on this work by Qu†b al-D¥n
al-Sh¥råz¥ (d. 710/1311) to whom we shall turn in chapter 11. This
work is the most enduring philosophical text of Qu†b al-D¥n for in his
commentary on the ¡ikmat al-ishråq he resuscitated the teachings of
Suhraward¥ and provided a key to a work that is read and studied in
Persia, Turkey, and Muslim India to this day. After him a long line of
ishråq¥ philosophers appeared in both Persia and the Indian subconti-
nent, where the influence of Suhraward¥ has been very extensive.
Suhraward¥ established a new and at the same time primordial intel-
lectual dimension in Islam, which became a permanent aspect of the
Islamic intellectual scene and survives to this day.72

WHAT IS ISHRĀQĪ PHILOSOPHY?

Ishråq¥ philosophy—or theosophy, to be more precise—is based
on the metaphysics of light. The origin and source of all things is the
Light of lights (n¶r al-anwår), which is infinite and absolute Light above
and beyond all the rays that it emanates. All levels of reality, however,
are also degrees and levels of light distinguished from each other by
their degrees of intensity and weakness and by nothing other than
light. There is, in fact, nothing in the whole universe but light. From
the Light of lights there issues a vertical or longitudinal hierarchy of
lights that comprises the levels of universal existence and a horizontal
or latitudinal order that contains the archetypes (sg. rabb al-naw‘) or
Platonic ideas of all that appears here below as objects and things.
These lights are none other than what in the language of religion are
called “angels.” Suhraward¥ gives names of Mazdaean angels as well
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as Islamic ones to these lights and brings out the central role of the
angels in cosmology as well as in epistemology and soteriology.73

The word ishråq in Arabic itself means at once illumination and
the first light of the early morning as it shines from the east (sharq).
The Orient is not only the geographical East but the origin of light, of
reality. Ishråq¥ philosophy is both “Oriental” and “illuminative.” It
illuminates because it is Oriental and is Oriental because it is illumi-
native. It is the knowledge with the help of which man can orient
himself in the universe and finally reach that Orient which is his origi-
nal abode, while in the shadow and darkness of terrestrial existence
man lives in the “occident” of the world of being no matter where he
lives geographically. The spiritual or illuminated man who is aware of
his “Oriental” origin, is therefore a stranger and an exile in this world,
as described in one of Suhraward¥’s most eloquent symbolic recitals
Qi„„at al-ghurbat al-gharbiyyah (The Story of the Occidental Exile). It is
through reminiscence of his original abode that man begins to have a
nostalgia for his veritable home and with the help of illuminative
knowledge that he is able to reach that abode. Illuminative knowl-
edge, which is made possible by contact with the angelic orders, trans-
forms man’s being and saves him. The angel is the instrument of
illumination and hence salvation. Man has descended from the world
of the “signeurial lights” and it is by returning to this world and
reunifying with his angelic “alter-ego” that man finds his wholeness
once again.

Ishraq¥ philosophy depicts in an eminently symbolic language a
vast universe based on the symbolism of light and the “Orient,” a
universe that breaks the boundaries of Aristotelian cosmology as well
as the confines of ratio defined by the Aristotelians. Suhraward¥ was
able to create an essentialistic metaphysics of light and a cosmology of
rarely paralleled grandeur and beauty which “orients” the veritable
seeker through the cosmic crypt and guides him to the realm of pure
light which is none other than the Orient of Being. In this journey,
which is at once philosophical and spiritual, man is led by a knowl-
edge that is itself light according to the saying of the Prophet who said
al-‘ilmu n¶run (knowledge is light). That is why this philosophy, ac-
cording to Suhraward¥’s last will and testament at the end of his ¡ikmat
al-ishråq, is not to be taught to everyone. It is for those whose minds have
been trained by rigorous philosophical training and whose hearts have
been purified through inner effort to subdue that interior dragon which
is the carnal soul. For such people, the teachings of ishråq reveal an inner
knowledge which is none other than the eternal wisdom or sophia perennis
that illuminates and transforms, obliterates, and resurrects until man
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reaches the pleroma of the world of lights and the original abode from
which he began his cosmic wayfaring.

BETWEEN SUHRAWARDĪ AND THE SCHOOL OF ISFAHAN

The period stretching from the seventh/thirteenth to the tenth/six-
teenth century is characterized by the ever greater rapprochement
between various schools of Islamic philosophy as Persia becomes the
main arena for activity in Islamic philosophy.74 Early in this period,
Ibn S¥nå’s74 philosophy was resurrected by Na∑¥r al-D¥n al-¨s¥, who
is one of the foremost Islamic mashshå˘¥ philosophers. As already men-
tioned, his commentary on the Ishåråt wa˘l-tanb¥håt and his response to
the criticisms of Fakhr al-D¥n al-Råz¥ against Ibn S¥nå had a much
greater influence on later Islamic philosophy than the Tahåfut al-tahåfut
of Ibn Rushd. ¨s¥ was the leading light of a whole circle of philoso-
phers, including not only the already mentioned Qu†b al-D¥n al-Sh¥råz¥
but also Dab¥rån-i Kåtib¥ Qazw¥n¥ (d. 675/1276) the author of the ¡ikmat
al-‘ayn (Wisdom from the Source). Another well-known Peripatetic
philosopher of the same period who needs to be mentioned is Ath¥r
al-D¥n Abhar¥ (d. 663/1264), whose Hidåyat al-÷ikmah (Guide of Phi-
losophy) became popular during later centuries, especially with the
commentary of Mullå |adrå.

Perhaps the most distinctive philosopher of this period who is
said to have also been related to Na∑¥r al-D¥n was Af∂al al-D¥n Kåshån¥
(d. ca. 610/1213) known also as Båbå Af∂al. An eminent Sufi whose
tomb is a locus of pilgrimage to this day, Båbå Af∂al was a brilliant
logician and metaphysician. He wrote a number of works in Persian,
which rank along with the Persian treatises of Suhraward¥ as among
outstanding masterpieces of Persian philosophical prose. His works
represent yet another wedding between Sufism and philosophy, and
they are based on a self-knowledge or autology that leads from the
knowledge of the self to the Self according to the prophetic ÷ad¥th, man
‘arafa nafsahu faqad ‘arafa rabbahu (he who knows himself know his Lord).

Parallel with the revival of Peripatetic philosophy by ¨s¥ and
ishråq¥ theosophy by his colleague at Maraghah, Qu†b al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥,
theoretical Sufism of the school of Ibn ‘Arab¥ spread rapidly in the
East, while philosophical kalåm was developing greatly. During the
next three centuries important philosophers appeared who tried to
synthesize these various schools of thought. Some, like Dawån¥, were
at once scholars of kalåm and ishråq¥s. Others, such as the Dashtak¥
family of Shiraz, were followers of Ibn S¥nå and Suhraward¥. Still
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others, such as Ibn Turkah I∑fahån¥ (d. ca. 835/ 1432), who is a major
figure of this period, was an ishråq¥ interpreter of Peripatetic philoso-
phy and a gnostic of the school of Ibn‘Arab¥. These figures, to whom
we shall turn later in this book, prepared the ground for the grand
synthesis among the four schools of ishråq, mashshå˘, ‘irfån, and kalåm,
which, however, was not achieved until the Safavid period with the
establishment of what has become known as the School of Isfahan.

ISLAMIC PHILOSOPHY AFTER SUHRAWARDĪ

The later history of Islamic philosophy is much less known than that
of the earlier period. The revival of Avicennan philosophy by Na∑¥r al-
D¥n al-¨s¥, the continuation of the school of Illumination, the spread
of the philosophical Sufism of the school of Ibn ‘Arab¥, and the expan-
sion of philosophical theology, both Sunni and Shi‘ite, mark the cen-
turies that were to follow. Moreover, gradually these perspectives
became synthesized resulting finally in M¥r Dåmåd, Mullå |adrå, and
the School of Isfahan in the tenth/sixteenth century and its aftermath.75

The main arena for the development of Islamic philosophy during the
past eight centuries has been primarily Persia with important devel-
opments in Ottoman Turkey and Muslim India. Therefore, rather than
giving a brief description of the later phases of Islamic philosophy
here, we shall devote the rest of the book to a fuller treatment of later
Islamic philosophy primarily in Persia and with some references to
the Ottoman world and Muslim India. However, to treat fully the
latter subjects would require a separate work.

Before turning to this later period, which marks the full flowering
of “prophetic philosophy in Islam,” it is of some interest to turn to the
most enigmatic and misconstrued of the Islamic philosophers, ‘Umar
Khayyåm, whose message as ordinarily understood seems to negate
the very nature of Islamic philosophy as being related to prophecy.
We cannot turn to the later period coming down to our own days
without reexamining the philosophical teachings of the most famous
of all literary figures of Asia in the West, namely Khayyåm, who more
than being a poet was a philosopher and scientist and as we shall see,
much more in line of the main tradition of Islamic philosophy than
being a solitary deviant musing as a skeptic and a hedonist in a world
dominated by the reality of revelation.
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C H A P T E R  9

The Poet-Scientist ‘Umar Khayyåm
as Philosopher

It is now time to turn to the enigmatic figure of Khayyåm, who, if
understood only superficially, seems to represent a philosophical view
in opposition to the realities of the land of prophecy. Yet, if his works,
including those devoted specifically to philosophy, are studied in depth,
he emerges as a figure much more in the line of Ibn S¥nå than Epicurus
and the Skeptics of antiquity.

‘Umar ibn Ibråh¥m Khayyåm (also known as Khayyåm¥) Naysha-
p¨r¥ (439/1048–526/1131) known in the West simply as Omar Khayyam
is the most famous poet of the East in the West,1 and since the nine-
teenth century efforts by historians of science such as Amélie Sédillot
and Franz Woepke followed by many twentieth century scholars, he
has also become established as one of the major mathematicians and
astronomers of the medieval period, the author of the most important
treatise on algebra before modern times,2 as well as a significant work
on the criticism of the Euclidean parallel lines postulate.3 His reputa-
tion is therefore well established as both poet and scientist. What is
much less known about him, however, is his significance as a philoso-
pher, and his few remaining philosophical works have not received
anywhere the same attention in the Occident as have his scientific or
poetic writings to the extent that he hardly figures in general histories
of Islamic philosophy written in Europe.4 It has usually become for-
gotten that in traditional Islamic sources he was known essentially as
a philosopher-scientist. Zamakhshar¥ referred to him as “the philoso-
pher of the world,”5 and his son-in-law, Mu±ammad Baghdåd¥, is said
to have stated that Khayyåm was busy teaching the metaphysics
(ilåhiyyåt) of Ibn S¥nå’s al-Shifå˘ when he died.6 Many other sources
have also testified that he taught for decades the philosophy of Ibn
S¥nå in Nayshapur where Khayyåm lived most of his life, breathed his
last, and was buried and where his mausoleum remains today a fa-
mous site visited by many people every year.

It is in light of these diverse and sometimes contradictory evalu-
ations of Khayyåm and especially the eclipse of his significance as a
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philosopher within the Islamic philosophical tradition, which we have
already discussed in previous chapters, that we wish to turn to a
study of his philosophy on the basis of what has remained of his
writings. Before embarking upon this task, however, it is necessary to
confront his quatrains and the “philosophical” meaning that many
have associated with it in the West and also in other areas of the
world, including those parts of the Islamic world where people’s
knowledge of Khayyåm has come primarily through Western sources.
The quatrains in Fitzgerald’s translation convey at least superficially a
hedonistic, fatalistic, and this worldly philosophy combined with much
skepticism about religious teachings if not God Himself. One might
ask how could this Khayyåm be the same man who wrote the extant
philosophical works that are attributed to him with certainty or who
was so respected as a scholar of religious stature that the Islamic judge
of the province of Fars would send him a letter asking him philo-
sophical and theological questions? Several responses are possible,
each of which needs to be stated and then examined. One is that the
philosopher-scientist Khayyåm was not the same Khayyåm who is the
author of the quatrains bearing his name. A number of scholars in
East and West have accepted this position, and many have sought to
give as proof the fact that Niπåm¥ ‘Ar¨∂¥ Samarqand¥ in his Chahår-
maqålah (Four Articles) mentions Khayyåm in the third chapter of his
work as an astronomer and not in the second chapter as a poet.7 A
second group has doubted the authenticity of most of the quatrains
and has accepted that Khayyåm may have written a few of these as a
pastime without meaning to describe his complete philosophy of life
therein. Another group asserts that the world-loving, skeptical, and
fatalistic philosophy expressed in many of the quatrains expresses the
thought of the “real” Khayyåm, while the existing philosophical trea-
tises are simply formalities that he produced because the conditions of
the world in which he lived required his composing such works.

It is of interest to note that as modernism brought a wave of
religious lukewarmness and even skepticism among a number of Ira-
nians, it also made the Khayyåm “packaged” in the West a cultural
hero of those who had become philosophically skeptical and agnostic.
For example, Taq¥ Irån¥, who was the intellectual leader of the Iranian
communists in the period before the Second World War, was much
interested in Khayyåm but because of his own “scientific materialism”
turned to the study of Khayyåm’s mathematics rather than his poetry,
which did not accord with communist teachings. Also Iran’s most
famous modern writer, Sadegh Hedayat, who was an agnostic and
antireligious activist, did much to introduce the new skeptical view of
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Khayyåm among modernized Persians8 to the extent that some by
mistake think of him as the founder of Khayyåm studies in Iran.9 In
fact no person in Persian literature has been used as often as Khayyåm
in modern times to depict whatever sense of rebellion against revela-
tion, religious doubt, hedonistic tendency, or even feeling of suicide
might have existed within the mind of certain figures who have then
claimed to be the authentic interpreters of Khayyåm in question.

In dealing with the philosophy of Khayyåm and its interpreta-
tion we are therefore dealing not only with an intellectual question
but also with one that for some is an existential matter and touches the
very foundations of their secularized worldview for which they have
sought historical legitimacy by identifying their personal and subjec-
tive states with the thought of Khayyåm. Nevertheless, for the sake of
intellectual honesty and the truth all these possibilities must be exam-
ined in light of Khayyåm’s written works even if there is a popular-
ized Khayyåm out there after whom night clubs are named all over
the world, a figure whose image is difficult to erase from the minds
of those, including a number of modernized Iranian writers, who are
wooed by the Victorian Khayyåm cult begun by Fitzgerald and its
aftermath, which survives in a new form to this day.

As far as positing two Khayyåms is concerned, we believe that
there is no cogent reason for doing so, especially if one accepts that
only a few dozen of the quatrains are most likely authentic and the
rest by other poets such as ¡ayyån¥ or ¡ayåt¥ (as mentioned in some
manuscripts of the Rubå‘iyyåt in Persia and in Paris), which could
have been easily mistaken (in the Arabic/Persian script) by later scribes
for Khayyåm¥. If we take this fact into consideration, there is no need
to accept all of the poems in his name as being his or go to the other
extreme to negate the authenticity of all the poems attributed to
Khayyåm. Furthermore, the poems found in the most ancient manu-
scripts do not contradict his philosophical writings in principle as we
shall see later in this essay. In fact it was common among Persian
Islamic philosophers to write a few quatrains on the side often in the
spirit of some of the poems of Khayyåm singing about the imperma-
nence of the world and its transience and similar themes. One need
only recall the names of Ibn S¥nå, Suhraward¥, Nå∑ir al-D¥n ¨s¥, and
Mullå S. adrå, who wrote some poems along with their extensive prose
works, not to speak of such philosophers as Nå∑ir-i Khusraw, Af∂al
al-D¥n Kåshån¥, M¥r Dåmåd, Mullå ‘Abd al-Razzåq Låh¥j¥, and
Sabziwår¥, who in contrast to the earlier group were also accomplished
poets and wrote poetry extensively. Moreover, this tradition has con-
tinued to our own day.10 We therefore tend to agree with those who
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believe that some of the quatrains attributed by Khayyåm were actu-
ally by him and must be considered as a source but not the source of
his philosophical views.

As for those who rely solely on the quatrains, believing that
Khayyåm was hiding his skeptical and hedonistic views because of
expediency, we find no logic in this argument except the psychologi-
cal need of some modern skeptics to find historical precedence and
therefore legitimacy for their innovations based on the premises of
modernism. To accuse Khayyåm of blatant hypocrisy while seeking to
make of him a cultural hero for modern skeptics is itself the worst
kind of hypocrisy hardly worthy of serious consideration.

In trying to understand the philosophy of Khayyåm , therefore,
we must turn to his own works in light of the intellectual and social
conditions of his day and evaluations of Khayyåm’s works by such
figures as Z

•
ah¥r al-D¥n Bayhaq¥, Niπåm¥ ‘Ar¨∂¥ Samarqand¥, and Jår

Allåh Zamakhshar¥, as well as the Sufi poets and writers who came
shortly after him such as ‘A††år and Najm al-D¥n Råz¥. In this chapter
it is not possible to investigate the secondary sources, but a word can
be said about the intellectual conditions of Khayyåm’s time before
turning to the three sources of his philosophy: namely, his scientific
works, his philosophical texts, and his poetry.

The establishment of Seljuq rule over Persia, Anatolia, Iraq, and
Syria led to a new political situation that, as already mentioned, also
possessed consequences for the cultivation of philosophy. After over
two centuries, the Seljuqs united Western Asia under the aegis of
Sunni power, a power of which the Abbasid caliph remained the sym-
bol, although in fact military and political power remained in the
hands of the Seljuq sultans. To strengthen the central power of Sunni
authority, the Seljuqs, like the Abbasid caliphs, supported Ash‘arite
kalåm and by extension combated the propagation of falsafah to which
Ash‘arism was opposed. It is not accidental that from the middle of
the fifth/eleventh century onward, kalåm came to dominate the intel-
lectual scene in Persia and other eastern lands of Islam, especially
Khurasan, from which Khayyåm hailed. One needs only to recall the
name of such important figures of Ash‘arite kalåm as Imåm al-
¡aramayn Juwayn¥ and Ab¨ ¡åmid Mu±ammad Ghazzål¥, both from
Khurasan, to confirm this fact. We now know that Ghazzål¥ was not
only an Ash‘arite mutakallim, but in his opposition to falsafah he cer-
tainly joined the Ash‘arite ranks.

During this period the teaching of philosophy was marginalized
in Persia and adjacent areas, to the extent that the Seljuq prime min-
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ister, Khwåjah Niπåm al-Mulk, in his conditions for the endowment of
the Niπåmiyyah madrasah system, stipulates that philosophy should
not be taught therein. This was the period of such works as the Tahåfut
al-falåsifah of Ghazzål¥, the Mu„åri‘ah (Wrestling with the Philosopher)
of Ab¨˘l-Fa†h Shahrastån¥, and the Shar÷ al-ishåråt (Commentary upon
the Book of Directives [and Remarks]) of Fakhr al-D¥n Råz¥, all works
opposed to falsafah. It is usually said that between the middle of the
fifth/eleventh century and the beginning of the seventh/thirteenth
century, falsafah was eclipsed in the eastern lands of Islam and
flourished only in the Maghrib, where Ibn Rushd was to write his
response to Ghazzål¥ in his Tahåfut al-tahåfut. Furthermore, it is well
known that in the East at the end of this period of Ash‘arite domina-
tion, that is, in the seventh/thirteenth century, Khwåjah Nå∑ir al-D¥n
al-¨s¥ answered both Shahrastån¥ and Råz¥ and resuscitated Ibn S¥nå’s
philosophy. In general one points to Suhraward¥ as the only major
philosopher in this period of the eclipse of philosophy in the East
whose influence, however, really began in the decades that coincides
with T¨s¥’s revival of Ibn S¥nå.

These statements are generally correct but should not be taken to
mean that there was no philosophical activity in Persia and lands
nearby during this period of domination of kalåm. The most important
proof of the continuation of the school of Ibn S¥nå in the fifth/eleventh
and sixth/twelfth centuries is, in fact, ‘Umar Khayyåm himself. He lived
in the middle of this period of eclipse of Avicennan philosophy, be-
tween Ibn S¥nå’s students and ¨s¥ and must be considered an eminent
philosophical figure during this period of suppression of philosophical
thought in Persia and other eastern lands of Islam. His very existence
is proof of the fact that philosophy had not disappeared totally from the
scene in this area even during this period of eclipse. Nevertheless, the
era during which he lived is also one of the reasons why in general
histories of Islamic philosophy there is usually no mention of him as a
philosopher belonging to the school of Ibn S¥nå. Had he lived earlier or
later he probably would have been studied more extensively as a
mashshå˘¥ philosopher like many others of the fourth/tenth or seventh/
thirteenth century. But he was destined to remain a solitary figure be-
tween Ibn S¥nå’s students Bahmanyår ibn Marzbån and Ab¨˘l-‘Abbås
L¨kar¥, on the one hand, and Na∑¥r al-D¥n al-¨s¥ and other philoso-
phers of the seventh/thirteenth century, on the other. Yet, although a
lonely figure who preferred solitude and did not like to accept students,
he was highly revered as both philosopher and mathematician by schol-
ars of his own generation, as well as those who came thereafter.
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Although much attention has been paid during the past century

both in the West and to some extent in the Islamic world itself to the
history of mathematics in Islamic civilization, much less attention has
been paid to the Islamic philosophy of mathematics with which many
Islamic scientists such as Khayyåm dealt. Needless to say, from the
point of view of philosophy, the most important contribution of
Khayyåm’s mathematical works is to the philosophy of mathematics.
To illustrate this assertion, it is sufficient to draw attention to three
basic mathematical ideas with which Khayyåm deals and which pos-
sess a strong philosophical dimension. The first is mathematical order.
From where does this order issue, and why does it correspond to the
order dominant in the world of nature? Khayyåm was fully aware of
this basic question but answered it in one of his philosophical treatises
on being to which we shall turn shortly rather than in a mathematical
treatise. Khayyåm’s profound answer is that the Divine Origin of all
existence not only emanates wuj¶d or being, by virtue of which all
things gain reality, but It is also the source of order that is inseparable
from the very act of existence. To speak of wuj¶d is also to speak of
order, which the science of mathematics studies in turn as do certain
other disciplines.

A second mathematico-philosphical question with which
Khayyåm was concerned is the significance of postulates in geometry
and the necessity for the mathematician to rely upon philosophy in
order to prove the postulates and principles of his own science, hence
the importance of the relation of any particular science to prime phi-
losophy. More specifically Khayyåm was interested in the pertinence
of the fact that the fifth postulate of Euclid, called the “parallel postu-
late,” cannot be proven on the basis of existing axioms. Khayyåm
refused to enter motion into the attempt to prove this postulate as had
Ibn al-Haytham because Khayyåm associated motion with the world
of matter and wanted to keep it away from the purely intelligible and
immaterial world of geometry.11 In providing his proofs, Khayyåm
had to have recourse to some non-Euclidean theorems.12 Moreover, in
his study of the fifth postulate Khayyåm discussed concepts of space
and geometric order, which are of much importance for the philoso-
phy of mathematics. These are also dealt with in another manner in
his Algebra, where the relation between algebraic equations and geo-
metric figures plays a central role and where Khayyåm in a sense
geometrizes algebra.
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A third important issue worth mentioning is the clear distinction
made by Khayyåm, on the basis of the work of earlier Islamic philoso-
phers such as Ibn S¥nå, between natural body (al-jism al-†ab¥‘¥) and
mathematical body (al-jism al-ta‘l¥m¥). The first is defined as a body
that is in the category of substance and that stands by itself, while the
second, also called “volume” (÷ajm), is of the category of accident that
does not subsist by itself in the external world. The first is the body
with which the natural sciences deal, and the second is the concern of
mathematics. Khayyåm was very careful in respecting the boundaries
of each discipline and criticized Ibn al-Haytham in his proof of the
parallel postulate precisely because he had broken this rule and had
brought a subject belonging to natural philosophy, that is, motion,
which belongs to the natural body, into the domain of geometry, which
deals with mathematical body.

In this distinction between al-jism al-†ab¥‘¥ and al-jism al-ta‘l¥m¥ by
Khayyåm, ¨s¥, and others there is a basic metaphysical principle
involved that is of great significance even for the philosophy of quan-
tum mechanics. Many people today think of atomic particles such as
the electron and proton as if they were corporeal objects such as apples
and pears except on a much smaller scale. In fact, however, the two
classes of things belong to two different realms of existence and not to
a single domain of reality. Wolfgang Smith in his brilliant work The
Quantum Enigma calls the first, that is, electrons, and so on, physical
and the second, that is, ordinary objects such as apples, corporeal. The
first is potential and the second actual with the modification that needs
to be made in such Aristotelian terms when dealing with modern
physics.13 The distinction made by Khayyåm and others between the
two types of body in question is in many ways related to the issue
brought up by Wolfgang Smith and is of great significance for the
philosophy of mathematics and the relation between mathematics and
physics envisaged from a philosophical point of view.

��
In turning to Khayyåm’s properly speaking philosophical works,

it is necessary to deal with each work separately since our concern in
this chapter is after all with his philosophy.14 Let us first turn to
Khayyåm’s translation with brief commentary of Ibn S¥nå’s al-Khu†bat
al-gharrå˘ (The Splendid Sermon) on the praise of God.15 This beauti-
fully composed treatise on Divine Unity is somewhat reminiscent of
the poems of such figures as Ab¨ Bakr Mu±ammad ibn ‘Al¥ Khusraw¥.
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Also after Khayyåm, the famous poet laureate Fakhr al-D¥n As‘ad
Gurgån¥ in his W¥s wa Råm¥n (The Romance of W¥s and Råm¥n) com-
posed lines similar to Ibn S¥nå’s. The significance of this treatise is first
of all in Khayyåm’s strong attestation to the reality of God and His
Unity. In fact the content of the treatise, which he chose to translate
and elucidate rather than criticize, meaning that he accepted and
identified with its content rather than opposing it, stands diametri-
cally opposed to the religious skepticism and agnosticism that some
have read into Khayyåm’s philosophy, basing themselves solely on
some of the poems attributed to him. Second, in light of the fact that
Khayyåm rarely praised or repeated predecessors, the very fact that
he chose to translate a work of Ibn S¥nå proves the extent of his re-
spect for Shaykh al-ra˘¥s and only confirms the assertion of all the
traditional sources that in philosophy Khayyåm was his follower. Some
in fact have considered Khayyåm to be a direct student of Ibn S¥nå,
but this assertion cannot be taken as being literally true because of the
birth and death dates of the two figures involved. Rather, it means
that Khayyåm was a student of the school of Ibn S¥nå, and his philo-
sophical lineage in fact goes back through L¨kar¥ and Bahmanyår to
Ibn S¥nå himself. This direct intellectual descent is of great importance
in the case of Khayyåm in situating him in the matrix of the general
Islamic intellectual tradition. Moreover, such intellectual lineage is very
pertinent for Islamic philosophical figures in general.

The Arabic treatise al-Risålah fi’l-kawn wa˘l-takl¥f (Treatise on the
Realm of Existence and Human Responsibility) is one of Khayyåm’s
substantial philosophical writings in which he mentions Ibn S¥nå ex-
plicitly as his master.16 Much of the first part of this work in fact
follows Ibn S¥nå closely; furthermore, some of its phrases are almost
identical to those of Ibn S¥nå’s al-Ishåråt wa˘l-tanb¥håt. The treatise con-
sists of answers provided by Khayyåm to a number of questions sent
to him by Ab¨ Na∑r Nasaw¥, the judge (qå¿¥) of the province of Fars,
concerning the creation of the world and people’s responsibility toward
their Creator.17 Khayyåm, who in all of his works was to the point and
disliked unnecessary verbiage, begins by stating that the subject of
philosophy is essentially the response to three questions: whether some-
thing is, what it is, and why it is what it is. The answer to the first
question leads in the discussion of being (wuj¶d), the second quiddity
(måhiyyah), and the third causality (‘illiyyah). Then he directs his attention
to ontology following closely Ibn S¥nå in discussing the descending and
ascending arcs of existence and the hierarchic chain of being.18

Khayyåm then turns to the question of responsibility toward
both God and His creatures, responsibility that according to him has
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been put within the very substance of human beings through the act
of their creation. Being what they are, human beings are in need of
others and therefore bear responsibility toward them. Khayyåm also
speaks of the necessity of prophecy. The prophets are the most perfect
of all and can therefore propagate and promulgate divine laws among
people in justice. His assertion about the necessity of prophecy shows
how diverse forms of philosophy can flourish in a world dominated
by the reality of prophecy and revelation.

As far as differences among people in virtue and evil character
are concerned, Khayyåm relates them on the one hand to the differ-
ence of temperaments, themselves based on bodily fluids and the el-
ements mentioned in traditional Islamic medicine, and on the other to
the different makeups of their souls. According to Khayyåm, prophets
reveal rites of worship so that God will not be forgotten and so that
the teachings of God’s laws will remain in human society. He then
explains more fully the benefits of rites of worship for both the indi-
vidual human soul and society as a whole. One can hardly imagine a
greater difference between the Khayyåm who is the author of this
treatise and the modern version of him based on free translations of
often spurious quatrains interpreted in such a way as to support the
skeptical attitudes of certain modern readers of Khayyåm in both East
and West.

In his Arabic treatise D
•

ar¶rat al-ta¿ådd fi˘l-‘ålam wa˘l-jabr wa˘l-
baqå˘ (The Necessity of Contradiction in the World and Determinism
and Subsistence), which Sayyid Sulaymån Nadw¥19 considers as a con-
tinuation of Risålah fi˘l-kawn wa˘l-takl¥f, Khayyåm responds to three
further questions; some such as Nadw¥ consider these to be answers
to questions also posed to him by Nasaw¥. The first question concerns
theodicy, that is, how can evil issue from the Necessary Being who
being pure goodness cannot be the author of evil and oppression.
After analyzing different kinds of attribution, Khayyåm states that
although it is absolutely true that the Necessary Being alone bestows
existence upon things, the very bestowal of existence implies contra-
diction, which is nonexistence, and it is nonexistence that appears to
us as evil and privation. That is why evil cannot be compared either
in quantity or quality with the good.

The second question asks which of the two schools, that of de-
terminism or free will, is correct. In a short answer Khayyåm leans in
favor of determinism, adding that this position is correct provided its
followers do not exaggerate and fall into superstition.

The third question involves the quality of subsistence in relation to
existence. Khayyåm criticizes severely what he considers as a sophism
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concerning this question. He asserts that wuj¶d and baqå˘ have a single
meaning and should not be separated from each other.

In the short Arabic work Risålat al-¿iyå˘ al-‘aql¥ f¥ maw¿¶‘ al-‘ilm
al-kull¥ (Treatise of Intellectual Light concerning Universal Science)20

Khayyåm discusses the relation between existence and quiddity fol-
lowing the views of Ibn S¥nå to whom he refers indirectly. Khayyåm
makes a clear distinction between quiddity in itself and wuj¶d, which
is distinct from måhiyyah and is added to it in order to existentiate a
quiddity objectively.

One of the important philosophical works of Khayyåm is the
Persian treatise Risålah dar ‘ilm-i kulliyyåt-i wuj¶d (Treatise on the Sci-
ence of the Universal Principles of Being) also known as al-Risålah f¥
‘ilm al-kulliyyåt (Treatise on Universal Principles) and al-Risålah
maws¶mah bi-silsilat al-tart¥b (Treatise Known as the Hierachic Chain).21

In this treatise Khayyåm discusses the chain of being and the ten
intelligences following the views of Ibn S¥nå. It is also in this treatise
that Khayyåm discusses his classification of those who seek knowl-
edge. Because of the singular significance of this classification for the
understanding of Khayyåm’s philosophical perspective we quote this
section in full:

First, the theologians, who become content with disputa-
tion and “satisfying” proofs, and consider this much knowl-
edge of the Creator (excellent is His Name) as sufficient.

Second, the philosophers and sages who use only rational
arguments to know the laws of logic, and are never content
merely with “satisfying” arguments. But they too cannot
remain faithful to the conditions of logic and become help-
less with it.

Third, the Ismå‘¥l¥s who say that the way of knowledge is
not verifiable except through receiving instructions from a
truthful instructor; for, in bringing proofs about the knowl-
edge of the Creator, His Essence and Attributes, there is much
difficulty; the reasoning power of the opponents and the
intelligence [of those who struggle against the final authority
of the revelation, and of those who fully accept it] is stupefied
and helpless before it. Therefore, they say that it is better to
seek knowledge from the words of a truthful person.

Fourth, the Sufis, who do not seek knowledge by ratiocina-
tion or discursive thinking, but by purgation of their inner
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being and the purifying of their dispositions. They cleanse
the rational soul of the impurities of nature and bodily form,
until it becomes pure substance. When it then comes face to
face with the spiritual world, the forms of that world be-
come truly reflected in it, without any doubt or ambiguity.

This is the best of all ways, because it is known to the
servant of God that there is no reflection better than the
Divine Presence and in that state there are no obstacles or
veils in between. Whatever man lacks is due to the impu-
rity of his nature. If the veil be lifted and the screen and
obstacle removed, the truth of things as they are will be-
come manifest and known. And the Master of creatures
[the Prophet Mu±ammad]—upon whom be peace—indi-
cated this when he said: “Truly, during the days of your
existence, inspirations come from God. Do you not want to
follow them?”

Tell unto reasoners that, for the lovers of God [gnostics],
intuition is guide, not discursive thought.22

What is astonishing in this classification is Khayyåm’s defense of
the Sufis and knowledge attained through inner purification, which
they call “kashf,” as the most perfect and highest form of knowledge.
One cannot make any judgment about Khayyåm without paying full
attention to this classification. Since this work is without doubt au-
thentic, and Khayyåm was not the kind of thinker to write a pièce
d’occasion to satisfy this or that worldly authority, this assertion by
him cannot but confirm his devotion to Sufism and makes even more
plausible a Sufi interpretation of the authentic verses of Khayyåm.

Perhaps the most important single philosophical opus of Khayyåm
is his Arabic text al-Risålah fil-wuj¶d (Treatise on Being) also known as
al-Risålah f¥ ta÷q¥qåt al-„ifåt (Treatise concerning Verifications of the Quali-
ties).23 It begins with two Quranic verses that contain the essence of the
content of the treatise: “He gave unto everything its creation, then guided it
right” (20: 50), and “He counteth the number of all things” (72: 28). The first
asserts that the being of all things issues from God and the second that there
is an order to all things. And it is precisely these two issues that comprise the
basic elements of this treatise.

Khayyåm emphasizes that quiddities receive their existence from
another existence (al-wuj¶d al-ghayr¥) and calls this process “emana-
tion” (faya¿ån). But at the same time Khayyåm asserts that for each
existent, it is the quiddity that is principial, and wuj¶d is a conceptual
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(i‘tibår¥) quality. Although the distinction between the principiality of
wuj¶d (a„ålat al-wuj¶d) and the principiality of måhiyyah (a„ålat al-
måhiyyah) goes back only to the School of Isfahan and especially Mullå
|adrå,24 later students of Islamic philosophy have tended to look upon
the whole earlier tradition from this point of view and sought to deter-
mine who belonged to which school. If we apply this later distinction
with its own particular terminology to Khayyåm, then we could say
that Khayyåm, like Suhraward¥, Na∑¥r al-D¥n al-¨s¥, Ghiyåth al-D¥n
Man∑¨r Dashtak¥, and M¥r Dåmåd belongs to the school of principiality
of quiddity, although Khayyåm does not use the term a„ålat al-måhiyyah
as was done by Mullå |adrå and many other later philosophers.

In addition to emphasizing emanation and its continuous nature,
following the views of both Ibn S¥nå and Suhraward¥, Khayyåm also
insists that this emanation is based on and contains order and laws.
The two verses of the Quran stated at the beginning of the treatise are
for Khayyåm revealed proofs of this assertion, namely, the continuity
of emanation from the Divine Reality, which bestows existences upon
all things, and the orderly nature of this emanation. Consequently, the
so-called laws of nature and what one observes everywhere in the
created realm as order and harmony issue from the very Reality that
bestows existence upon things and are inseparable from their onto-
logical reality.

Khayyåm is also concerned with the difficult question of God’s
knowledge of the world, a question that has concerned nearly all Is-
lamic philosophers throughout the ages. He asserts that knowledge or
‘ilm is a quality of wuj¶d, and, therefore, since God bestows wuj¶d
upon all creatures, He knows all of His creation simply by virtue of
having brought them into being. As for wuj¶d, it is itself an attribute
of the Divine Reality (al-¡aqq) and identical to Its Essence. Divine
Knowledge, while ultimately being none other than the Divine Es-
sence, is also none other than emanation. Divine Knowledge is the
same as the Presence of God in all beings, even that which possesses
only mental existence. Furthermore, since God is the source of reality
of all quiddities and essences, all that is thus existentiated is good, and
what appears otherwise as nonexistence and hence evil is the result of
the necessity of contradiction (¿ar¶rat al-ta¿ådd).

Finally among the specifically philosophical treatises of Khayyåm
there is one that is almost certainly by him, although not noted in the
list given by some of the scholars of the subject, and that is a series of
responses entitled Risålah jawåban li-thalåth maså˘il 25 (Treatise of Re-
sponse to Three Questions). In one manuscript the person posing the
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questions is Jamål al-D¥n ‘Abd al-Jabbår ibn Mu±ammad al-Mishkaw¥,
but in another manuscript he is referred to as “Am¥n al-¡a∂rah” and
at the end of the treatise as “al-Shaykh Jamål al-Zamån.” Although the
identity of this person is not clear, it seems that he was a philosopher
from Fars. In any case the questions, which are as follows, display the
philosophical interests and preoccupations of the questioner:

1. If the rational soul survives after death, it would be necessary for
each rational soul to have a specific personal existence.

2. If happenings in the domain of contingent beings have a single
cause, this will lead to an infinite regression.

3. It has been proven that time depends on movement and is the
quantity of movement of the spheres and that movement is not
steadfast by itself (Khayyåm does not complete the question).

All of Khayyåm’s responses are based on Ibn S¥nå’s views, to
whom he refers as “al-faylas¶f,” the philosopher. More specifically he
refers to the Fann al-samå‘ al-†ab¥‘¥, the first book of T.ab¥‘iyyåt (Natural
Philosophy) of the Shifå˘ as well as to the works of Aristotle as sources
for response to these questions. Khayyåm makes an important philo-
sophical assertion by saying that the Fann al-samå‘ al-†ab¥‘¥ (which means
literally “the art of natural hearing” or that which one should hear
first in the study of the natural sciences) contains the principles of all
the natural sciences but is itself a branch of universal knowledge. In
other words the principles of the sciences are to be sought not in
themselves but in metaphysics.

There are a few other short philosophical fragments of Khayyåm
that deal more or less with the same issues that one finds in the trea-
tises mentioned already. When one examines all of these philosophical
treatises together, one sees Khayyåm as essentially an Avicennan
philosopher with particular acumen in mathematics and interest in
mathematical and natural order, on the one hand, and in Sufism, on the
other. There are also philosophical insights that are Khayyåm’s own,
and he is far from being simply a repeater of Ibn S¥nå’s words. Further-
more, as in the case of the master whom he calls “the philosopher,”
Khayyåm’s whole philosophical discourse is based on the Necessary
Being, the One, who is the Reality who in religious language is called
“God.” Khayyåm goes in fact a step further than many mashshå˘¥ phi-
losophers in using religious references in his philosophical treatises
including Quranic verses to which we have already referred.
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��
Let us in conclusion turn to some of the quatrains more strongly

attributed to Khayyåm and consider their philosophical significance.
One of the most famous quatrains states,

Thou hast said that Thou wilt torment me,
But I shall fear not such a warning.
For where Thou art, there can be no torment,
And where Thou art not, how can such a place exist?26

This quatrain confirms the utter goodness of God, the fact that the
Supreme Reality is Pure Goodness, an idea also confirmed in Khayyåm’s
prose philosophical works. This quatrain reconfirms in novel language
an assertion to be found in many Sufi utterances in prose and poetry
and also indicates the ultimate victory of good over all that appears as
evil. In a sense it is a commentary upon the sacred saying of the Prophet
(÷ad¥th quds¥), “Verily My Mercy precedeth My Wrath.”

Another quatrain states,

Thrown in before Fate’s Mallet, O man Thou goest,
Struck by blows to left and right, remain silent.
He who hast flung thee with this mad course,
He knoweth, he knoweth, he knoweth and knoweth.27

The message in this poem is that qa¿å˘, translated here as “Fate”
but that must be understood as a decree by the Divine Will and not
some kind of natural and cosmic fate in the manner of certain Greek
philosophers, governs all human existence and that God has knowl-
edge of all things. It is a poetic commentary upon the meaning of the
two Divine Names al-Qådir (the Omnipotent), and al-‘Al¥m (the All-
Knower or Omniscient).

A quatrain, which appears outwardly more problematic, sings of
the relativity of human knowledge as follows:

With neither truth nor certitude in scope,
Why waste our lives in doubt or futile hope?
Come, never let the goblet out of hand,
In fog, what if you drunk or sober grope?28

This quatrain might seem to be preaching out and out skepticism
if taken literally. But would a person who accepted such a philosophy
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spend so much time and effort writing a work on algebra or reform
the calendar? If seen in the context of the Islamic intellectual tradition,
the content of these verses reveals their inner meaning to be some-
thing else, that is, the relativity of all human or rational knowledge29

and the certitude derived from gnosis that is symbolized by wine as
again found universally in Sufi poetry. In fact, many leading Islamic
thinkers, philosophers, and scientists alike, not to speak of Sufis, have
composed poems in this vein. In our own times the poems of even such
religio-political figures as Mawlånå Mawd¨d¥ and Ayatollah Khumayn¥
contain many verses in the same vein. The holding of the goblet of wine
and drinking it here and now, a theme repeated in several other qua-
trains of Khayyåm, also refers to the preciousness of the present mo-
ment, which is our only way of access to the Eternal and the means of
gaining of absolute certitude. One must not forget in this context the
Sufi adage al-„¶f¥ ibn al-waqt (the Sufi is the son of the moment).

Many Khayyåmian quatrains also refer to the transience of the
world and our rapid journey through it.

The rotating wheel of heaven within which we wonder,
Is an imaginal lamp of which we have knowledge by similitude.
The sun is the candle and the world the lamp,
We are like forms revolving within it.30

Also,

A drop of water falls in an ocean wide,
A grain of dust becomes with earth allied;
What doth thy coming, going here denote?
A fly appeared a while, then invisible he became.31

In the first quatrain the cosmos is likened not only to just any
lamp but also to an imaginal lamp indicating the significance of the
“world of imagination” (‘ålam al-khayål) with all the metaphysical and
cosmological significance that it possesses in Islamic thought as we
see expounded later in the works of Suhraward¥, Ibn ‘Arab¥, Mullå
|adrå, and others.32 There is no reason to believe that here Khayyåm
is using khayål in the modern debased sense of imagination, which
implies simply irreality. Rather, by calling the cosmos an imaginal
lamp, he not only alludes to the cosmic significance of ‘ålam al-khayål
but also indicates for the philosophically unsophisticated reader the
fact that the cosmos is not ultimate reality but that there is a reality
beyond it that it reflects as a lamp is the locus wherein light shines
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upon a scene. Then he points to our transient earthly existence, which
is constituted of images and forms caused by the light of a lamp on
the shade around it. The second quatrain confirms the same thesis
from another point of view starting with the assertion that all things
in this world return to their source and principle according to the
famous philosophical dictum kullu shay˘in yarji‘u ilå a„lihi, (all things
return to their source or root). In this great coming and going that
marks the life of this transient world, our earthly existence is like that
of a fly that appears and then disappears in a fleeting moment. It is
metaphysically very significant that in this quatrain Khayyåm uses the
Persian words pad¥d and nåpaydå and not life and death. These two
Persian terms mean to become manifest and then nonmanifest, to enter
into phenomenal existence and then disappear from that realm or
become literally “devoid of appearance” or nåpaydå, which also means
not to be found. Can one not understand this verse as meaning that
we, even if compared to a lowly fly in this vast world of change, come
from the unmanifested and the invisible into the world of manifesta-
tion and phenomenal existence and then return to that unmanifested
and invisible world?

A quatrain of Khayyåm with profound eschatological significance
asserts,

If the heart knew the secret of life as it is,
It would also know the Divine Mysteries at death.
Today when with thy self, thou knowest nothing,
Tomorrow when stripped of self, what wilt thou know?33

This quatrain speaks in poetic language of one of the most im-
portant doctrines of Islamic eschatology, which has been fully devel-
oped by later Islamic metaphysicians and philosophers such as Ibn
‘Arab¥ and Mullå |adrå. According to this doctrine, the soul, while in
this world, can both act and know. At the moment of death, it is cut
off from both acting on the world and knowing it and will take with
it only the fruits of its action and the knowledge that it has gained of
spiritual matters while on this earthly journey. These are its “provi-
sions” for the journey of the afterlife that Mullå |adrå discusses in
these very terms in one of his works entitled Zåd al-musåfir (Provisions
of the Traveler). This quatrain is nothing but a simple poetic descrip-
tion of a major Islamic eschatological teaching.

Finally, it is necessary to mention at least one quatrain that speaks
of man’s nothingness in face of the Absolute.
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O Thou, unversed in ways of the world, thou art naught;
The bedrock is based on air, hence thou art naught.
Two voids define the limits of thy life,
On thy two sides nothing, in the middle thou art naught.34

Many have construed this and similar quatrains in a modern
nihilistic manner as if Khayyåm were an existential nihilist à la certain
schools of twentieth-century Continental philosophy. But this inter-
pretation is totally false if one considers the fact that Khayyåm never
denied the reality of God, the Absolute. Besides referring to the meta-
physical understanding of nothing or void, which is none other than
the Quintessential Naught or Beyond-Being to which Khayyåm al-
ludes in several verses,35 this poem can be seen as a clear statement of
the relativity of the human state and that from the point of this rela-
tivity, if taken only in itself, human beings and indeed the world are
literally nothing in the face of the Absolute. In Avicennan language,
which Khayyåm confirms in his prose philosophical works, man, like
all beings in this world, is “contingent” (mumkin) and receives his
reality from the source of Being through that process of faya¿ån dis-
cussed above. This and similar quatrains can be read with perfect
logic as poetical assertions of the status of contingency, which is com-
plete poverty of existence or nothingness of the world, in contrast to
the Necessary Being (wåjib al-wuj¶d), which alone possesses and be-
stows wuj¶d upon all that exists. Moreover, all that exists exists by
virtue of existentiation by the Necessary Being. In addition, in these
poems there is an allusion to the relativity of even Being vis-à-vis the
Beyond-Being, which alone is real in the ultimate sense.36 The deepest
message of such quatrains is that all that is relative is by nature rela-
tive and therefore transient, only the Absolute possessing absolute-
ness as such; or more simply put, only the Absolute is absolute.

These few quatrains, chosen from among those attributed with
more certainty to Khayyåm, provide a sampling of ideas that, if un-
derstood in the context of traditional Islamic philosophy and Sufism,
do not only not negate but confirm in poetical language Khayyåm’s
prose philosophical and scientific works in addition to revealing cer-
tain Sufi themes of which Khayyåm must have had intimate knowl-
edge. His classification of knowers cited above reveals his reverence
for and understanding of the Sufi path of knowledge. The major themes
of the more authenticated quatrains is the transience of the world, the
limited nature of all rational knowledge before that veritable sophia
that transcends ratiocination, and taking advantage of the present
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moment and experiencing the effect of that wine that symbolizes re-
alized knowledge or gnosis. None of these themes is contradictory to
his prose works. On the contrary, the prose and poetry complement
each other and together reveal a fuller picture of Khayyåm as meta-
physician and philosopher.

It might be said that there are three types of human beings: those
who deny all eschatological realities and the Day of Judgment to which
Persian Sufis refer as “Tomorrow” fardå37; those who believe in the
traditional eschatological realities and seek to live a virtuous life in
this world in fear of hell and hope of paradise; and those who seek
God here and now beyond fear of hell and hope of paradise. Since
extremes meet, the views of the first and third group might appear to
some people who look at the matter superficially to be the same in
that both emphasize the here and now at the expense of man’s final
end in that “Tomorrow” that is beyond time. The first view, however,
is the denial of religion from below, and the third view, which is
esoteric, is the transcendence of the exoteric view from above. For
exoteric pious believers it is sometimes difficult to make a distinction
between the two. That is why they have often condemned not only the
first view but also the third, their condemnation being in fact justified
on its own level, which is not the case of modern agnostics who have
deliberately associated the two opposite views together in order to
attack those who hold on to the second view.

The limited understanding of ordinary believers is the reason
why not only Khayyåm but a number of other figures, mostly Sufis,
have been condemned by some traditional exoteric authorities over
the ages. In the case of other Sufi figures, however, their distinction
from hedonists has remained clear enough despite their having re-
ceived condemnation from some quarters. In the case of Khayyåm, a
number of factors, among them the intrusion of poems not by him
into the corpus of the quatrains attributed to him, caused a number of
traditional authorities, including even a few Sufis, to condemn him
even before modern times despite the fact that he certainly did not
lead a hedonistic life but was deeply revered as an Islamic scholar by
his contemporaries. Furthermore, the free translations of Fitzgerald
created a Western image of Khayyåm, one of whose strong compo-
nents was pleasure seeking and immediate gratification of the senses.
In today’s Western world where much more than the Victorian period
instant sensual gratification has become practically a pseudo-religion,
it is even more difficult than at the time of Fitzgerald to absolve
Khayyåm of the guilt of being a hedonist. Yet there is no authenticated
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poem of Khayyåm dealing with the afterlife, which cannot be inter-
preted as belonging to the third rather than the first view stated above.
When this celebration of the present moment and taking advantage of
life while we have it is taken into consideration, in conjunction with
everything he has written and also what his contemporaries wrote
about him and even the honorific titles bestowed upon him,38 it be-
comes more evident that far from being a hedonist, Khayyåm sought
to point out the preciousness of human life and the reality of the
present moment as the door to the Eternal Realm in a manner conso-
nant with the teachings of the great Sufi masters.

��
In conclusion, one can assert with assurance that if one studies

all of the works of Khayyåm, including the more authenticated
rubå‘iyyåt, one is able to discern the philosophical worldview of a
major Islamic thinker who in philosophy was mostly a follower of Ibn
S¥nå with certain independent interpretations of his own. He was also
a major scientist with important views concerning the philosophy of
mathematics. In addition he was a poet, who like many other Islamic
philosophers and scientists who wrote works with rigorous logical
structures, wrote poems on the side with metaphysical and gnostic
themes. He was also without doubt personally attracted to Sufism. If
we were asked to compare him to another Islamic figure who would
most resemble him, we would choose Na∑¥r al-D¥n al-¨s¥, who was,
like Khayyåm, an Avicennan (mashshå˘¥) philosopher and a mathema-
tician, who also wrote some poetry and was interested in Sufism. He
also wrote a spiritual autobiography entitled Sayr wa sul¶k (Spiritual
Wayfaring).39 Of course us¥ was also a Twelve-Imam Shi‘ite theolo-
gian and authority on Ismå‘¥l¥ philosophy, in contrast to Khayyåm,
who was not concerned with these subjects to any appreciable extent.

Khayyåm must be resuscitated as an Islamic philosopher and as
yet another philosophical flower in the garden watered by the reality of
prophecy, even if such an act will take a cultural hero away from modern
Arab, Turkish, and especially Persian skeptics and hedonists. His philo-
sophical works which have been translated recently40 must be studied
in their totality along with his poetical and scientific works. The present
study should, however, be sufficient to reveal the great significance—
philosophical, scientific, and also religious—of a remarkable Islamic phi-
losopher, whose very fame on the mundane plane has caused his
philosophical importance to become veiled from the world at large.
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C H A P T E R  10

Philosophy in Azarbaijan
and the School of Shiraz

CENTERS OF PHILOSOPHICAL ACTIVITY IN THE ISLAMIC WORLD

Throughout Islamic intellectual history certain cities and/or areas have
become the main focus for philosophical activity during particular
periods, while other areas have played little or no role in the cultiva-
tion of Islamic philosophy. Such is not the case of Islamic Law or
Sufism, whose centers of cultivation have been widespread through-
out nearly all of the Islamic world during the whole of Islamic history.
When one thinks of philosophy, Baghdad in the third/ninth century,
Khurasan from the fourth to the sixth century, Cordova and more
generally Andalusia in the fifth and sixth centuries, and Cairo during
the Fatimid period come readily to mind, while such major centers of
Islamic civilization and culture as Fez, Tlemcen, Damascus, and the
holy cities of Mecca and Medina, which have produced a galaxy of
Islamic scholars and saints, are not particularly known as loci for the
study of Islamic philosophy. The reasons for this historical fact are too
complex to analyze here. They include the general religious and edu-
cational climate, patronage of the philosophical sciences by rulers and
other authorities of influence, social conditions, and so on. But what-
ever the reasons for such a phenomenon, its reality can hardly be
disputed. Even in India where Islamic philosophical texts were taught
in madrasahs throughout the Islamic regions of the country, only a few
places such as Farangi Mahall and Khayabad became major centers of
philosophical activity from the late Mogul period onward.1

THE SCHOOL OF AZARBAIJAN

In Persia, which became the main arena for the cultivation of Islamic
philosophy after Ibn Rushd, one can observe the same phenomenon.
The school of Khurasan began to wane after Ab¨˘l-‘Abbås al-L¨kar¥
al-Marwaz¥, Qu†b al-Zamån Mu±ammad al-abas¥, ¡asan Qa††ån
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al-Marwaz¥, and ‘Umar Khayyåm, as already noted the most famous
philosophical figure of Khurasan during this period. Gradually
Azarbaijan became the center of Islamic philosophy from even before
the Mongol invasion and continuing to the first half of the eighth/
fourteenth century2 to the extent that one can speak of the School of
Azarbaijan in philosophy as one speaks of the School of Isfahan, which
has now become an established term3 and to which we shall turn in
the next chapter.

There is still a great deal of research in manuscripts and mono-
graphic studies needed before the full picture of the philosophical life
of this school as well as the School of Shiraz, which followed upon its
wake, become relatively well known. In fact the period covering these
two schools from the seventh/thirteenth to the tenth/sixteenth centu-
ries remains the least known period of the history of Islamic philoso-
phy, and each day new discoveries and studies are made that cast
new light upon this very rich period of Islamic intellectual history, not
only for Persia but also for the Ottoman world and Muslim India. Just
recently a collection was discovered in Persia and named Majm¶‘a-yi
Maråghah (The Collection of Maraghah), consisting of nearly twenty
works on logic and philosophy copied in the years 596/1200 and 597/
1201 less than ten years after the death of Suhraward¥.4 This collection
was copied in the Mujåhidiyyah madrasah in which most likely Majd
al-D¥n al-J¥l¥, the master with whom Suhraward¥ studied philosophy
in Maraghah, taught. This collection, consisting of writings by al-Fåråb¥,
Ab¨ Sulaymån al-Sijistån¥, Ibn S¥nå, Ab¨ ¡åmid Mu±ammad al-
Ghazzål¥, ‘Umar ibn Sahlån al-Såwaj¥, and Majd al-D¥n al-J¥l¥ himself,
was copied for the students of the madrasah and bears witness to the
importance of the teaching of philosophy in Azarbaijan at that time
and also makes known the treatises that had been chosen as texts for
courses on logic and philosophy.

Philosophical activity in Azarbaijan reached its peak in the sev-
enth/thirteenth century in Maraghah, where the celebrated philoso-
pher and scientist Na∑¥r al-D¥n al-¨s¥ (d. 672/1274) built the Maraghah
Observatory, the first major observatory in the history of science built
for a group of scientists to work together.5 The circle around Na∑ir al-
D¥n is in itself identified by some as the School of Maraghah known
especially for its scientific achievements, including the famous Ál-Khånid
astronomical tables. But Maraghah was also a major center for the
study of Islamic philosophy. In fact it was here that ¨s¥ in revivifying
the thought of Ibn S¥nå influenced the whole later course of Islamic
philosophy.6 Until recently ¨s¥ as a philosopher was singularly ne-
glected in Western studies considering his status as one of the colossal
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figures in Islamic philosophy, as well as the founder of Twelve-Imam
systematic theology. A few recent studies have made his philosophical
contributions better known,7 but still much remains to be done to
make clear the full significance of ¨s¥’s thought and the role of the
circle of Maraghah as a watershed in Islamic intellectual history.

¨s¥ wrote numerous works on logic, philosophy, and ethics
dealing with ontology, the classification of forms of knowledge,
the nature of the soul, causality, the relation between the world and
the Creator, and numerous other philosophical subjects. He is not only
the author of the most extensive work on logic in classical Persian, the
Asås al-iqtibås (Foundation of Acquiring Knowledge), the most famous
Islamic work on philosophical ethics, Akhlåq-i nå„ir¥ (The Na∑¥rean
Ethics), one of the most beautifully written works on virtue from the
perspective of Sufism, Aw„åf al-ashråf (Descriptions of the Noble), but
also seminal works on Peripatetic philosophy that established him
beyond doubt as the greatest Avicennan philosopher after the master
himself. This category of the works of ¨s¥ include his rebuttals to the
criticisms of Ibn S¥nå by al-Shahrastån¥’s al-Muƒåri‘ah and Råz¥’s ear-
lier critical commentary upon Ibn S¥nå’s al-Ishåråt wa’l-tanb¥håt. Known
also as Shar÷ al-isharåt, this work, which is a major philosophical
masterpiece in both form and content, resuscitated Ibn S¥nå’s teach-
ings once and for all in the East. Devoted to expounding the teachings
of the master in this work, ¨s¥ refrained from expressing any views
of his own except when it came to God’s knowledge of the world,
where ¨s¥ accepted the views of Suhraward¥, which he also knew
well. The work became so famous that it in turn became the subject of
many later commentaries, the most famous by Qu†b al-D¥n al-Råz¥.

In the context of the present book, it is not our aim to analyze
¨s¥’s philosophical thought, which is close to that of Ibn S¥nå, but to
bring out his significance in the context of the relation between phi-
losophy and prophecy. Here we are faced with a major scientist, one
of the greatest in the history of mathematics and astronomy, and also
a first-rate philosopher with a powerful analytical mind who is one of
the foremost Peripatetic philosophers known in Islamic history. We
are also confronted with a figure who wrote many works on logic, yet
he was not a rationalist. ¨s¥ not only wrote an important treatise on
Ismå‘¥l¥ philosophy based on instruction received from the authority
of the imam and ultimately revelation but also composed the most
important work on Twelve-Imam Shi‘ite systematic theology, the Kitåb
al-tajr¥d, which we have already discussed in earlier chapters. He there-
fore represents a startling example of philosophizing even in a ratio-
nal vein within a world dominated by the reality of prophecy.
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Moreover, it is his path of harmonizing philosophy and revelation
that was to have a much greater influence in the Islamic world than
the view of independent paths for philosophy and religion proposed
by Ibn Rushd.

¨s¥ was by no means the only philosopher in Maraghah. He was
encircled by a number of colleagues and students such as Qu†b al-D¥n
Shiråz¥, Najm al-D¥n Dab¥rån-i Kat¥b¥, and Fakhr al-D¥n Marågh¥, all of
whom were notable philosophers, especially Qutb al-D¥n, who is a major
figure in the history of Islamic thought.8 It is of much interest to note
that although Sh¥råz¥ (d. 710/1311) was a prominent scientist, like ¨s¥
he philosophized in a world at whose horizons loomed the reality of
revelation and dealt extensively from the point of view of philosophy
with religious and spiritual questions derived from revelation.

Although not at Maraghah, Af∂al al-D¥n Kåshån¥ (d. circa 610/
1213–14), is also to be noted in relation to the circle of Maraghah,
especially since in later sources he is said to have been related to ¨s¥,
although the latter lived after him, and this relation has not been
confirmed by current historical research. Kåshån¥ is one of the most
remarkable of Islamic philosophers, one who combined the rigor of
logic and rational philosophy with the vision of Sufism.9 While he
wrote on various aspects of Peripatetic philosophy and even Hermeti-
cism, he emphasized the purification of the soul and self-knowledge
as key to metaphysical knowledge. For him autology was the key to
metaphysics and ontology. He is revered in Persia to this day as a Sufi
saint, and his tomb near Kashan is visited by many pilgrims annually.
He represents yet another manner in which philosophy developed in
a climate dominated by prophecy in the Islamic world.

Returning to Azarbaijan, it is impossible to discuss this school
without mentioning Suhraward¥, whom we have already discussed in
this volume and elsewhere. He really marks the beginning of the School
of Azarbaijan from which he had hailed, although he was put to death
in Aleppo, and his influence continued in the province of his birth
long after his death. ‘Abd al-Qådir ¡amzah ibn Yåq¨t Ahar¥, the author
of the treatise al-Bulghah fi˘l-÷ikmah (The Sufficient in Philosophy) or
al-Aq†åb al-qu†biyyah (Poles of the State of Being a Pole),10 written around
628/1230 on the basis of the ideas of Suhraward¥, was perhaps the
first ishråq¥ philosopher after Suhraward¥. He hailed from the town of
Ahar in Azarbaijan and was called by the people of that region “phi-
losopher/Sufi.” Likewise, the first great commentator of Suhraward¥,
Shams al-D¥n Shahraz¨r¥, who wrote notable commentaries upon the
master’s ¡ikmat al-ishråq (The Theosophy of the Orient of Light) and
the Talw¥÷åt (Intimations) and who was the author of the major ishråq¥
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text al-Sharajat al-ilåhiyyah (The Divine Tree) hailed from Shahrazur,
which is located between Hamadan and Irbil and is again within the
geographic orbit of the School of Azarbaijan.11

Besides Maraghah, other cities in Azarbaijan produced notable
philosophers who were near contemporaries of the philosophers of
Maraghah. One of the most notable among this group is Ath¥r al-D¥n
Abhar¥ (d. 663/1264), the author of Kitåb hidåyat al-÷ikmah (The Book
of Guidance for Philosophy), one of the most famous expositions of
later Avicennan philosophy upon which many commentaries were
written, the most famous being by Maybud¥ and Mullå |adrå. The
commentary of Mullå |adrå known in India as simply S

•
adrå was per-

haps the most widely studied text of Islamic philosophy in Muslim
India. Originally from Abhar, Ath¥r al-D¥n migrated to Syria and then
Anatolia, where he spent the second part of his life. He was one of the
most famous students of Fakhr al-D¥n al-Råz¥, the celebrated theolo-
gian who also spent some time in Azarbaijan. But in contrast to him
and also to Qu†b al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥, Abhar¥ spent most of his life in
Azarbaijan and eastern Anatolia and must be considered as one of the
philosophers of the School of Azarbaijan. Abhar¥ was so deeply re-
spected that ¨s¥ wrote a commentary upon his Tanz¥l al-afkår (De-
scent of Thoughts), and one of Abhar¥’s treatises on logic dealing with
the Isagogue was even translated into Latin. It is interesting to note that
although known primarily as a Peripatetic philosopher, Abhar¥ was
well acquainted with Suhraward¥, a fact to which both Shahraz¨r¥ and
Ibn Kamm¨nah have attested in their writings. Moreover, in two of
his other works, Muntaha˘l-afkår f¥ ibånat al-asrår (The Height of
Thoughts concerning the Clarification of Mysteries) and Kashf al-÷aqå˘iq
f¥ ta÷r¥r al-daqå˘iq (The Discovery of Truths concerning the Statement
of Subtleties), Abhar¥ himself mentions Suhraward¥.

Another famous contemporary of Abhar¥ who hailed from
Azarbaijan was Siråj al-D¥n Urmaw¥, who, like Abhar¥, died in the
second half of the seventh/thirteenth century. A commentator of Ibn
S¥nå’s Ishåråt, he also authored a number of independent philosophi-
cal works such as La†å˘if al-÷ikmah (Subtleties of Philosophy) and Ma†åli˜
al-anwår (Places of the Rising of Lights). Another contemporary of
Abhar¥, Ab¨ ‘Al¥ Salmås¥, is known as the author of al-Risålat al-
siyåsiyyah (Treatise on Politics). The appearance of these figures from
three different cities of Azarbaijan in addition to Maraghah demon-
strates the widespread interest in philosophy during the period in
question in the whole province and not primarily in a single city and
its environs which is the case of the School of Baghdad or the School
of Shiraz.
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During the later part of the seventh/thirteenth and beginning of
the eighth/fourteenth centuries Tabriz became the most important
center of philosophical activity not only in Persia but perhaps through-
out the Islamic world. It was here that the great university city Rab‘-
i rash¥d¥ was built by the Ál-Khånid grand vizier, Rash¥d al-D¥n Fa∂l
Allåh, who was himself not only a great historian but also a physician
and philosopher.12 At that time philosophy was taught extensively in
Tabriz, which had become the Ál-Khånid capital and a major cultural
center. It was here that Ab¨ ‘Abd Allåh Mu±ammad Tabr¥z¥ wrote a
commentary upon the Dalå˘il al-÷å˘ir¥n (Guide to the Perplexed) of
Maimonides and where his student Ab¨ Ishåq Tabr¥z¥ , known as
Gha∂anfar, composed a summary of Ab¨ Sulaymån al-Sijistån¥’s S

•
iwån

al-÷ikmah (Vessel of Wisdom). Shams al-D¥n Khusrawshåh¥, from the
nearby town of Khusrawshah, also belongs to the circle of Tabriz. He
is known as an expositor of the philosophy of Ibn S¥nå and one who
composed a valuable summary of the master’s monumental Kitåb al-
shifå˘. Likewise, it was near Tabriz in Shabistar that Shaykh Ma±m¨d
Shabistar¥ composed one of the greatest masterpieces of Sufi meta-
physics and symbolism, Gulshan-i råz (The Secret Garden of Divine
Mysteries), at the beginning of the eighth/fourteenth century during
the peak of philosophical activity in Tabriz. From around the middle
of the eighth/fourteenth century, however, the study of philosophy
waned in Azarbaijan and the center shifted to Shiraz.

Before turning to the School of Shiraz, however, it is of value to
examine a recently discovered manuscript, Saf¥na-yi Tabr¥z (The Vessel
of Tabriz), which reveals a great deal about the study in Tabriz of
philosophy in relation to the religious sciences derived directly from
revelation. This vast compendium bound together in a single work
and copied by Ab¨˘l-Majd Mu±ammad Tabr¥z¥ Malakån¥ Qarash¥
during the second and third decades of the eighth/fourteenth century
was given the name Saf¥nah by the copyist himself.13 It includes over
two hundred works in nearly all the sciences of the day from jurispru-
dence, theology, and Quranic commentary to philosophy, gnosis, and
certain other disciplines such as music. It reflects the syllabi of various
centers of learning in Tabriz and the texts that were most widely read.
One of the important features of the Saf¥nah is that it contains works
of a number of Tabr¥z¥ philosophers not known until now. An impor-
tant figure who emerges from the study of this precious compendium
is Am¥n al-D¥n ¡åjj¥ Bulah, who was apparently a Sufi master as well
as philosopher and was the author of a selection from the I÷yå˘ ‘ul¶m
al-d¥n (The Revivification of the Sciences of Religion) of al-Ghazzål¥, as
well as an independent work on knowledge and the intellect.
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The philosophical works contained in the Saf¥nah include the
famous al-‘Ayniyyah (Ode to the Soul) poem of Ibn S¥nå and its com-
mentary by Shams al-D¥n Samarqand¥; the Ishåråt of Ibn S¥nå; al-Zubdah
(Best Essence) on logic by Bulah; al-Shamsiyyah fi˘l-qawa‘id al-man†iqiyyah
(The Treatise Dedicated to Shams al-D¥n concerning the Rules of Logic),
by Najm al-D¥n Dab¥rån-i Kåtib¥, ¡ikmat al-‘ayn (Philosophy of the
Essence) also by Kåtib¥; a poem on philosophy and logic by Fakhr al-
D¥n al-Råz¥, and many works by Suhraward¥ and ¨s¥. It is especially
notable that most of Suhraward¥’s Persian works, which were not as
widely read as his ¡ikmat al-ishråq in later centuries, are contained in
this compendium.14 The very content of this work reveals the exten-
sive interest in Islamic philosophy in the eighth/fourteenth century in
Tabriz in conjunction with the transmitted (manq¶l) sciences.

When one studies the School of Azarbaijan, it is interesting to
note that the geographical boundaries of this school were not limited
to the present province of Azarbaijan in Iran, although that area con-
stituted the main arena of philosophical activity in the late seventh/
thirteenth century and early eighth/fourteenth century. The bound-
aries stretched into eastern Anatolia all the way to Konya. We know
that Qu†b al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥ spent some time in Sivas and that Urmaw¥
also traveled extensively in the eastern cities of Anatolia. The spread
of the school of ishråq within the early Ottoman period and the ap-
pearance of such figures as Anqaraw¥15 have their most likely source
in Azarbaijan and not Syria. Just as there was a cultural unity between
these Anatolian cities and those of Western Persia as seen by the
widespread use of Persian in such cities as Konya where R¨m¥ com-
posed the greatest works of Persian Sufi literature, so was there a close
link in philosophical activity in the region during the period under
consideration. When the center of philosophical activity shifted to
Shiraz, the development in Anatolia began to part ways from what
was taking place in Shiraz although even at this later time such figures
as Jalål al-D¥n Dawån¥ from Fars were well known and respected even
in Istanbul. During the apogee of the School of Azarbaijan, however,
the relation was even closer, and eastern Anatolian cities became cen-
ters for the study of both Sufism and philosophy closely associated
with what was going on in Azarbaijan. One only needs to recall here
the name of Då˘¨d al-Qay∑ar¥, who was both a philosopher and a
celebrated commentator of Ibn ‘Arab¥.

Although the study of philosophical texts of the School of
Azarbaijan is far from complete, and still such earth-shaking discov-
eries as that of the Saf¥na-yi Tabr¥z might take place, it is possible to say
something about the general characteristics of this school. First of all,
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it is here that the mashshå˘¥ philosophy of Ibn S¥nå, so acutely criti-
cized in Khurasan by al-Ghazzål¥ and later al-Shahrastån¥ and Fakhr
al-D¥n al-Råz¥, received a new lease on life and began a second cycle
of existence that continues to this day. Not only the epochal commen-
tary of ¨s¥ upon Råz¥’s criticism of the Ishåråt of Ibn S¥nå and some
of his other works revived Avicennan philosophy, but also other
important mashshå˘¥ works such as the Hidåyah of Ath¥r al-D¥n Abhar¥
and ¡ikmat al-‘ayn of Dabirån-i Kåtib¥ (d. 675/1276), a student of Abhar¥,
were composed by members of this school, works that served as texts
for the teaching of mashshå˘¥ philosophy for centuries in Persia, India,
and the Ottoman world.

Second, it was in Azarbaijan that the philosophy of ishråq was
propagated after its founder Suhraward¥ was put to death in Aleppo.
Both Qu†b al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥ and Shams al-D¥n Shahraz¨r¥, the two main
commentators upon ¡ikmat al-ishråq, were connected in one way or
another with the School of Azarbaijan. Third, perhaps partly due to
the influence of ishråq¥ doctrines but also for independent reasons,
many of the philosophers of this school were associated with Sufism,
while at the same time much attention was paid in this region to the
more metaphysical and philosophical dimensions of Sufism as one
sees in the works of Shabistar¥, especially his Gulshan-i råz. Finally, it
is of interest to note that there was a notable rise of the use of the
Persian language for philosophical discourse in the School of Azarbaijan
in comparison with the School of Khurasan and also the later School
of Isfahan. Suhraward¥, who should be seen as the first major figure
of this school, although he lived somewhat earlier than the period of
its full flowering, wrote many philosophical treatises that are among
the masterpieces of Persian prose. T¨s¥ is known for a number of
Persian philosophical works especially the Akhlåq-i na„ir¥ also a classic
of Persian literature. His supposed relative, although from Kashan,
Af∂al al-D¥n Kåshån¥, wrote almost exclusively in a Persian of excep-
tional beauty and depth. ¨s¥’s colleague in Maraghah, Qu†b al-D¥n
Sh¥råz¥ is the author of a vast Persian encyclopedia of philosophy, the
Durrat al-tåj (The Jewel in the Crown) and Rash¥d al-D¥n Fa∂l Allåh, the
grand vizier of the Ál-Khånids who was both philosopher and historian
wrote his universal history, the first of its kind in human history, in
Persian in which he also wrote many of his philosophical and theologi-
cal discourses. This greater use of Persian, without however neglecting
Arabic as the major language of Islamic intellectual discourse, is to be
found in Persia and eastern Anatolia in many fields following the Mongol
invasion. Persian philosophical treatises of this period, as well as those
of the School of Shiraz, became also widely disseminated in India where
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Persian was used as an intellectual, as well as mystical, language even
more than in Persia itself, although again Arabic was not by any means
neglected in India any more than it was in Persia.

In leaving the School of Azarbaijan to travel south to Shiraz, it is
important to note that here, as in the schools of Baghdad, Khurasan,
and Andalusia, the main concern of philosophers was not only to
provide an intellectual vision and a means to understand the nature
of things within an intelligible framework but also to respond to the
reality of revelation, the knowledge it made possible, including illumi-
native knowledge, and the challenges it posed to philosophers as an
authentic and even the most authentic channel for the attainment of
ultimate knowledge by the human mind.

THE SCHOOL OF SHIRAZ

The devastation caused by the Mongol invasion and its aftermath not
only obliterated numerous centers of learning in Central Asia,
Khurasan, and Iraq but also inaugurated a period of unsettled and
chaotic conditions that was to last for a couple of centuries. Thanks to
the Atåbakån rulers of Fars, Shiraz was spared the fury of the Mongol
invasion, and from the seventh/thirteenth to the tenth/sixteenth cen-
turies when the Safavids united Persia, the city and its environs re-
mained a relative oasis of peace. During this period the later dynasties
of ≈l-i Jalåyir, ≈l-i Muπaffar, and ≈q-Quyünlü succeeded in preserv-
ing the atmosphere of peace and in encouraging learning. Already
during the fourth/tenth century during the B¨yid period, Shiraz had
become a major center of Islamic learning and was given the title dår
al-‘ilm or “abode of knowledge.” It even vied with Baghdad in the
domain of scholarship and science. On that historic basis, the Atåbakån
and the later dynasties mentioned above strengthened the tradition of
learning in Shiraz to the extent that after the conquest of Persia by
Tamerlane, his governors and later on successors continued to honor
the class of learned people in that city. In fact Shiraz continued to be
the dår al-‘ilm of the day into the Safavid period when the center of
learning including philosophy was transferred to Isfahan. But one
can never forget that the greatest figure of the School of Isfahan,
|adr al-D¥n Shiråz¥, was not only from Shiraz but also had received
his early education in that city. In fact he might be considered the
final major product of the School of Shiraz and his journey to Isfahan
the point of transfer of the main center of Islamic philosophy to that
city, even if in the latter part of his life, Mullå |adrå was to return
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to Shiraz to teach at the Khan School built for him by the governor of
Fars province.16

In any case the period from the eighth/fourteenth to the tenth/
sixteenth century marks the peak of philosophical activity in Shiraz.17

The beginning of this school was contemporary with the period of
philosophical activity associated with Azarbaijan and the end of the
peak of its activity with the founding of the School of Isfahan by M¥r
Dåmåd and the early decades of the activity of this school. As already
mentioned, the period from the seventh/thirteenth to the tenth/six-
teenth century is the most unknown and least studied in the history
of Islamic philosophy, and consequently many claim that it was in fact
a period of languor in Islamic philosophy, a period that did not pro-
duce a philosopher of the stature of Fåråb¥, Ibn S¥nå, Ibn Rushd,
Suhraward¥, or Mullå |adrå. Such a judgment can only be made,
however, after the works of major philosophers of this school are
studied. Certainly Mullå Sadrå himself had as great a respect for some
of the philosophers of this period as he did for those of earlier centu-
ries. Without doubt the School of Shiraz was of exceptional influence
in the intellectual life of the Ottoman world and Islamic India, as well
as of later schools of philosophy in Persia itself, starting with the
School of Isfahan, and produced a number of important philosophers.

Culturally and intellectually, although during the period in ques-
tion Shiraz was not as great a center of Islamic jurisprudence in its
Shi‘ite form as Najaf, it was a major center of Islamic theology and
principles of jurisprudence (u„ul al-fiqh), as well as literature and the
arts. It was also a major center of Sufism to the extent that it came to
be known as Burj al-awliyå˘ (the Tower of Saints) where many major
Sufi figures such as Aw±ad al-D¥n Kåzir¨n¥ and Shams al-D¥n
Mu±ammad Låh¥j¥ resided, not to speak of the greatest Sufi poet of the
Persian language, ¡åfiπ. Moreover, Shiraz soon became a major center
of philosophy, heir to the ishråq¥ school of Suhraward¥ as well as the
Peripatetic philosophy of the school of Ibn S¥nå.

All of these elements helped create the School of Shiraz, where
philosophical discourse became closely wed to theology and Sufism
and in certain cases the natural sciences. Many of the philosophers of
this school were drawn toward Sufism, others to Ash‘arite and later
Ithnå ‘ashar¥ kalåm, and yet others to medicine and astronomy, in
which they became accomplished masters. The School of Shiraz is in
fact almost as important for the history of Islamic theology and sci-
ence as it is for the history of Islamic philosophy. Furthermore, it was
in this school that the rapprochement between mashshå˘¥ and ishråq¥
philosophy, kalåm and gnosis (‘irfån) that characterizes the School of
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Isfahan was begun culminating in the rise of the most famous philoso-
pher of Shiraz, Mullå |adrå, who had studied in his early years in his
city of birth, Shiraz, probably under figures associated with the circle
of Jamål al-D¥n Ma±m¨d Sh¥råz¥, who was still teaching in 965/1557,
and possibly also the circle of Jalål al-D¥n Dawån¥ (d. 908/1501). The
greatest figures of the School of Shiraz18 such as ‘A∂ud al-D¥n Áj¥ (d.
756/1355), M¥r Sayyid Shar¥f Jurjån¥ (d. 816/1413), the Dashtak¥s, Jalål
al-D¥n Dawån¥, and Shams al-D¥n Khafr¥ (d. 957/1549) were in fact
known far beyond the borders of Fars, and many of them exercised
the greatest influence on Islamic thinkers of the Ottoman world and
Muslim India.

THE MAJOR PHILOSOPHERS OF THE SCHOOL OF SHIRAZ

Technically one should start the School of Shiraz with Qu†b al-D¥n
Sh¥råz¥, who, however, left Shiraz as a young man and who belongs
more to the School of Maraghah and Azarbaijan as mentioned earlier.
As for famous figures such as Áj¥ and Jurjån¥, they produced works of
philosophical theology and were essentially experts on kalåm rather
than falsafah. We shall therefore confine ourselves to four figures who
dominated the philosophical scene in Shiraz from the eighth/four-
teenth century to the tenth/sixteenth century before the time of Mullå
|adrå and who were full-fledged philosophers. These figures are |adr
al-D¥n Dashtak¥ and his son, Ghiyåth al-D¥n Man∑¨r, Jalål al-D¥n
Dawån¥, and Shams al-D¥n Khafr¥.

M¥r S.adr al-D¥n Dashtak¥ known also as Sayyid-i Sanad

|adr al-D¥n Mu±ammad Dashtak¥, the real founder of the School of
Shiraz was born in 828/1424 in the quarter of Dashtak in Shiraz into
a family who descended from the Prophet and who migrated to Shiraz
in the fifth/eleventh century.19 Later in life he was given the honorific
title of |adr al-‘ulamå˘ (Foremost among Scholars) and Sayyid al-
mudaqqiq¥n (Master of Knowledge of the Minutiae of Things), the
first title being often the cause of his being confused with |adr al-
muta˘allih¥n or Mullå |adrå. |adr al-D¥n Dashtak¥ studied Arabic and
the transmitted sciences with his uncle Sayyid ¡ab¥b Allåh Dashtak¥
and philosophy with Muslim Fårs¥, an otherwise unknown figure.
Some have also mentioned Mawlå Qawåm al-D¥n Mu±ammad Kulbår¥
as his teacher in logic and philosophy. Since the chain of transmission
of philosophical knowledge is of great importance, it is worthwhile to
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mention here |adr al-D¥n’s chain (silsilah), which connects him to the
masters of old, as recounted by his son.

Ibn S¥nå ➝ Bahmanyår ➝ Ab¨˘l-‘Abbås al-L¨kar¥ ➝ Af∂al al-
D¥n al-Gh¥lån¥ ➝ Sayyid |adr al-D¥n al-Sarakhs¥ ➝ Far¥d al-D¥n Dåmåd
al-Nayshåb¨r¥ ➝ Na∑¥r al-D¥n al-¨s¥ ➝ Qu†b al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥ ➝ Sayyid
Muslim Fårs¥ (grandfather) ➝ Sayyid Muslim Fårs¥ (father) ➝ Sayyid
Få∂il Muslim Fårs¥ ➝ Sayyid |adr al-D¥n Dashtak¥.20

This chain is of great significance not only for the understanding
of the “philosophical lineage” of |adr al-D¥n Dashtak¥ himself but also
for those of his son Ghiyåth al-D¥n, who was his father’s student, as
well as for the philosophical lineage of later philosophers of Shiraz,
Isfahan, and even Muslim India.

|adr al-D¥n became a major scholar and philosopher as well as
a powerful public figure. In 883/1478 he established the Man∑¨riyyah
madrasah in Shiraz, named after his son, Ghiyåth al-D¥n Man∑¨r, a
school where philosophy, logic, and the natural sciences, as well as
religious sciences, were taught. It became one of the most influential
centers of higher learning in later Islamic history. |adr al-D¥n’s life
ended tragically when the Turkic ruler of the city, thinking that |adr
al-D¥n had been involved in social disturbances, sent a group of ruffians
to his house where he was killed in 903/1497. He was buried in the
Man∑¨riyyah madrasah, where his mausoleum survives to this day.

|adr al-D¥n Dashtak¥ wrote nearly twenty works, many in the
form of glosses and commentaries on earlier texts, but these works are
not simply repetitions. Rather, they often contain many ideas associ-
ated with |adr al-D¥n himself or clarify difficult passages of the earlier
classics not elucidated in earlier commentaries. 21 In these texts |adr
al-D¥n reveals his mastery of both falsafah and kalåm but writes essen-
tially as a philosopher in the school of Ibn S¥nå. These works, many of
which have not been as yet edited and studied carefully,22 include
various subjects on logic, philosophy, and the natural sciences, includ-
ing a well-known work on agriculture. His most important work per-
haps is his commentaries upon the Tajr¥d of Na∑¥r al-D¥n ¨s¥, which
include several sets of glosses, criticisms by Dawån¥, and Dashtak¥’s
response to those criticisms. The debate between these two masters
was well known in Shiraz and also India, a debate in which |adr al-
D¥n usually held the upper hand. The two also debated about the
famous “liar’s paradox” well known to logicians.23 These debates led
to the discussion of different kinds of attribution (÷aml), which became
so important in Mullå |adrå. One can also see questions pertaining to
the principiality of existence or quiddity (a„ålat al-wuj¶d or måhiyyah),
mental existence, unity and gradation of wuj¶d, the immateriality of
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the imaginative faculty, and many other major philosophical concepts
that were to be treated fully by Mullå |adrå. In fact in many places in
his writings Mullå |adrå discusses the debates between |adr al-D¥n
Dashtak¥ and Dawån¥ and usually takes the side of Dashtak¥.24 He
even goes so far as to assert that before him Dashtak¥ believed in the
principiality of existence.25 In any case the revival of Islamic philoso-
phy in Isfahan during the Safavid period and especially the synthesis
of Mullå |adrå owes much to |adr al-D¥n Dashtak¥, a major philo-
sophical figure who has been greatly neglected in the study of Islamic
philosophy until now.

Before leaving this brief discussion of |adr al-D¥n Dashtak¥, one
must mention the remarkable intellectual role of the Dashtak¥ family
of which he was the patriarch. Besides Ghiyåth al-D¥n, who will be
discussed later, he had another son, ‘Imåd al-D¥n Mas‘¨d. Both had
many descendents who spread to various parts of Persia, Arabia, and
India. Some such as M¥r Niπåm al-D¥n Dashtak¥ (d. 1015/1607) have
left behind a number of notable gnostic works. His son M¥rzå
Mu±ammad Ma‘∑¨m Dashtak¥ (d. 1032/1622) lived in Mecca where
he taught Islamic jurisprudence according to the five schools of Is-
lamic Law. His son Niπåm al-D¥n A±mad, born in Ta˘if, went to the
Daccan in 1055/1645, on the order of the king of Daccan, where he
married his daughter and gained political authority. He has left be-
hind a d¥wån of Arabic poetry. His son Sayyid ‘Al¥ Khån Kab¥r was
born in Medina in 1066/1655 and studied in Mecca but then left for
India to visit his father. There he gained great prominence and became
a ruler but at the end of his life returned to Shiraz where he died in
1118/1706. His tomb is in the mausoleum of Shåh Chiråq. It is remark-
able how many notable scholars and philosophers appeared in this
family and how widespread was their influence in areas as far apart
as Mecca and Medina, Herat and Daccan, not to mention Shiraz itself.
But wherever they lived, taught, and wrote was still within the confines
of “the land of prophecy,” and like other Islamic philosophers before
and after them, they breathed in a universe where the reality of rev-
elation was ubiquitous.

Jalål al-D¥n Dawån¥

Before turning to |adr al-D¥n’s son Ghiyåth al-D¥n Man∑¨r, a word
must be said about the figure of the School of Shiraz best known in the
West, Jalål al-D¥n Mu±ammad ibn Sa‘d Kåzir¨n¥, known as Mu±aqqiq-i
Dawån¥. Born in Dawan near Kazirun in the vicinity of Shiraz in 830/
1427 (hence his name Dawån¥, which has by mistake sometimes been
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referred to as Dawwån¥), he studied both kalåm and falsafah in Shiraz.
Soon he became a famous scholar occupying the office of „adr or leader
of the ‘ulamå˘ after which he became teacher of the Begum madrasah.
Under the ≈q Quyünlü dynasty he became the qå¿¥ of the whole prov-
ince of Fars. He died at the beginning of the Safavid period in 908/
1502–03 and was buried in Dawan.

In his early intellectual life Dawån¥ was Sunni and an authority
on Sunni kalåm as his commentary upon Taftåzån¥’s work on Ash‘arite
kalåm, Tahdh¥b al-man†iq wa˘l-kalåm (Refinement of Logic and Kalåm)
makes clear. He also wrote works that attracted the attention of Otto-
man scholars, and he was widely popular in that realm. There is little
doubt, however, that at the end of his life, as ascertained in traditional
sources, on the basis of a dream, he embraced Shi‘ism. In any case he
remained widely popular in both Sunni and Shi‘ite scholarly circles in
the Ottoman world, Persia, and Muslim India.26

The fame of Dawån¥ among the general public rests on his very
popular work of philosophical ethics entitled Lawåmi‘ al-ishråq f¥ makårim
al-akhlåq (Flashes of Illumination concerning Ethical Virtues), known
more commonly as Akhlåq-i jalål¥ (Jalålean Ethics).27 This work is the
third major opus in this genre of philosophical ethics in Islam. The
first well-known work of this kind that sought to deal with ethics as
discussed in Greek philosophy from an Islamic point of view and in
light of Islamic philosophy, and also Sufism, was Ibn Miskawayh’s
Tahdh¥b al-akhlåq (The Refinement of Character)28 written in Arabic.
This famous treatise in turn served as the basis for Na∑¥r al-D¥n al-¨s¥’s
Akhlåq -i nå„ir¥.29 Written in Persian this very popular work expanded
the scope of Ibn Miskawayh’s treatise to include “domestic disciplines”
and politics.30 Dawån¥ in turn based his book on ethics on that of ¨s¥
and like him dealt with law, politics, and certain aspects of economics,
as well as moral philosophy, and also dealt with such subjects as the
distinction between a legitimate and an illegitimate ruler, good and evil
societies, and categories of human beings from the virtuous to the evil.

Dawån¥ added Quranic references, ÷ad¥ths, and sayings of Sufis
to his text, and his interpretation of philosophical ethics was more
illuminative (ishråq¥), whereas ¨s¥ was more Avicennan (mashshå˘¥).
Dawån¥ also sought to correlate the philosophical teachings of Aristotle
concerning the mean with the Quranic doctrine of moderation and
emphasized that ultimately the mean in ethical action is attained, as
far as the content and not form is concerned, through revelation and
Divine Law and not reason. This work of Dawån¥ along with those of
his predecessors and successors on philosophical ethics is very de-
monstrative of the form that philosophical ethics and practical phi-
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losophy take when philosophy is cultivated in the land of prophecy. As
far as practical philosophy and ethics are concerned, one can see clear
parallels to this Islamic development not only in the Jewish and Chris-
tian traditions but also in lands beyond the confines of the Arahamic
traditions, such as in the Confucian and Neo-Confucian worlds.

Dawån¥ was known not only for his works on kalåm and ethics.
He was also fully a philosopher with strong ishråq¥ tendencies. His
most famous work in this domain is Shawåkil al-h¶r f¥ shar÷ hayåkil al-
n¶r (Forms of Brightness concerning the Temples of Light),31 a work
that clarifies many of the subtleties of Suhraward¥’s Hayåkil al-n¶r,
(Temples of Light) including clarifying the meaning of the word haykal
as used by Suhraward¥. Although this work is an important opus in
the ishråq¥ tradition and was popular in both Persia and India, it was
strongly criticized in Ghiyåth al-D¥n Man∑¨r’s own commentary upon
the Suhrawardian text.

This ishråq¥ commentary of Dawån¥ is not his only ishråq¥ work.
Many of his other writings, such as his metaphysical treatise al-Zawra’,
written in Najaf while he was on pilgrimage and therefore called
“Tigris,” have a strong ishråq¥ color. Ideas expressed in these and other
works were of keen interest to later philosophers especially those of
the School of Isfahan and Mullå |adrå devoted many pages to their
discussion, especially in the Asfår. Among the most well known views
associated with Dawån¥ is a special interpretation of the unity and
principiality of being called “dhawq al-ta˘alluh,” which is discussed ex-
tensively but rejected by Mullå |adrå and later |adrian philosophers.

Ghiyåth al-D¥n Man„¶r Dashtak¥

Ghiyåth al-D¥n Man∑¨r, the oldest son of |adr al-D¥n Dashtak¥, is
considered by many as the foremost Islamic philosopher of the tenth/
sixteenth century, preceding M¥r Dåmåd and the greatest ishråq¥ phi-
losopher between Qu†b al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥ and the foundation of the School
of Isfahan,32 although he was not only an ishråq¥ philosopher but was
also well versed in mashshå˘¥ philosophy and ‘irfån. Born in the quar-
ter of Dashtak in Shiraz in 866/1461, he displayed signs of exceptional
intelligence from childhood and was for that reason greatly loved by
his father, who, as already mentioned, named the famous Man∑¨riyyah
madrasah after him and undertook to educate him himself. Soon Ghiyåth
al-D¥n Man∑¨r became a major thinker, well versed in the natural and
mathematical sciences and philosophy, not to speak of theology and
the religious sciences. He was a polymath like Na∑¥r al-D¥n al-¨s¥
and Bahå˘ al-D¥n al-‘≈mil¥ and considered an authority in language
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and logic, theology and philosophy, jurisprudence and Quranic com-
mentary, astronomy and mathematics, medicine and pharmacology,
as well as ethics and ‘irfån.33 Like ¨s¥ before him, he was given the
title of the “eleventh intellect” (in reference to the ten intellects in Ibn
S¥nå’s philosophy), and like M¥r Dåmåd after him, he was called by
some the “Third Teacher,” following Aristotle, the “First Teacher,”
and Fåråb¥, the “Second Teacher.”34 Not only did he teach philosophy
and theology in the Man∑¨riyyah madrasah, but in 927/1521 he was
called to Maraghah to repair the observatory constructed by Na∑¥r al-
D¥n ¨s¥ and to complete the Ál-Khånid Z¥j (astronomical tables). As
for medicine, his books such as al-Shåfiyah (The Healer) and Ma‘ålim
al-shifå˘ (Milestones of Healing) were taught for a long time to medical
students. When the Safavids conquered Persia, Ghiyåth al-D¥n was
chosen to the high religious office of „adr and served in this important
function for many years until in 938/1531–32 when he withdrew from
politics completely and distanced himself from the Safavid court, re-
tiring to Shiraz, where he died in 948/1542. The political climate which
turned against him caused many of his students and learned descen-
dents to leave Shiraz for India or the Hejaz with the result that the
School of Shiraz became much weakened after him but also much
better known in other regions, especially in the Indian Subcontinent.

Because of political opposition to Ghiyåth al-D¥n Man∑¨r and his
followers in Shiraz, there are not many extant manuscripts of his
writings, and few of his works have appeared in printed form. Works
attributed to him include al-Mu÷åkamåt (Trials), in which he compares
the glosses of his father and Dawån¥ upon Shar÷ al-tajr¥d and criticizes
Dawån¥ severely; his commentary upon the Hayåkil al-n¶r of Suhraward¥,
which is much longer than that of Dawån¥ and again critical of the
latter; Shifå˘ al-qul¶b (Healing of Hearts) which seeks to clarify the
difficulties of Ibn S¥nå’s Kitåb al-shifå˘ (The Book of Healing); al-¡ikmat
al-man„¶riyyah (Man∑¨rean Philosophy), written from an ishråq¥ point
of view and considered by the author as his most important work; al-
Ishåråt wa’l-talw¥÷åt (Directives and Intimations) since it combines the
teachings of Ibn S¥nå and Suhraward¥; Maqåmåt al-‘årif¥n (Stations of
the Gnostics), to which we shall turn shortly; a number of treatises on
the various sciences such as mathematics and medicine; and Akhlåq-i
man„¶r¥ (Man∑¨rean Ethics), written within the tradition of philosophi-
cal ethics before him but never matching the popularity of either Akhlåq-i
nå„ir¥ or Akhlåq-i jalål¥.

Of special interest among the works of Ghiyåth al-D¥n from the
point of view of the relation between philosophy and revelation is his
commentary on chapter 76 of the Quran, “S¶rat al-insån,” entitled Tu÷fat
al-fatå. Because of the questions that arose about the Makkan or
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Medinan origin of the verses of this chapter and the realities to which
many of its verses refer, numerous commentaries have been written
upon it from the fourth/tenth century commentary of A±mad ibn
Mu±ammad al-‘≈∑im¥ to those of Mawlå ¡ab¥b Allåh Kåshån¥ and
Mu±ammad ‘Al¥ Hamadån¥ composed during the last two centuries.
In addition this chapter has of course been commented upon by vari-
ous famous Quranic commentators. Ghiyåth al-D¥n made use of the
earlier commentaries, especially those of Fakhr al-D¥n al-Råz¥, al-
Zamakhshar¥, al-Bay∂åw¥, and al-Nayshåb¨r¥. But Ghiyåth al-D¥n’s
commentary differs in many ways from the views of such commenta-
tors, as well as those who wrote commentaries on S¶rat al-insån alone
in that Ghiyåth al-D¥n’s approach is essentially philosophical and gnostic.
In fact this work is among the most important in the category of philo-
sophical commentaries on the Quran and is without doubt one of the
most outstanding commentaries written by an Islamic philosopher be-
fore Mullå |adrå’s monumental commentary on the Sacred Text.

Let us now turn to the treatise Maqåmåt al-‘årif¥n, which contains
the summary of the thought of Ghiyåth al-D¥n Man∑¨r and is in many
ways a synopsis of the teachings of the School of Shiraz.35 This treatise
was written in his later life and has a clear Shi‘ite color. It is a com-
mentary upon “F¥ maqåmåt al-‘årif¥n” (On the Stations of the Gnostics),
the ninth chapter of Ibn S¥nå’s al-Ishåråt wa˘l-tanb¥håt with material
added perhaps inspired by Khwåjah ‘Abd Allåh An∑år¥’s Manåzil al-
så˘ir¥n (Resting Places of the Travelers), as well as certain kalåm¥ dis-
cussions. Verses of the Quran, ÷ad¥ths, and Arabic and Persian poems
from classical poets such as ¡allåj, R¨m¥, and ¡åfiπ also adorn the
text. This work contains discussions of some of the most profound
and intricate aspects of ‘irfån, such as the meaning of the sacred saying
(÷ad¥th quds¥) called “qurb al-nawåfil,” the transcendent unity of being
and the “flow of existence” where the influence of Ibn ‘Arab¥ is evi-
dent. He also speaks of the flow of love (‘ishq) in all things in a manner
reminiscent of Mullå |adrå.

One sees in the pages of this work references to Peripatetic phi-
losophy, especially that of Ibn S¥nå, as well as the kalåm of Fakhr al-
D¥n al-Råz¥, which he criticizes several times. He also distances himself
from later theologians such as Áj¥, Jurjån¥, and Taftåzån¥. Furthermore,
he quotes Suhraward¥, and the work has definitely an ishråq¥ color. He
even refers to his own writings on medicine and psychology in his
discussion of love and music. Also in the manner of Mullå |adrå in his
Si a„l (Three Principles) and Kasr al-a„nåm al-jåhililyyah (Breaking the
Idols of the Age of Ignorance), Ghiyåth al-D¥n Man∑¨r criticizes the
pseudo-Sufis who do not heed the Shar¥‘ah, as well as those who pay
attention only to the outward meaning of the religion and not its
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inward dimension. He seeks to unite Shar¥‘ah, T
•
ar¥qah, and ¡aq¥qah in

a context that is both philosophical and gnostic. He himself mentions
that this work was written in an ‘irfån¥ language complementing his
Riyå¿ al-ri¿wån (Garden of Paradise), which was written in a Peripa-
tetic language.36 He also speaks specifically of Shi‘ite gnosis (‘irfån-i
sh¥‘¥). In this context there is also a profound discussion of the ‘irfån¥
and ishråq¥ dimensions of prophecy. This section of the work is espe-
cially interesting in revealing how in later Islamic philosophy the phi-
losophers dealt with the question of prophecy and how philosophy in
the sense conceived by Pythagoras and Parmenides blossomed fully
again in a space dominated by prophecy in its Abrahamic form as it
had done earlier in ancient Greece where it was wed to prophetic
experience as prophecy was understood by the founders of Greek
philosophy in the context of the Greek religious universe.

The Maqåmåt al-‘årif¥n of Ghiyåth al-D¥n Man∑¨r is indicative of
the rapprochement that was taking place in the School of Shiraz be-
tween mashshå˘¥ philosophy, ishråq¥ philosophy or theosophy, ‘irfån,
and kalåm. It is this rapprochement that prepared the ground for the
grand synthesis of Mullå |adrå in the eleventh/seventeenth century.
In reading this treatise one becomes aware of how much the School of
Isfahan owed to the School of Shiraz and more specifically how in-
debted Mullå |adrå was to Ghiyåth al-D¥n Man∑¨r, whom he cites
with such respect in his works, especially the Asfår.

Ghiyåth al-D¥n Man∑¨r had a number of outstanding students
who continued his teachings well into the Safavid period. Among
them was his son Am¥r |adr al-D¥n Mu±ammad Thån¥, who taught at
the Man∑¨riyyah madrasah until at least 961/1554 when he composed
a work entitled al-Dhikrå (Remembrance) dealing with juridical, theo-
logical, philosophical, and gnostic themes. Due to politically adverse
conditions, he is said to have fled from Shiraz to Gilan, where he spent
the rest of his life in an unknown condition and where he died. Ghiyåth
al-D¥n’s other famous students include Fakhr al-D¥n Sammåk¥ and Jamål
al-D¥n Ma±m¨d Sh¥råz¥,37 one of whose students may have been the
first teacher of Mullå |adrå while he was studying as a young man in
Shiraz. In any case, Ghiyåth al-D¥n Man∑¨r’s influence was to continue
for a long time in both Shiraz and Isfahan, as well as in India, and he
left a deep imprint on later Islamic philosophy.

Shams al-D¥n Khafr¥

After Ghiyåth al-D¥n Man∑¨r, the most important student of |adr al-
D¥n Dashtak¥ was Mullå Shams al-D¥n Mu±ammad ibn A±mad Khafr¥,
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also known as Mu±aqqiq-i Khafr¥, who was born in the district of
Khafr near Shiraz.38 The date of his birth is not known, but it is known
that he studied philosophy and the sciences in Shiraz mostly with
|adr al-D¥n Dashtak¥ and possibly with Dawån¥. Later in life he mi-
grated to Kashan, where he trained his most famous student, Shåh
åhir ibn Ra∂¥ al-D¥n and where he became a major religious and
intellectual figure, even attracting the attention of the Safavid court.
He died in that city around 957/1552 and was buried near Imåm-
zådah ‘A†åbakhsh. Already during his lifetime he was celebrated as
an outstanding logician, mathematician, and astronomer, as well as
philosopher. Although very little research has been done on his
scientific works, a recent study of one of his astronomical works has
revealed that he was a major astronomer worthy of comparison with
Na∑¥r al-D¥n ¨s¥ and Qu†b al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥.39

Khafr¥’s works written mostly in the form of commentaries and
glosses deal with philosophy, theology, the mathematical sciences,
and even the occult sciences such as geomancy. His philosophical
works include glosses on commentaries upon ¨s¥’s Tajr¥d, a treatise
on the hylé, commentary upon the ¡ikmat al-‘ayn by Dab¥rån-i Kåtib¥,
a treatise on the transcendent unity of being (wa÷dat al-wuj¶d ), and
a treatise entitled al-Asfår al-arba‘ah (The Four Journeys), which some
believe to have been the source for the title of Mullå |adrå’s mag-
num opus, for it is known that Mullå |adrå was very familiar with
Khafr¥’s works.40

Khafr¥ in fact marks a major further step within the School of
Shiraz in the direction of the “transcendent theosophy” (al-÷ikmat al-
muta‘åliyah) of Mullå |adrå. While his teacher |adr al-D¥n Dashtak¥
wrote on Peripatetic philosophy separately even if he was interested
in gnosis and ishråq, Khafr¥ sought to combine ‘irfån and ishråq with
mashshå’¥ philosophy rather than keeping them apart and even pro-
vided demonstration for wa÷dat al-wuj¶d, which |adr al-D¥n Dashtak¥
had considered to be beyond demonstration. Also in the discussion of
wa÷dat al-wuj¶d, Khafr¥ dealt with the reality of wuj¶d in a way that is
close to Mullå |adrå’s view of the principiality of existence (a„ålat al-
wuj¶d ).41 Even in writing philosophical commentaries upon the Quran
and ¡ad¥th, in which he sought to bring al-qur˘ån (the Quran), burhån
(demonstration), and ‘irfån together in a synthesis, he, like his teacher
Ghiyåth al-D¥n Man∑¨r, took a major step in the direction of Mullå
|adrå whose commentaries on the Quran and ¡ad¥th are well known.
It is no wonder that Mullå |adrå refers in the study of both metaphys-
ics and natural philosophy so often to Khafr¥ as do later followers of
Mullå |adrå such as Sabziwår¥.
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THE SCHOOL OF SHIRAZ AND ISLAMIC PHILOSOPHY IN INDIA

The rise of interest in Islamic philosophy in India not only coincides
with the life of the School of Shiraz but was also directly affected by
it. The works of this school as well as a number of scholars trained in
it reached India and played a major role in the rise of interest in the
Islamic intellectual sciences, especially philosophy, in that land. The
reception of the works of the Safavid philosophers such as Mullå |adrå
in India was based on the ground prepared by the propagation of the
teachings of the School of Shiraz in the Subcontinent not only in phi-
losophy and theology but also in medicine and the natural and math-
ematical sciences.

The influence of the School of Shiraz in India goes back to the
Lodhi period and especially the reign of Sikandar Lodhi, who was
much interested in philosophy. It is he who invited Raf¥‘ al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥,
who had been a disciple of Dawån¥, to migrate to India to teach both
the religious sciences and philosophy.42 Later, Shåh åhir ibn Ra∂¥ al-
D¥n, the foremost student of Khafr¥, became among the most impor-
tant figures of the School of Shiraz who journeyed to India and played
a major role in the history of Indian Islam especially in Daccan.43 A
descendent of the Ismå‘¥l¥ imams, he lived in Kashan, where he stud-
ied with Khafr¥ and where he soon became a celebrated philosopher,
gnostic, and scientist of his own. Many people would travel to Kashan
to meet him. Even the Safavid king, Shåh Ismå‘¥l, became devoted to
him. This interest aroused jealousy at court, however, where his en-
emies accused him of being an Ismå‘¥l¥ and even a heretic. These provo-
cations continued until the shah turned against him and ordered him
to be killed, but the prime minister, who was a Sufi and a disciple of
Shåh åhir, informed him beforehand of the danger; so Shåh åhir set
out with his family for Daccan, India, and never returned to Persia.
Shåh Ismå‘¥l later realized his error and invited him to return to his
homeland, an invitation that was refused. Shah åhir settled in
Ahmadnagar in Daccan, where soon he became well known to the
extent that the king brought him to his court. When the king’s son fell
ill, Shåh åhir openly declared his own Shi‘ism and asked the king to
give alms in the name of the Twelfth Imam. When the son was mi-
raculously cured, the king accepted Twelve-Imam Shi‘ism in 928/1513.
This event had a major role in the spread of Shi‘ism and the Shi‘ite
sciences in the Daccan. While in such position of eminence, Shåh åhir
continued to write to his teacher, Khafr¥, and even sent him his works
for criticism and correction.

Shåh åhir wrote a number of philosophical and literary works
in addition to acting as a major public figure. His philosophical works
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include his glosses upon the metaphysics of the Shifå˘ and Ishåråt of
Ibn S¥nå, glosses upon the Mu÷åkamåt (Trials) of Qu†b al-D¥n Råz¥, and
a number of theological and scientific works that have a philosophical
component. He died in 952/1545 in Ahmadnagar where he was buried,
having transformed in a notable way the history of Islam in the Daccan
and having played a major role in the spread of philosophy in India.

The tree planted by Shåh åhir was further nourished by an-
other figure from the School of Shiraz whose role in the propagation
of Islamic philosophy and the sciences in India is also of the greatest
importance. He is M¥r Fat± Allåh Sh¥råz¥, who was a student of Jamål
al-D¥n Ma±m¨d Sh¥råz¥ and who migrated from Shiraz to India.44 He
was born in Shiraz, where he received his education under the tute-
lage of such teachers as Jamål al-D¥n Ma±m¨d, himself a student of
Ghiyåth al-D¥n and Dawån¥, and also directly under Ghiyåth al-D¥n
Man∑¨r. Soon he became a well-known philosopher and scientist, as
well as teacher of the transmitted sciences. The king of Bijapur, ‘Al¥
‘≈dil Shåh, had assembled many men of learning at this court and
invited M¥r Fat± Allåh Sh¥råz¥ to join them. The latter accepted, leav-
ing Shiraz permanently for India, where he became such an important
figure both politically and intellectually that the Indian historian Saiyid
Athar Abbas Rizvi writes, “The arrival of Shåh Fat± Allåh Sh¥råz¥
[another name by which he was known in India] was the turning
point in the history Shi‘ism in northern India.”45 Rizvi might have
added “and for the intellectual life of the whole of Islam, both Sunni
and Shi‘ite in India.” Akbar wanted Shåh Fat± Allåh Sh¥råz¥ at his
court, and after the death of ‘Ādil Shåh this became possible. In 991/
1583 the great Persian savant was received royally at the Mogul court
and became one of the most important intellectual, religious, and
political figures of the realm. He was instrumental in reforms in taxa-
tion, in agriculture, in the invention of many mechanical instruments,
in the devising of a new calendar, and most important of all, in edu-
cational reform.

M¥r or Shåh Fat± Allåh Sh¥råz¥ was a major scientist and engi-
neer. He was the foremost astronomer and mathematician of his day
in India and in addition the inventor of many instruments and me-
chanical gadgets, including a mechanical mill, new means and meth-
ods of irrigation, certain forms of military technology, and so on.46

There are in fact so may inventions associated with him that it is
difficult to understand how a man who was also a major philosopher
and a political and administrative figure of the highest rank could
have had the time to invent them all. M¥r Fat± Allåh Sh¥råz¥ was also
an accomplished physician. One day when the later history of Islamic
science is written in full, he is bound to occupy an important position
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in it. Moreover, he is yet another example of a philosopher of the
School of Shiraz who, like Ghiyåth al-D¥n Man∑¨r and Shams al-D¥n
Khafr¥, was also an accomplished scientist.

Among M¥r Fat± Allåh Sh¥råz¥’s most enduring contributions
were the educational reforms he carried out on the orders of the
Emperor Akbar. Sh¥råz¥ introduced works of philosophical theology
by figures such as Jurjån¥ and Dawån¥, as well as works of pure philoso-
phy by Ghiyåth al-D¥n Man∑¨r Dashtak¥ and others into the curriculum
of traditional Islamic madrasahs both Sunni and Shi‘ite. Henceforth the
teaching of Islamic philosophy would continue in many centers of learn-
ing until our own times in contrast to the Arab world where the intel-
lectual sciences and especially philosophy ceased to be taught in
non-Shi‘ite madrasahs practically after the eighth/fourteenth century.

M¥r Fat± Allåh Sh¥råz¥ wrote a number of works, some of which
have been lost. These include a Quranic commentary (now lost), a
Persian translation of Ibn S¥nå’s al-Qån¶n fi˘l-†ibb (The Canon of Medi-
cine) (attributed to him but possibly by another author with a similar
name), and a number of glosses and commentaries upon difficult texts
of philosophy and philosophical theology by ¨s¥, Taftåzån¥, and
Dawån¥. His most important philosophical impact was, however,
through his educational reforms and the training of a number of stu-
dents, many of whom gained great eminence on their own. In Persia
the famous philosopher Mu±ammad Ma±m¨d Dihdår had studied
with him and preceded his master to Bijapur, where, after M¥r Fat±
Allåh’s migration, he continued to study philosophy with his old
master. M¥r Fat± Allåh also had numerous other disciples in India
whose names cannot be recounted here. There is, however, one excep-
tion who must be mentioned, and that is Mawlånå ‘Abd al-Salåm of
Lahore who studied philosophy under him in the Punjab. He in turn
was the master of Mullå ‘Abd al-Salåm of Dewa, east of Lucknow, who
was made mufti of the imperial army by Shåhjahån but who was also
a philosopher. His student Daniyål Chawras¥, also from Lucknow, be-
came in turn the teacher of Mullå Qu†b al-D¥n, one of the most re-
nowned Muslim scholars of the eleventh/seventeenth century in India.

It was upon the violent death of Mullå Qu†b al-D¥n that the
emperor Aurangzeb bequeathed to his descendents a mansion in
Lucknow that had belonged to the Dutch. This quarter became known
as Farangi Mahall and the most important center of Islamic philoso-
phy in India until the partition of 1948.47 The third son of Mullå Qu†b
al-D¥n, Mullå Niπåm al-D¥n, who had studied with several masters of
the school of M¥r Fat± Allåh Sh¥råz¥ became the principle teacher at
Farangi Mahall, and numerous students came from all over India to
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study with him. He devised the dars-i niz
•
åm¥ or Niπåm¥ curriculum,

which included a strong philosophical component along with the re-
ligious sciences. These students took the curriculum to the four cor-
ners of India, and it became the mainstay of madrasah teachings for the
next three centuries. The members of the family continued to teach at
Farangi Mahall, which remained the main center for the study of Is-
lamic philosophy in India until it closed its doors in the 1960s. It is
also interesting to note that the other major center in India for the
study of Islamic philosophy, that of Khayrabad, was also based on the
teachings of the school of Farangi Mahall because its founder, Mullå
‘Abd al-Wå±id Khayråbåd¥, had studied at Farangi Mahall.

One therefore sees the immense influence of M¥r Fat± Allåh
Sh¥råz¥ on the whole later history of Islamic philosophy in India, of
which he was himself one of the most outstanding figures.48 And
through M¥r Fat± Allåh Sh¥råz¥ one can see the significance of the
School of Shiraz itself, of which he was a product, upon the intellec-
tual life of Muslim India from the eighth/fourteenth century onward.
Of course there were many other eminent scholars and philosophers
of Shiraz who migrated to India, such as M¥rzå Jån Sh¥råz¥, but never
gained the influence nor played as permanent a role in the intellectual
and philosophical life of Muslim India as M¥r Fat± Allåh Sh¥råz¥, who
remained a major public figure to the end of his life. M¥r Fath Allåh
accompanied Akbar to Kashmir, where M¥r Fat± Allåh fell seriously ill
and died shortly thereafter in 990/1590 and was buried on top of the
beautiful Sulaymaniyyah Mountains in that land. The emperor was so
bereaved that he said after his death, “Had he fallen into the hands of
Franks, and had they demanded all my treasures in exchange for him,
I should gladly have entered upon such a profitable traffic, and have
bought that precious jewel cheap.”49

Despite its permanent effect upon the whole development of the
Islamic intellectual sciences and particularly philosophy in Muslim
India, the most important effect of the School of Shiraz was in making
possible the genesis of the Safavid renaissance in the field of philoso-
phy associated with M¥r Dåmåd and what has come to be well known
as the School of Isfahan, whose most illustrious figure, Mullå |adrå,
was also from Shiraz. In his works and that of his followers, many of
the most profound dimensions of philosophy, functioning in a land
whose intellectual horizons are dominated by prophecy, received their
most perfect and complete formulations and many Islamic philosophi-
cal issues their most complete and fullest flowering.
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C H A P T E R  11

The School of Isfahan Revisited

PRELUDE

Several decades have passed since Henry Corbin and I began to use
the term School of Isfahan, to which I have already referred in this
work. But being a book dedicated to the relations between philosophy
and the reality of prophecy, especially in its Islamic form, it is neces-
sary to revisit this school both because of its own significance and
because of its role in the training of Mullå |adrå, who is a key figure
in the full flowering of prophetic philosophy in Islam. In a sense the
School of Isfahan follows upon the wake of the School of Shiraz, and
Mullå |adrå is himself the most direct link between the two. But the
School of Isfahan also had precedents outside of Shiraz, and there
were a number of philosophers not associated directly with the School
of Shiraz who had an important role in preparing the intellectual back-
ground for the School of Isfahan and who especially sought that unity
among different schools of Islamic philosophy, theology, and gnosis
for which Mullå |adrå, the supreme figure of the School of Isfahan, is
so well known. Here, we shall confine ourselves to three significant
and fascinating figures: Ibn Turkah I∑fahån¥, Qå∂¥ Maybud¥ (also pro-
nounced M¥bud¥), and Ibn Ab¥ Jumh¨r A±så˘¥, all contemporaries of
the later luminaries of the School of Shiraz.

|å˘¥n al-D¥n Turkah I∑fahån¥ (d. 835/1432 or 836/1433) was a
member of a famous family of scholars of Isfahan but of Turkeman
origin. He began his studies with his older brother, then traveled to
the Hejaz, Syria, and Egypt, where he continued to study. He returned
to Persia but was exiled for some time by Tamerlane to Samarqand
and could return to Isfahan only after the latter’s death. He filled
important public functions and suffered political persecution, but his
life was given mainly to Sufism and philosophy, although he was also
an authority on Islamic Law and theology.1 Ibn Turkah was also a
member of the ¡ur¨f¥ school, which considered the highest knowl-
edge to be contained in the symbolism of the letters of the Arabic
alphabet, the alphabet of the sacred language of the Islamic revelation.
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Established by a mysterious figure named al-Mugh¥rah in the early
Islamic period, the ¡ur¨f¥ school was based on the Islamic science of
the esoteric meaning of letters corresponding to the science of the
symbolism of letters found in the Jewish Kabbalah. This science in its
Islamic form had a deep influence upon certain forms of Sufism, early
Ismå‘¥lism, and Ithnå ‘ashar¥ Shi‘ism and is said to have been first
taught by ‘Al¥ ibn Ab¥ ålib. It is remarkable to note how Ibn Turkah
combined theology, philosophy, and Sufism with his ¡ur¨f¥ views.

The writings of Ibn Turkah include several on the esoteric
significance of the science of letters known in Arabic as al-jafr; com-
mentaries on works of celebrated Sufi figures such as Ibn ‘Arab¥, Ibn
al-Fåri∂, Fakhr al-D¥n ‘Iråq¥, and Ma±m¨d Shabistar¥; works on Is-
lamic theology and philosophy; and Quranic commentaries. His com-
mentary on the verse of the cleaving of the moon reveals his
acquaintance with nearly all the different schools of Islamic thought.
In this work he discusses the interpretation of this verse by literalists,
theologians, Peripatetics, Illuminationists, Sufis of the school of Ibn
‘Arab¥, the ¡ur¨f¥s, and Shi‘ite esoterists.2 This discussion and his
other works reveal the integrating nature of Ibn Turkah’s thought and
his attempt to synthesize various intellectual perspectives into a unified
vision to accord with the inner meaning of prophecy and revelation.

In discussing Ibn Turkah, a separate word must be said about his
most popular work, the Tamh¥d al-qawå‘id (The Disposition of Prin-
ciples), which is among the most widely studied texts on ‘irfån to this
day as seen by the fact that one of the most eminent contemporary
philosophers of Persia has recently written an extensive commentary
upon it.3 During the past few centuries those who have been students
of the school of Mullå |adrå in Persia have usually been also familiar
with the Tamh¥d al-qawå‘id, and many have studied it with a master in
order to become fully familiar with the ‘irfån of the school of Ibn
‘Arab¥, which constitutes such an important component of the “tran-
scendent theosophy” of Mullå |adrå and a major stage for reaching
the synthesis that one observes in Mullå |adrå’s teachings.

Ibn Turkah was a Shi‘ite thinker, but figures preceding the School
of Isfahan who sought to synthesize theology, philosophy, and Sufism
were not all Shi‘ite. A figure of note, who was a Sunni student of Jalål
al-D¥n Dawån¥ and who was in fact put to death after Shah Ismå‘¥l
conquered Persia, because he was a Sunni and opposed Shi‘ism, was
Qå∂¥ Am¥r ¡usayn ibn Mu‘¥n al-D¥n Maybud¥ (d. 910/1503–1504),
from a town near Yazd. Maybud¥ was essentially a Peripatetic phi-
losopher but was also deeply immersed in both theology and Sufism.
He is best known for his well-known commentaries on the ¡idåyat al-
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÷ikmah of Ath¥r al-D¥n Abhar¥ and ¡ikmat al-‘ayn of Najm al-D¥n
Dab¥rån-i Kåtib¥, which have remained popular to this day. But he
also wrote kalåm¥ works and poetry, which reflects more clearly his
Sufi leanings, including a commentary on the d¥wån of poetry attrib-
uted to ‘Al¥ ibn Ab¥ ålib. Moreover, he was an accomplished scientist
and the author of several mathematical and astronomical works. His
attempt to synthesize philosophy, cosmology, and ‘irfån is to be seen
most fully in his Persian work Jåm-i g¥t¥-namå (The Cup Reflecting the
Cosmos). Not much research has been carried out concerning Maybud¥,
but the fact that there was such a figure who wrote such popular
works attests to the fact that the continuation of the life of Islamic
philosophy in later centuries was not limited to Shi‘ite circles but also
extended to Sunni ones as seen in the vast influence of the School of
Shiraz in Muslim India among both Sunnis and Shi‘ites.

The third major figure outside the School of Shiraz worthy of
mention here as preparing the ground for the School of Isfahan is Ibn
Ab¥ Jumh¨r A±så˘¥, who died sometime around 906/1501.4 A Shi‘ite
Arab who was born in A±så˘, where he carried out his earliest stud-
ied, Ibn Ab¥ Jumh¨r also studied in Jabal ‘≈mil and then traveled to
Persia, where he settled in Khurasan. Known as a jurisprudent, theo-
logian, and a philosopher, he was also an accomplished scholar of
¡ad¥th cited by Mu±ammad Båqir Majlis¥ and other later Shi‘ite au-
thorities, some of whom, however, criticized his work in this field. In
a way he was like ‘Allåmah ¡ill¥, a major Shi‘ite scholar of the trans-
mitted sciences, who was also a philosopher. But Ibn Ab¥ Jumh¨r was
more immersed in ishråq¥ philosophy and ‘irfån than his illustrious
predecessor. The earlier works of A±så˘¥, such as Kitåb maslak al-afhåm
f¥ ‘ilm al-kalåm (The Book of the Way of Understandings of the Science
of Theology) dealt mostly with kalåm, but his most important work,
for which he remains famous, Kitåb al-mujl¥ mir˘åt al-munj¥ (The Book
of the Illuminated, Mirror of the Savior) is primarily an ishråq¥ work
and in fact a major text in that tradition. In the Kitåb a¬-mujl¥ he deals
with themes common to philosophy and theology, such as the nature
of God and the question of knowledge; but he foregoes purely theo-
logical issues to concentrate on doctrines of the school of Illumination
and to some extent ‘irfån. In this essentially ishråq¥ work there are
numerous quotations from Shahraz¨r¥’s major ishråq¥ text, al-Shajarat
al-ilåhiyyah (The Divine Tree). Ibn Ab¥ Jumh¨r also shows interest in
Ibn ‘Arab¥, and some elements of Ibn ‘Arabian gnosis are present in
his work.

In any case these three figures, and some others such as Rajab
‘Al¥ Burs¥, a Shi‘ite philosopher and theologian from Iraq, helped along
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with the great masters of the School of Shiraz to prepare the ground
for the appearance of the School of Isfahan. All of these philosophers
were deeply interested in one way or another in the philosophical
significance of the reality of prophecy and its consequences, and it
was on the basis of their effects that “prophetic philosophy” in its
Islamic form reached its peak in the School of Isfahan and especially
its most significant representative Mullå Sadrå.

MĪ R DĀMĀD: THE FOUNDER OF THE SCHOOL OF ISFAHAN

The philosophical school founded in the tenth/sixteenth century in
Isfahan by M¥r Dåmåd is of exceptional importance in being both a
synthesis of nearly a millennium of Islamic thought and the last major
school of traditional philosophy in Islamic civilization, one that has
cast its influence on Persia, Iraq, and the Muslim parts of the Indian
Subcontinent for the past four centuries. This school was established
after the Safavids unified Persia under the banner of Shi‘ism and made
their capital Isfahan, which soon became not only a major center of
Islamic art but also of learning. Scholars have differed as to the social
and political conditions of the day in relation to philosophical and
scientific activity. Some have taken the view that this period marked
a major renaissance of all the Islamic sciences, and others consider it
to be a period when religious dogmatism suffocated philosophy, which
barely survived under heavy persecution.

We believe that extreme views are to be avoided in this matter. It
is true that the Safavid period was not witness to a major flowering of
the Islamic natural and mathematical sciences as it was in the arts from
architecture to miniature painting. At the same time there was a major
philosophical renaissance that, despite opposition from certain jurists,
flowered and flourished not in spite of the social and political condi-
tions of the day but because conditions made such a flowering possible
in contrast to, let us say, Maml¨k Egypt at that time. Especially during
the early Safavid period, both philosophy and Sufism had supporters
among the politically powerful, and a situation was created in which
within the world of Shi‘ite piety, philosophy and ‘irfån became culti-
vated despite the opposition of certain powerful jurists.5

In any case the School of Isfahan begins with M¥r Mu±ammad
Båqir Dåmåd.6 He came from a distinguished religious family, his
father, M¥r Shams al-D¥n, having been the son-in-law of one of the
most important and influential Shi‘ite religious scholars of the day,
Mu±aqqiq-i Karak¥, hence the title Dåmåd, which means “son-in-law”
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in Persian. This relationship provided him not only with the opportu-
nity to have the best religious education, but also to have social and
political protection as he turned his attention ever more to philosophi-
cal studies. M¥r Dåmåd studied in Mashhad and spent some time in
Qazwin and Kashan before settling in the capital, Isfahan, during the
reign of the greatest Safavid king, Shåh ‘Abbås, who held him in great
respect. M¥r Dåmåd spent most of the latter part of his life in Isfahan,
where he wrote extensively and trained many students, but he died in
1041/1631) in Najaf in Iraq, where his tomb is visited by pilgrims to
this day.

M¥r Dåmåd was a scholar of the religious sciences as well as a
major philosopher who was given the title of “Third Teacher” (al-
mu‘allim al-thålith), following Aristotle and al-Fåråb¥, whom, as alrady
mentioned, Muslims considered as the “First and Second Teachers,”
respectively. This combining of philosophy with jurisprudence and
other religious sciences is an interesting phenomenon that is different
from what one sees in earlier Islamic history. The famous earlier phi-
losophers such as al-Kind¥, al-Fåråb¥, al-‘≈mir¥, and Ibn S¥nå all knew
something about jurisprudence and other religious sciences, but none
except Ibn Rushd was considered an authority on the subject. Rather,
they were usually scientists, and many made their living practicing
medicine, for example Råz¥ and Ibn S¥nå.7 From us¥ onward we begin
to see philosophers who were also theologians, jurists, or both as we
have seen earlier in this book. But until we come to the School of
Isfahan, many of these philosophers continued to be scientists, such as
us¥, Ghiyåth al-D¥n Dashtak¥, Shams al-D¥n Khafr¥, and Fat± Allåh
Sh¥råz¥. M¥r Dåmåd is the beginning of the new trend in which phi-
losophers are much better versed in the juridical and theological dis-
ciplines than in the natural and mathematical sciences. Although what
we mention here is not meant to imply that the parting of ways be-
tween philosophy and the sciences became absolute, there is definitely
a change in the interest of many philosophers in the natural sciences.
The later history of Islamic science is yet to be written, and we are the
last to believe that activity in the sciences ceased to exist after the eighth/
fourteenth century as so many claim. In fact the “discovery” of figures
such as Shams al-D¥n Khafr¥ and Fat± Allåh Sh¥råz¥ proves so readily
the falsehood of such assertions.8 There have appeared, moreover, figures
like them in Persia, the Ottoman world, and India up to modern times,
figures whose scientific works need to be examined. Nevertheless, there
is little doubt that there is a shift of interest among many of the leading
philosophers of the School of Isfahan and going back to M¥r Dåmåd
himself from the sciences dealing with mathematical concepts and the
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natural world toward the religious sciences and the direct fruits of
prophecy. This fact has without doubt had an effect on the later his-
tory of Islamic science. Also, needless to say, this movement was ex-
actly in the opposite direction of what was taking place in the West at
that time. Hence, the radical differences between Cartesianism and the
transcendent theosophy or philosophy of Mullå Sadrå, although both
were heirs to Greek and medieval philosophy and the Abrahamic
world of prophecy.

Some 134 works of M¥r Dåmåd have been identified.9 Some of
these deal with Quranic commentary, theology, and Islamic Law, but
most are concerned with philosophy and a few with mysticism. M¥r
Dåmåd also had some knowledge of mathematics and wrote a couple
works on the subject, but his knowledge of this field did not at all
match that of his friend and contemporary Bahå˘ al-D¥n al-‘≈mil¥,
who was a major figure in the School of Isfahan but given more to
jurisprudence and Sufism, on the one hand, and to mathematics, ar-
chitecture, and various other pure and applied sciences and the arts,
on the other, but who did not write to any appreciable extent on
philosophy.10 The most famous philosophical works of M¥r Dåmåd
include Al-Ufuq al-mub¥n (The Manifest Horizon), on aeviternity or
metatime (al-dahr) corresponding to the Latin aevum, time and exist-
ence; Taqw¥m al-¥mån (The Straightening of Faith) on the Creator and
creation; Al-Jadhawåt (Burning Firewood), containing a cycle of his
thought and beginning with the symbolism of letters;11 al-ƒirå† al-
mustaq¥m (The Straight Path), dealing with the question of eternity and
origination of the world; and his most famous work and masterpiece,
al-Qabasåt (Firebrands), whose main theme is the relation between time,
aeviternity or metatime and eternity. M¥r Dåmåd also wrote many
commentaries and glosses on works of earlier philosophers such as al-
Fåråb¥, Ibn S¥nå, and us¥. He is also well known for treatises on
mystical experience, such as Khalƒat al-malak¶t (Heavenly Mystical
States)12 and al-Khal‘iyyah (Disassociation). Finally, it needs to be men-
tioned that M¥r Dåmåd was an accomplished poet who used the pen
name Ishråq. His d¥wån of poetry has in fact been published in Persia.13

M¥r Dåmåd was essentially an Avicennan philosopher with an
ishråq¥ interpretation of some Peripatetic theses. But he did not remain
satisfied with only reinterpreting earlier philosophical ideas. There are
several domains in which he formulated distinct ideas, associated with
his name. These include new interpretations of the problem of deter-
minism and free will, the structure and meaning of the imaginal world,
and the problem of what appears to be change in the Divine Will as
reflected in the revealed text (badå˘). M¥r Dåmåd is also credited with
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formulating in a categorial fashion the discussion of the relation of
existence and quiddity in terms of the principiality (aƒålah) of wuj¶d or
måhiyyah, a very important formulation that has influenced nearly all
later Islamic philosophers, starting with his own foremost student,
Mullå |adrå.

The central philosophical concern of M¥r Dåmåd was, however,
the meaning of time in relation to eternity and the related question of
the originated or eternal nature of the world (÷ud¶th wa qidam). This
problem is itself directly related to the reality of prophecy in its
Abrahamic form. The Greek philosophers philosophized within a
worldview that saw all of existence as a “block without fissure,” to
quote a formulation of Toshihiko Izutsu. They did not conceive of a
temporal origin for the world and a hiatus between God as creator
and Pure Being and His creation. Already the Christian philosopher
John Philoponus had written again the Greek idea of the eternity of
the world in the fourth century.14 From the beginning of the history of
Islamic philosophy, Muslim philosophers, like their Jewish and Chris-
tian counterparts, were concerned with the same issue that forms one
of the main points of contention among Ibn S¥nå, Ghazzål¥, and Ibn
Rushd. The debate concerning ÷ud¶th and qidam continued long after
them and in fact remains to this day.15

It is a sign of M¥r Dåmåd’s full awareness of the philosophical
significance of teachings issuing from prophecy that he devoted much
of his philosophical writings to the issue of time and its relation to
what lies beyond temporality. His main thesis is that we do not only
have time and eternity but, eternity (sarmad), aeveternity or metatime
(dahr), and time (zamån). They represent both relationality and states
of being. Sarmad refers to a state of being in which there is relation
only between the changeless and the changeless. Dahr refers to a state
in which there is relation between the changeless and the changing.
Finally, zamån refers to the relation between the changing and the
changing. Everything in the dimension of zamån is preceded not by
nothingness or ‘adam, but by what exists in dahr. The world is there-
fore not eternal (sarmad¥) or originated in time (÷ud¶th-i zamån¥). Rather,
it is originated in dahr, hence the well-known Dåmådean theory of
÷ud¶th-i dahr¥, that is, aeveternal or metatemporal origination.16

This famous theory was discussed avidly later on and criticized
and rejected by a number of major philosophers, including Mullå |adrå,
while being defended by others. What is important for us to consider
there is the significance of this whole question for the relation between
philosophy and prophecy. Neither the ancient Greek philosophers nor
modern Western philosophers who deny the reality of prophecy that
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posits the thesis of creatio ex-nihilo have been concerned with this is-
sue. In contrast philosophers in the Abrahamic world, be they Jewish,
Christian, or Muslim, have had of necessity to deal with it in one way
or another. Moreover, it is interesting to note that in a world with
different religious doctrines concerning the nature of the world of
time, philosophers have philosophized accordingly. This is true not
only of ancient Greece but also of India, where the cyclic nature of
cosmic time consisting of kalpas, manvantaras, and yugas, as revealed in
the Hindu scriptures, has been the subject of philosophical interpreta-
tions and speculation over the ages.

M¥R FINDIRISK¥

One of the most remarkable figures of the School of Isfahan, who
along with M¥r Dåmåd and Shaykh Bahå˘ al-D¥n ‘≈mil¥ may be said
to be a member of the founding triumvirate of that school is M¥r
Ab¨˘l-Qåsim Findirisk¥. Little is known about the life of this enig-
matic figure save that he taught for a long time in Isfahan, mostly the
works of Ibn S¥nå, and trained many famous students, such as Rajab
‘Al¥ Tabr¥z¥; that he also traveled to India where he became acquainted
with Hindu philosophy and may have even participated in the move-
ment of translation of Sanskrit texts into Persian; and that he returned
to Isfahan, where he died in 1050/1640–41 and where he is buried.
M¥r Findirisk¥ was an exceptional figure in every way. Although known
primarily as an Avicennan philosopher, he was also a fine poet and an
alchemist, as well as being a pioneer in what today is known as com-
parative philosophy.17 M¥r Findirisk¥ wrote a small number of works
of which few have been edited and published until now. His works
include a treatise on motion, a response to a question on ontology
posed by a philosopher by the name of ≈qå Muπaffar ¡usayn Kåshån¥,
the Risåla-yi ƒinå‘iyyah (Treatise on the Arts), a major work in Persian
dealing with the structure and classes of traditional human society; a
famous philosophical poem18 that has been the subject of a number of
commentaries; a treatise on alchemy; glosses in Arabic on the Yoga-
Vaisiƒ†ha, translated by Niπåm al-D¥n Pan¥påt¥;19 and a Persian anthol-
ogy and commentary on the text by the name of Muntakhab-i j¶k
(Anthology of Yoga).20 It is unfortunate that the fruits of this pioneer-
ing effort in carrying out comparative studies between Islamic and
Hindu philosophy have not been properly edited and studied. It is
also very significant to note that the writing of commentary on a Hindu
philosophical text by an Islamic philosopher preceded by a few cen-
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turies Islamic philosophical commentaries on a Western philosophical
text, be it medieval, Renaissance, or modern.

The book on alchemy of M¥r Findirisk¥ also remains in manu-
script form. An examination of it reveals the interest of M¥r Findirisk¥
in spiritual alchemy and the relation of this arcane art to metaphysics.
Corbin quite rightly compares it to the Atalanta fugiens of M¥r
Findirisk¥’s famous contemporary alchemist in the West, Michael
Maier.21 What is interesting to note from the point of view of the
diversity and richness of the philosophical life of the School of Isfahan
is that here we have in M¥r Findirisk¥ a supposed Peripatetic philoso-
pher who is also an alchemist, a fine poet, and a person attracted to
the philosophy of Yoga. He complements his contemporary M¥r Dåmåd,
who was also known as a Peripatetic philosopher but who also wrote
on ‘irfån and described his own mystical experiences, which Corbin
has called “ecstatic confessions.”22

Of central importance to our concerns in this book is M¥r
Findirisk¥’s Risåla-yi ƒinå‘iyyah, where he discusses the relation between
philosophy and prophecy.23 This treatise deals with the hierarchic
classification of the arts and the activities of human beings, culminat-
ing in a chapter that discusses the relation between philosophers and
prophets, which Corbin designates as “prophetic philosophy.” The
treatise ends with a discussion of the states of being. In the section on
philosophers, he asserts their importance and eminence in human
society standing below the rank of prophets, and he places philo-
sophical research on a par with ijtihåd (giving fresh opinion on reli-
gious matters on the part of leading religious authorities). For him
philosophy in fact replaces theology as the supreme science. Yet he
also points out the basic difference between the philosopher and the
prophet. The former can err, but the latter does not do so. The former
reaches knowledge through the intermediary of thought and the latter
through revelation and direct inspiration without need of mental ac-
tivity. Philosophers know through the light of the intellect, whereas in
the case of the prophets intellectual power is boundless, and there is
no veil between them and the angelic world.

Having made all these distinctions, M¥r Findirisk¥ asserts the
following statement: “[W]hen philosophers reach the end of their path,
this end is the beginning of prophecy. And this station is that of proph-
ets who were not messengers such as Luqmån, the Wise. And it is said
of Aristotle that ‘Amr ibn ‘≈∑∑ insulted Aristotle before the Prophet.
The Prophet became angry and said, ‘Go easy, O ‘Amr. Aristotle was
a prophet who was ignored by his people.’ ”24 M¥r Findirisk¥ then
adds that the Prophet was using “prophet” metaphorically in the case
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of Aristotle (meaning most likely Plotinus as is seen often in Islamic
texts because of the attribution of the Arabic translation of the Enneads
to Aristotle), whereas the real differences between the philosopher
and the prophet remain.

This important text of M¥r Findirisk¥ also points to the significance
of the Logos or more specifically the Mu±ammadan Reality (al-÷aq¥qat
al-mu÷ammadiyyah) associated with the Intellect on its highest level for
a gnostic and metaphysical understanding of prophecy and the role of
the prophetic function vis-à-vis the philosophical one in a human
collectivity dominated by the reality of prophecy. The treatise of M¥r
Findirisk¥ is almost unique in the annals of Islamic thought in inter-
twining the metaphysical and societal aspects of the relationship be-
tween prophecy and a philosophy, which in the School of Isfahan is
to be identified even more than before as “prophetic philosophy.”25

THE STUDENTS OF THE FIRST GENERATION

The three earliest masters and founders of the School of Isfahan, M¥r
Dåmåd, Shaykh-i Bahå˘¥, and M¥r Findirisk¥ trained a galaxy of stu-
dents, many of whom became celebrated philosophers in their own
right. Some studied with one of these masters and some with two but
rarely with all three. It has been said by some concerning the most
famous of the students of these first generation founders, that is, Mullå
|adrå, that he studied with all three, but his rapport with M¥r Findirisk¥
has not been substantiated, and he does not speak of him in his volu-
minous works. In any case because he marks the peak of what we can
call “prophetic philosophy,” we shall deal with Mullå |adrå in the
next chapter and turn here to some of the other figures who are of
significance from the point of view of this book.

A major figure belonging to the second generation and a contem-
porary of Mullå |adrå, Mullå Rajab ‘Al¥ Tabr¥z¥ (d. 1080/1669–70) was
a student of M¥r Findirisk¥ and a follower of Ibn S¥nå’s metaphysical
views. He rejected the idea of the transcendent unity and principiality
of being (wa÷dat al-wuj¶d and aƒålat al-wuj¶d) and stood totally op-
posed to |adrian metaphysics.26 As far as knowledge of God is con-
cerned, he followed the via negative and believed that knowledge of
the Absolute remains forever beyond the grasp of the human intellect,
a view similar to that of the mainstream of Ismå‘¥l¥ philosophy. Mullå
Rajab ‘Al¥’s works, like those of many later figures, have not been
fully studied, and few have even been printed. Besides shorter trea-
tises that reflect his views on particular philosophical issues,27 there is
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an important work of his edited by his student Raf¥‘ P¥rzådah and
entitled al-Ma‘årif al-ilåhiyyah (The Divine Sciences).

Mullå Rajab ‘Al¥ was not unique in following a philosophical
path totally different from that of Mullå |adrå and his school. A stu-
dent of M¥r Dåmåd, Mullå Shamså G¥lån¥ (d. before 1064/1655), who
corresponded with Mullå |adrå and even wrote a treatise entitled al-
¡ikmat al-muta‘åliyah (The Transcendent Theosophy) similar in title to
Mullå |adrå’s major work, was nevertheless primarily an Avicennan
with an ishråq¥ bent, like his teacher M¥r Dåmåd, whose doctrine of
aeveternal origination he defended despite some criticism of it. But in
any case he followed a very different philosophical path from that of
Mullå |adrå.28 Furthermore, Mullå Rajab ‘Al¥ himself had a number of
eminent students, such as M¥r Qawåm al-D¥n Råz¥, Mullå ‘Abbås
Mawlaw¥, and Mullå Mu±ammad Tunikåbun¥, who represent a whole
strand of Avicennan philosophical thought that develops in the School
of Isfahan in a different manner from the philosophy of Mullå |adrå.
As mentioned earlier in this book, it is important to remember that
although Mullå |adrå’s al-÷ikmat al-muta‘åliyah is the most influential
and significant result of the flowering of the School of Isfahan, it is not
the only result. Another important and long-enduring strand began
with Mullå Rajab ‘Al¥ and has continued to our day. Strangely enough,
although those two strands of philosophical thought opposed each
other on many issues, there were some who, one might say, had a foot
in each camp. The best example is Qå∂¥ Sa‘¥d Qumm¥ (d. 1103/1691),
one of the major Islamic thinkers of the past few centuries who was
a student of Mullå Rajab ‘Al¥ but also of Mullå |adrå’s foremost stu-
dent, Mullå Mu±s¥n Fay∂.29

There are many important members of the School of Isfahan,
including Mullå |adrå’s own students Mullå Mu±s¥n Fay∂ Kåshån¥
and ‘Abd al-Razzåq Låh¥j¥, whom we shall not study in this chapter,
having dealt with both figures earlier in this book,30 except to say that
each represents a special possibility of the flowering of Islamic phi-
losophy at this juncture in which philosophy becomes wed to the
esoteric dimension of prophecy and absorbs and gradually replaces
theology. There are two other students of M¥r Dåmåd, however, whom
we need to mention in light of the relation between philosophy and
prophecy before we bring this chapter to a close. They are Qu†b al-D¥n
Ashkiwar¥ and Sayyid A±mad ‘Alaw¥.

Qu†b al-D¥n Ashkiwar¥ (d. after 1075/1665) is known especially
for a voluminous work on a kind of spiritual history of philosophy from
Adam to his own teacher, M¥r Dåmåd. Entitled Ma÷b¶b al-qul¶b (Be-
loved of Hearts), it is divided into three parts: the ancient philosophers
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and sages, the Sunni sages and philosophers, and the Shi‘ite Imams
and philosophers.31 The whole history reflects the perspective that
philosophy is a tree rooted in the ground of revelation and watered
over the ages by the messages of various prophets and their spiritual
representatives. Concerning this important historial treatment of phi-
losophy, Corbin writes: “Special mention must be made of Qu†b al-
D¥n Ashkiwar¥ who composed a sort of immense rhapsody in Arabic
and Persian including in three parts the traditions, citations and
commentaries concerning the ancient sages, the philosophers and
spiritual figures of Sunni Islam and finally the Imams and the great
spiritual figures of Shi‘ism. It is a sort of speculum historiale and ‘divine
philosophy,’ the Divinalia beginning with Adam and concluding with
M¥r Dåmåd, the master of the author.”32

As for Sayyid A±mad ‘Alaw¥ (d. between 1054/1644 and 1060/
1650), like Ashkiwar¥, he was a close disciple of M¥r Dåmåd and his
son-in-law and nephew. His philosophical perspective was also like
that of his teacher M¥r Dåmåd, an Avicennism colored by the doc-
trines of Suhraward¥. Sayyid A±mad in fact wrote a commentary upon
the Qubasåt and remained one of the most faithful followers of his
master. Sayyid A±mad also wrote one of the most notable commen-
taries upon the Shifå˘, which makes him one of the most important of
later Avicennian philosophers.33 He also wrote works on jurisprudence
and what would be called today “comparative religious studies.” This
latter category is of special interest for the relation between philoso-
phy and prophecy. Today in the West it is mostly scholars of religion
or theologians who write about different religions in a comparative
mode and not ordinary philosophers, except of course those who are
followers of the perennial philosophy, there being a few other excep-
tions. In the School of Isfahan, as philosophy came to absorb theology,
this task seems to have been left primarily to the falåsifah rather than
the mutakallim¶n when it came to the intellectual and spiritual dimen-
sions of the subject. A major example of this philosophical undertak-
ing is to be found in the works of Sayyid A±mad ‘Alaw¥.

The Safavid period was witness to the appearance of a number
of attacks against Islam written by Christian missionaries in India and
Persia. The works of Sayyid A±mad are for the most part responses to
this challenge. He wrote three books on Christian doctrines, including
Lawåmi‘-i rabbån¥ (Lordly Flashes), Miƒqal-i ƒafå (Polishing Instrument
of Purity), and Lama‘åt-i malak¶tiyyah (Celestial Flashes).34 The Lawåmi‘
is written in refutation of Pietro della Valle’s attack against Islam written
in 1621. The second part of the work deals with the question of the
possibility of changes in the text of the Gospels and reveals the famil-
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iarity of Sayyid A±mad with the Gospels.35 Miƒqal-i ƒafå was written in
refutation of the famous book ‹’ina-yi ÷aqq-nåma (Mirror Reflecting
the Truth) written in India by a Catholic missionary. A summary of
this work reached Persia, and Sayyid A±mad set out to refute its main
thesis concerning the truth of Trinitarian doctrine. His response itself
elicited further replies by other Christian missionaries.36

The Lama‘åt, which is shorter than the other two works, deals
with the inner meaning of the “Word” (kalimah) and the three hy-
postases, that is, Father, Son, and the Holy Ghost, in such a way as to
accord with the teachings of the Quran. This work is in reality an
ishråq¥ commentary upon the Gospels and a serious attempt at creat-
ing a philosophical and theological harmony between some of the
most basic tenets of Islam and Christianity and is of great value for
deeper theological discussions between the two religions today.37 Of
special interest in this work is Sayyid A±mad’s treatment of the theme
of the Paraclete in light of Islamic and particularly Shi‘ite gnosis.

It is quite remarkable that the author of one of the most exten-
sive commentaries upon the bible of Islamic Peripatetic philosophy,
the Shifå˘ of Ibn S¥nå, should write such works on comparative phi-
losophy of religion and theology. Sayyid A±mad ‘Alaw¥ reveals once
again the remarkable diversity of philosophical activity in Safavid Persia
and also the different possibilities for philosophical activity in light of
the reality of prophecy, including crossing borders from a world domi-
nated by one religion to the verities of prophecy belonging to another
religious universe.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

The works of the few figures of the School of Isfahan mentioned in
this chapter reveal the themes and problems with which those phi-
losophizing at this time within the context of prophetic realities in
both their outward and inward dimension were concerned. We have
also seen philosophers with diverse interests and varying strands of
thought, all of which are of philosophical interest. But without doubt
the most significant figure of this period, who is not only the most
important philosopher of the School of Isfahan but in a sense the
representative of the full flowering of “prophetic philosophy” and the
synthesis of nearly a millennium of Islamic thought, is |adr al-D¥n
Sh¥råz¥ or Mullå |adrå, to whom we now turn.
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C H A P T E R  12

Mullå |adrå and the
Full Flowering of Prophetic Philosophy

Since Henry Corbin and I began to write about Mullå |adrå over forty
years ago, a great deal of attention has been paid to this major figure
in both the Islamic world and the West and even in lands as far away
as Japan. There are now even international and local conferences held
on a regular basis on his philosophy. Here our task is not to deal with
every aspect of his thought but only certain theses that relate to our
concerns in this work. Let it also be repeated, lest one forget, that
Mullå |adrå and his followers do not represent the only philosophical
current in the School of Isfahan but the major current that was to have
the greatest influence in later centuries in Persia and India.1

MULLĀ |ADRĀ

|adr al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥, known also as Mullå |adrå and |adr al-muta˘allih¥n
(foremost among the theosophers or literally those imbued with God-
like qualities) is without doubt the greatest of the later Islamic phi-
losophers and perhaps the most outstanding among all Islamic
philosophers in the field of metaphysics.2 Born in Shiraz in 979–80/
1571–72, he received his early education in the city of his birth, then
set out for Isfahan, where he soon became the most notable student of
M¥r Dåmåd.3 After having mastered both the intellectual and the trans-
mitted sciences, his foremost teacher in the latter category having been
Bahå˘ al-D¥n al-‘≈mil¥, Mullå |adrå retired to the village of Kahak
near Qom away from the crowd. There he spent years in spiritual
training and contemplation. Finally he returned to Shiraz where the
Khan School was built for him and where he wrote and taught until
his death in 1050/1640 in Basra (or possibly Najaf) upon returning
from the pilgrimage to Mecca for the seventh time. He also visited
Qom during the last period of his life.

During a remarkably productive life marked by periods of both
formal intellectual training and inner purification and spiritual wayfaring
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and characterized by great faith and piety, Mullå |adrå composed
nearly fifty works devoted to both the intellectual and the transmitted
sciences ranging from books on logic and Peripatetic philosophy to
Quranic commentaries.4 The most important of these works is al-¡ikmat
al-muta‘åliyah fi˘l-asfår al-‘aqliyyat al-arba‘ah (Transcendent Theosophy
concerning the Four Intellectual Journeys) usually known simply as
Asfar,5 which has been commented upon by many later ÷ak¥ms as we
shall see in the following chapter.6 In this and many other works,
Mullå |adrå presents his vast synthesis of the older schools of Islamic
philosophy, theology, and Sufism into the teachings of a new philo-
sophical school, which he calls “al-÷ikmat al-muta‘åliyah,”
a term that can be translated as “transcendent theosophy” if this term
is used in its original sense or “transcendent philosophy” if philoso-
phy is also understood to include what Pythagoreans and Parmenides
understood by it and not simply as mental machinations and one form
or another of rationalism and more recently irrationalism.7 Mullå |adrå
sought to unify the knowledge received through burhån or demonstra-
tion, ‘irfån or contemplation, intellectual intuition and gnosis and Qu˘rån
or the Sacred Text made accessible through revelation, thereby giving
full expression to philosophy cultivated in the land of prophecy.

We do not wish to dwell extensively here on the principles of
Mullå |adrå’s philosophy such as the principiality, unity, and grada-
tion of wuj¶d, the union of the intellect and the intelligible, mental
existence, the ontological reality of the imaginal world, trans-substan-
tial motion, and many other ideas that together constitute the founda-
tions of his philosophic perspective.8 What concerns us here is the
philosophy of Mullå |adrå in as much as it marks the full flowering
of prophetic philosophy in Islam as this term was defined earlier in
this book, for as Corbin has written, “Ultimately, |adrå Sh¥råz¥’s phi-
losophy culminates not so much in a philosophy of the creative Spirit,
as in a metaphysics of the Holy Spirit.”9

THE FULL FLOWERING OF PROPHETIC PHILOSOPHY

IN THE TEACHINGS OF MULLĀ |ADRĀ

There is a famous saying among Islamic philosophers that al-÷ukamå˘
warathat al-anbiyå˘, that is, the ÷ak¥ms or philosophers are the inheri-
tors of the prophets. Mullå |adrå accepted fully this assertion and
lived with awareness of the spiritual universe in which God’s beneficent
manifestation or j¶d was evident, in which prophecy had made pos-
sible attainment of knowledge not available to unaided human reason,
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and in which prophecy actualized the inner intellect. In fact he consid-
ered inner intellection as distinct from ratiocination to be “partial
prophecy” actualized by universal and objective revelation through
the prophets. More specifically, as far as the Shi‘ite climate in which
he philosophized was concerned, he was fully aware of the circle of
initiatic and spiritual power (då˘irat al-walåyah/wilåyah) that followed
the closing of the prophetic cycle (då˘irat al-nubuwwah) upon the death
of the Prophet.10 Mullå |adrå was keenly aware of the esoteric nature
of knowledge associated with walåyah/wilåyah and the relation of this
knowledge to spiritual hermeneutics (ta˘w¥l) of the Sacred Text. He
drank from the fountainhead of this knowledge and gained a vision of
the various levels of universal existence and of the Divine Reality Itself.

Mullå |adrå also benefited fully from a thousand years of Is-
lamic intellectual activity, from the writings of nearly all the outstand-
ing philosophers, theologians, and mystics before him, who had
contemplated in one way or another a world dominated by the reality
of prophecy. In fact, perhaps no major Islamic philosopher was as
aware of and as knowledgeable about the history of Islamic philoso-
phy as Mullå |adrå.11 On the basis of knowledge of this long intellec-
tual heritage, the study afresh of the sources of the Islamic revelation
along with the sayings of the Shi‘ite Imams and his own experience
and intellectual vision of reality made possible by both the outward
and inward dimensions of the revelation and the actualization of the
intellect within, Mullå |adrå created a major new philosophical school,
al-÷ikmat al-muta‘åliyah. His philosophical synthesis was both rigor-
ously logical and rational and open to the melodies of the rhapsodic
intellect and was in fact its fruit. His philosophy combined the logical
rigor of the works of Fåråb¥, Ibn S¥nå, and ¨s¥; the illuminative knowl-
edge of Suhraward¥’s school of ishråq; the mystical theology of Ghazzål¥;
the concern with spiritual hermeneutics of the Ismå‘¥l¥ philosophers
such as Nå∑ir-i Khusraw and the Sufis; the visionary gnosis of Ibn
‘Arab¥; and the philosophical efforts by some of the members of the
School of Shiraz and other figures mentioned in the last chapters to
bring about a rapprochement between these schools. Mullå |adrå’s
“transcendent theosophy” makes use of extensive logical analysis and
demonstration, as well as intellectual vision or what he sometimes
calls “what has entered the heart” (al-wåridåt al-qalbiyyah) or knowl-
edge received from the Divine Throne (ta÷q¥q ‘arsh¥) and what has
been revealed through the Quran and made known to human beings
through the sayings of the Prophet and the Imams. But without doubt
Mullå |adrå’s ÷ikmat is philosophy in its time-honored sense and not
theology or gnosis, which remain distinct from it, although he drew
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from both of them. Moreover, Mullå |adrå’s philosophy represents
perhaps the fullest and grandest expression of prophetic philosophy
in Islam, one that not only benefits from a millennium of Islamic
thought before it but also formulates and crystallizes in an unprec-
edented manner the various latent modes and dimensions of what can
be called “prophetic philosophy” in the Islamic universe.

There are many aspects of Mullå |adrå’s philosophy that are
especially significant from the point of view of what has been charac-
terized throughout this book as prophetic philosophy. Here we shall
mention only seven doctrines of major importance for our present
discussion, although there are also others to be considered if one un-
dertakes the task of studying the whole of Mullå |adrå’s philosophy
from the point of view of prophetic philosophy.

Philosophy of Being

The Quranic revelation speaks not only of God as the Creator and
Sustainer of the universe, but also of His Beneficence that concerns all
beings and His Mercy that encompasses all things. Understood meta-
physically, this means that God is the source and the only source of
the being of all things and that like the rays of the sun, which shine
upon all things, being flows from its Divine Origin to existentiate all
things. This is what Mullå |adrå calls “sarayån al-wuj¶d” (the flow of
being). Earlier Islamic philosophers had been deeply concerned with
ontology, and as we have seen it was Ibn S¥nå who first formulated
the concept of ‘Necessary Being,’ which he identified with God. But
although later philosophers such as M¥r Dåmåd and before him
Suhraward¥ had asserted the absolute reality of the One as the source
of all, they had accepted the quiddities (måhiyyåt) of things to be what
bestowed reality upon them. Mullå |adrå had first accepted this view,
but as a result of a vision, he came to realize that it is wuj¶d, a term
that, as already mentioned, can be translated into English as “Being,”
“being,” “Existence,” and “existence,” that is, principial and primary
rather than måhiyyah. He thereby made the cornerstone of his philo-
sophical edifice the doctrine of the oneness, gradation, and princi-
piality of wuj¶d, which not only accords with the inner meaning of
the revealed Text, but is the result of the knowledge that the esoteric
meaning of that Text makes possible.

Furthermore, in this universe objects are not simply essences that
are existent having been created once by God. Rather, their very es-
sence is inseparable from the act of existence. God’s creation did not
just take place once upon a time but is taking place anew at every
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moment. As mentioned earlier in this book, Mullå |adrå was able to
make use of both Arabic, where the verb to be is not used as a copula,
and Persian, which does use ‘to be’ as copula like other Indo-Iranian-
European languages, to create a special vocabulary to speak about
wuj¶d not as a thing but as an act, not as ens or even esse but as esto.12

Being is also presence (÷u¿¶r), and ultimately the very being of things
marks the presence of the One who ultimately alone is. As the Quran
says, “Whithersoever ye turn, there is the Face of God.” (2: 115)

In this metaphysical perspective being and knowing are not sepa-
rate from each other. We are what we know, and we know to the
degree that we are. In Arabic the Greek term ousia, equivalent to the
Latin word essentia, was not translated as “quiddity” but as “÷aq¥qah”
or “reality” and “truth.” Truth is none other than the real and the real
none other than the truth. The Arabic term al-÷aq¥qah means both.
Moreover, the ÷aq¥qah of everything is related to its archetypal reality,
to God’s knowledge of that thing and ultimately to God Himself, one
of whose Names is al-¡aqq or Truth/Reality. And it is this revealed
truth that is perceived by the intellect and constitutes the foundation
of Mullå |adrå’s philosophy.

The Sacred Book

In the Islamic perspective the Sacred Book is inseparable from the
reality of prophecy. The Sacred Book, in the case of Islam, the Quran,
is not only the source of Divine Law and ethics and the repository of
sacred history. It is also the source of knowledge and in fact, in prin-
ciple, all knowledge. Esoterically it is related to the Mu±ammadan
Reality (al-÷aq¥qah al-mu÷ammadiyyah) and contains the archetypal re-
ality of the universe. Through it God communicates with man, and
knowledge of prophecy, eschatology, and in the case of Shi‘ism, knowl-
edge of the Imam, are inseparable from it. The Sacred Text is revealed
through a descent (tanz¥l) and ascends back to its Origin through
hermeneutic interpretation (ta˘w¥l). It is the Word of God as well as
the source of the spiritual energies that carry man back to his celestial
home. The Holy Spirit itself is none other than the overflowing of this
Word, and it is through union of the intellect within man with the
Active Intellect, which is none other than the Holy Spirit, that man
gains ultimate wisdom.

It is not accidental that Islamic philosophers from the beginning
were concerned with the philosophical meaning of the Quran, and
even the master of Islamic Peripatetics, Ibn S¥nå, wrote a number of
Quranic commentaries. Classical Ismå‘¥l¥ philosophers such as Ab¨
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Ya‘q¨b Sijistån¥, ¡am¥d al-D¥n Kirmån¥, and Nå∑ir-i Khusraw made
ta˘w¥l the basis of their philosophical method and considered their
philosophy to be totally embedded in prophecy with the Sacred Text
as its central reality.13 Later Suhraward¥ incorporated many verses of
the Quran into his philosophical works, and some later philosophers
wrote a few commentaries on various Quranic verses or ÷ad¥ths. But
there is no philosopher in the annals of Islamic philosophy who has
written such a vast commentary on the Quran as Mullå |adrå,14 not to
speak of his masterly work, Mafåt¥÷ al-ghayb (Keys to the Invisible),
which concerns the relations among metaphysics, cosmology, tradi-
tional anthropology, and Quranic exegesis. In this realm as in many
others it seems that Mullå |adrå brought the flowering of prophetic
philosophy in its Islamic form to its peak.

Prophecy and Illumination

In a spiritual universe in which prophecy is a reality, there is an open
passage between Heaven and earth, and the individual intellect has
the open possibility to be illuminated by the angelic agency that brought
the revelation to the Prophet. Although the term wa÷y or “revelation”
in its technical Islamic sense is reserved for the prophets (anbiyå˘) in
the Quranic sense, the possibility of illumination from above is open
to all who fulfill the necessary conditions provided by the revealed
religion itself. The Quran itself speaks of fat÷, which means “victory”
as well as “illumination” and “opening to the spiritual world,” and
the bible of Islamic esoteric knowledge by Ibn ‘Arab¥ is entitled al-
Fut¶÷åt al-makkiyyah (“Mekkan Illuminations,” “Openings,” or “Rev-
elations,” if this term is not confused with wa÷y). Prophecy lies at the
peak of gnosis and knowledge of the sacred order and at the same
time provides the means for illuminative knowledge.

Of course before Mullå |adrå, both Suhraward¥ and Ibn ‘Arab¥,
not to speak of their many followers, had spoken of the central role of
illumination and unveiling each in his own language and manner of
expression. Mullå |adrå was deeply influenced by both these masters.
His Glosses upon the ¡ikmat al-ishråq of Suhraward¥ are among the
great masterpieces of the ishråq¥ school, and his discussions of the
science of the soul in his Asfår, based largely on Ibn ‘Arab¥, reveal him
as an outstanding commentator of the Murcian master. Mullå |adrå
was, therefore, not by any means the first Islamic philosopher to
emphasize illumination as the source of knowledge and its relation to
prophecy. But here again he integrated the teachings of Suhraward¥
and Ibn ‘Arab¥, along with those of the Shi‘ite Imams into his al-÷ikmat
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al-muta‘åliyah in such a way that the organic link between objective
revelation in the form of prophecy and inner illumination as “partial
prophecy” became central to a hierarchical epistemology that charac-
terizes his total synthesis between prophetic and philosophic truth or
religion and philosophy.

Angelology

There is ultimately no prophecy without angelology. In the ancient Greek
world where Pythagoras and Parmenides philosophized, these angelic
realities were identified as gods of the Greek pantheon, and in Hindu-
ism they are identified with various Hindu deities. In the Abrahamic
world, however, these intelligible and luminous substances are identified
as angels, and the traditional philosophies of all the three monotheistic
religions have dealt with them on some level as we see for example in
nearly all the writings in the West influenced by the Dionysian corpus.15

In Islamic philosophy again it was Ibn S¥nå who was the first to seek to
create a systematic correlation between the intelligences of the philoso-
phers and the angelic realm as mentioned in religious sources.
Suhraward¥ expanded greatly the philosophical study of angels, mak-
ing correlations between the vertical and horizontal orders of light in
the ishråq¥ universe and not only Islamic but also Mazdean orders of
angels.16 In relating angelology to both cosmology and epistemology,
Ibn S¥nå and especially Suhraward¥ had already paved the way for
Mullå |adrå, but again this important dimension of prophetic philoso-
phy finds its full expression in the grand synthesis of the latter.

Eschatology and Sacred Psychology

Left to their own devices, the ordinary human mind and imagination
have no means of gaining knowledge of eschatological realities, and
ordinary human knowledge of the psyche remains limited to the most
outward aspects of the soul. The current philosophical scene exemplifies
fully the truth of this assertion. Since the rise of rationalism, mainstream
Western philosophers have shown practically no interest in eschatology,
and the rare few who have, such as the Swedish visionary Emmanuel
Swedenborg, have been philosophically speaking totally marginalized.
As for psychology, the modern discipline using that name, does not
know what to do with transpersonal psychology, not to speak of tradi-
tional psychologies of the Oriental traditions based on intellection and
spiritual methods that enable one to penetrate into the depths of the
psyche, to transform it and ultimately to transcend it.
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In the world of prophecy, the philosopher must deal with the
reality of eschatology as asserted by the revelation, as well as with the
reality of not only the outer layers of the psyche but also the whole of
the immortal soul in itself and in its wedding to the Spirit. Again in
this realm earlier Islamic philosophers wrote works of importance such
as Ibn S¥nå’s al-Risålat al-a¿÷awiyyah (Treatise on the Day of Resurrec-
tion) on eschatology, and he, Fåråb¥, and others composed a number
of well-known works on psychology. In the latter field, however, most
of the earlier works were based on Aristotle’s De Anima and his
Alexandrian commentators. Before Mullå |adrå the more inward stud-
ies of psychology were carried out not by philosophers but by Sufis.
Mullå |adrå benefited from both types of exposition, and his work
marks the peak of the philosophical study of both eschatology and
sacred psychology in the framework of prophetic philosophy. In both
realms he made contributions that are unsurpassed in their philo-
sophical depth, while at the same time revealing some of the deepest
meaning of prophetic teachings on these matters.

The Imaginal World

Revelation not only transforms a human collectivity but in a sense
transforms a whole cosmic sector, including the imaginal world, the
intermediate world residing ontologically between the physical and
the purely intellectual. The forms and images of this world have both
a subjective and an objective dimension, both deeply affected by proph-
ecy and the whole universe of symbols and images, which it either
reveals or resuscitates with new life. Early Islamic philosophers such
as Ibn S¥nå in fact sought to relate the function of the prophet to the
imaginal faculty.17 But it was again Mullå |adrå and before him
Suhraward¥ and Ibn ‘Arab¥ who brought out for the first time in Is-
lamic metaphysical discourse the central importance of the imaginal
world.18 Mullå |adrå followed those masters in expounding the me-
taphysics of this world and in bringing out its epistemological,
eschatological, and cosmological significance in a masterly way. More-
over, he integrated his exposition of the ontology of the imaginal world
into his general ontology based on the unity, principiality, and grada-
tion of wuj¶d. In reading his description of the imaginal world, one
senses, on the one hand, the existence and characteristics of this inter-
mediate world and, on the other hand, its familiarity for those living
within the context of the Islamic revelation as the locus of events
associated with realities revealed by prophecy that concern the life of
each believer in both this world and the next.
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Trans-substantial Motion

In a cosmos dominated by prophecy and revelation, the human collec-
tivity and the world of nature in a sense participate in the revealed
reality. The Ganges is not only a river issuing from the Himalayas, but
for those who belong to the Hindu universe, it also has a sacred
significance. Likewise, according to Islamic teachings the cosmos is
itself the first revelation of God. In such a sacralized cosmos phenom-
ena are at once veils of spiritual realities and symbols that reveal those
realities. In the Abrahamic world the world of nature is itself a book
to be deciphered but only by virtue of access to prophecy as the
Abrahamic religions understand it. More specifically, in Islam the
emphasis on the Divine Oneness has as its concomitant consciousness
of the interrelatedness of all multiplicity and the harmony that per-
vades all things, harmony being nothing other than the consequence
of the manifestation of the One in the many.

In the universe sacralized by the Quranic revelation through a
return to the view of the primordial nature of creation, many philoso-
phies of nature were developed by Peripatetic and Ismå‘¥l¥ philoso-
phers, later scholars of kalåm, ishråq¥s, Sufis, and others.19 All of these
philosophies were related directly or indirectly to the reality of proph-
ecy and revelation, and Mullå |adrå was far from being the first Is-
lamic thinker to have developed a natural philosophy relevant to a
cosmos dominated by prophetic reality. Nevertheless, Mullå |adrå
did develop the doctrine of trans-substantial motion (al-÷arakat al-
jawhariyyah), which is both the basis of a profound natural philosophy
and also the means to create an ineluctable link between natural
philosophy, on the one hand, and metaphysics, cosmology, and
eschatology, on the other.

Instead of positing existents with permanent substances in which
only accidents could undergo motion in the classical philosophical
sense, or asserting the existence of immutable atoms as in classical
atomism, Mullå |adrå saw the whole world of nature as partaking in
a transformation that affects the very substance of things. He saw the
world of corporeal existence—and of course not the immutable intel-
ligible world—as being like a long caravan moving from the lowly
state of material existence to the Empyrean without this movement,
which Corbin called poetically “l’inquiétude de l’être,” implying any
form of Darwinian evolution or transformism.20 In divorcing tradi-
tional cosmology from its reliance upon Ptolemaic astronomy, in inte-
grating the dimensions of time and space, in providing a means to
understand natural transformations without falling into the error of
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evolutionary reductionism, and in many other ways, Mullå |adrå cre-
ated on the basis of the doctrine of trans-substantial motion a natural
philosophy that can function and be viable even in a contemporary
setting with all the challenges of modern science and yet still remain
faithful to the realities of prophecy.

While in the West from the seventh/thirteenth century onward,
philosophy and theology began to drift apart, and with Descartes the
two became totally separate and in many cases antagonistic, in the
prophetic philosophy of Mullå |adrå, in that synthesis that he called
“al-÷ikmat al-muta‘åliyah,” all tension and antagonism between philoso-
phy and theology was overcome, and in fact this ÷ikmat functioned as
both, and, as mentioned in chapter 3, it practically devoured Shi‘ite
kalåm so that during later centuries in Shi‘ism, kalåm became much less
relevant than before. The fully flowered prophetic philosophy of Mullå
|adrå not only became the main philosophical current but also played
the role that not only philosophy but also theology and especially
mystical theology have played in Christianity. In referring to this pact
between theology and philosophy in Mullå |adrå, Corbin writes, “From
the pact thus concluded, equally from the beginning between pro-
phetic revelation and philosophical meditation, there results a particu-
lar situation for philosophy which, promoted to the rank of ‘prophetic
philosophy,’ will henceforth be inseparable from spiritual effort and
personal spiritual realization.”21

The tree of prophetic philosophy can flower many times, and not
only once. Mullå |adrå marks the full flowering of prophetic philoso-
phy in the context of Safavid Persia and Ithna ‘ashar¥ Shi‘ism and is
also the fullest flowering of that philosophy, even if one views the
whole of Islamic civilization.22 But even after Mullå |adrå there were
other major flowerings of prophetic philosophy in the Islamic world
not only in Persia but also in Islamic India, expressions that also rep-
resent important expressions of prophetic philosophy, but this time as
far as India is concerned, mostly in a predominantly Sunni ambience.
One need only recall two of the towering figures of later Islamic thought
in India, Shåh Wal¥ Allåh of Delhi and Mawlånå ‘Al¥ Ashraf Thanw¥,
both of whom were influenced by Mullå |adrå. In their somewhat
different syntheses of Islamic philosophy, in which elements of phi-
losophy, theology, principles of jurisprudence, the religious sciences,
and Sufism are integrated into an imposing unified structure, the main
features of prophetic philosophy to be seen in early Islamic philoso-
phers and in their full flowering in Mullå |adrå are again to be ob-
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served. Nor do these flowerings during the past few centuries detract
in any way from the possibility of the reflowering of the tree of pro-
phetic philosophy in our own day and age.

The influence of Mullå |adrå in India was substantial,23 but in
contrast the Ottoman world remained indifferent to his teachings, and
it is only in the past two decades that the attention of younger Turkish
scholars has turned toward him.24 But it was especially in his home
country that after a short period of eclipse, his teachings came to
constitute the predominant school of philosophy in Qajar Persia, pro-
ducing such masters as ¡ajj¥ Mullå Håd¥ Sabziwår¥25 and being the
main inspiration for the School of Tehran, to which we shall now turn.
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C H A P T E R  13

From the School of Isfahan
to the School of Tehran

THE SCHOOL OF ISFAHAN IN ITS LATER PHASE

In its later phase, the School of Isfahan produced a number of significant
figures. As mentioned in the last chapter, they include Mullå |adrå’s
students such as the already cited Mullå Mu±sin Fay∂ Kåshån¥1 and
‘Abd al-Razzåq Låh¥j¥ 2 and a number of other important figures such
as Mullå Rajab ‘Al¥ Tabr¥z¥, Mullå Shamså G¥lån¥, ≈qå ¡usayn
Khunsår¥, Sayyid A±mad ‘Alaw¥, and Qå∂¥ Sa‘¥d Qummi.3 Toward the
end of the Safavid period, however, the religious atmosphere in Persia
turned against philosophy and especially the school of Mullå |adrå.
Still, the teaching of philosophy continued in Isfahan under the direc-
tion of such masters as ‘Inåyat Allåh G¥lån¥, M¥r Sayyid ¡asan Tåliqån¥,
and Mawlå Mu±ammad |ådiq Ardistån¥.

The tragic life of this last figure exemplifies the plight of philoso-
phy in Isfahan during the reign of Shåh Sul†ån ¡usayn at the end of
the Safavid period in the twelfth/eighteenth century. This outstand-
ing ÷ak¥m and saintly man was a follower of the teachings of Mullå
|adrå as one can see in the former’s short Persian treatise entitled Ja‘l
(Instauration). He is also known for a treatise entitled ¡ikmat-i ƒådiqiyyah
(|ådiqean Wisdom), which deals with the powers of the soul and is of
a mystical character. Despite his great piety and saintly demeanor,
however, he was driven away from Isfahan in the winter and lost one
of his children to the bitter winter cold. Ardistån¥, who is the last
major |adrian philosopher of the Safavid period, died in 1113/1701.

Meanwhile, in the latter part of the Safavid period the influence
of the School of Isfahan spread to other cities in Persia. Mullå |adrå
himself spent the last decades of his life back in Shiraz. Mullå Mu±sin
Fay∂ retired to his home town of Kashan, where he continued to teach
and where an entourage grew around him. Later in the Qajar period
philosophical activity was to continue in Kashan with the appearance
of the major intellectual figure Mullå Mu±ammad Mahd¥ Naråq¥. Låh¥j¥
settled in Qom, where he and his son ¡asan Låh¥j¥ and the major
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expositor of gnosis, Qå∂¥ Sa‘¥d, taught. Yet, despite all the opposition
to ÷ikmat in Isfahan during the latter part of Safavid rule, and despite
the devastation brought about by the Afghan invasion, ÷ikmat contin-
ued to survive albeit precariously in Isfahan, and once the political
situation settled down, it was in this city that philosophical activity
and especially the teachings of Mullå |adrå ‘s al-÷ikmat al-muta‘åliyah
were revived.

A number of philosophers were witness to the storm at the end
of the Safavid period, chief among them Mullå Ismå‘¥l Khåj¨˘¥ (d.1173/
1760), who survived into the Zand period. In one of his works he
describes the devastation caused by the conquest of Isfahan and the
suffering he underwent. His own life was endangered, and many of
his works were lost, but he survived to continue to teach ÷ikmat and
trained an important student such as Naråq¥, among others.4 The major
reviver of |adrean philosophy in Isfahan was, however, Mullå ‘Al¥
N¨r¥, who lived about a century and taught ÷ikmat in Isfahan for some
seventy years until his death in 1246/1830–31. No one after Mullå
|adrå has done so much to propagate the doctrines of al-÷ikmat al-
muta‘åliyah, through the teaching of numerous important students and
writing glosses, commentaries, and annotations upon the works of
Mullå |adrå, including the Asfår.5 N¨r¥’s most important students in-
clude his own son M¥rzå ¡asan N¨r¥, as well as Mullå ‘Abd Allåh
Zun¨z¥, Mullå Mu±ammad Ismå‘¥l Darbk¨shk¥ I∑fahån¥, Sayyid Ra∂¥
Lår¥jån¥, ≈qå Mu±ammad R¥∂å Qumsha˘¥, Mullå Mu±ammad Ja‘far
Langar¨d¥ , Mullå ≈qå-i Qazw¥n¥, and many other well-known figures.
The origin of the School of Tehran is to be sought in the Isfahan of the
early thirteenth/nineteenth centuries and the circle of Mullå ‘Al¥ N¨r¥.

Even after the center of philosophical activity shifted to Tehran,
Isfahan remained a vibrant philosophical center, producing such fa-
mous philosophers as Jahång¥r Khån Qashqå˘¥ and in more recent
times ≈qå M¥rzå Ra±¥m Arbåb, who died in the Pahlavi period.
Whether one can call the long period of philosophical activity stretch-
ing from M¥r Dåmåd to someone like Arbåb or Jalål Humå˘¥, who
died just two decades ago, the “School of Isfahan” is open to debate,6

but certainly something of the earlier School of Isfahan survived after
the Safavid period into the Qajar period and even into the contempo-
rary era and served as the source for the School of Tehran, which
became central in Persia from the thirteenth/nineteenth century on-
ward. The School of Tehran represents both a continuity with the
School of Isfahan as far as major philosophical issues and position are
concerned, and discontinuity created by the fact that it was in Tehran
where the Islamic philosophical tradition in Persia encountered West-
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ern thought for the first time and developed in certain directions that
make it distinct from the School of Isfahan, from which it originated.

THE BEGINNING OF THE SCHOOL OF TEHRAN

Soon after the establishment of the Qajar Dynasty in 1210/1796, Tehran,
which was then a small town, was chosen as capital of Persia and
grew rapidly into an important city that became not only the political
and economic heart of Persia but also its intellectual center. Mosques
and madrasahs began to be built, and they attracted religious scholars
to the city. In 1237/1821–22, Mu±ammad Khån Marw¥ built a major
madrasah in the heart of what is now the old city, and the king, Fat±
‘Al¥ Shåh, invited Mullå ‘Al¥ N¨r¥ to migrate from Isfahan to Tehran
to become the central mudarris or teacher of the newly built school.
N¨r¥ was then at an advanced age and had numerous students in
Isfahan whom he could not abandon. He therefore declined the king’s
offer but instead sent one of his foremost students, Mullå ‘Abd Allåh
Zun¨z¥, to Tehran. Mullå ‘Abd Allåh established himself in the Marw¥
School during that year and taught Islamic philosophy there for the
next two decades until his death in 1257/1841.7 He marks the first step
in the transfer of philosophical activity from the School of Isfahan to
what was soon to become the School of Tehran.

Mullå ‘Abd Allåh Zun¨z¥ was a follower of the school of Mullå
|adrå and of his own teacher Mullå ‘Al¥ N¨r¥ and by training be-
longed to the School of Isfahan and more particularly to the circle of
N¨r¥. Like his teacher, he wrote a number of glosses on the works of
Mullå |adrå, including the Asfår, al-Shawåhid al-rub¶biyyah, al-Mabda˘
wa˘l-ma‘åd, and Asrår al-åyåt, as well as Ibn S¥nå’s Shifå˘ and Låh¥j¥’s
Shawåriq al-ilhåm. He also wrote a number of independent works that
are perhaps his most significant writings. These treatises, which are in
Persian, include Anwår-i jaliyyah (Manifest Light), which is a compre-
hensive commentary upon the tradition transmitted from ‘Al¥ ibn Ab¥
ålib concerning the truth (al-÷aq¥qah),8 Lama‘åt-i ilåhiyyah (Divine Splen-
dors) on taw÷¥d and ilåhiyyåt bi ma‘na˘l-khåƒƒ or philosophical theology
in the tradition of Mullå |adrå;9 and Muntakhab al-khåqån¥ fi kashf ÷aqå˘iq
‘irfån¥ (Royal Selections concerning the Unveiling of Gnostic Truths)
on the proof of the Necessary Being and God’s Unity and Attributes.10

What is of great interest in these treaties is not only their philosophical
content but also the fact that they were written in lucid Persian and
mark the beginning of a movement during the Qajar period to turn
once again to fairly extensive use of Persian in addition to Arabic for
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the expression of philosophical ideas.11 This movement is clearly evi-
dent in the School of Tehran but is also to be seen elsewhere such as
in Sabziwar, Qom, Kashan, and Shiraz. It is, however, especially
significant for the School of Tehran, for it was in the capital that con-
temporary philosophical Persian began to develop in the later Qajar
period, a development in which traditional philosophical texts written
in Persian played an important role.

Before turning to the major figures of the School of Tehran, a few
words must be said about two outstanding figures who exercised
influence upon the School of Tehran but who did not belong to it. The
first is Håjj¥ Mullå Håd¥ Sabziwår¥ (1212/1797–98–1289/1872), the most
famous philosopher of the Qajar period, who was also the teacher of
many of the main early figures of the School of Tehran.12 Some of
Sabziwår¥’s students came to Tehran, and a number of students from
Tehran who were to gain a name for themselves in the field of phi-
losophy journeyed to Sabziwar in Khurasan to study with the vener-
able philosopher/saint. For several decades the circle of Sabziwar vied
with the School of Tehran in importance in the field of philosophy,
and Sabziwår¥ was himself in contact with many figures from Tehran.
His Asrår al-÷ikam (Secret of Wisdom) was written in Persian at the
request of the Persian king, Nå∑ir al-D¥n Shåh, and was well known
in Tehran, and his Shar÷ al-manz.¶mah (Commentary upon the Manz.¶mah
[a philosophical poem]) became very popular as a text in the School
of Tehran and continues to be so in all centers in Persia where tradi-
tional philosophy is being taught. Altogether the figure of Sabziwår¥
and his works cannot be disassociated from the development of the
School of Tehran.

The second seminal figure who must be mentioned is ≈qå Sayyid
Ra∂¥ Lår¥jån¥, an enigmatic figure about whose life little is known.13

Apparently after his early life in Larijan near the Caspian Sea, he
journeyed to Isfahan, where he soon became one of the foremost stu-
dents of Mullå ‘Al¥ N¨r¥ and Mullå Ismå‘¥l I∑fahån¥ and a recognized
master in the school of Mullå |adrå. But it is essentially for his knowl-
edge of gnosis, esoterism, and even the occult sciences that he was
known to the extent that he was given the title målik-i bå†in (Master of
the Esoteric Realm) or ƒå÷ib-i ÷ål-i målik-i bå†in (Possessor of the Spiri-
tual State of the Esoteric Realm).14 Those who knew him believed that
the truths of gnosis had become fully realized in him. The great mas-
ter of gnosis of the School of Tehran, ≈qå Ma±ammad Ri∂å Qumsha˘¥,
to whom we shall turn shortly, writes that when he was in Isfahan he
had begun to study the Fuƒ¶ƒ al-÷ikam of Ibn ‘Arab¥ with Mullå
Mu±ammad Ja‘far Langar¨d¥, a major |adrean philosopher of Isfahan,
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but he was not fully satisfied; so he went to study the text with Lår¥jån¥,
who became worried that ≈qå Ma±ammad Ri∂å had changed teach-
ers but added, “The teaching of the Fuƒ¶„ is the work of a qalandar¥ [an
unruly and ecstatic Sufi state] while ¡åjj¥ Mullå Mu±ammad Ja‘far is
a hak¥m and not a qalandar.”15

In any case while a formidable authority in ÷ikmat, Lår¥jån¥ was
above all a gnostic, an esoterist, and a realized sage. It was these
qualities that caused him some problems with anti-Sufi and antiphilo-
sophical religious authorities of Isfahan, and had it not been for one
of his physician disciples who bore witness that Lår¥jån¥ was “mad,”
he might have met the same fate as Suhraward¥ and ‘Ayn al-Qu∂åt
Hamadån¥. In any case, at the end of his life, at the invitation of a
Qajar notable, M¥rzå Ismå‘¥l Gurgån¥, Lår¥jån¥ came to Tehran, where
he settled at the home of his host. He died in 1270/1853–54 in Tehran
after only a few years of stay in the capital. Most likely a student of
the well-known gnostic Mullå Mu±ammad Ja‘far ≈båda˘¥, Lår¥jån¥ be-
came the most important master of the school of Ibn ‘Arab¥ in the
early phase of the School of Tehran, his greatest contribution to this
school being his training of ≈qå Mu±ammad Ri∂å Qumsha˘¥ and
through him numerous later masters of gnosis such as ≈qå M¥rzå
Håshim Rasht¥ and M¥rzå Mu±ammad ‘Al¥ Shåhåbåd¥ who was the
teacher in ‘irfån of Ayatollah Khomeini.16

THE FOUR ¡AKĪMS AND THE FULL ESTABLISHMENT

OF THE SCHOOL OF TEHRAN

Later Persian scholars have spoken of the four ÷ak¥ms (÷ukamå-yi arba‘ah)
who were foundational to the School of Tehran: ≈qå ‘Al¥ ¡ak¥m
Mudarris ihrån¥ (also known as Zun¨z¥); ≈qå Mu±ammad Ri∂å
Qumsha˘¥; M¥rzå Abu˘l-¡asan Jilwah, and M¥rzå ¡usayn Sabziwår¥.
It is these four masters who established the School of Tehran firmly
upon the earlier efforts of Mullå ‘Abd Allåh Zun¨z¥ and Lår¥jån¥ and
who in a sense completed the transfer of the teachings of the School
of Isfahan to Tehran.

Āqå ‘Al¥ ¡ak¥m Mudarris

Given the title ¡ak¥m-i mu˘assis (The Founding ¡ak¥m), ≈qå ‘Al¥ is the
central founding figure of the School of Tehran. The son of Mullå ‘Abd
Allåh Zun¨z¥, he was born in 1234/1818 in Isfahan and accompanied
his father to Tehran when he was only three years old.17 He received
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his early education in literature, logic, and fiqh in Tehran and then
studied such philosophical and theological texts as the Shawåriq of
Låh¥j¥, Shar÷ al-ishåråt by ¨s¥ and al-Mabda˘ wa˘l-ma‘åd (The Origin
and the Return) by Mullå |adrå with his own father. Upon his father’s
death, he set out for Iraq to study the transmitted sciences in Najaf
and then went to Isfahan to complete his studies in philosophy. In this
still vibrant center of Islamic philosophy he studied the Shifå˘ of Ibn
S¥nå and the Asfår and Mafåt¥÷ al-ghayb of Mullå |adrå with the son of
Mullå ‘Al¥ N¨r¥, M¥rzå ¡asan N¨r¥. He also studied with other major
figures of the city such as Sayyid Ra∂¥ and Mullå Mu±ammad Ja‘far
Langar¨d¥. Then he spent some time in Qazwin studying Mullå |adrå
with Mullå ≈qå-yi Qazw¥n¥, whom he considered to be the best teacher
of the principles of |adrean philosophy. After that short period, he
returned to Isfahan, and about 1270/1853–54 he finished his formal
studies in the intellectual sciences.

Finally ≈qå ‘Al¥ settled in Tehran, where he continued to study
the transmitted sciences with M¥rzå ¡usayn ≈shtiyån¥ and began to
teach philosophy. His career in teaching in Tehran was to last forty
years, first in Qåsim Khån madrasah, then for a few years in his own
home, and then for more than twenty years as official madarris in
Sipahsålår madrasah. The main texts that he taught were the following:
Asfår, al-Mabda˘ wa˘l-ma‘åd, Shar÷ al-hidåyah (Commentary upon the
Book of Guidance [of Ath¥r al-D¥n Abhar¥]) and al-Shawåhid al-
rub¶biyyah of Mullå |adrå, the Shifå˘ of Ibn S¥nå, and Shar÷ ÷ikmat al-
ishråq (Commentary upon the Theosophy of the Orient of Light [of
Suhraward¥ and Qu†b al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥]). His lessons were attended by
numerous students and were famous throughout Persia and even in
certain other Islamic countries, and he trained a large number of im-
portant students belonging to the next generation of philosophers of
the School of Tehran. After a long and fruitful life, he died in Tehran
in 1307/1889 and was buried in ¡adrat-i ‘Abd al-‘Aπ¥m in Rayy.

Some twenty-seven works of ≈qå ‘Al¥ Mudarris are known to
have survived.18 His works include a number of major annotations
(ta‘l¥qåt) upon several works of Mullå |adrå, especially his Asfår and
Shar÷ ÷ikmat al-ishråq, glosses upon Shar÷ al-ishåråt by Låh¥j¥ and Låh¥j¥’s
Shawåriq, and his own father’s Lama‘åt-i ilåhiyyah; other works are in-
dependent or semi-independent texts on resurrection,19 attribution
(÷aml), the soul, relational existence (al-wuj¶d al-råbi†¥ ), unity, the tran-
scendent unity of being (wa÷dat al-wuj¶d) of the Sufis, a short history
of Islamic philosophy, and a short autobiography. In addition to these
works and a number of poems ≈qå ‘Al¥ wrote Badåyi’ al-÷ikam (Mar-
vels of Wisdom), which is perhaps his most important text and con-
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sidered by some to be the most significant work in the school of al-
÷ikmat al-muta‘åliyah after the Asfår.20 Written in Persian, it compares
with the works of Af∂al al-D¥n Kåshån¥ and Suhraward¥ in its
significance for philosophical prose in that language. It also deals with
|adrean metaphysics in a remarkably creative manner. Furthermore,
this work is considered by some to be the first in which traditional
Islamic philosophy and Western philosophy, mostly Kantian, meet,
for ≈qå ‘Al¥ sets out in this book to respond to certain philosophical
questions brought to him from Europe by the Qajar prince Bad¥‘ al-
mulk. For this reason some have considered the Badåyi‘ al-÷ikam as
being not only the most important text of |adrean philosophy in Per-
sian but also the first text of comparative philosophy (in relation to
European philosophy) within the Islamic philosophical tradition,21 the
beginning of a path that was to be followed later in Persia by ‘Allåmah
abå†abå˘¥, M¥rzå Mahd¥ ¡a˘ir¥ Yazd¥, and several younger philoso-
phers of this generation.

As for ≈qå ‘Al¥’s annotations upon the Asfår, they cover nearly
the whole text and constitute in themselves a cycle of |adarean phi-
losophy. The glosses of Sabziwår¥ upon the Asfår are among the most
detailed and clarifying of the many commentaries written on the text.
These glosses have been published in the lithographed edition of the
text of Mullå |adrå. The only commentary upon the Asfår to compare
in significance with that of Sabziwår¥ is that of ≈qå ‘Al¥, which, how-
ever, departs more from the text than does Sabziwår¥’s. S. J. ≈shtiyån¥
goes as far as to say, “I believe that in philosophical discussions ≈qå
‘Al¥ was more meticulous and more confirmed in the truth than
Sabziwår¥.”22 Some in fact consider ≈qå ‘Al¥ Mudarris to be the great-
est figure of the school of al-÷ikmat al- muta‘åliyah after Mullå |adrå
himself,23 but others bestow this honor upon Mullå ‘Al¥ N¨r¥. Although
it is true that ≈qå ‘Al¥ must be considered along with Mullå |adrå
himself, Mullå ‘Al¥ N¨r¥, Håjj¥ Mullå Håd¥ Sabziwår¥, ≈qå Mu±ammad
Ri∂å Qumsha˘¥, and one or two others as the greatest master of the
school of al-÷ikmat-al-muta‘åliyah, he was not simply an imitator and
commentator of Mullå |adrå. Rather, he expressed certain views not
found in |adr al-D¥n’s works and may be said to have begun a new
chapter in the history of the |adrean school rather that being simply
a continuation of the same chapter. Not only did he criticize certain
|adrean tenets, but he also formulated several new theses of his own
concerning such questions as corporeal resurrection, attribution, knowl-
edge, second philosophical intelligibles, trans-substantial motion, the
principiality of being, gradation, the unity of the arc of descent and
the arc of ascent, and many other major issues. A thorough study of
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≈qå ‘Al¥ will reveal him to be not only a major commentator of Mullå
|adrå but also the founder of a new phase in the development of the
school founded by the great ÷ak¥m of Shiraz.

≈qå ‘Al¥ had extensive contact with the notable figures of his
day both among the class of religious scholars and those at court, such
as I‘timåd al-Sal†anah, who was one of Nå∑ir al-D¥n Shåh’s closest
confidants and at the same time very respectful of ≈qå ‘Al¥. He was
in fact ≈qå ‘Al¥’s disciple. I‘timåd al-Sal†anah was a channel whereby
≈qå ‘Al¥ gained some knowledge of what was transpiring philosophi-
cally in Europe. I‘timåd al-Sal†anah was also instrumental in spread-
ing the fame of ≈qå ‘Al¥ in courtly circles and also among these also
were becoming interested in Western education and thought.

As far as the contact of ≈qå ‘Al¥ with the West is concerned, it
is especially important to mention Comte de Gobineau, the French
philosopher who came to Tehran for two years as a minister in the
French embassy. In his well known work Les Religions et les philosophies
dans l’Asie central,24 he mentions ≈qå ‘Al¥, and the information that
Gobineau transmits concerning later Persian philosophers is from ≈qå
‘Al¥, whom he had met in Tehran. Some traditional Persian religious
scholars have transmitted the account of an invitation given by
Gobineau to ≈qå ‘Al¥ to go to France and teach Islamic philosophy at
the Sorbonne. The account also mentions that at first he accepted the
invitation but that he was later dissuaded from going by his many
students.25 One wonders what would have happened in the West as
far as Islamic philosophy was concerned and in the Islamic world
itself, especially Persia, if a colossal figure of Islamic metaphysics and
philosophy and a figure of great spiritual stature such as ≈qå ‘Al¥
Mudarris had gone to France in the nineteenth century. In any case,
even though the journey did not take place, ≈qå ‘Al¥ was able to
establish the School of Tehran on a firm |adrean foundation while at
the same time being ready to encounter the challenges of Western
philosophies and schools of thought that were soon to penetrate into
the capital of Qajar Persia.

Āqå Mu÷ammad Ri¿å Qumsha˘¥

Although a definite master of the school of Mullå |adrå, ≈qå
Mu±ammad Ri∂å was above all a master of gnosis of the school of Ibn
‘Arab¥ and in fact the greatest representative of this school in Persia
during the past few centuries. Ayatollah Khomeini referred to him as
“the master of our masters.” This remarkable figure, who was called
“the second Ibn ‘Arab¥” and who used the pen name |ahbå, was born
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in Qumshah near Isfahan in 1241/1825 and carried out his early stud-
ies in the city of his birth before coming to Isfahan to study ÷ikmat
with Mullå Mu±ammad Ja‘far Låh¥j¥ and M¥rzå ¡asan N¨r¥, the al-
ready mentioned son of Mullå ‘Al¥ N¨r¥. His most important teacher
was, however, Sayyid Ra∂¥ Lår¥jån¥, and it was in his hands that ≈qå
Mu±ammad Ri∂å reached the station of realization in gnostic knowl-
edge. It is important to note in this context that ≈qå Mu±ammad Ri∂å
had a spiritual teacher and confirmed the necessity of having a spiri-
tual master in order to realize the truths of gnosis.26 In this context he
is said to have cited the verse,

Do not traverse this stage without the companionship of Khi∂r.27

For there is darkness, have fear of being lost.

In any case what is known of the life of ≈qå Mu±ammad Ri∂å
reveals that he taught both ‘irfån and ÷ikmat in Isfahan and then, after
giving all his worldly possessions to the poor, set out to settle in
Tehran some time around 1294/1877. The cause for his migration from
Isfahan to Tehran is not certain, but later scholars have mentioned his
dissatisfaction with some of the authorities in Isfahan and also the
migration of a number of major scholars such as Mullå ‘Abd Allåh
Zun¨z¥ and M¥rzå Ab¨˘l-¡asan Jilwah to Tehran.28 ≈qå Mu±ammad
Ri∂å was to teach hundreds of students in Tehran until he died in that
city in 1306/1888 and was buried, according to most authorities, in
Ibn Bab¨yah near Rayy. In describing the breadth of his knowledge
≈shtiyån¥ writes, “≈qå Mu±ammad Ri∂å was one of those people
who could teach the Shifå˘, and other mashshå˘¥ texts with perfect ease
and domination and was a sagacious master in the teaching of the
books of Shaykh al-ishråq and |adr al-muta˘allih¥n. As for gnosis and
the teaching of the Fuƒ¶s, Tamh¥d al-qawå‘id, Miƒbå÷ al-uns (“Lamp of
Spiritual Familiarity”), and Fut¶÷åt-i-makkiyyah (“Meccan Illumina-
tions”) he was peerless.”29 One cannot describe more clearly and justly
the intellectual activities of this supreme master of gnosis of his day.

≈qå Mu±ammad Ri∂å lived simply as a darvish and often met
his students in the ruins outside of Tehran. There is an account by
the great I∑fahån¥ ÷ak¥m Jahång¥r Khån Qashqå˘¥, who had come to
Tehran to meet ≈qå Mu±ammad Ri∂å, which casts much light on
the master’s countenance and presence. Jahång¥r Khån has provided
the following account:

I had the impulsion to study with ¡adrat-i Qumsha˘¥ in Tehran
and therefore in the very night of my arrival I went to his
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presence. He did not have any characteristics of a religious
scholar and was like muslin sellers of Sidah [a town near
Isfahan]. I was in a state of spiritual attraction (jadhbah). When
I made the request [to see him], he said that I should come the
next day to the ruins (kharåbåt). The ruins were a place outside
the ditch [surrounding Tehran] and a darvish had a coffee-
house there where people of spiritual taste would meet. The
next day I went to that location and found him sitting in a
place of spiritual solitude (khalwatgåh) on a mat. I opened the
Asfår and he read it from memory and made such a verification
of it that I almost fell into a state of madness. He discovered
my spiritual state and said, “Power does break the jar.“30

It is perhaps this manner of living that caused many of ≈qå
Mu±ammad Ri∂å’s works to be lost, including most of his poems. The
few poems that have survived being in ghazal form in the ‘Iråq¥ style
reveal his great poetic power and the immensity of the loss of the
majority of his poems for Persian Sufi poetry of the Qajar period. The
prose works of ≈qå Mu±ammad Ri∂å that are known include a treatise
on walåyat/wilåyat, Risålah f¥ wa÷dat al-wuj¶d bal al-mawj¶d (“Treatise
on the Unity of Existence or Rather of the Existent), al- Khilåfat al-kubrå
(The Greatest Vicegerency), treatise on the difference between the
Essence and the Qualities of God, treatise on ‘ilm or knowledge, a
treatise about the Asfår, and a number of glosses and annotations
upon the Asfår and the Shawåhid, as well as major gnostic texts such
as the F¶ƒ¶s, Miftå÷ al-ghayb (Key to the Invisible World) of Qunyaw¥,
and Tamh¥d al-qawå‘id of Ibn Turkah I∑fahån¥.31

One can hardly overestimate the significance of ≈qå Mu±ammad
Ri∂å in both ÷ikmat and ‘irfån for the School of Tehran and his influence
over succeeding generations to our own day. A sage and saint who
lived simply and always with humility, he left a deep spiritual expres-
sion upon those who met him while imparting the profoundest teach-
ings of ‘irfån and ÷ikmat to those capable and worthy of receiving the
pearls of wisdom that he disseminated. He established the school of
‘irfån in Tehran on a solid foundation, and it was from there that his
students were to spread his teachings to many other cities such as
Qom itself. If one only goes over the long list of his students,32 which
includes such names as ≈qå M¥rzå Håshim Ashkiwar¥, M¥rzå Shihåb
al-D¥n Nayr¥z¥, M¥rzå ¡asan Kirmånshåh¥, and M¥rzå Mahd¥ ≈shtiyån¥,
one will realize the remarkably extensive influence of ≈qå Mu±ammad
Ri∂å over the later intellectual life of Persia. In any case he is the
second major figure of the School of Tehran after ≈qå ‘Al¥ Mudarris,
and the two complement each other in many ways.
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M¥rzå Ab¶˘l-¡asan Jilwah

The third of the four major founders of the School of Tehran, M¥rzå
Ab¨˘l-¡asan Jilwah, was born in 1238/1822 in Ahmadabad in Gujarat.
His father had migrated from Persia to Hydarabad in Sindh, and had
married the daughter of the prime minister and was even chosen as
ambassador. But he fell out with those at court and went to Ahmadabad
and then Bombay, returning finally to Isfahan when Jilwah was seven
years old.33 It was in this city that after the death of his father and the
period of youth spent under financial duress, Jilwah turned to the
field of religious studies and especially philosophy. He studied both
|adrean and Avicennan philosophy, as well as some medicine with
famous masters such as M¥rzå ¡asan N¨r¥, Mullå ‘Abd al-Jawåd T¨n¥
(who was known especially as a master of traditional medicine), M¥rzå
¡asan Ch¥n¥, and Mullå Mu±ammad Ja‘far Langar¨d¥ and soon be-
came himself a well-known philosopher. In 1273/1856, dissatisfied
with his situation in Isfahan, he set out for Tehran and settled there to
teach philosophy and write until the end of his life in 1314/1896. He
was buried in Ibn Bab¨yah near Rayy.

Jilwah taught mostly in the Dår al-Shifå˘ madrasah and became
so famous and respected that Nå∑ir al-D¥n Shåh would visit him from
time to time at his school. Like ≈qå ‘Al¥ and ≈qå Mu±ammad Ri∂å,
Jilwah taught the works of Mullå |adrå, but his main interest was Ibn
S¥nå and the mashshå˘¥ school. As already mentioned in chapter 11, in
the School of Isfahan one can detect two main philosophical trends:
The ÷ikmat al-muta‘åliyah associated with Mullå |adrå and the continu-
ation of Avicennan philosophy in its later interpretations as one sees
in Mullå Rajab ‘Al¥ Tabr¥z¥ and in a somewhat different manner in
Mullå Shamså G¥lån¥. Jilwah represents more this second trend than
the first, and he was essentially a mashshå˘¥ ÷ak¥m even if he also
taught Mullå |adrå and commented upon his works. Jilwah was even
critical of Mullå |adrå, accusing him of having taken various ideas
from earlier philosophers without acknowledging his sources. Although
he was a gifted poet whose d¥wån has in fact been published, Jilwah
was more of a philosopher with strong rational tendencies than an
illuminationist or intuitive thinker and possessed a very rigorous and
rational mind although also having a mystical side. One of his main
contributions was in fact in correcting and editing with great exacti-
tude all the texts that he taught, paying attention to every word and
phrase. The corrected texts include Tamh¥d al-qawå‘id of Ibn Turkah,
the Shifå˘ of Ibn S¥nå, and Miƒbåh al-uns of Shams al-D¥n Fanår¥.

The works of Jilwah include his glosses upon the Mashå‘ir (The
Book of Metaphysical Penetrations), Shar÷ al-hidåyah, al-Mabda˘ wa˘l-
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ma‘åd, and Asfår of Mullå |adrå, annotations upon the introduction of
Qay∑ar¥ to his commentary upon the Fuƒ¶s, and a number of indepen-
dent treatises including those on the relation between the created and
the eternal, trans-substantial motion, universals, and existence. He also
wrote a series of glosses upon the Shifå˘ along with the correction of
the text, which was one of the main works that he taught. Jilwah was
also so much interested in Sufi poetry that he corrected the text of the
Mathnaw¥ of Jalål al-D¥n R¨m¥. Unfortunately, most of his works, like
those of ≈qå Mu±ammad Ri∂å, remain unedited. Also like his illustri-
ous contemporaries, Jilwah trained numerous students among whom
one can mention especially ≈qå Sayyid ¡usayn Bådk¨ba˘¥, who es-
tablished a circle for the study of Islamic philosophy in Najaf in Iraq;
M¥r Sayyid Shihåb al-D¥n Nayr¥z¥, the well-known authority on ‘irfån
and philosophy; M¥rzå åhir Tunikåbun¥, one of the foremost later
masters of philosophy in the School of Tehran; and ≈kh¨nd Mullå
Mu±ammad H¥daj¥ Zanjån¥, known especially for his famous com-
mentary upon the Shar÷ al-manz.¶mah of Sabziwår¥.

M¥rzå ¡asan Sabziwår¥

We know much less about the last of the four founders of the School
of Tehran, M¥rzå ¡asan Sabziwår¥, except that he was a student of
¡åjj¥ Mullå Håd¥ Sabziwår¥ and migrated later from Sabziwar to
Tehran, where he taught in the ‘Abd Allåh Khån madrasah in the ba-
zaar. Although he taught philosophy, his main concern was with
mathematics, for which he became justly famous. He also had a num-
ber of famous students including H¥daj¥ and M¥rzå Ibråh¥m Riyå∂¥
Zanjån¥. What is significant about him is not only his fame among his
contemporaries but that in the thirteenth/nineteenth century in the
School of Tehran the study of mathematics had not become as yet
completely separated from that of philosophy and that the traditional
link between philosophy and mathematics that one observes in ¨s¥,
Qu†b al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥, the Dashtak¥s, Shams al-D¥n Khafr¥, and Fa†h
Allåh Sh¥råz¥ was still alive, although it was soon to become greatly
weakened. The presence of M¥rzå ¡asan assured that something of
this important link would survive into this later period. My own teach-
ers, Sayyid Mu±ammad Kåπim ‘A∑∑år and Sayyid Abu˘l-¡asan Råf¥‘¥
Qazw¥n¥ and a major later representative of the School of Tehran,
Ab¨˘l-¡asan Sha‘rån¥, had extensive knowledge of the traditional
Islamic mathematical sciences, in addition to their great mastery
of philosophy.
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AFTER THE FOUR FOUNDING ¡AKĪMS

Among the most important students of those four masters, besides
those already mentioned, were M¥rzå ¡asan Kirmånshåh¥, who was a
specialist in the teachings of mashshå˘¥ philosophy, mathematics, and
medicine, and M¥rzå Håshim Rasht¥, who was a notable exponent of
‘irfån and ishråq¥ doctrines. Their students and the generation that
followed are too numerous to name here.34 We must confine ourselves
to only a few of the most famous who later became masters of the
School of Tehran during the late Qajar and the Pahlavi periods. One
can mention, in addition to those already cited, M¥rzå Ma±m¨d and
M¥rzå A±mad ≈shtiyån¥, who resided in Tehran and who were known
as great authorities in the teaching of spiritual ethics and ‘irfån; M¥rzå
Mu±ammad ‘Al¥ Shåhåbåd¥, who moved to Tehran where in addition
to philosophy he taught the main texts of ‘irfån; Mu±ammad Taq¥
≈mul¥, one of the leading philosophers of the School of Tehran during
the Pahlavi period; and three figures about whom we need to say a
few more words: M¥rzå Mahd¥ ≈shtiyån¥, Sayyid Ab¨˘l-¡asan Raf¥‘¥
Qazw¥n¥, and Sayyid Mu±ammad Kåπim ‘A∑∑år, all of whom lived
well into the Pahlavi era but were trained in the late Qajar period in
the School of Tehran.

M¥rzå Mahd¥ ≈shtiyån¥, at once an outstanding philosopher and
faq¥h, was born in 1306/1888 in Tehran. His first teacher was his fa-
ther, with whom he studied fiqh and uƒ¶l. He also studied these sub-
jects with Shaykh Mas¥± åliqån¥ and Shaykh Fa∂l Allåh N¨r¥ and
philosophy with ≈qå M¥r Sh¥råz¥ and M¥rzå ¡asan Kirmånshåh¥.
≈shtiyån¥ was also very knowledgeable in traditional mathematics
and medicine. He even studied Western medicine, which was then
spreading in Persia, with such famous Qajar physicians as Nåπim al-
a†ibbå˘ and Ra˘¥s al- a†ibbå˘. He then set out for Iraq, where he stud-
ied rational fiqh and uƒ¶l with such famous faq¥hs as Sayyid Mu±ammad
Kåπim Yazd¥. After becoming established as an authority in fiqh as
well as ÷ikmat and ‘irfån, he returned to Persia, teaching for a while in
Qom, Isfahan, and Mashhad and finally settled in Tehran. He spent
the rest of his life in the capital teaching and writing a number of
important works, becoming recognized as the leading ÷ak¥m and a
notable ‘årif of his day in Tehran. During this period he also traveled
to India, Central Asia, Europe, and Egypt, where he explained Islamic
philosophy to many audiences. He died in Tehran in 1372/1952.35

The philosophical works of ≈shtiyån¥ include his commentary in
Arabic and the Persian paraphrase of the Asfår of Mullå |adrå and an
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‘irfån¥ commentary upon his Mafåt¥÷ al-ghayb, as well as commentaries
upon various parts of Sabziwår¥’s Shar÷ al-manz.¶mah.36 ≈shtiyån¥ was
also the author of an independent work on ÷ikmat, Asås al-taw÷¥d (Foun-
dations of Unity), which reveals his remarkable philosophical profun-
dity.37 Furthermore, he authored a number of shorter treaties on various
philosophical subjects.

One should not think for one moment that ≈shtiyån¥ was simply
a commentator who only clarified the meaning of earlier texts. Like
many members of the School of Tehran and those before them, his
commentaries are original philosophical treatises written in commen-
tary form much like the commentaries of Mullå |adrå upon ¡ikmat al-
ishråq and Shifå˘. For example, ≈shtiyån¥’s commentary upon Sabziwår¥
is much more ‘irfån¥ in character than Sabzwår¥’s own commentary
and reveals the text as almost an ‘irfån¥ work rather than a systematic
and rational presentation of Mullå |adrå’s ideas. As T. Izustu writes:

Sabziwår¥, despite the fact that his entire philosophizing is at
bottom based on a personal mystical existence, does not dis-
close this concept of philosophy on the surface. ≈shtiyån¥ on
the contrary is openly ‘irfån¥ throughout the whole commen-
tary. This fact comes out more clearly in the introductory part
of the work. But in the main part of the book, too, he never
fails to seize the opportunity of leaving Sabziwår¥ behind at
any moment and going into long fully developed ‘irfån¥ dis-
cussions of the philosophical concept in question. . . . [T]he
same feature of ≈shtiyån¥’s general attitude in writing his com-
mentary is remarkable in that it turns the book into an origi-
nal work of his own.38

In any case M¥rzå Mahd¥ ≈shtiyån¥ was a towering intellectual
figure of his day who wielded much influence in traditional circles of
learning. He was also the teacher of a number of well-known philoso-
phers of our own day such as Ab¨˘l-¡asan Sha‘rån¥, Mu±ammad
Taq¥ Ja‘far¥, Murta∂å Mu†ahhar¥, Mahd¥ ¡å˘ir¥ Yazd¥, Jawåd Falå†¨r¥,
and Sayyid Jalål al-D¥n ≈shtiyån¥, all of whom are well-known Islamic
thinkers of the fourteenth/twentieth century.39

Sayyid Ab¨˘l-¡asan Raf¥‘¥ Qazw¥n¥, with whom I had the honor
of studying the Asfår for some five years, was born in Qazwin in
1315/1897, where he carried out his early studies. Then he came to
Tehran and Qom studying in both cities with such masters as M¥rzå
¡asan Kirmånshåh¥, M¥rzå Håshim ≈shkiwar¥, Sayyid Mu±ammad
Tunikåbun¥, Shaykh ‘Al¥ Rasht¥, Shaykh ‘Abd al-Kar¥m ¡å˘ir¥, and
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others. He soon became famous as an authority in both philosophy
and fiqh, becoming in fact one of Persia’s leading ayatollahs and, after
the death Ayatollah Bur¨jird¥, a source of emulation (marja‘-i taql¥d)
for many Shi‘ites. He taught in Qom, Qazwin, and Tehran, where he
died in 1396/1975, his body being buried in Qom.40

Qazw¥n¥ was a masterful teacher especially of the work of Mullå
|adrå and in the explanation (taqr¥r) of the Asfår in which he was
unequalled among his contemporaries. He had a majestic countenance
and exuded great authority. Although he taught mostly |adrean phi-
losophy, he did not agree on every point with Mullå |adrå and
Sabziwår¥, in questions such as the exact meaning of the unity of the
knower and the known (itti÷åd al-‘åqil wa˘l-ma‘q¶l). He also would
often say that he was not totally satisfied with the explanation of the
earlier Islamic philosophers of the relation between the created order
and eternity (÷ud¶th and qidam). He loved Sufi poetry but never spoke
about it in public. This intimacy with the greatest works of Persian
literature enabled him to possess a very lucid and flowing Persian
prose, but he hated to write, and the few philosophical treatises that
have survived from his pen and now edited and published by the
outstanding contemporary ÷ak¥m from Qom, Ayatollah ¡asanzådah
≈mul¥, were produced as the result of my insistence.41 These treatises
are masterpieces both in their success in clarifying in readily under-
standable terms some of most difficult issues of Islamic philosophy
and also in their literary quality. They are among the best examples of
philosophical Persian written in recent decades. Qazw¥n¥ was also the
author of a commentary upon the Shar÷ al-manz.¶mah.

The influence of Ayatollah Qazw¥n¥ in the domain of philosophy
was primarily through the training of students in Qazwin, Qom, and
Tehran, such figures as M¥rzå Mahd¥ ¡å˘ir¥ and Sayyid Jalål al-D¥n
≈shtiyån¥. The latter told me often over the years that Qazw¥n¥ was
the most acute commentator and lucid expositor of |adrean philoso-
phy whom he had known among the all the teachers of his day.

As for Sayyid Mu±ammad Kåπim ‘A∑∑år, he has been considered
by some the last outstanding representative of the School of Tehran.42

He was born in a family of religious scholars in Tehran in 1302/1884,
where he carried out his early studies in fiqh, uƒ¶l, kalåm, and logic
with his father, who was a well-known teacher at that time.43 In order
to learn the modern sciences, he went to Dår al-fun¨n (the first insti-
tution of higher learning based on Western models in Iran), which he
completed. He was then asked to teach the modern sciences, espe-
cially mathematics, along with French in Tabriz. It was there that he
developed a close friendship with the famous religious scholar, Thaqat
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al-Islåm Tabr¥z¥ who apparently benefited from ‘A∑∑år’s knowledge of
the Asfår. After the violent death of Thaqat al-Islåm, ‘A∑∑år left Tabriz
for Europe through Caucasia and spent some time studying in the
West. He was in fact the first member of the traditional class of ‘ulamå˘
in Persia to have done so. He then returned to the East, studying for
some fourteen years in Najaf to complete his mastery of the transmit-
ted sciences before coming to Tehran, where he settled and where he
devoted himself completely to teaching both fiqh and philosophy. He
taught at the Sipahsålår School, where he gave a regular course on fiqh
followed by one in philosophy in which usually the Shar÷ al-manz.¶mah
of Sabziwår¥ was used as text. But he was also professor of Islamic
philosophy in both the Faculty of Divinity and the Faculty of Letters
of Tehran University. The latter position was particularly important
because the philosophy department of the Faculty of Letters was then
the most important philosophy department in Persia and one in which
the teaching of Western philosophy was predominant. The doctoral
students of the department, who became teachers in philosophy
throughout the country, were therefore instructed in Islamic philoso-
phy by ‘A∑∑år.44 This great master died in Tehran in 1396/1975.

Sayyid Mu±ammad Kåπim ‘A∑∑år was a recognized authority in
both the religious and philosophical sciences. He was at once a great
mujtahid, ÷ak¥m, and ‘årif who had an incredible intelligence and a
wonderful sense of humor which caused him to laugh at the follies of
the world. He refused to receive religious tax or to enter into the
political and economic aspects of the life of many mujtahids. He de-
voted his life entirely to teaching and writing and gave of his time
freely to those who sought his advice or yearned to learn from him.
Although he had spent some time in Europe, he avoided all modern-
istic mannerisms and even in his teaching rarely referred to Western
thought. He had penetrated the mask of the modern world, and knew
fully well what stood behind it and was therefore not fooled by mod-
ernist tenets. Often he would make fun of not only modernized Per-
sians, but also those among the ‘ulamå˘ who would make reference to
some modern idea in a shallow way in order to appear up to date.

As a philosopher he was both a master of traditional texts and a
creative interpreter of them. He had studied ÷ikmat and ‘irfån with
such luminaries as ≈qå M¥rzå ¡asan Rasht¥, who was himself a stu-
dent of ≈qå ‘Al¥ Mudarris; ≈qå Mu±ammad Ri∂å Qumsha˘¥; ≈qå
M¥rzå ¡asan Kirmånshåh¥, that celebrated philosopher and physician
of the Qajar period; and ≈qå M¥rzå Shihåb al-D¥n Nayr¥z¥, who was
also a foremost disciple of ≈qå Mu±ammad Ri∂å; and ≈qå ‘Al¥
Mudarris. Having studied with such masters was fully reflected in
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‘A∑∑år’s approach to texts of ÷ikmat and ‘irfån. He knew every nuance
of the texts and ideas involved. While teaching at the Sipahsålår School
and Tehran University he would follow the assigned text carefully,
but in private classes the text would serve as the point of departure
into the vast empyrean of sacred knowledge within which ‘A∑∑år could
journey with remarkable ease.45

Besides his commentaries and annotations to works concerning
fiqh and uƒ¶l, ‘A∑∑år has left behind a small but very significant num-
ber of writings devoted to some of the most different questions of
÷ikmat and ‘irfån. These include the treaties on wa÷dat al-wuj¶d and
badå˘ (apparent change in the Divine Will) and two works that appear
to deal with the religious sciences but that like the naql¥ works of
Mullå |adrå are also treatises of ÷ikmat and ‘irfån, these being ‘Ilm al-
÷ad¥th (Science of ¡ad¥th) and commentary upon the opening chapter
of the Quran, al-Fåti÷ah.46 The study of these treatises reveals ‘A∑∑år to
be a major philosopher casting the light of his own Godgiven intelli-
gence upon the works of the earlier masters and displaying much
intellectual creativity. His works are far from being simply an elucida-
tion of what had gone before. Although primarily a |adrean philoso-
pher, ‘A∑∑år was also ishråq¥ in a sense independent of Mullå |adrå.
He was also given the exceptional gift of bringing out both the intel-
lectual and spiritual dimension of terms, ideas, and formulations as-
sociated with the religious sciences and in creating a synthesis between
the transmitted (naql¥) and intellectual (‘aql¥) sciences crowned and
also held together by the purest doctrines of ‘irfån.47

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SCHOOL OF TEHRAN

The School of Tehran is important not only in making possible the
continuation of the tradition of Islamic philosophy from the end of the
Zand period and beginning of the Qajar period to the Pahlavi era. It
is also very significant because more than any other philosophical
center in Persia, Tehran became the locus where Western ideas began
to penetrate into Persia and the main battleground for the struggle
between tradition and modernism in later years. It was in Tehran that
the Discourse on Method of Descartes was first translated into Persian
and where Western philosophical ideas began to hold sway over the
modernized classes. Because of the political weakness of Qajar Persia
and dominance of colonial powers, many Persians, like other Asian
and Africans of that time, Muslims and non-Muslims alike, developed
a cultural inferiority complex vis-à-vis the West that still continues in
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many non-Western circles. This attitude caused most of the modern
educated classes to turn away from traditional philosophy and to
become infatuated with modern Western philosophers, especially
French ones. So, while the School of Tehran continued during the
Qajar period, modern Western philosophy came to be also studied,
often totally separate from the existing philosophical tradition that
still breathed in the land of prophecy. Consequently, this tradition
came to be belittled and more or less ignored among the modern
educated classes of society.48

The current of Western philosophy cultivated in Tehran is not of
course a part of the School of Tehran as we define it. Often the two
existed in parallel fashion to each other, but sooner or later there was
bound to be interaction. This interaction occurred in a wider context
than before in the second half of the fourteenth/twentieth century.49

The two most important figures of this later encounter were not trained
in the School of Tehran but became nevertheless associated with it.
The first was the remarkable master of Islamic thought, ‘Allåmah Sayyid
Mu±ammad ¡usayn abå†abå˘¥, who hailed from Tabriz, studied in
Najaf, and revived Islamic philosophy in Qom, where he resided. He
also taught in Tehran until his death in1404/1983.50 This monumental
figure of Islamic thought during the past century belonged to and in
fact founded the new School of Qom in Islamic philosophy, but his
meetings with Marxist thinkers, which led to his ground-breaking work
Uƒ¶l-i falsafa-yi ri˘ålism (Principles of the Philosophy of Realism) took
place in Tehran. This work, which marks the first extensive encounter
between traditional Islamic philosophy and a Western philosophical
school, in this case Marxism, is therefore related to the School of Tehran,
although ‘Allåmah abå†abå˘¥ did not belong to that school, strictly
speaking. It must also be mentioned that the discourses and debates
between him and Corbin were carried out almost completely in Tehran
and not in Qom.

The second major figure who encountered Western thought from
the background of Islamic philosophy was M¥rzå Mahd¥ ¡å˘ir¥ Yazd¥,
who was trained in Qom but spent much of his life in Tehran, where
he died in 1419/1999. ¡å˘ir¥ was the first ‘ålim in Persia who went to
Europe and America and spent years studying Western philosophy,
primarily the analytical school, until he attained his doctorate in
Western philosophy and even taught for some time in Britain, Canada,
and the United States. He authored a number of important works,
such as Hiram-i hast¥ (The Pyramid of Being) and ‘Ilm-i ÷u¿¶r¥ (Knowl-
edge by Presence), in which philosophizing is carried out in dialogue
between Islamic and Western philosophy and more specifically Anglo-
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Saxon analytical philosophy. His Knowledge by Presence, which is now
available in English,51 reveals his philosophical acumen and is the first
work of its kind in English by a traditional Islamic philosopher. Tech-
nically speaking ¡å˘ir¥ belonged to the School of Qom rather than
Tehran but like abå†abå˘¥ was related to the School of Tehran, where
he also taught for many years.52

When one meditates upon the works of abå†abå˘¥ and ¡å˘ir¥,
one wonders why a member of the School of Tehran did not write a
response based on the principles of Islamic philosophy to Descartes’
Discourse on Method when this work first appeared in Tehran in the
Qajar period. Had such a criticism come forth, it would have been
more like the response of a Hamann or a von Baader to Descartes
rather than the simple emulation of Cartesianism that we see among
the modernized students of philosophy in Tehran. In any case the
response did not come, and one had to wait a century before serious
Islamic philosophical responses began to appear to various currents of
Western thought. As a result, the School of Tehran became ever more
separated from the concern of modernized circles who turned to
Western thought wholeheartedly becoming Cartesian, as well as
Kantian, Hegelian, Comptian, Marxist, and in more recent decades,
Heideggerian, Popperian, and the like. Even after the Revolution of
1979 intense interest in the Islamic response to Western thought has
not succeeded in weaning all the Persians given to philosophical dis-
course away from blind emulation of various currents of Western
philosophy, although interest in Islamic philosophy has certainly grown
even among many followers of Western thought.

Despite this parting of ways in Tehran between traditional and
modern philosophy, the School of Tehran exercised a definite influence
upon Persian philosophical prose in general. Mu±ammad ‘Al¥ Fur¨gh¥,
who translated works of European philosophy including Descartes
into Persian and whose Sayr-i ÷ikmat dar Ur¶på (The Development of
Philosophy in Europe) was the single most influential text in introduc-
ing European philosophy to Persians, was in touch with a number of
living members of the School of Tehran, such as Fa∂¥l-i T¨n¥, M¥rzå
åhir Tunikåbun¥, M¥rzå Mahd¥ ≈shtiyån¥, and Sayyid Mu±ammad
Kåπim ‘A∑∑år; and he developed his philosophical style and vocabu-
lary with their help. Others, who wrote Persian philosophical prose
well, such as Ya±yå Mahdaw¥, were also very well acquainted with
the Persian philosophical texts of the Qajar period, as well as those of
earlier ages. Although of course there was much development of new
vocabulary for the expression of new Western ideas during the Pahlavi
period, there is no doubt that there is a great deal of continuity in the
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style and vocabulary of Persian philosophical prose between the School
of Tehran, and through it with earlier schools of Islamic philosophy,
and the modern currents of philosophy in the Pahlavi and also post-
Pahlavi period. The revival of Persian prose, philosophical prose in-
cluded, during the Pahlavi period is in many ways the continuation of
what began in the Qajar period, even if, as far as philosophy is con-
cerned, the content of many philosophical works changed drastically
from the Islamic to the Western.

Another feature of the School of Tehran, resulting from the cen-
trality of the capital and modern means of transportation and commu-
nication, is that it was more in contact with other centers of learning
than were the Schools of Isfahan and Shiraz. Many of the philosophers
of the School of Tehran journeyed to other Persian and Iraqi cities to
become well-known scholars. Conversely many figures from other
centers would travel to Tehran and spend some time there. During the
last few decades some of the most famous Persian philosophers can be
said to belong to this category. As examples one can cite ‘Allåmah
abå†abå˘¥, trained in Tabriz and resident in Qom, who journeyed to
Tehran every other week for some thirty years; Murta∂å Mu†ahhar¥,
trained in Qom but who resided in Tehran; ¡å˘ir¥ Yazd¥, likewise
trained in Qom but like Mu†ahhar¥ a resident of Tehran and professor
of Tehran University; Sayyid Jalål al-D¥n ≈shtiyån¥, trained in Qom
and professor of Mashhad University, who traveled and stayed in
Tehran often and even studied there for a while; and Jawåd Mu∑li±,
trained in Shiraz, but a resident of Tehran for the second part of his
life, where he taught at Tehran University. From the later Qajar period
until the weakening of the School of Tehran, members of this school
were therefore in constant contact with other centers in Persia where
Islamic philosophy was taught, such as Shiraz, Isfahan, Qom, and
Mashhad, and the reverse was also true.

After the Iranian Revolution, Qom soon became the most impor-
tant center for the teaching of Islamic philosophy thanks to the founda-
tion laid by ‘Allåmah abå†abå˘¥ and his training of such illustrious
students as ¡asan ¡asanzådah ≈mul¥, ‘Abd Allåh Jawåd¥ ≈mul¥, and
Mi∑bå± Yazd¥, all of whom teach ÷ikmat to a large number of students
in Qom today. Perhaps at no time in Islamic history has as large a
percentage of religious students turned to al-‘ul¶m al-‘aqliyyah and par-
ticularly philosophy as today in Qom. But this remarkable growth did
not rise from a vacuum. Rather, it is based on the revival of interest in
Islamic philosophy in the 1950s, 60s, and 70s resulting from the activi-
ties of ‘Allåmah abå†abå˘¥ and his students in Qom and Corbin and
myself in university circles in Tehran, along with the important activity
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of a number of prominent figures among the ‘ulamå˘, such as Mu†ahhar¥,
Ma±m¨d Shihåb¥, ¡å˘ir¥, and ≈shtiyån¥ in Tehran and Mashhad.

One of the living symbols and results of this growth of interest
was the establishment of the Iranian Academy of Philosophy, which
we founded by me in 1973 and in which ¡å˘ir¥, Mu†ahhar¥, and
≈shtiyån¥, not to speak of Corbin and Izutsu, were active. All of those
activities may be said to have been based on the heritage of the School
of Tehran, while in the field of traditional Islamic philosophy in the
madrasah style, the center of activity was shifting to Qom. Even after
this shift, however, Tehran remained important, and although there is
no longer a figure of the stature of Sayyid Mu±ammad Kåπim ‘A∑∑år to
represent the School of Tehran, something of the School of Tehran sur-
vives even now. In any case Tehran remains still the most important
locus for the encounter between Islamic and Western philosophy and
along with Qom the main arena for an intense philosophical activity in
Persia not to be found to the same extent in other Islamic countries.

While the School of Tehran was flourishing in the thirteenth/
nineteenth century, other Islamic countries were also facing the on-
slaught of Western thought. In Egypt and North Africa the Islamic
response came primarily from the fuqahå˘ and Sufis as it did in the
Ottoman Empire. In India however, from Shåh Wal¥ Allåh of Dehli to
Mawlånå ‘Al¥ Ashraf Thanw¥, there was also a strong response that
contained philosophical as well as fiqh¥ and ‘irfån¥ elements. In fact, in
comparison with other Islamic lands, the situation in India most re-
sembles that of Persia. Nevertheless, it was primarily in the School of
Tehran, and to some extent its extension in Iraq in Najaf,53 that the
integral Islamic intellectual tradition has been preserved and that the
first philosophical contact was made with Western philosophy. The
historical significance of the School of Tehran lies in that it both pre-
served the Islamic philosophical tradition into modern times and pro-
duced the first Islamic philosophical responses to the challenges of
Western philosophical thought. The process of providing Islamic an-
swers to questions and to problems posed by Western thought and in
opening a new chapter in the history of Islamic philosophy that is
both authentically Islamic and therefore still “prophetic philosophy”
and responsive to problems presented by various currents of modern
thought is still going on. This chapter in the history of Islamic thought
has not as yet been fully written. But there is no doubt that the School
of Tehran is of great importance in this process and knowledge of it
necessary not only for a better understanding of the later history of
Islamic philosophy or the intellectual history of Persia during the past
two centuries but also in order to be able to continue the process of
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writing this latest chapter of Islamic philosophy with greater firmness
and surer footing. The heritage of the School of Tehran is of much
importance not only for Persians but also for all Islamic thinkers and
philosophers concerned with the task of preserving authentic and tra-
ditional Islamic thought. It is, furthermore, important in providing
responses based on Islamic philosophy to the many challenges of the
modern world that are primarily intellectual and philosophical and
that even on the level of popular culture, so appealing to the young,
present a particular philosophy of life and of existence that poses the
greatest challenge to the Islamic understanding of the nature of God,
of man, and of the rest of His creation.
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Reflections on Islam and
Modern Thought

Despite the survival of the School of Tehran and other centers of tra-
ditional Islamic philosophy, without doubt a good deal of Islamic
thought has been concerned with modernism since the late nineteenth
century, and this concern continues in new forms to this day. Let us
now consider this challenge from the point of view of traditional Is-
lamic philosophy not only rooted in the Intellect but also living and
functioning in the land of prophecy. The discussion of this chapter is
therefore a response to modern thought from the perspective of the
philosophical and metaphysical tradition discussed so far in this book.
Needless to say, few issues arouse more passion and debate among
Muslims today than the encounter between Islam and modern thought,
which is divorced from both the light of the Intellect and the verities
of revelation. The subject is of course vast and embraces fields ranging
from politics to sacred art, subjects whose debate often causes volcanic
eruptions of emotions and passions and vituperations that hardly lead
to an intellectual and objective analysis of causes and a clear vision of
the problems involved. Nor is this debate, which consumes so much
of the energies of Islamic thinkers, helped by the lack of clear definition
of the terms of the debate and an insight into the actual nature of
forces and ideas involved and by separation from over a millennium
of Islamic philosophy nurtured in the land of prophecy. The whole
discussion is also paralyzed by a psychological sense of inferiority by
many Muslims no longer rooted in their own tradition, Muslims who
have a sense of enfeeblement before the challenges of various modern
philosophies. This state of affairs in turn prevents most modernized
Muslims from making a critical appraisal of the situation from the
authentic Islamic intellectual point of view and of stating the truth
irrespective of whether it is fashionable and acceptable to current
opinion or not. Let us then begin by defining what we mean by mod-
ern thought, which for us includes also postmodernism to which older
forms of modernism have given rise.
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It is amazing how many hues and shades of meaning have been
given to the term modern, ranging from contemporary to simply “in-
novative,” “creative,” or in tune with the march of time. The question
of principles and in fact the truth itself is hardly ever taken into con-
sideration when modernism is discussed. One hardly ever asks whether
this or that idea or form or institution conforms to some aspect of the
truth. The only question is whether it is modern (and now for some,
postmodern) or not. The lack of clarity, precision, and sharpness of
both mental and artistic contours, which characterizes the modern
world itself, seems to plague the contemporary Muslim’s understand-
ing of modernism whether he or she wishes to adopt its tenets or even
to react against it. The influence of modernism seems to have dimmed
that lucidity and blurred that crystalline transparency that distinguish
traditional Islam in both its intellectual and artistic manifestations.1

When we use ‘modern’ we mean neither contemporary nor up-
to-date nor successful in the conquest and domination of the natural
world nor given to a way particularly favored in the West for fashion-
ing society. Rather, for us “modern” means that which is cut off from
the transcendent, from the immutable principles that in reality govern
all things and that are made known to man through revelation in its
most universal sense and also through the Intellect as already defined
in earlier chapters. Modernism is thus contrasted with tradition (al-
d¥n): the latter implies all that is of Divine Origin along with its mani-
festations and deployments on the human plane, and the former by
contrast implies all that is merely human and now ever more increas-
ingly subhuman, and all that is divorced and cut off from the Divine
Source.2 Obviously, tradition has accompanied and in fact character-
ized human existence over the ages, whereas modernism is a very
recent phenomenon. As long as human beings have lived on earth
they have buried their dead and believed in the afterlife and the world
of the Spirit. During the “hundreds of thousands” of years of human
life on earth, people have been traditional in outlook and have not
“evolved” as far as their belief in Divine Reality and relation with
nature seen as the creation and theophany of that Divine Reality are
concerned.3 Compared to this long history during which man has con-
tinuously celebrated the Divine and performed his function as God’s
viceregent (khal¥fah) on earth, the period of the domination of modern-
ism stretching from the Renaissance in Western Europe in the fifteenth
century to the present day appears as no more than the blinking of an
eye.4 Yet, it is during this fleeting moment that we live: hence the
apparent dominance of the power of modernism before which so many
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Muslims retreat in helplessness or that they join with a superficial
sense of happiness that accompanies the seduction of the world.

A word must also be said about the term thought as it appears in
the expression modern thought since this term has been used to an even
greater extent by Muslim thinkers during the last century. ‘Thought’
as used in this context is itself modern rather than traditional. The
Arabic term fikr and the Persian and¥shah, which are used as its equiva-
lents, hardly appear with the same meaning in traditional texts. In fact
what would correspond to the traditional understanding of the term
would be more the French word pensée as used by Pascal, a term that
can be better rendered as “meditation” in addition to “thought.” Both
fikr and and¥shah are in fact related to meditation and contemplation
rather than only to a purely human and therefore nondivine mental
activity that the modern term “thought” usually evokes.5 If then we
nevertheless use ‘thought’ it is because we are addressing an audience
nurtured on all that this term implies and are using a medium and
language in which it is not possible without being somewhat contrite
to employ another term with the same range of meaning embracing
many forms of mental activity but devoid of the limitation in the
vertical sense that ‘thought’ possesses in contemporary parlance. Also
it is because the classical term ‘fikr’ itself has undergone a transforma-
tion in the writings of modern Muslim authors to reflect more the
current meaning of thought in English.

All forms of mental activity that together comprise modern
thought and that range from science to philosophy, psychology, and
even certain aspects of religion itself, possess certain common charac-
teristics and traits that must be recognized and studied before the
answer of traditional Islamic philosophy to modern thought can be
provided on a serious intellectual plane. Perhaps the first basic trait of
modern thought to be noted is its anthropomorphic nature. How can
a form of thought that negates any principle higher than man be any-
thing but anthropomorphic? It might of course be objected that mod-
ern science is certainly not anthropomorphic, but that rather it is the
premodern sciences that must be considered man-centered. Despite
appearances, however, this assertion is mere illusion if one examines
closely the epistemological factor involved. It is true that modern sci-
ence (excluding the recent theory of the anthropic principle) depicts a
universe in which man as spirit, mind, and even psyche is but an
accident and an irrelevant minor phenomenon, and the universe thus
appears as “inhuman” and not related in a meaningful manner to the
human state. But it must not be forgotten that although modern man
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has created a science that excludes the reality of man and conscious-
ness from the general picture of the universe,6 the criteria and instru-
ments of knowledge that determine this science are merely and purely
human. It is the human reason and the human senses that determine
modern science. The knowledge of even the farthest galaxies is held
in the human mind.7 This scientific world from which man has been
abstracted is, therefore, nevertheless based on an anthropomorphic
foundation as far as the subjective pole of knowledge, the subject who
knows and determines what science is, is concerned.

In contrast, the traditional sciences were profoundly nonanthro-
pomorphic in the sense that for them the locus and container of knowl-
edge was not the human mind but ultimately the Divine Intellect made
accessible to human beings through objective revelation and inner
intellection. True science was not based on purely human reason but
on the Intellect, which belongs to the supra-human level of reality yet
illuminates the human mind. If medieval cosmologies placed man in
the center of things, it is not because they were humanistic in the
Renaissance sense of the term, according to which terrestrial and fallen
humanity was the measure of all things, but it was to demonstrate
that human beings stood on the lowest level of reality with a vast
hierarchy of levels of existence before and above them and to enable
them to gain a vision of the cosmos as a crypt through which they
must travel and that they must transcend. And certainly one cannot
begin a journey from anywhere except where one is.8

If the characteristic of anthropomorphism is thus to be found
even in modern science, it is to be seen in an even more obvious
fashion in other forms and aspects of modern thought whether it be
psychology, anthropology, or philosophy. Modern thought of which
philosophy is in a sense the father and progenitor became profoundly
anthropomorphic the moment man was made the criterion of the
knowledge of reality. When Descartes uttered, “I think, therefore I
am” (cogito ergo sum), he placed his individual awareness of his own
limited self as the criterion of existence for certainly the “I” in Descartes’
assertion was not meant to be the Divine “I” who through ¡allåj
exclaimed, “I am the Truth” (ana˘l-¡aqq), the Divine “I” that, accord-
ing to traditional doctrines, alone has the ultimate right to say “I.”9

Until Descartes, it was Pure Being, the Being of God that determined
human existence and the various levels of reality. But with Cartesian
rationalism individual human existence, consciousness, and reason
became the criterion of reality and also the truth. In the mainstream of
Western thought, and excluding certain peripheral developments,
ontology gave way to epistemology, epistemology to logic, and finally
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by way of reaction logic became confronted with those antirational
“philosophies” so prevalent today.10

What happened in the postmedieval period in the West was that
higher levels of reality became eliminated on both the subjective and
the objective domains. There was subjectively nothing higher acces-
sible to man than his reason and nothing higher in the objective world
than what that reason could comprehend with the help of ordinary
human senses. The reality of prophecy therefore became illusory or
irrelevant, as far as knowledge was concerned, and intellect was re-
duced to reason. This was of course bound to happen if one remem-
bers the well-known principle of adequation (the adaequatio of St.
Thomas Aquinas), according to which to know anything there must
be an instrument of knowledge adequate and conforming to the na-
ture of that which is to be known. And since modern man refused to
accept a principle higher than himself, obviously all that issued from
his mind and thought could not but be anthropomorphic, and the
reality known had to be reduced to what human reason and human
senses could comprehend and detect.

A second trait of modernism closely related to anthropomor-
phism is the lack of principles in the metaphysical sense. Human nature
is too unstable and turbulent to be able to serve as metaphysical prin-
ciple for anything. That is why a mode of thinking that is not able to
transcend the human level and that remains anthropomorphic cannot
but be devoid of principles understood metaphysically. In the realm
of the life of action—namely, the domain of morality (although moral-
ity cannot be reduced simply to external action) and, from another
point of view, politics and economics—everyone senses this lack of
principles. But one might object as far as the sciences are concerned.
But here again it must be asserted that neither empiricism nor the
validation through induction nor reliance upon the data of the senses
as confirmed by reason can serve as a principle in the metaphysical
sense. They are all valid in their own level as is the science created by
them. But they are divorced from immutable principles as is modern
science, which has discovered many things on a certain level of reality
but because of its divorce from higher principles has brought about
disequilibrium through its very discoveries and inventions. Only math-
ematics among the modern sciences may be said to possess certain
principles in the metaphysical sense: the reason is that mathematics
remains, despite everything, a Platonic science, and its laws discov-
ered by the human mind continue to reflect metaphysical principles,
as reason itself cannot but display the fact that it is a reflection, even
if a dim one, when it seeks to turn upon itself, of the Intellect. The
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discoveries of the other sciences to the extent that they conform to
some aspect of the nature of reality of course possess a symbolic and
metaphysical significance, but that does not mean that these sciences
are attached to metaphysical principles and are integrated into a higher
form of knowledge. Such an integration could take place, but as a
matter of fact it has not. Modern science, therefore, and its generaliza-
tions, like other fruits of that way of thinking and acting that we have
associated with modernism, suffer from the lack of principles, a trait
that characterizes the modern world. This lack is in fact felt to an even
greater degree as the history of the modern world unfolds.

It might be asked what other means of knowledge were avail-
able to other civilizations before the modern period. The preceding
chapters should have already provided a response to this question as
far as the Islamic tradition is concerned. The answer should in fact
be quite clear at least for those Muslims who know the intellectual
life of Islam: prophecy and revelation, on the one hand, and intellec-
tual intuition or vision (dhawq, kashf or shuh¶d), on the other.11 The
traditional Muslim intellectual saw prophecy and revelation as the
primary source of knowledge not only as the means to learn the laws
of morality concerned with the active life as we have already dis-
cussed in this book. He was also aware of the possibility for human
beings to purify themselves until the “eye of the heart” (‘ayn al-qalb)
residing at the center of their being would open and enable them to
gain the direct vision of the supernal realities through the function-
ing of the heart/intellect. Finally, he accepted the power of reason to
know, but this reason was always attached to and derived suste-
nance from revelation, on the one hand, and intellectual intuition, on
the other. The few in the Islamic world who would cut this cord of
reliance and declare the independence of reason from both revela-
tion and intuition were never accepted into the mainstream of Is-
lamic thought. They remained marginal figures, while in a reverse
fashion in the postmedieval West those who sought to sustain and
uphold the reliance of reason upon revelation and the Intellect and
who still wanted to philosophize in the land of prophecy became
marginalized, since the mainstream of modern Western thought re-
jected both revelation and intellectual intuition as means of knowl-
edge. In modern times in the West even philosophers of religion and
theologians rarely defend the Bible as a source of a sapiental knowl-
edge that could determine and integrate scientia into sapientia in the
manner of a St. Bonaventure. The few who look upon the Bible for
intellectual guidance are for the most part limited by such shallow
literal interpretations of the Holy Book (usually identified with fun-
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damentalism) that in their feuds with modern sciences the rational-
istic camp comes out almost inevitably as the victor.

When one ponders over these and other salient features of mod-
ernism, one comes to the conclusion that in order to understand
modernism and its manifestations, it is essential to comprehend the
conception of man that underlies it. One must seek to discover how
modern man conceives of himself and his destiny, how he view the
anthropos vis-à-vis God and the world. Moreover, it is essential to
understand what constitutes the soul and mind of men and women
whose thoughts and ideas have molded and continue to mold the
modern world. For surely if such men as Ghazzål¥ and R¨m¥, or for
that matter Erigena or Eckhart, were the occupants of the chairs
of philosophy in leading universities in the West today, another kind
of philosophy would issue forth from such universities. A person thinks
according to what he or she is, or as Aristotle said, knowledge de-
pends upon the mode of the knower. A study of the modern concept
of man as being “free” of Heaven, complete master of his own destiny,
earth-bound but also master of the earth, oblivious to all eschatological
realities which he has replaced with some future state of perfection in
profane historical time, indifferent if not totally opposed to the world
of the Spirit and its demands and lacking a sense of the sacred will
reveal how futile have been and are the efforts of those modernistic
Muslim “reformers” who have sought to harmonize Islam and mod-
ernism in the sense that we have defined it. If we turn even a cursory
glance at the Islamic conception of man, as the homo islamicus, we shall
discover the impossibility of harmonizing this conception with that of
modern or postmodern man.12

The homo islamicus is at once the servant of God (al-‘abd) and His
vicegerent on earth (khal¥fat Allåh fi˘l-ar¿),13 not an animal that hap-
pens to speak and think but a being who possesses a soul and spirit/
intellect created by God. The homo islamicus contains within himself or
herself the plant and animal natures as he or she is the crown of
creation (ashraf al-makhl¶qåt) but has not evolved from the lower forms
of life. Man has always been man. The Islamic conception of human
beings envisages that they are beings who live on earth and have
earthly needs but are not only earthly, and their needs are not limited
to the terrestrial. They rule over the earth, not in their own right, but
rather as God’s vicegerents before all creatures. They therefore also
bear responsibility for the created order before God and are the chan-
nels of grace for God’s creatures. Homo islamicus possesses the power
of reason, of ratio that divides and analyzes, but his or her mental
faculties are not limited to reason. He or she possesses the possibility
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of knowing intuitively through the use of the intellect as well as ana-
lytically through the employment of reason and also has the capability
to gain inward knowledge, the knowledge of his or her own inner
being, which is in fact the key to the knowledge of God according to
the famous prophetic ÷ad¥th “He who knoweth himself knoweth His
Lord” (man ‘arafa nafsahu faqad ‘arafa rabbahu). The homo islamicus is
innately aware of the fact that his or her consciousness does not have
an external, material cause but that it comes from God and is too
profound to be affected by the accident of death.14

The homo islamicus thus remains aware of the eschatological re-
alities, of the fact that although he or she lives on this earth, he or she
is here as a traveler far away from his or her original abode. He or she
is aware that his or her guide for this journey is the message that
issues from his or her home of origin, from the Origin, and this mes-
sage is none other than revelation to which such as person remains
bound not only in its aspect of law as embodied in the Shar¥‘ah but
also in its inner aspect as truth and knowledge (¡aq¥qah). Such a being
is also aware that human faculties are not bound and limited to the
senses and reason but that to the extent that human beings are able to
regain the fullness of their being and bring to actualize all the possi-
bilities that God has placed within them, through faith and spiritual
practice, their minds and reason can become illuminated by the light
of the spiritual world, and they are able to gain direct knowledge of
the spiritual and intelligible world to which the Noble Quran refers as
the invisible or absent world (‘ålam al-ghayb).15

Obviously such a conception of humanity differs profoundly from
that envisaged in most schools of contemporary philosophy and in
modern thought, which sees human beings as beings who are purely
earthly creatures, masters of nature, but responsible to no one but
themselves. No amount of wishy-washy apologetics can harmonize
the two different conceptions of the meaning of being human. The
Islamic conception of man removes the possibility of a Promethean
revolt against Heaven and brings God into the minutest aspect of
human life.16 Its effect is therefore the creation of a civilization, an art,
a philosophy, and a whole manner of thinking and seeing things that
is completely nonanthropocentric but theocentric and that stands op-
posed to anthropomorphism, which is such a salient feature of mod-
ernism as well as postmodernism. That is why nothing can be more
shocking to authentic Muslim sensibilities than the Titanic and
Promethean “religious” art of the late Renaissance and the Baroque,
which stand directly opposed to the completely nonanthropomorphic
art of Islam. Man in Islam thinks and makes in his function of homo
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sapien and homo faber as the ‘abd of God and not as a creature who has
rebelled against Heaven. His function remains not the glorification of
himself but of his Lord, and his greatest aim is to become “nothing”
before God, to undergo the experience of fanå˘ that would enable him
to become as the perfect ‘abd the mirror in which God contemplates
the reflections of His own Names and Qualities and the channel through
which His grace and the theophanies of His Names and Qualities are
reflected in the world in a central manner.

Of course what characterizes the Islamic conception of human
beings has profound similarities with the conception of human beings
in other traditions, including Christianity, and we would be the last to
deny this point. But modernism is not Christianity or any other tradi-
tion and it is the confrontation of Islam with modern thought that we
have in mind here and not Islam’s encounter with Christianity. Oth-
erwise what could be closer to the Islamic teaching that man is created
to seek perfection and final spiritual beatitude through intellectual
and spiritual growth, that man is man only when he seeks perfection
(†ålib al-kamål) and attempts to go beyond himself than the scholastic
saying Homo non proprie humanus sed superhumanus est (to be properly
human one must be more than human).

The characteristics of modern thought discussed earlier, namely,
its anthropomorphic and by extension secular nature, the lack of meta-
physical principles in various branches of modern thought, and the
reductionism that is related to it and that is most evident in the realm
of the sciences, are obviously in total opposition to the tenets of Islamic
thought, as the modern conception of man from whom issue these thought
patterns is opposed to the Islamic conception. This opposition is clear
enough not to need further elucidation here.17 There are a few elements
of modern thought, however, that need to be discussed in greater detail
as a result of their pervasive nature in the modern world and their lethal
effect upon the religious thought and life of those Muslims who have
been affected by them, chief among them, the theory of evolution.18

In the West no modern theory or idea has been as detrimental to
religion as the theory of evolution, which instead of being taken as a
hypothesis in biology, zoology, or paleontology, parades around as if
it were a proven scientific fact and functions as an unquestionable ideo-
logical basis for a whole worldview. It has become a fashion of thinking
embracing fields as far apart as astrophysics and the history of art. The
effect of this manner of thinking has had negative effects on Muslims
affected by it, but this effect has not as yet been as extensive as what we
observe among Christians in the West. In any case, usually modernized
Muslims have tried to come to terms with evolution through all kinds
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of unbelievable interpretations of the Quran, forgetting that there is no
way possible to harmonize the conception of man (Adam) to whom
God taught all the “names” and whom He placed on earth as His
khal¥fah and the evolutionist conception that sees mankind as “as-
cended” from the ape. It is strange that except for a few fundamental-
ist Muslim thinkers who reject the theory of evolution on purely
religious grounds, as have their Christian counterparts, few modern
educated Muslims have bothered to study Western works written on
its logical absurdity and all the scientific evidence brought against it
by such men as Louis Bounoure, Douglas Dewar, Michael Behe, and
others,19 despite the ecstatic claims of its general acceptance by most
standard works in the West such as dictionaries and encyclopaedias.
In fact as it has been stated so justly by E. F. Schumacher, “evolution-
ism is not science; it is science fiction, even a kind of hoax.”20 Some
Western critics of evolution have gone so far as to claim that its pro-
ponents suffer from psychological disequilibrium,21 and recently a
whole array of arguments drawn from information theory and design
have been brought against it.22

It is not my aim here to analyze and refute in detail the theory
of evolution, although such a refutation by Muslim thinkers is essen-
tial from a scientific as well as metaphysical, philosophical, logical,
and religious points of view, as it has been already carried out in the
Occident.23 What is important to note here is that the evolutionary
point of view, which refuses to see permanence anywhere, for which
the greater somehow “evolves” from the “lesser,” and which is totally
blind to the higher states of being and the archetypal realities that
determine the forms of this world, is but a result of that loss of prin-
ciples alluded to above. Evolutionism is but a desperate attempt to fill
the vacuum created by man’s attempt to cut the Hands of God from
His creation and to negate any principle above the merely material
and in a sense the human, who then falls of necessity to the level of
the subhuman. Once the Transcendent Principle is forgotten, the world
becomes a circle without a center, and this experience of the loss of the
center remains an existential reality for anyone who accepts the theses
of modernism, whether he or she is a Jew, a Christian, or a Muslim.

Closely allied to the idea of evolution is that of progress and
utopianism, which both philosophically and politically have shaken
the Western world to its roots during the past two centuries and have
also affected the Islamic world profoundly. The idea of unilateral
progress has fortunately ceased to be taken seriously by many noted
thinkers in the West today and is gradually being rejected by many in
the Islamic world as an “idol of the mind” before which the earlier
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generation of modernized Muslims prostrated without any hesitation.24

But the utopianism that is closely related to the idea of progress bears
further scrutiny and study as a result of the devastating effect it has
had and continues to have on a large segment of the modernized
Muslim “intelligentsia.”

Utopianism is defined by the Oxford English Dictionary as fol-
lows: “impossible ideal schemes for the amelioration or perfection of
social conditions.” Although the origin of this term goes back to the
well-known treatise of Sir Thomas More entitled Utopia and written in
1516 in Latin, the term utopianism as employed today has certain im-
plications antedating the sixteenth century, although the term itself
derives from More’s famous work. The Christian doctrine of the incar-
nation and a sense of idealism that characterizes Christianity were of
course present before modern times. Utopianism grafted itself upon
the caricature of these characteristics and whether in the form of the
humanitarian socialism of such figures as St. Simon, Charles Fourier,
or Robert Owen or the political socialism of Marx and Engels, led to
a conception of history that is a real parody of the Augustinian City
of God. The utopianism of the last centuries, which is one of the im-
portant features of modernism, combined with various forms of
Messianism led and still lead to deep social and political upheavals
whose goals and methods cannot but remain completely alien to the
ethos and aims of Islam.25 Utopianism seeks to establish a perfect social
order through purely human means. It disregards the presence of evil
in the world in the theological sense and aims at doing good without
God, as if it were possible to create an order based on goodness but
removed from the Source of all goodness.

Islam has also had its descriptions of the perfect state or society
in works such as those of al-Fåråb¥ describing the “Virtuous City”
(mad¥nat al-få¿ilah) or the texts of Shaykh Shihåb al-D¥n Suhraward¥
referring to the land of perfection, which is called in Persian “nå kujå-
åbåd,” literally the “land of nowhere u-topia.” But then it was always
remembered that this land of perfection is “no where,” that is, beyond
the earthly abode and therefore identified with the eighth clime above
the seven geographic ones. The realism present in the Islamic perspec-
tive combined with the strong emphasis of the Quran and ¡ad¥th upon
the gradual loss of perfection of the Islamic community as it moves
away from the origin of revelation prevented the kind of utopianism
present in certain strands of modern European philosophy from grow-
ing in the soil of Islamic thought. Moreover, the traditional Muslim
remained always aware that if there were to be a perfect state, it could
only come into being through Divine help. Hence, although the idea
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of the cyclic renewal of Islam through a “renewer” (mujaddid) has been
always alive, as has the wave of Mahdiism that sees in the Mahd¥ the
force sent by God to return Islam to its perfection, Islam has never
faced within itself that type of secular utopianism that underlies so
much of the poltico-social aspects of modern thought. It is therefore
essential to be aware of the profound distinction between modern
utopianism and Islamic teachings concerning the mujaddid or renewer
of Islamic society or the Mahd¥ himself. It is also basic to distinguish
between the traditional figure of the mujaddid and the modern reform-
ers, who usually, as a result of their feeble reaction to modern thought,
have hardly brought about the renewal of Islam. Nor have the so-
called Islamic fundamentalists, who are in general opposed to the
Islamic intellectual tradition, succeeded where the modernists have failed.
In fact, “Islamic fundamentalism” is itself a form of reform opposed to
traditional Islam. Moreover, certain forms of so-called fundamentalism
have combined with Mahdiist trends in some parts of the Islamic world
to create a dangerous new form of utopianism. It is true that this form
of utopianism is different from what one sees in the West, but it is
nevertheless something alien to the integral Islamic tradition. Moreover,
it is highly anti-intellectual and while claiming to strengthen Islam often
leads to the further secularization of Islamic society. It is remarkable
how such movements, while opposed to the modernists on a certain
level, join the supporters of modernism in opposing the millennial in-
tellectual traditions of Islam and especially that philosophy that
flourished in the land of prophecy in its Islamic form.

There is finally one more characteristic of modern thought that
is essential to mention and that is related to all that has been stated
above. This characteristic is the loss of the sense of the sacred.26 Mod-
ern man can practically be defined as that type of man who has lost
the sense of the sacred, and modern thought is conspicuous in its lack
of awareness of the sacred. Nor could it be otherwise seeing that
modern humanism is inseparable from secularism. But nothing could
be further from the Islamic perspective, in which there does not even
exist such a concept as the ‘profane’ or ‘secular,’27 for in Islam, as
already mentioned, the One penetrates into the very depths of the
world of multiplicity and leaves no domain outside the domain of
tradition. This is to be seen not only in the intellectual, philosophical,
and scientific aspects of Islam that breathed in the land of prophecy28

but also in a blinding fashion in Islamic art. The Islamic tradition can
never accept a thought pattern that is devoid of the perfume of the
sacred and that replaces the Divine Order by one of a purely human
origin and inspiration. The fruitful response of Islamic thought to mod-
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ernism cannot be given on a serious level if the primacy of the sacred
in the perspective of Islam and its lack in modern thought is not taken
into consideration. Islam cannot even carry out a dialogue with the
secular on an equal footing by placing it in a position of legitimacy
equal to that of religion, although Muslims have been encouraged by
the traditional sources to have a dialogue and carry out discourse
even with those who do not accept the reality of God. But Islam must
face the secular with full awareness of what it is, namely, the negation
and denial of the sacred that ultimately alone is while the desacralized,
profane, or secular only appears to be.

In conclusion, it is necessary to mention that the reductionism
that is one of the characteristics of modern thought has itself affected
Islam in its confrontation with modernism. One of the effects of mod-
ernism upon Islam has been to reduce Islam in the minds of many to
only one of its dimensions, namely, the Shar¥‘ah, and to divest it of
those intellectual means that alone can withstand the assault of mod-
ern thought upon the citadel of Islam. The Shar¥‘ah is of course basic
to the Islamic tradition: it is the ground upon which the religion is
based. But the intellectual challenges posed by modernism in the form
of secularism, evolutionism, rationalism, existentialism, agnosticism,
relativism, nihilism, humanism, and the like can only be answered
intellectually and on the basis of authentic Islamic philosophical thought
and not only juridically or by ignoring or disregarding the tenets of
modern thought and expecting some kind of magical wedding be-
tween the Shar¥‘ah and modern science and technology. The successful
encounter of Islam with modern thought can only come about when
modern thought is fully understood in both its roots and ramifications
by means of the principles of Islamic thought, and the whole of the
Islamic intellectual tradition, much of which has been discussed in
this work, brought to bear upon the solution of the enormous prob-
lems that modernism and postmodernism pose for Islam. At the cen-
ter of this undertaking stands the revival of that wisdom, that ÷ikmah
or ÷aq¥qah, that lies at the heart of the Islamic revelation and that has
been elaborated in the Islamic intellectual tradition in general and
Islamic gnosis and philosophy in particular, over the ages, a wisdom
that will remain valid as long as human beings remain human beings
and bear witness to Him according to their theomorphic nature and
their state of servitude before the Lord (‘ub¶diyyah), the state that for
Islam is the raison d’être of human existence.
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C H A P T E R  15

Philosophy in the Land of Prophecy
Yesterday and Today

There is much that goes on by the name of philosophy today, but the
question is whether there are still living schools of philosophy in the
world that function in an authentic manner in light of the realities of
prophecy and the perennial wisdom that resides at the heart of the
messages of Heaven. In the West for several centuries philosophy has
become ever more separated from prophecy, and this secularized phi-
losophy in its various modes and currents, which claims that it alone
is legitimate philosophy as distinct from theology, not only dominates
over the Western world but also holds sway in academic philosophical
circles from Tokyo to Rabat. Even in the non-Western world where the
intellectual dimension of what has been revealed through prophecy is
still alive and more accessible than in the West, it is postmedieval Western
philosophy in its mainstream forms that dominates the academic philo-
sophical discourse as one can see, for example, in the 2003 World Con-
gress of Philosophy, which was held for the first time in the Islamic
world (in Istanbul), but as far as Islamic philosophy is concerned, it
might as well have been held in Boston, as was the 1998 Congress.

The domination of the type of philosophical activity that is di-
vorced from prophecy in most philosophy departments in universities
all over the globe does not, however, tell the whole story. In the West,
as already mentioned at the beginning of this book, the number of
those who call themselves Christian philosophers is on the rise as is
interest in Jewish philosophy as philosophy and not only as intellec-
tual history. More specifically, Thomistic philosophy, which witnessed
a revival in the twentieth century in the hands of such figures as
Maurice De Wulf, Etienne Gilson, and Jacques Maritain continues its
life in North America and various Catholic countries of Europe and
South and Central America. Even the philosophical schools of Bud-
dhism and Hinduism, both based on the possibility of illumination
and intellection that we have identified with the more universal mean-
ing of prophecy and revelation, are gaining some adherents among
Western philosophers.
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As for the rest of the world, Buddhist philosophies, especially in
the schools of Mahåyåna and Vajråyåna, continue to thrive in Japan,
among the Tibetans of the diaspora, especially in India, and elsewhere
even if mostly outside academic circles and universities. There are in
fact today even some well-known Buddhist philosophers associated
with a number of universities. Likewise, in India various schools of
what is called “Hindu philosophy” are still alive, although nearly all
university departments are dominated by Western philosophy as they
are also for the most part in Japan, where again Buddhist philosophies
nevertheless survive both outside and inside academic circles. In China,
after a long period of subservience to the rationalism of modern phi-
losophy followed by the official Marxist philosophy of the Communist
era, there has been of late a notable rise of interest in Neo-Confucian
and Taoist philosophies. Likewise, in Russia after the long period of
Marxist domination and its extreme reaction against all forms of proph-
ecy and religion, there has been recently a notable rise of attention
paid to Russian Orthodox philosophers of the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. As for the Islamic world, to which we wish to
turn in greater detail, a similar situation is to be found, that is, the
domination of modernist educational institutions by secularized West-
ern philosophies and at the same time the continuation and in fact
revival of Islamic philosophy.

Before turning to the Islamic world, however, it is necessary to
mention the central role played by the formulation of traditional
metaphysics and the perennial philosophy in the twentieth century by
René Guénon, Ananda K. Coomaraswamy, Frithjof Schuon, Titus
Burckhardt, and others in the revival of various forms of traditional
philosophy in both East and West and in providing the necessary
critique of modern philosophy that opens an intellectual space in the
contemporary scene for traditional philosophies that always function
in a world dominated by prophecy, as we have already defined this
term. The perennial philosophy in fact is inseparable from prophecy
in its most universal sense, and to speak of philosophy in the land of
prophecy is also to speak of various schools of perennial philosophy
expressing in different dialects the same universal truths.

��
Let us then in conclusion turn in greater detail to the Islamic

world. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries as modern-
style universities began to be established in various Islamic countries,
in such places as Istanbul, Cairo, Tehran, and Lahore, Western phi-
losophy began to become disseminated and soon dominated the study
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of philosophy in such universities and similar institutions that came to
be established later. In many places Islamic philosophy was reduced
to a shell and taught as the history of Islamic philosophy, and even
that was seen from the point of view of Western scholarship. Where
Islamic philosophy was taught, if it was taught at all, was in faculties
of theology (ilåhiyyåt) rather than in the faculties of arts and letters
where the central role of philosophy was by and large fulfilled by
modern Western philosophy.

This situation continues to some extent to this day in universities
from Bangladesh and Pakistan to Morocco, but during the past few
decades matters have begun to change. First, the history of Islamic
philosophy has gradually come to be seen from the point of view of
the integral Islamic intellectual tradition itself and not in its truncated
version. One needs only look at the History of Philosophy of De Boer
being taught at the beginning of the twentieth century in Muslim
India and the History of Islamic Philosophy edited by S. H. Nasr and
O. Leaman, which is now being taught all over the Islamic world, to
see the differences in how Islamic philosophy, in both its depth and
breadth, has been taught to Muslim students during most of the last
century. Second, the living Islamic philosophical tradition has been
revived to a large extent and is now entering academic circles, where
Western philosophy divorced from prophecy has held sway for so
many decades.

As has become clear from previous chapters, it was most of all
in Persia and to some extent in Muslim India that Islamic philosophy
as a living tradition survived into the modern period. As mentioned
earlier, the School of Tehran was witness to major philosophical activ-
ity in the traditional Islamic mode. In India, British rule, the loss of
endowment (waqf ) for religious schools, and many other factors led to
an eclipse of the Islamic philosophical traditions of Farangi Mahall
and other centers, despite the appearance of such a major figure as
Mawlånå ‘Al¥ Ashraf Thanw¥ in the late nineteenth and early twenti-
eth centuries. Nor did the partition of India help in the revival of
Islamic philosophy in Pakistan or among Indian Muslims. In fact, the
figure who is most associated with the idea of Pakistan and whose
influence has remained great in that country—namely Mu±ammad
Iqbål—although very philosophically minded and interested in Islamic
philosophy, did not philosophize for the most part within that tradition.
His poetry in fact was associated more with the reality of prophecy than
was his philosophy, which was also influenced by nineteenth-century
Western philosophy, although he was a Muslim thinker with firm belief
in the reality of prophecy. It is interesting to note that one of his best
known interpreters in the West, the German scholar Annemarie
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Schimmel, wrote a book on him in German with the title Prophetische
Poet und Philosoph and not Prophetische Philosoph.

The situation in Persia was quite different. With the advent of
the Pahlavi Dynasty in 1921, modern education became fully imple-
mented, and Tehran University was soon established in its present
form to be followed by many others based more or less on its model.
And as far as the philosophy department in the Faculty of Arts (Let-
ters) was concerned, it came to be dominated completely by French
and to some extent German philosophy, but Islamic philosophy was
taught mostly at the Faculty of Theology. This way of teaching phi-
losophy continued in most other universities that came to be estab-
lished one after another. As already mentioned, it was only in the
1960s that more emphasis began to be placed on Islamic philosophy
in the philosophy department of the Faculty of Arts (Letters) at Tehran
University itself.

Outside of the university system within the traditional madrasahs,
however, Islamic philosophy not only survived but was definitely
revived in the latter half of the twentieth century. A number of major
figures cited already such as Sayyid Ab¨˘l-¡asan Raf¥’¥ Qazw¥n¥,
Sayyid Mu±ammad Kåπim ‘A∑∑ar, Ab¨˘l-¡asan Sha‘rån¥, ‘Allåmah
abå†abå˘¥, and several other figures kept the older tradition of Is-
lamic philosophy alive through both teaching and writing. abå†abå˘¥
was in fact responsible for introducing the teaching of philosophy
formally within the curriculum of the madrasahs in Qom rather than
confining it to private and more exclusive circles of students. Before
his death in 1983, some four to five hundred students would attend
his courses in Qom on Ibn S¥nå and Mullå |adrå. A later generation,
some of whom have died and others are still alive, such as M¥rzå
Mahd¥ ¡å˘ir¥, Murta∂å Mu†ahhar¥, Sayyid Jalål al-D¥n ≈shtiyån¥, Mi∑bå±
Yazd¥, ‘Abd Allåh Jawåd¥ ≈mul¥, ¡asan ¡asanzådah ≈mul¥, and
Mu±aqqiq-i Dåmåd have continued the tradition, and in fact there is
today an unprecedented interest in Persia among general religious stu-
dents and the larger public in a philosophy that breathes in a world
dominated by prophecy, and also in the interaction of this philosophy
with various schools of Western philosophy.

Nor is this revival of Islamic philosophy confined today to cleri-
cal circles. There are a number of Iranian philosophers who are not
clerics but who are well-known authorities in Islamic philosophy such
as Ibråh¥m D¥nån¥, Ghulåm Ri∂å A‘wån¥, and Ri∂å Dåwar¥. Moreover,
university departments of philosophy are becoming ever more inter-
ested in Islamic philosophy and are no longer simply second-rate cop-
ies of Western philosophy departments, while a strong interest in
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Western philosophy continues to be present. In this task of bringing
about a more creative interaction between the living Islamic philo-
sophical tradition and Western schools of philosophy, the dialogues
between ‘Allåmah abå†abå˘¥ and Henry Corbin, in which I acted for
the most part as translator and interpreter, the writings of Corbin ad-
dressed to modern educated circles, the founding of the Iranian Acad-
emy of Philosophy by myself and its later activities to this day, and
other factors have played decisive roles. In any case today there is no
land in the Islamic world in which Islamic philosophy as well as its
interaction with Western philosophy is as avidly pursued as in Persia.

As for other Islamic countries, the second half of the twentieth
century was also witness to a rise of interest in the Islamic philosophi-
cal tradition. In Iraq this tradition continued to be studied and pro-
duced a major figure in Mu±ammad Båqir al-|adr, who was put to
death at the prime of his intellectual life. Perhaps when the dust settles
in that land, this tradition will continue more openly. In Turkey, whose
universities are still heavily dominated by Western philosophy, a
number of younger philosophers have turned their gaze upon the
Islamic philosophical tradition seen in light of what we have charac-
terized as “prophetic philosophy” in this book. They include Ilhan
Kutluer, Mahmut Erol Kiliç, Mustafa Armagan, Beşir Ayvazoglu,
Mustafa Tahrali, and Ibrahim Kalin. Nearly all of these scholars and
thinkers are interested deeply in the perennial philosophy and tradi-
tional metaphysics as well as in the Islamic intellectual tradition.

In Pakistan and Muslim India, the influence of both Western
philosophy and Iqbål still looms large, but Iqbål himself was inter-
ested in Suhraward¥ and other Islamic philosophers so that his influence
is not an impediment to the serious espousal of the Islamic philo-
sophical tradition. On the contrary, many have used his own refer-
ences to earlier Islamic thought to seek to revive that tradition as one
sees in the activities of the director of the Iqbal Academy in Lahore,
Suheyl Umar, who has played a major role in the spread of the peren-
nial philosophy and the revival of the Islamic philosophical tradition
in that land following upon the wake of the earlier efforts of Mian
Muhammad Sharif, M. M. Ahmad, Saeed Shaikh, and others. As for
the Malay world, although Sufism was of course prevalent in that area
from the beginning of the spread of Islam there, and was in fact very
instrumental in that spread, the integral tradition of Islamic philoso-
phy did not begin to attract any serious attention in Indonesia, Malay-
sia, and Singapore until a few decades ago. Since then, centers for the
study of this tradition from within have been set up in these lands,
and a number of well-known scholars from these areas, such as Naquib
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al-Attas, Osman Bakar, and Mu±ammad Båqir, have made important
contributions to the restatement and spread of Islamic philosophy in
its authentic sense.

The case of the Arab world outside of Iraq is somewhat different.
On the one hand, many works of and about Islamic philosophy con-
tinue to appear in Arabic, and there seems to be much interest in
Islamic philosophy in such countries as Syria, Jordan, and Egypt and
to some extent the Maghrib. On the other hand, the philosophical
scene is dominated mostly by one form or another of rationalism, and
even the Islamic philosophical tradition is often interpreted rational-
istically with open opposition to what some call in a pejorative sense
“merely” mystical philosophy. This tendency is to be seen in the case
of the Moroccan thinker Mu±ammad al-Jåbir¥, while some forms of
philosophical thought that remain popular such as those of ‘Abd Allåh
Laroui and ¡asan ¡anaf¥ have a leftist tinge, and, while often possess-
ing penetrating insights, especially in the case of ¡anaf¥, they cannot
be said to be an organic continuation of the Islamic philosophical tra-
dition as defined above.

Interestingly enough, this tradition has also found a home for
itself outside the Islamic world. The seminal writings of Corbin, Izutsu,
and some of my own humble works have introduced this “prophetic
philosophy” to the world at large, and there are those in the West,
such as Christian Jambet and Gilbert Durand in France, who have
been deeply influenced by it as philosophers and not just as scholars.
In Germany the Persian philosopher Jawåd Falå†¨r¥, who was a stu-
dent of the great master M¥rzå Mahd¥ ≈shtiyån¥, taught Islamic phi-
losophy for many years as I have done for over a quarter century in
America. Recently, a whole journal entitled Transcendent Philosophy
has begun to appear in London devoted to the presentation of this
philosophical tradition (especially its later currents) in the contempo-
rary world and its interaction with various schools of Western phi-
losophy. Many younger philosophers, Muslim and non-Muslim, who
are attracted to this “prophetic philosophy” contribute to this journal
and the philosophical activities associated with it.

��
The vast majority of Muslims still live in a world that can be

characterized as the land of prophecy, and they have faith in the re-
ality of revelation. Yet many think and philosophize as if prophecy
were a reality associated only with faith and action and unrelated to
the activities of the mind. This attitude has given rise to a crisis that
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has paralyzed to a large extent intellectual creativity among the Mus-
lim intelligentsia and brought about a chasm between faith and rea-
soning in the souls and minds of many, a chasm that classical Islamic
thought was able to bridge in different fashions. Yet because faith in
prophecy remains strong, and individuals seriously engaged in philo-
sophical thought do not cease to appear, Islamic philosophy continues
as a living intellectual tradition and in fact, after relative eclipse dur-
ing the colonial period in many lands, is now reasserting itself with
ever greater vigor.

As for the world at large, although both secular philosophy and a
formalistic interpretation of religion opposed to in-depth philosophical
introspection continue to dominate the public scene, interest in philoso-
phy functioning in the land of prophecy, which means in a world domi-
nated by the sense of the sacred and ultimate meaning, also continues
to grow. The ever-greater interest in perennial philosophy is also re-
lated to this deep need to discover a mode of knowing related to the
inner and sacred dimensions of existence. So, as already mentioned, we
can detect in the West itself ever greater interest in different expressions
of the perennial philosophy in general and in Christian and Jewish
philosophical thought in particular. As for other civilizations, we see
the revival of interest in Hindu, Buddhist, Taoist and Neo-Confucian
philosophies in various Asian countries even amidst ever greater en-
tanglement with secularist philosophies issuing from the West.

As for the Islamic world, which stands between the West and the
Oriental worlds of India and the Far East, it is one in which the reality
of prophecy remains as strong as ever, while the long philosophical
tradition that was created in light of this reality and in response to it
while making use of the intellectual and rational faculties that make
philosophizing possible, although partly weakened, has survived and
is now being revived and renewed in a contemporary context. This
philosophical tradition needs to respond not only to secular philoso-
phies but also to other schools of philosophy outside the abode of
Islam that have come into being over the ages in the various lands of
prophecy defined in its most universal sense. The Islamic philosophi-
cal tradition is in fact itself one of the most powerful and multi-faceted
of all traditional philosophies; it is one of the main expressions of
what earlier Islamic philosophers Musk¨yah (Miskawayh) and
Suhraward¥ referred to as “Jåw¥dån-khirad/al-÷ikmat al-khålidah” and that
came to be known later in Latin as philosophia perennis.

The reality of prophecy is like that of the Sun; it can be eclipsed,
but it always returns as an abiding reality. As for philosophy under-
stood in its time-honored sense, it is the quest for the truth, for 
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wisdom, for a vision of the whole, for insight into the nature and
causes of things. As long as there are human beings, there will be men
and women drawn to this quest, and there will be philosophy in the
sense defined here. Therefore, philosophy in the land of prophecy is
a reality that is of central concern now as it was yesterday, and it will
remain of central concern tomorrow as it is today. The deepest phi-
losophies whose truths are perennial and that speak to us today, as
they did to our forefathers before us, are those that, while using the
inner intellectual and rational faculties with which human beings are
endowed, are fruits of philosophizing in a world whose landscape has
been illuminated by the light of prophecy and permeated by the per-
fume of the Sacred. Such was the situation yesterday, such it is today,
and such it will be tomorrow.
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INTRODUCTION

1. One should remember that Pythagoras established a religious society
in Croton centered around Apollo, and he provided it with a rule of life much
like the prophet founders of other religions. See Kenneth S. Guthrie, compiler
and trans., The Pythagorean Sourcebook and Library (Grand Rapids, MI: Phanes,
1987); see especially “The Life of Pythagoras” by Iamblichus, pp. 57ff. where
there is even allusion to Pythagoras being divine and identified with Apollo
himself (p. 80). See also the seminal work of Peter Kingsley, Ancient Philoso-
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Pythagoras and Empedocles.
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Golden Sufi Center, 1999); and Reality (Inverness, CA: The Golden Sufi Center,
2004).

3. In what follows concerning Parmenides I have relied on the work of
Kingsley, Reality, pp. 31ff.

4. See my “Spiritual Chivalry,” in ed. S. H. Nasr, Islamic Spirituality, vol.
2 (New York: Crossroad, 1991), pp. 304–15.

5. See ‘Allåmah Sayyid Mu±ammad ¡usayn abå†abå˘¥, ‘Al¥ wa˘l-÷ikmat
al-ilåhiyyah, in his Majm¶‘a-yi raså˘il, Sayyid Håd¥ Khusrawshåh¥ (ed.) (Tehran:
Daftar-i Nashr-i Farhang-i Islåm¥, 1370 A. H. [solar]), pp. 191ff.

6. Kingsley, op. cit., p. 33.

7. Ibid., p. 40.
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International, 1984), p. 18.

9. In classical Islamic texts the prophet Idr¥s or Ukhn¨kh (Enoch), who
was identified with Hermes, was given the title Ab¨˘l-¡ukamå˘ or Father of
Philosophers. See “Hermes and Hermetic Writings in the Islamic World” in
Nasr, Islamic Life and Thought (Chicago: ABC International Group, 2001), pp.
102–19.

10. Kingsley, op.cit., p. 46.



11. Ibid., p. 87.

12. Ibid., p. 62.

13. Ibid., p. 320. See also Kingsley, Ancient Philosophy, Mysticism, and
Magic, in passim.

14. Kingsley, Reality, p. 323.

15. See S. H. Nasr, An Introduction to Islamic Cosmological Doctrines
(Albany: State University of New York Press, 1993), chapter 15, “Nature and
the Visionary Recitals,” pp. 263–74.

16. Throughout this book whenever two dates are given in this manner,
the one on the left refers to the Islamic lunar calendar and the one on the right
to the Christian calendar or what is now called “Common Era.”

17. See Huston Smith, Forgotten Truth (San Francisco: Harper, 1992),
especially chapter 3, “Levels of Reality,” pp. 34–59; and chapter 4, “Levels of
Selfhood,” pp. 60–95; also René Guénon, The Multiple States of Being, trans.
Joscelyn Godwin (Burdett, NY: Larson, 1984).

18. One need only read about the teachings of the great Sioux sage Black
Elk to realize what a profound philosophy existed albeit orally among a people
for whom prophecy was the central reality of their spiritual lives. See Joseph E.
Brown, The Sacred Pipe (New York: Penguin Metaphysical Library, 1986).

19. Henry Corbin has dealt with this issue in many of his works to
which we shall turn later in this volume.

20. See the seminal works of Frithjof Schuon on this subject, especially
his Transcendental Unity of Religions (Wheaton, IL: Theosophical Publishing
House, 1993); and Form and Substance in the Religions (Bloomington: World
Wisdom Books, 2002).

CHAPTER 1. THE STUDY OF ISLAMIC PHILOSOPHY

IN THE WEST IN RECENT TIMES

1. We shall deal more fully with the meaning of al-falsafah and al-
÷ikmat al-ilåhiyyah in the next two chapters.

2. See Harry A. Wolfson, The Philosophy of Kalam (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1976).

3. For complete bibliographical information about the writings of these
and later figures mentioned in this chapter see the magisterial work of Hans
Daiber, Bibliography of Islamic Philosophy, 2 vols. (Leiden: Brill, 1999); for a
guide to references and sources for the study of Islamic philosophy see Oliver
Leaman, “A Guide to Bibliographical Sources,” in Nasr and Leaman (eds.),
History of Islamic Philosophy (New York: Routledge, 2001), pp. 1173–76.
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4. In order for comparative philosophy to be fruitful and meaningful
when it involves a traditional form of philosophy on the one hand and
postmedieval Western philosophy on the other, there are important pitfalls
that must be avoided and principles that must be kept in mind. See S. H. Nasr,
Islam and the Plight of Modern Man (Chicago: ABC International Group, 2001),
part 2, “The Comparative Method and the Study of the Islamic Intellectual
Heritage in the West,” pp. 39–68. Concerning the confusion in comparative
philosophy as it is often carried out, Harry Oldmeadow writes, “One of the
principal sources of this confusion is a failure to understand the crucial dis-
tinction between metaphysics as a scientia sacra on the one hand, wedded to
direct spiritual experience and complementing revealed religious doctrines,
and what is usually meant in the modern West by ‘philosophy’: an autonomous
and essentially rational and analytical inquiry into a range of issues and
problematics.” Journeys East: Twentieth Century Western Encounters with Eastern
Religious Traditions (Bloomington: World Wisdom Books, 2003), p. 338. Although
the “East” with which Oldmeadow is concerned in this book excludes the Is-
lamic world, his comments are very relevant and applicable mutatis mutandis to
comparative philosophy when it involves the Islamic intellectual tradition.

5. On their works and the philosophical scene in Persia in general in
the decades of the 50s and 60s, see S. H. Nasr, The Islamic Intellectual Tradition
in Persia (London: Curzon, 1996), part 4, “Islamic Thought in Modern Iran,”
pp. 323ff.

6. In this section of this chapter fewer names are provided, and when
they are mentioned they are meant as examples and not to deliberately exclude
or slight anyone. This is an especially sensitive issue because most of the schol-
ars active during this period are still alive, and we do not want to commit the
sin of omission in not mentioning every significant scholar in each group.

7. The origin of this encounter in a serious manner must be sought
most of all in the seminal writings of Mahd¥ ¡å˘ir¥ Yazd¥, some of which have
been rendered into English. See his Principles of Epistemology in Islamic Philoso-
phy: Knowledge by Presence (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1992).

8. The philosophia perennis refers to a wisdom or sophia that its follow-
ers believe has existed from time immemorial at the heart of different reli-
gions and traditional philosophies, the wisdom being one but expressed in
different formal languages. On the usage of the history of this term in Western
thought see Charles Schmitt, “Perennial Philosophy: Steuco to Leibnitz,” Jour-
nal of the History of Ideas, vol. 27, 1966, pp. 505–32 (printed also in his Studies
in Renaissance Philosophy and Science (London: Variorum Reprints, 1981); and
his introduction to “De perenni philosophia” by Augustinus Steuchus (New
York: Johnson Reprint Corp., 1972). Frithjof Schuon writes, “The inward and
timeless Revelation is present still, but it is hidden away beneath a sheet of ice
which necessitates the intervention of outward Revelations; but these cannot
have the perfection of what might be termed ‘innate religion’ or the immanent
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philosophia perennis.” Islam and the Perennial Philosophy, trans. J. Peter Hobson
(London: World of Islam Festival Publishing Group, 1976), p. 195.

9. Among the writings of these authors on the subject of philosophy
see especially René Guénon, “Metaphysical Thought and Philosophical Thought
Compared,” in his Introduction to the Study of Hindu Doctrines, trans. Marco
Pallis (Ghent, NY: Sophia Perennis et Universalis, 2001), chapter 8, pp. 92ff.
(by “philosophy” here Guénon means modern Western philosophy); Ananda
K. Coomaraswamy, “The Pertinence of Philosophy” in his What is Civilization?
and Other Essays (Ipswich: Golgonooza, 1989), pp. 13–32; and Frithjof Schuon,
“Tracing the Notion of Philosophy,” in his Sufism: Veil and Quintessence, trans.
William Stoddart (Bloomington: World Wisdom Books, 1981), pp. 115–28. This
last essay is very nuanced in its explanation and critique of the very concept
of ‘philosophy.’

10. On these figures whose role in the spread of traditional doctrines is
central and who have also played an important role sometimes directly and
sometimes indirectly in bringing about better understanding of Islamic phi-
losophy and especially metaphysics in the West, see S. H. Nasr, Knowledge and
the Sacred (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1989), pp. 100ff.

11. The al-Furqan Foundation established by Shaykh A±mad Zak¥
Yamån¥ in Wimbledon, Great Britain, is the leading institution in the West
dedicated to the task of preserving, cataloging, and making available Islamic
manuscripts. It has already achieved much since it began its activities in ear-
nest in the late 1980s, and although it is not particularly interested in Islamic
philosophy, its support for the cataloging of many different libraries has al-
ready helped to make known a number of philosophical manuscripts.

12. This series made available a number of important philosophical texts
by Ibn S¥nå, Nå∑ir-i Khusraw, Suhraward¥, Mullå S

•
adrå, and others in critical

editions that were edited mostly by Corbin himself and often in collaboration
with Persian and Arab scholars such as Osman Yahya, Mohammad Mo‘in,
S. H. Nasr, and Sayyid Jalål al-D¥n ≈shtiyån¥.

13. For more thorough information about texts translated into Euro-
pean languages see Daiber, op.cit., in passim.

14. For certain fields of Islamic philosophy French is even richer than
English, especially as far as translations are concerned. This includes figures
as important as Ibn S¥nå and Suhraward¥.

15. See Daiber, op. cit., under their names for bibliographical informa-
tion on their translations.

16. There is not in fact even one satisfactory philosophical dictionary of
Arabic and Persian terms with English equivalents. The only work of this kind
available is that of Suhail Afnan, A Philosophical Lexicon in Persian and Arabic
(Beirut: Dar el-Mashreq, 1969). This work is, however, far from being ad-
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equate, especially as far as technical vocabulary of later schools of Islamic
philosophy is concerned.

17. The titles that have appeared so far include among others: al-
Ghazzål¥, The Incoherence of the Philosophers, trans. Michael Marmura (Provo:
Brigham Young University Press, 1997); al-Ghazzål¥, The Niche of Light, trans.
David Buckman (1998); and Suhraward¥, The Philosophy of Illumination, trans.
Hossein Ziai (1999).

18. See, for example, Hossein Ziai’s translation of Suhraward¥’s Partaw-
nåmah as The Book of Radiance (Costa Mesa, CA: Mazda, 1998). There are also
a number of such bilingual texts available in French and German as well as
a small number of texts translated into English and published with the Arabic
text many years ago. Among these perhaps the most notable is Richard Walzer’s
translation of al-Fåråb¥’s al-Mad¥nat al-fåd

•
ilah as Al-Farabi on the Perfect State

(Oxford: Clarendon, 1985). Criticisms have been made by M. Mahdi and oth-
ers of both the reading of some of the original Arabic text and certain trans-
lations of it by Walzer. Nevertheless, it remains an important bilingual edition.
The Ismaili Institute in London has also embarked upon a publication series
that includes both original texts and translations of texts concerned primarily
with Ismå‘¥l¥ philosophy.

19. See Shams al-D¥n Mu±ammad Shahraz¨r¥, Nuzhat al-arwå÷ wa raw¿at
al-afrå÷, trans. Maq∑¨d ‘Al¥ Tabr¥z¥, ed. Mu±ammad Tåq¥ Dånishpazh¨h and
Mu±ammad Sarwar Mawlå˘¥ (Tehran: Shirkat-i Intishåråt-i ‘Ilm¥ wa Farjang¥,
1365 [A.H. solar]). The lengthy introduction by Dånishpazh¨h deals in a mas-
terly way with the long tradition of the writing of the history of Islamic
philosophy in classical Islamic civilization.

20. See “Hermes and Hermetic Writings in the Islamic World,” in Nasr,
Islamic Life and Thought (Chicago: ABC International, 2001), chapter 9, pp. 102–
19. We shall turn to this subject again later in this book.

21. This usage was later adopted by Arab scholars of the history of
philosophy because of nonscholarly reasons associated with the ideology of
Arab nationalism. It has taken a great deal of effort during the past few de-
cades by both Muslim and some Western scholars to make the use of Islamic
philosophy the correct manner of referring to the prevalent subject, while, for
the most part because of political reasons, the term Arabic philosophy still sur-
vives in certain circles.

22. For particulars on these works see Hans Daiber, op. cit.

23. This was translated by Edward R. Jones from German into English
as The History of Philosophy in Islam with numerous editions (first printed in
London in 1903).

24. Originally published by Gallimard in Paris in 1964.

25. Translated by Philip Sherrard (London: Kegan Paul International,
1993).
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26. Published originally by the Harvard University Press in Cambridge
in 1964 but now available through Caravan Books in Delmar, NY.

27. It was first published in two volumes in Wiesbaden by Otto
Harrassowitz, 1963–1966.

28. In 2 vols. (Madrid: Alianza Universidad Textos, 1981).

29. London and New York: Routledge, 1989.

30. New York: Columbia University Press, 1983.

CHAPTER 2. THE MEANING AND ROLE OF PHILOSOPHY IN ISLAM

1. See S. H. Nasr, An Introduction to Islamic Cosmological Doctrines,
pp. 18ff.; and Frithjof Schuon, L’Oeil du Coeur (Paris: Dervy-Livres, 1974), pp.
91–94.

2. See Frithjof Schuon, Understanding Islam (Bloomington: World Wis-
dom Books, 1994), pp. 127ff. See also Sachiko Murata and William Chittick,
The Vision of Islam (New York: Paragon House, 1994).

3. On the rapport between al-¡aq¥qah and traditional philosophy, see
Henry Corbin (with the collaboration of S. H. Nasr and O. Yahya), History of
Islamic Philosophy, pp. 1–14.

4. See S. H. Nasr, Islamic Life and Thought, chapters 8 and 9; also Nasr,
Three Muslim Sages (Delmar, NY: Caravan Books, 1986), introduction and
chapter 1. We shall turn to this issue in later chapters of this book.

5. “Nous n’avons aucun droit d’en refuser la qualification à ceux qui
veulent être des ÷okamå, des falåsifa, de la leur refuser sous prétexte qu’ils sont
en même temps des ‘orafå, des théosophes mystiques, et que leur idée que
certains d’entre nous, en Occident, se font de la ‘philosophie’. La cassure,
hélas! est vieille de plusieurs siècles; elle remonte jusqu’à la scholastique
médiévale. Cette cassure ne s’est pas produite en Islam, chez nos penseurs
iraniens, parce que l’on peut dire symboliquement que pour eux l’Ange de la
revelation divine est le même que l’Ange de la connaissance. Le sommet de
l’intellect (‘aql, Nous) est l’intellectus sanctus, l’intellect prophétique; il y a quelque
chose de commun entre la vocation du philosophe et la vocation du prophet.”
Introduction of Henry Corbin to Sayyid Jalål al-D¥n ≈shtiyån¥ and Corbin,
(ed.), Anthologie des philosophes iraniens, vol. 1, (Téhéran-Paris: Andrien
Maisonneuve and Institut Franco-Iranien, 1972), p. 3.

6. For example, Louis Gardet writes, “La question centrale est celle
posée naguère par M. Gilson: peut-on parler d’une ‘philosophie musulmane’
au—sens analogique—où nous parlons d’une ‘philosophie chrétienne’?” He
answers this negatively adding, “De ce point de vue historique, on peut donc
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appeler Fåråb¥, Avicenne, Ibn Tufayl et Averroès des ‘philosophes musulmans’.
Mais si l’on entend parler mutatis mutandis d’une ‘philosophie musulmane’ au
sens ou l’on parlera d’une ‘philosophie chrétienne’ des grands médiévaux, il
faut renoncer à leur donner ce titre. On ne peut guère les designer que comme
philosophes d’inspiration hellénistique, d’expression arabe ou persane, et
d’influences musulmanes.” In “Le problème de la philosophie musulmane,”
Mélanges offerts à Étienne Gilson (Paris: Vrin, 1959), p. 282.

It is difficult to sustain the view of Gardet if we take into consideration
such figures as Suhraward¥ and Mullå S

•
adrå or the Islamic philosophers of

Farangi Mahall and Khayrabad in India. Even the earlier Peripatetic (mashshå˘¥)
Islamic philosophy is much more Islamic than an appraisal such as that of
Gardet would indicate. Ibråh¥m Madkour answers the claim of Gardet and
others holding a similar view in these words: “Nous avons démontré il y a
longemps, qu’il existe une philosophie arabe, comme il existe une philosophie
grecque et une philosophe latine. Nous pouvons dire aujourd’hui qu’il existe
une métaphysique arabe ou musulmane. Elle est musulmane par ses problèmes
et par sa façon de les résoudre.” “La Métaphysique en terre d’Islam,” Mélanges
Inst. Dominicain d’Études Orientales du Caire, 7, 1962-63, p. 30. See also the
introduction to his Fi˘l-falsafat al-islåmiyyah (Cairo: Dår al-Ma‘årif, 1968).

7. See Fernand van Steenberghen, La Philosophie au XIIIe siècle (Louvain:
Publications Universitaires, 1966), pp. 533–40.

8. We have dealt with the Islamicity of Islamic philosophy in many of
our writings. See for example, “The Qur’ån and ¡ad¥th as Source and Inspi-
ration of Islamic Philosophy,” in Nasr and Leaman (eds.), History of Islamic
Philosophy, pp. 27ff. Max Horten came close to expressing this close link be-
tween Islamic philosophy and religion when he wrote, “Für den Philosophen
ist die Philosophie seine Religion; denn sein philosophisches System ist die
Forum, in der er sich Gott und des Weltall denkt und zugleich die Grundsätze,
nach denen er sein sittliches Leben einrichtet. Die Religion des Islam will aber
nichtes anderes sein als seine lehre über Gott und die Welt und eine Direktion
des sittlichen Handelns—Philosophia theoretica et practica,” “Religion und
Philosophie in Islam,” Der Islam, 1913, p. 1.

9. On the significance of Hermes for Islamic philosophy see Nasr, Is-
lamic Life and Thought, chapter 6. M¥r Findirisk¥, the eleventh/seventeenth
century Persian philosopher, calls Aristotle (or in reality Plotinus, for he was
thinking of the author of the Theology of Aristotle) “a prophet who was not a
messenger [of Divine Law] (ghayr mursal).” See ≈shtiyån¥, Anthologie des
philosophes iraniens, p. 73.

10. Already Ibn Khald¨n in his Muqaddimah, trans. Franz Rosenthal,
vol. 3 (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1958), pp. 52ff., considered the
later school of kalåm as philosophy, and many recent Muslim authors have
emphasized the importance of kalåm and also Sufism as forms of “Islamic
philosophy.” See for example Mu∑†afå ‘Abd al-Råziq, Tamh¥d li-ta˘r¥kh al-falsafat
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al-islåmiyyah (Cairo: Lajnat al-Ta˘l¥f wa˘l-Tarjumah wa˘l-Nashr, 1959); and the
works of ‘Abd al-¡al¥m Ma±m¨d.

11. The works of Corbin, Izutsu, Nasr, and to a certain extent M. Horten
before them have dealt with Islamic philosophy in an integral manner and in
all its richness and diversity, preparing the ground for greater awareness in
the West during the past three decades of the totality of the Islamic philo-
sophical tradition. Before those writings appeared Islamic philosophy had
become identified in the West with early Peripatetic philosophy, to which an
appendix concerning Ibn Khald¨n and one or two other later Islamic philoso-
phers were added. The writings of Corbin are particularly important in
dispelling this illusion. See also S. H. Nasr, The Islamic Intellectual Tradition
in Persia.

12. On the meaning of falsafah, the problems of its study, and its
definitions with citations of the views of many scholars, see Georges C. Anawati,
“Philosophie médiévale en terre d’Islam,” in his Etudes de philosophie musulmane
(Paris: Vrin, 1974), pp. 1–67; and Christel Hein, Definition und Einteilung der
Philosophie von der spätantiken Einleitungs-Literature zur arabischen Enzyklopädie
(Bern and New York: Lang, 1985).

13. This verse has of course been interpreted in other ways by other
schools of thought in Islam.

14. Al-Dårim¥, in the Muqaddimah, p. 34.

15. Ibid.

16. Mu∑†afå ‘Abd al-Råziq, Tamh¥d li-ta˘r¥kh al-falsafat al-islåmiyyah, p.
45, where reference is also made to various other Islamic sources using the
term ÷ikmah.

17. See The Fihrist of al-Nad¥m, trans. B. Dodge (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1970), vol. 2, p. 581.

18. From his On First Philosophy quoted by Ahmed Fouad El-Ehwany,
“Al-Kindi,” in A History of Muslim Philosophy, M. M. Sharif (ed.), vol. 1, p. 424.

19. The meaning of demonstration as used in Islamic thought is not ex-
actly the same as one finds in modern Western logic and has an element of
certitude in it that is derived from the illumination of the mind by the light
of the Intellect.

20. See al-Fåråb¥, Kitåb al-÷ur¶f (Book of Letters), Muhsin Mahdi (ed.)
(Beirut: Dår al-Mashriq, 1968), pp. 153–57.

21. See al-Jam‘ bayn ra˘yay al-÷ak¥mayn Aflå†¶n al-ilåh¥ wa Aris†¶
(Hyderabad, Daccan: Dåiratu˘l-Ma‘årifi˘l-Osmånia, 1968), pp. 36–37.

22. Ibn S¥nå, ‘Uy¶n al-÷ikmah (Cairo: Hindiyyah, 1326), p. 30.
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23. Raså˘il (Cairo: al-Ma†ba‘at al-‘arabiyyah, vol. 1, 1928), p. 23. The
Ikhwån have a conception of philosophy very close to that of the ishråq¥s and
the whole later tradition of Islamic philosophy, in which philosophy is consid-
ered as veritable philosophy only if it is able to transform the being of man
and enable him to have a new vision of things made possible by this very
transformation. As such it is nothing other than a particular expression of the
esoteric dimension of (al-bå†in) of religion, accessible only through spiritual
exegesis or hermeneutic interpretation (ta˘w¥l) of the revealed truths contained
in religious sources. See Nasr, An Introduction to Islamic Cosmological Doctrines,
pp. 33ff.

24. This aspect of Suhraward¥’s teachings has been dealt with amply in
our Three Muslim Sages, chapter 2, and “Suhraward¥,” in our Islamic Intellectual
Tradition in Persia, pp. 125–53. See also the numerous studies of H. Corbin on
this theme including his En Islam iranien, vol. 2 (Paris: Gallimard, 1971), and
his two prolegomenas to Suhraward¥, Ouevres philosophiques et mystiques, vols.
1 and 2 (Tehran: Institut d’Etudes et des Recherches Culturelles, 2001).

25. Suhraward¥, Ouevres philosophiques et mystiques, vol. 3, ed. S. H. Nasr,
p. 69. See also M. Ziai’s translation of the Partaw-nåmah, The Book of Radiance,
p. 72. In another work he states after quoting Plato that “philosophy (÷ikmah)
is to leave one’s body and to ascend to the world of light. Talw¥÷åt in Oeuvres
philosophiques et mystiques, H. Corbin (ed.) (Tehran: Institut d’Etudes et des
Recherches Culturelles, 2001), p. 113.

26. This saying, which appears in many Islamic sources of ¡ad¥th such
as Bukhår¥, reveals clearly the function of philosophy in the land of prophecy.

27. From Risåla-yi „inå‘iyyah in Antholgie des philosophes iraniens, vol. I, p.
73 (of the Arabic and Persian text).

28. Al-¡ikmat al-muta‘åliyah fi˘l-asfår al-arba‘ah, vol. 1, part 1 (Tehran:
Dår al-Ma‘årif al-Islåmiyyah, 1387 [A.H. lunar]), p. 20.

29. Introduction of S. J. ≈sht¥yån¥ to S
•
adr al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥, al-Shawåhid al-

rub¶biyyah (Mashhad: Mashhad University Press, 1967), p. seven.

30. Al-¡ikmat al-muta‘åliyah . . . known usually simply as the Asfår, p. 21.

31. Ibid. The views of Mullå |adrå were to be reflected in many later
philosophers, such as the fourteenth/twentieth-century master ‘Allåmah
abå†abå˘¥, who called “philosophy the science which can prove the real ex-
istence of things.” See his Uƒ¶l-i falsafa-yi ri˘ålism, vol. 1 (Qom: Dår al-‘Ilm,
1332 [A.H. solar]), pp. 2–4.

32. I have had occasion to refer to this matter in several of my works,
including An Introduction to Islamic Cosmological Doctrines, introduction, and
Science and Civilization in Islam, introduction (Chicago: ABC International, 2000).

33. See chapter 3 of this work.
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34. For a discussion of this matter from somewhat a different view, see
Max Massimo Campanini, “al-Ghazål¥,” in Nasr and Leaman, History of Phi-
losophy, pp. 258–74.

35. See Max Horten, Die philosophischen Ansichten von Råz¥ und T¶s¥ (Bonn:
P. Hanstein, 1910); S. H. Nasr, “Fakhr al-D¥n Råz¥,” in The Islamic Intellectual
Tradition in Persia, pp. 107–1221; also Louis Gardet and M. M. Anawati, Intro-
duction à la théologie musulmane, vol. 1 (Paris: Vrin, 1948). One must mention
also the criticism by the Ash‘arite theologian al-Shahrastån¥ of Ibn S¥nå in his
Kitåb al-mu„åra‘ah (The Book of Struggle). His criticism is, however, also on the
basis of certain Ismå‘¥l¥ doctrines and not Ash‘arite kalåm. See Muhammad
‘Abd al-Kar¥m al- Shahrastån¥, Struggling with the Philosopher: A Refutation of
Avicenna’s Metaphysics, ed. and trans. Wilfred Madelung and Toby Mayer
(London: I.B. Tauris, 2001).

36. This did not mean that members of this group did not in turn criti-
cize rationalistic philosophy.

37. See my “The Relation between Sufism and Philosophy in Persian
Culture,” Hamdard Islamicus, vol. 6, no. 4 (winter 1983), pp. 33–47.

38. One day a full study must be made of the relation between Sufism
and falsafah throughout the whole of the Islamic intellectual tradition. For a
summary treatment of this subject see S. H. Nasr, “Introduction to the Mys-
tical Tradition,” in Nasr and Leaman (eds.), History of Philosophy, pp. 367–73.

39. On the positive role accorded by R¨m¥ to the Intellect and correct
thought in contrast to rationalism and thought veiled by the passions and the
type of philosophy that he criticizes see Jalål Humå˘¥, Mawlaw¥ cha m¥g¶yad,
vol. 2 (Tehran: Shawrå-yi ‘≈l¥-yi Farhang wa Hunar, 1956), pp. 686ff., 946ff.

40. The Mathnawi, trans. R. A. Nicholson (London: Luzac), vol. 2, p. 115
(with some modification).

41. Quoted by Jawåd Mu∑li± in his Falsafa-yi ‘ål¥ yå ¡ikmat-i S.adr al-
muta˘allih¥n (Tehran: Tehran University Press, 1377 [A.H. lunar]), pp. yz–y±.

42. Referring to the Quranic story of Joseph.

43. Mu∑li±, op. cit., p. y±. The same type of debate can also be found in
the annals of Arabic literature.

44. See S. H. Nasr, Three Muslim Sages, chapter 1.

45. See S. Pines, “Quelques tendances antipéripatéticiennes de la pensée
scientifique islamique,” Thalès, vol. 4, 1940, pp. 210–20.

46. We have dealt more fully with this subject in the introduction to
Science and Civilization in Islam.

47. See S. H. Nasr, Sufi Essays (Chicago: ABC International, 1999), pp. 123ff.
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48. Unfortunately, little attention has been paid until now to the philo-
sophical and scientific works of Rash¥d al-D¥n, save his interest in medicine.
But this philosophical aspect of his personality and thought deserves a much
more extensive treatment. For a preliminary study see “The Status of Rash¥d
al-D¥n Fa∂l Allåh in the History of Islamic Philosophy and Science,” in my The
Islamic Intellectual Tradition in Persia, pp. 228–36.

49. On this matter see Introduction to Islamic Cosmological Doctrines, pp. 11ff.

50. For a reference to this tradition see Zia Ülken, La Pensée de l’Islam,
trans. G. Dubois, M. Bilen, and the author (Istanbul: Fakülteler Matbaasi, 1953),
chapter 15; also Mubahat Türker, Üç Tehåfut Bakimindan Felsefe ve Din Münasebeti
(Ankara: Türk Tarih Kumuru Basimevi, 1956). See also Bilal Kuşpinar, Ismå‘¥l
Ankavar¥ on the Illuminative Philosophy (Kuala Lumpur: International Institute
of Islamic Thought and Civilization, 1996).

51. Henry Corbin, En Islam iranien, vol. 4, pp. 10–122; and his La
Philosophie iranienne islamique aux xviie et xviiie siècles (Paris: Buchet/Chastel,
1981). See chapter 12 of this book for Mullå |adrå. As far as India is con-
cerned, there is unfortunately no systematic study of the Islamic philosophical
tradition in that land in Western languages. For the philosophers of Farangi
Mahall see Francis Robinson, Islam and Muslim History in South Asia (New
Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2001); idem, The ‘Ulama of Farangi Mahall and
Islamic Culture in South Asia (London: Hurst, 2001); and Jamal Malik, Islamische
Gellehrtenkultur in Nordindien: Entwicklungsgeschichte und Tendenzen am Beispiel
von Lucknow (Leiden: Brill, 1997).

52. See “The Pertinence of Islamic Philosophy Today,” in my Islamic Life
and Thought, pp. 153–57.

CHAPTER 3. AL-¡IKMAT AL-ILĀHIYYAH AND KALĀM

1. See H. Corbin, “La place de Mollâ Sadrâ Shîrâzî (ob. 1050/1640)
dans la philosophie iranienne,” Studia Islamica, vol. 18, 1963, pp. 81–113. We
shall trace the development of this synthesis in chapters 12 and 13 of this
book.

2. See especially his Philosophy of the Kalam.

3. See for example George Makdisi, “Ash‘ar¥ and the Ash‘arites in
Islamic Religious History,” Studia Islamica, vol. 17, 1962, pp. 37–80, and vol. 18,
1963, pp. 19–39.

4. See Frithjof Schuon, “Dilemmas of Moslem Scholasticism,” in his
Christianity/Islam: Essays on Esoteric Ecumenism, trans. Gustavo Polit
(Bloomington: World Wisdom Books, 1985), pp. 203ff.
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5. See Ibråh¥m D¥nån¥, Shu‘å˘-i and¥shah dar falsafa-yi Suhraward¥ (Tehran:
¡ikmat, 1364 [A.H. solar]).

6. The systematic study of the numerous commentaries and glosses
written upon this major work during the past seven centuries by both the
mutakallim¶n and falåsifah would be a major contribution to the history of both
Shi‘ite kalåm and ÷ikmat-i ilåh¥.

7. Concerning Mullå S
•
adrå ’s teachings as the synthesis of the different

schools preceding him, see H. Corbin, prolegomena to Mullå S
•
adrå ’s Le Livre

des pénétrations métaphysiques (Tehran-Paris: Department d’lranologie—Andrien-
Maisonneuve, 1964); and his En Islam iranien, vol. 4, pp. 54ff. I have also dealt
fully with this subject in Nasr, S

•
adr al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥ and His Transcendent Theoso-

phy (Tehran: Institute for Humanities and Cultural Studies, 1997). We shall
turn to this subject in chapter 12.

8. For example in the Asfår (Tehran: lithographed edition, 1222 [A.H.
lunar]), p. 147, he confirms the arguments of the mutakallim¶n against the
possibility of a movement or a chain of causes and events continuing ad
infinitum, and in the section on proofs for the existence of God, p. 548, he
confirms their arguments for God’s existence based on motion.

9. An example is on p. 345, where their views about time are rejected,
and the whole last section of the fourth safar, vol. 4 of the Asfår, where their
views on eschatology are completely refuted.

10. Si a„l, S. H. Nasr (ed.), (Tehran: Tehran University Press, 1340 [A.H.
solar]), pp. 5–6.

11. Ibid., p. 7.

12. Kasr al-a„nåm al-jåhiliyyah, M. T. Danechepazhuh (ed.) (Tehran: Tehran
University Press: 1340 [A.H. solar]), pp. 91–92.

13. Concerning Låh¥j¥ see H. Corbin, La Philosophie iranienne islamique
aux xviie et xviiie siècles, pp. 96ff. See also Yådnåma-yi ¡ak¥m Låh¥j¥ (Tehran:
Wizårat-i Farhang wa Irshåd-i Mill¥, 1374 [A.H. solar]).

14. See Ya‘q¨b Ja‘far¥, “Ta‘r¥f-i ‘ilm-i kalåm az d¥dgåh-i Mullå ‘Abd al-
Razzåq Låh¥j¥,” in Yådnåma-yi Låh¥j¥, p. 667.

15. On the philosophical views of Låh¥j¥, see S. J. ≈shtiyån¥, in Yådnåma-
yi Låh¥j¥, pp. 91–156. In vol. 1 of Anthologie des philosophes iraniens, ed. H.
Corbin, J. ≈shtiyån¥ has selected a number of the more philosophical passages
of Låh¥j¥’s writings. See pp. 272–361 of the Arabic-Persian section.

16. What Låh¥j¥ refers to is the Islamic injunction that it is the duty of
the believer to penetrate intellectually to the extent possible for that person
into the articles and principles of faith. But if he or she does not have the
intellectual acumen necessary for this task, it is sufficient to imitate (taql¥d) the
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founder of the religion and in the case of Shi‘ism also the Imams in order to
gain salvation. But for the person who does possess the capability, it is essen-
tial to seek to understand the intellectual basis of religious injunctions and
doctrines.

17. Låh¥j¥, Gawhar-i muråd (Tehran: Islåmiyyah, 1377 [A. H. lunar]), pp.
15–21.

18. On ¡asan Låh¥j¥ see the introduction of ‘Al¥ S
•
adrå˘¥ Khu˘¥ to his

edition of Raså˘il-i fårs¥ ta˘l¥f-i ¡asan ibn ‘Abd al-Razzåq Låh¥j¥ (Tehran: Markaz-i
Farhang¥-yi Nashr-i Qiblah, 1375 [A.H. solar]). See also Corbin, La Philosophie
iranienne islamique . . . , pp. 291–300.

19. Translated by Marcie Hermansen (Leiden: Brill, 1995); Shåh Wal¥
Allåh, The Sacred Knowledge, trans. G. N. Jalbani, ed. David Pendleburg (Lon-
don: Octagon, 1982). See also Hafiz Ghaffar Khan, “Shah Wal¥ullåh,” in Nasr
and Leaman (eds.), History of Islamic Philosophy, pp. 663–70.

CHAPTER 4. THE QUESTION OF EXISTENCE AND

QUIDDITY AND ONTOLOGY IN ISLAMIC PHILOSOPHY

1. “The distinction between ‘quiddity’ and ‘existence’ is undoubtedly
one of the most basic philosophical theses in Islamic thought. Without exag-
geration the distinction may be said to constitute the first step in ontologico-
metaphysical thinking among Muslims; it provides the very foundation on
which is built up the whole structure of Muslim metaphysics.” Toshihiko
Izutsu, “The Fundamental Structure of Sabzavår¥’s Metaphysics,” introduc-
tion to the Arabic text of Sabzavari’s Shar÷-i manz

•
¶mah, Mehdi Mohaghegh

and T. Izutsu (eds.) (Tehran: McGill University Institute of Islamic Studies,
Tehran Branch, 1969), p. 49.

2. For the metaphysical distinction between Being and Non-Being, see
F. Schuon, From the Divine to the Human, trans. Gustavo Polit and Deborah
Lambert (Bloomington: World Wisdom Books, 1982), part 1; and his Survey of
Metaphysics and Esoterism, trans. G. Polit (Bloomington: World Wisdom Books,
1986), part 1. Schuon writes, “Beyond-Being or Non-Being is Reality abso-
lutely unconditioned, while Being is Reality insofar as It determines Itself in
the direction of Its manifestation and in so doing becomes personal God.”
Stations of Wisdom, trans. G. E. H. Palmer (Bloomington: World Wisdom Books,
1995), p. 213, note 1.

3. See A. M. Goichon, “L’Unité de la pensée avicennienne,” Archives
Internationales d’Histoire des Sciences 20–21 (1952), 29ff.

4. E. Gilson, L’Être et l’essence (Paris: Vrin, 1948), p. 90; also quoted in
Izutsu, “The Fundamental Structure,” pp. 54–55.
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5. Although some scholars have doubted the attribution of this work to al-
Fåråb¥ and consider it to be by Ibn S¥nå (see S. Pines, “Ibn S¥nå et l’auteur de la
Risålat al-fu„¶„ fi’l-÷ikma,” Revue des Etudes Islamiques [1951], 122–24), we see no
convincing reason to doubt the view of Islamic philosophers held during the past
millenium that the work is by al-Faråb¥. S. H. Nasr, Three Muslim Sages, p. 136.

6. On Ibn S¥nå ’s views concerning wuj¶d and måhiyyah, see A. M.
Goichon, La Distinction de l’essence et de l’existence d’après Ibn S¥nå (Avicenna)
(Paris: Desclée, 1937); and Fazlur Rahman, “Essence and Existence in Avicenna,”
in Mediaeval and Renaissance Studies, vol. 4 (London: Warburg Institute, 1958),
pp. 1–16. For Ibn S¥nå ’s discussion of wuj¶d in general, see S. H. Nasr, An
Introduction to Islamic Cosmological Doctrines, pp. 197ff.

7. On Suhraward¥’s metaphysics, see S. H. Nasr, Three Muslim Sages,
chapter 2; H. Corbin, En Islam iranien, vol. 2.

8. See Kashf al-muråd—Sharh tajr¥d al-i‘tiqåd, of which the text is by ¨s¥
and the commentary by ¡ill¥, ed. with trans. and commentary by Ab¨˘l-¡asan
Sha‘rån¥ (Tehran: Islåmiyyah Bookshop, 1351 [A. H. solar]/1972), chapter 1.

9. On this most obscure period in the history of Islamic philosophy, see
chapter 11 of this work; also H. Corbin (in collaboration with S. H. Nasr and
O. Yahya), Histoire de la philosophie islamique (Paris: Gallimard, 1986), especially
part 2,  which was written entirely by Corbin; and M. Cruz Hernández, Historia
de pensamiento en el mundo islámico 2 (Madrid: Alianza University, 1981). Need-
less to say, the Peripatetic school of the Maghrib, which survived from the time
of al-Ghazzål¥ to the beginning of this period, also addressed extensively the
question of wuj¶d and måhiyyah, as can be seen in the commentary of Ibn Rushd
on the Metaphysics of Aristotle as well as in many of Ibn Rushd’s other works.

10. We shall turn in later chapters to the significance of this school. See
also Corbin, En Islam iranien, vol. 4, pp. 9–201.

11. Mullå S
•
adrå devoted the whole of the first book of his Asfår to the

discussion of wuj¶d, to which he returned in several of his other works, espe-
cially the Kitåb al-mashå‘ir and al-Shawåhid al-rub¶biyyah. See H. Corbin’s intro-
duction to his edition of the Kitåb al-mashå‘ir (Le Livre des pénétrations
métaphysiques); the introduction of S. J. ≈shtiyån¥ in Persian and of S. H. Nasr
in English to ≈shtiyån¥’s edition of al-Shawåhid al-rub¶biyyah (Mashhad:
Mashhad University Press, 1967); S. H. Nasr, S

•
adr al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥ and His Tran-

scendent Theosophy; and F. Rahman, The Philosophy of Mullå S
•
adrå (Albany:

State University of New York Press, 1976). We shall deal more fully with
Mullå S

•
adrå in chapter 12 of this work.

12. See S. H. Nasr, “Sabziwår¥,” in The Islamic Intellectual Tradition in
Persia, pp. 304–319; Nasr, “The Metaphysics of |adr al-D¥n Shiråz¥ and Islamic
Philosophy in Qajar Persia,” in S

•
adr al-D¥n Shiråz¥, chapter 6, pp. 99ff. See also

Manuchihr S
•
add¨q¥ Suha, Tår¥kh-i ÷ukamå wa ‘urafå-yi muta˘akhkhir (Tehran:

¡ikmat, 1423 A.H.). S. J. ≈shtiyån¥ has also dealt with the figures of this
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period in several introductions to their works, especially those of Sabziwår¥
and the two Zun¨z¥s. See, for example, Mullå ‘Abd Allåh Zun¨z¥, Lama‘åt-i
ilåhiyyah (Divine Splendors) (Tehran: Imperial Iranian Academy of Philoso-
phy, 1976), Persian prolegomena of ≈shtiyån¥ and English and Persian intro-
ductions of S. H. Nasr. See also the long Persian introduction of ≈shtiyån¥ to
his edition of Mullå S

•
adrå’s Shawåhid.

13. See, for example, his Fay„alat wa÷dat al-wuj¶d wa wa÷dat al-shuh¶d
(Delhi, n.d.); and his Lama÷åt, in Sufism and the Islamic Tradition, trans. G. N.
Jalbani and ed. D. B. Fry (London: Octagon, 1980). We shall discuss more fully
some of these figures in chapter 13 of this work.

14. Such works as ‘Allåmah Sayyid Mu±ammad ¡usayn abå†abå˘¥’s
U„¶l-i falsafah wa rawish-i ri’ålism, with commentary by Murta∂å Mu†ahhar¥, 5
vols. (Qum: Dår al-‘Ilm, 1332 [A. H. solar]/1953); Sayyid Muhammad Kåπim
‘A∑∑år, Wa÷dat-i wuj¶d wa badå˘ in Sayyid Jalål al-D¥n Āshtiyån¥ (ed.), Mujm¶‘a-
yi åthår-i A„„år (Tehran: Am¥r Kab¥r, 1376 [A.H. solar]), pp. 5–30; Sayyid Jalål
al-D¥n ≈shtiyån¥, Hast¥ az naz

•
ar-i falsafah wa ‘irfån (Mashhad: Khurasan, 1379

[A. H. lunar]/1960); Mahd¥ ¡å˘ir¥ Yazd¥, Hiram-i hast¥ (Tehran: Cultural Stud-
ies and Research Institue, 1363 [A. H. solar]/1984); and M. R. S. åli±¥ Kirmån¥,
Wuj¶d az naz

•
ar-i falsafa-yi islåm (Qum, n.d.), bear witness to the living charac-

ter of traditional Islamic metaphysics in general and the study of wuj¶d or
hast¥ (in Persian) in particular.

15. Metaphysics or the science of Ultimate Reality is called “ma‘rifah” or
“ ‘irfån” in the Islamic esoteric tradition or Sufism. In the philosophical tradi-
tion, it is called “al-÷ikmat al-ilåhiyyah” in Arabic or “÷ikmat-i ilåh¥” in Persian.
See the previous chapter.

16. See S. H. Nasr, Islamic Life and Thought, chapter 17, “The Polarization
of Being,” pp. 182–87.

17. T. Izutsu quite justifiably translated ‘måhiyyah’ in the first sense as
“quiddity” and in the second as “essence.” See his “Fundamental Structure,”
p. 73.

18. It is remarkable how the three terms wuj¶d, wijdån, and wajd re-
semble so closely the famous sat, chit, and ånanda in Hinduism, where their
combination satchitananda is considered a Name of God and the metaphysical
characterization of Reality. See S. H. Nasr, Knowledge and the Sacred, p. 1.

19. In his introduction to Mullå S
•
adrå’s Kitåb al-mashå‘ir, H. Corbin,

who was the first person to translate Martin Heidegger into French, has made
a profound comparison between the Islamic philosophy of being and
Heidegger’s thought on the subject of existence.

20. These three ways of envisaging quiddity, namely, in itself, in the
mind, and in its actualization in the external world, are called “al-i’tibåråt al-
thalathah.” See Izutsu, “The Fundamental Structure,” p. 65.
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21. For a summary and clear Avicennan expression of the distinction
between wuj¶d and måhiyyah, see his al-Ishåråt wa˘l-tanb¥håt (Cairo: Dår al-
Ma‘årif, 1960), vol. 1, pp. 202–03.

22. Classical works on Islamic philosophy usually have in fact separate
sections or chapters devoted to the principles pertaining to wuj¶d (a÷kåm al-
wuj¶d) and those pertaining to måhiyyah. The a÷kåm al-wuj¶d, moreover, are
divided into the affirmative (al-¥jåbiyyah) and negative (al-salbiyyah), the first
dealing with unity and multiplicity, causality, potentiality, actuality, and the
like, and the negative with such themes as the fact that wuj¶d has no definition,
that it has no parts, and so on. As for a÷kåm al-måhiyyah, they are concerned
with such issues as whether a måhiyyah is simple (bas¥†) or compound (murakkab),
the question of species, genus, or specific difference, and so on. See S. H. Nasr,
Islamic Life and Thought chapter 17, pp. 182ff.

23. It is the famous sentence from the Shifå˘, “These quiddities (måhiyyåt)
are by themselves ‘possible existents’ and existence (wuj¶d) occurs (ya‘rid

•
) to

them from the outside” that has been the main source of this misunderstand-
ing. See Izutsu, “The Fundamental Structure, pp. 109–10, where he quotes
from ≈shtiyån¥’s discussion of this passage. In section 6 of this work entitled
“Is Existence an Accident?” Izutsu has given an excellent summary of this
question and the reason for the misunderstanding that followed Ibn S¥nå’s
assertion of the “accidentality” of wuj¶d.

24. Izutsu, “The Fundamental Structure,” pp. 110–11. It is interesting, as
far as the later history of Islamic philosophy is concerned, to note that this
very passage was quoted by Mullå S

•
adrå in his Kitåb al-mashå‘ir.

25. From ¨s¥’s Shar÷ al-ishåråt, trans. Izutsu, p. 105. We have made a
slight change by translating wuj¶d dhihn¥ as “mental existence” rather than “ra-
tional existence,” which Professor Izutsu prefers in the text, although he refers
to “mental existence” as an alternative translation in one of his footnotes.

26. See, for example, the Ilåhiyyåt of the Shifå˘ (Tehran: Lithograph edi-
tion, 1305/1887), pp. 597ff; and the Najåh (Cairo: Mu±y¥ al-D¥n S

•
abr¥ al-Kurd¥,

1938), pp. 224ff.

27. Contingency or possibility also has another meaning, which is re-
lated to potentiality that can become actualized and that refers to the
potentialilties latent in an existent. It is interesting to note that both potenti-
ality and possibility are derived from the same Latin root posse, which, fur-
thermore, bears the meaning of power. In this sense possibility is related to the
latent creative power of the Divinity. For an in-depth discussion of this basic
metaphysical issue, which cannot, however, be expanded here, see Frithjof Schuon,
From the Divine to the Human, “The Problem of Possibility,” pp. 43–55.

28. What ¨s¥ means in this poem must not be confused with the ques-
tion of predestination and determinism, although they are philosophically
and theologically related.
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29. In one of the best known verses of the Shar÷-i manz.¶mah, Sabziwår¥
says,

mafh¥muhu min a‘rafi˘l-ashyå˘-i
wa kunhuhu f¥ ghåyati˘l-khifå˘-i

Its notion is one of the things best known.
But its deepest reality [kunh] is hidden in the extreme.

Shar÷-i ghurar al-farå˘id or Shar÷-i manz
•
¶mah, part 1 “Metaphysics,” M.

Mohaghegh and T. Izutsu (eds.) (Tehran: McGill University Institute of Is-
lamic Studies-Tehran Branch, 1969), p. 4. The term kunh is used by Sabziwår¥
as being synonymous with ÷aq¥qah.

30. In his introduction to Mullå S
•
adrå ’s Kitåb al-mashå’ir, besides deal-

ing with the thought of Heidegger, Corbin provides an excellent comparison
between the course of ontology in the history of Islamic thought and that of
the West. See also Alparsalan Açikgenç, Being and Existence in S

•
adrå and

Heidegger: A Comparative Ontology (Kuala Lumpur: International Institute of
Islamic Thought and Civilization, 1993).

31. Since the 1980s with the rise of interest in Shi‘ism, a politicized
usage of the term “School of Isfahan” has come into vogue employing the
term originally coined by Corbin and myself, but in a very different context.

32. See chapter 12 of this work.

33. On the doctrine of wa÷dat al-wuj¶d, see Martin Lings, A Sufi Saint of
the Twentieth Century (Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1971), chap-
ter 5; Titus Burckhardt, An Introduction to Sufi Doctrine, trans. D. M. Matheson
(Wellingborough: Crucible, 1990), chapter 7; and T. Izutsu, “The Basic Structure
of Metaphysical Thinking in Islam,” in M. Mohaghegh and H. Landolt (eds.),
Collected Papers on Islamic Philosophy and Mysticism (Tehran: McGill University
Institute of Islamic Studies, Tehran Branch, 1971), pp. 39–72.

34. There have been of course those who have grasped the knowledge
of wa÷dat al-wuj¶d intuitively without the corresponding spiritual discipline,
but they are the few exceptions bound to be present, for the “spirit bloweth
where it listeth.”

35. See Carl Ernst, Words of Ecstasy in Sufism (Albany: State University
of New York Press, 1985).

36. On these two doctrines and an attempt at their synthesis, see Mir
Valiuddin, “Reconciliation between Ibn Arab¥’s Wa÷dat al-Wujud and the
Mujaddid’s Wa÷dat al-Shuh¶d,” Islamic Culture 25 (1951), 43–51. This attempt
at reconciliation goes back to Shåh Wal¥ Allåh himself.

37. See al-Jand¥, Shar÷ fu„¶„ al-÷ikam, ed. S. J. ≈shtiyån¥ (Mashhad:
Mashhad University Press, 1361[A. H. solar]/1983). ≈shtiyån¥’s own work
Hast¥ az naz

•
ar-i falsafah wa ‘irfån contains a fine summary of various views on
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wa÷dat al-wuj¶d and demonstrates how much the issue has remained alive to
this day.

38. William Chittick has devoted numerous studies to this school, in-
cluding his introduction to Jåm¥’s Naqd al-nu„¶„ f¥ shar÷ naqsh al-fu„¶„ (Tehran:
Imperial Iranian Academy of Philosophy, 1977). See also his “Mysticism ver-
sus Philosophy in Earlier Islamic History: The al-¨s¥, al-Q¨naw¥ Correspon-
dence,” Religious Studies 17 (1979), pp. 87–104; also his “Ibn ‘Arab¥ and His
School,” in S. H. Nasr (ed.), Islamic Spirituality: Manifestations, vol. 20 of World
Spirituality: An Encyclopedic History of the Religious Quest (New York: Cross-
road, 1991), pp. 49–79; and his “S

•
adr al-D¥n Q¨naw¥ on the Oneness of Being,”

International Philosophical Quarterly, vol. 21, 1981, pp. 171–84. See also Chittick,
“The School of Ibn ‘Arab¥,” in Nasr and Leaman, History of Islamic Philosophy,
pp. 510–23.

39. He was a major commentator of Ibn ‘Arab¥ and his doctrine of wa÷dat
al-wuj¶d. See H. Corbin, En Islam iranien, vol. 3, pp. 149–213; and Corbin and
O. Yahya (eds.), La Philosophie shi’ite (Tehran/Paris: A. Maisonneuve, 1969),
which contains the text of ≈mul¥’s Jåmi’ al-asrår as well as his F¥ ma’rifat al-
wuj¶d (On the Knowledge of Being).

40. His Tamh¥d al-qawå‘id, ed. S. J. ≈shtiyån¥, with Persian and English
introductions by S. H. Nasr (Tehran: Imperial Iranian Academy of Philoso-
phy, 1976), shows clearly the philosophical concern for this gnostic doctrine.
See also his commentary upon the Fu„¶„ of Ibn ‘Arab¥, ed. Mu±sin B¥dårfar,
2 vols. (Qom: B¥dår, 1420 A.H.).

41. By gnosis is meant ‘irfån or ma’rifah, that is, that knowledge which
transforms and illuminates, and not the sectarianism of the early history of
Christianity.

42. The history of this idea was treated in the famous work of Arthur
Lovejoy, The Great Chain of Being (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1936).

43. On Ibn S¥nå ’s teachings concerning the chain of being, see Nasr, An
Introduction to Islamic Cosmological Doctrines, pp. 203ff.; see also pp. 51ff. for the
significance of this idea in the Raså˘il of the Ikhwån al- S

•
afå˘. Ibn S¥nå devoted

numerous pages to this doctrine in many of his works and in addition wrote a
treatise entitled Risålah dar ÷aq¥qat wa kayfiyyat-i silsila-yi mawj¶dåt wa tasalsul-i asbåb
wa musabbabåt (Treatise on the Reality and Mode of the Chain of Beings and the
Sequence of Causes and Effects) (Tehran: Tehran University Press, 1952).

44. The S
•
adrean exposition of this doctrine is very similar to what

Suhraward¥ states concerning the nature of light. The light of the sun and a
candle are distinguished from each other by nothing other than light. What
unites them is the same as what distinguishes them from each other.

45. “In the earlier days I used to be a passionate defender of the thesis
that the ‘quiddities’ are a„¥l and ‘existence is i‘tibår¥, until my Lord gave me
guidance and let me see His demonstration. All of a sudden my spiritual eyes
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were opened and I saw with utmost clarity that the truth was just the contrary
of what the philosophers in general had held. Praise be to God who, by the
light of intuition, led me out of the darkness of the groundless idea and firmly
established me upon the thesis which would never change in the present
world and the Hereafter. . . . As a result (I now hold that) the ‘existences’
(wuj¶dåt) are primary ‘realities’, while the ‘quiddities’ are the ‘permanent ar-
chetypes’ (a‘yån thåbitah) that have never smelt the fragrance of ‘existence’.
The ‘existences’ are nothing but beams of light radiated by the true Light
which is the absolutely self-subsistent Existence, except that each of them is
characaterized by a number of essential properties and intelligible qualities.
These latter are the things that are known as ‘quiddities,’ ” (Izutsu, “The Fun-
damental Structure,” pp. 77–78).

46. There have been a few men such as Shaykh A±mad A±så˘¥ who have
sought to accept the views of both schools as being valid, but their claims have
not been intellectually satisfactory and have not been favorably received by the
most eminent representative of the various schools of ÷ikmat-i ilåh¥.

47. See Sabziwår¥, The Metaphysics of Sabzavari, M. Mohaghegh and T.
Izutsu (eds.), pp. 32ff. Two of these arguments have been summarized by
Izutsu in his “Fundamental Structure,” pp. 80ff.

48. It must not be forgotten that one of the titles of Mullå |adrå was
|adr al-muta˘allih¥n, literally, “foremost among the theosophers.”

49. See the masterly analysis of Izutsu in his “Fundamental Structure,”
section 7.

50. See the next chapter of this book; see also Richard M. Frank, “At-
tribute, Attribution, and Being: Three Islamic Views,” pp. 258–78; and P.
Morewedge, “Greek Sources of Some Near Eastern Philosophies of Being and
Existence,” in Parviz Morewedge (ed.), Philosophies of Existence (New York:
Fordham University Press, 1982), pp. 285–336, in the same volume.

51. See Izutsu, “The Fundamental Structure,” pp. 143–44.

CHAPTER 5. POST-AVICENNAN ISLAMIC PHILOSOPHY

AND THE STUDY OF BEING

1. As already mentioned, Ibn S¥nå or Avicenna has in fact been called
first and foremost a “philosopher of being.” See A. A. Goichon, “L’Unité de la
pensée avicennienne,” 290ff. Many Western scholars of medieval Western phi-
losophy such as Etienne Gilson have also recognized him as the father of on-
tology or the philosophy of being as this discipline came to be cultivated in
the medieval West.

2. This major work, edited for the first time by Muhsin Mahdi (Beirut:
Dår al-Mashriq, 1969), caused contemporary scholars to revise completely
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their views concerning the study of ontology among the earlier Islamic
philosophers.

3. See Parviz Morewedge, The Metaphysics of Avicenna (Ibn S¥nå ) (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1973); for the ontology of Avicenna, see also
A. M. Goichon, La Distinction de l’essence et de l’existence d’après Ibn S¥nå
(Avicenne); and S. H. Nasr, An Introduction to Islamic Cosmological Doctrines,
chapter 12.

4. See F. Schuon’s Logic and Transcendence, trans. P. Townsend (New
York: Harper and Row, 1975), chapters 7 and 13; as well as his Islam and the
Perennial Philosophy.

5. On Suhraward¥’s view of existence see his ¡ikmat al-ishråq, H. Corbin
(ed.), in Oeuvres philosophiques et mystiques 2 (Tehran: Institut d’Etudes et des
Recherches Culturelles, 2001), pp. 186ff. and in passim; vol. 1 of the same
work containing the Talw¥÷åt, pp. 26ff.; and Ibråh¥m¥ D¥nån¥, Shu‘å˘i and¥shah
wa shuh¶d, pp. 309ff.

See also Hossein Ziai, “Shihåb al-D¥n Suhraward¥: Founder of the
Illuminationist School,” in Nasr and Leaman, History of Islamic Philosophy, pp.
434ff; and Chittick, The Sufi Path of Knowledge (Albany: State University of
New York, 1989) and The Self-Disclosure of God (Albany: State University
of New York Press, 1998).

6. While asserting that Ibn ‘Arab¥ provided “an inexhaustible ocean of
meditation upon the Unity of God and its relationship with the manyness of
things,” William Chittick writes, “Ibn ‘Arab¥ took over most of the vocabulary
connected to the discussion of wuj¶d from the Muslim philosophers.” The Sufi
Path of Knowledge, pp. 79, see also 80. See also pp. 77–144 of this work for a
profound exposition of Ibn ‘Arab¥’s ontology.

7. On Ibn ‘Arab¥ in general, see Nasr, Three Muslim Sages, chapter 3. As
for his doctrine of Divine Mercy, see Chittick, The Sufi Path of Knowledge, pp.
127ff.; and Izutsu, Sufism and Taoism: A Comparative Study of the Key Philosophi-
cal Concepts (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1983), pp. 7ff. In a sec-
tion entitled “Ontological Mercy,” Izutsu quotes the famous commentator of
Ibn ‘Arab¥, ‘Abd al-Razzåq Kåshån¥, as saying, “Existence [wuj¶d] is the first
overflowing of the Mercy which is said to extend to everything” (p. 116).

8. On this basic doctrine, which has often been mistaken for philo-
sophical pantheism, existential monism, and the like, see Burckhardt, An In-
troduction to Sufi Doctrine, trans. chapter 3; Lings, A Sufi Saint of the Twentieth
Century, chapter 5; and Chittick, The Sufi Path of Knowledge, pp. 79–80.

9. La Philosophie shi‘ite, H. Corbin and O. Yahya (eds.) (Tehran and
Paris: Andrien-Maisonneuve, 1969), pp. 620ff. of the Arabic text.

10. On the meaning of these terms, see Toshihiko Izutsu, The Concept
and Reality of Existence, pp. 99ff. The School of Isfahan will be treated later in
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this book—especially as far as the flowering of philosophy in a land domi-
nated by prophecy is concerned.

11. All these three schools are represented in the second volume of the
anthology of the philosophers of Persia since M¥r Dåmåd. See their Anthologie
des philosophes iraniens, vol. 2. The discussion of the three schools, as described
by Corbin on p. 5, occupies nearly the entire volume. See also Corbin’s
“Présence de quelques philosophes iraniens,” in his Philosophie iranienne et
philosophie comparée (Paris and Tehran: Imperial Iranian Academy of Philoso-
phy, 1977), part 2, pp. 55–81.

12. The Mashå‘ir is in fact devoted to ontology and is one of the master’s
last works on the subject. See the analysis of its content by H. Corbin in his
edition and translation of the work, Le Livre des pénétrations métaphysiques.

13. On Mullå S
•
adrå’s doctrine of the unity of being, see “Mullå S

•
adrå

and the Doctrine of the Unity of Being,” in my Islamic Life and Thought, chapter
16, pp. 171ff. See also Zailan Moris, Revelation, Intellectual Intuition and Reason
in the Philosophy of Mullå S

•
adrå (New York: Routledge Curzon, 2003).

14. See Corbin’s introduction to the introduction of Mullå S
•
adrå’s

Mashå‘ir, in Le Livre des pénétrations métaphysiques, pp.62ff.

15. See my Islamic Intellectual Tradition in Persia, pp. 278ff; see also Izutsu,
Concept and Reality of Existence, part 4.

16. See F. Schuon, Dimensions of Islam, trans. P. Townsend (London:
Allen and Unwin, 1970), chapter 2.

17. The following famous verses of R¨m¥ attest this truth:

I died as mineral and became a plant,
I died as plant and rose to animal,
I died as animal and I was Man.
Why should I fear? When was I less by dying?
Yet once more I shall die as Man, to soar
With angels blest; but even from angelhood
I must pass on; all except God doth perish.
When I have sacrificed my angel-soul,
I shall become what no mind e’er conceived.
O, let me not exist! for Non-existence
Proclaims in organ tones: “To Him we shall return.”

Reynold A. Nicholson, Rumi: Poet and Mystic
(London: Allen and Unwin, 1950), p. 103

18. Logic and Transcendence, p. 44. Schuon also quotes (ibid.) Franz von
Baader’s formulation to the same effect, the German theosopher having said,
in answer to Descartes, cogitor, ergo cogito et sum (“I am thought [by God],
therefore I think and I am”).
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CHAPTER 6. EPISTEMOLOGICAL QUESTIONS

1. There is still no thorough work in a European language dealing
with the relation of faith and reason or reason and revelation in Islamic thought
as one finds in the famous study of Etienne Gilson for Christian thought.
Arthur J. Arberry wrote a short treatise entitled Reason and Revelation in Islam
(London: Allen and Unwin, 1957), but it is far from being adequate.

2. On the distinction between intellect and reason see our Knowledge
and the Sacred, especially chapters 1 and 4. For a penetrating critique of ratio-
nalism based on reason alone and traditional doctrines based on intellection
see Schuon, Logic and Transcendence, especially the first three chapters.

3. See for example, “They also say: If we had only heard, and had
understood (na‘qilu) we would not have been of the inhabitants of the Blaze.”
Quran (53:10) (Arberry translation). In this verse the refusal to understand, or
literally “intellect,” is equated with the loss of paradise. In many other verses
various forms of the verb faqaha are used with the same meaning as ‘aqala, for
example: “We have distinguished the signs for a people who understand
(yafqah¶n). Quran (6: 98).

4. Concerning this distinction, which became central with Suhraward¥,
see Corbin, En Islam iranien, vol. 4, pp. 65ff., 137; Ziai, “Suhraward¥,” in Nasr
and Leaman, History of Islamic Philosophy, pp. 451ff.; and Ibråhim¥ D¥nån¥,
Shu‘å˘-i and¥shah, pp. 310ff. The most complete work on ‘ilm al-÷ud

•
¶r¥ in light

of contemporary Anglo-Saxon analytical philosophy is Mahd¥ Hå˘ir¥ Yazd¥,
The Principles of Epistemology in Islamic Philosophy (Albany, State University of
New York, 1992).

5. On the relation between faith and intellect or revelation and reason,
see Schuon, Stations of Wisdom, “If ‘no man cometh unto the Father but by me,’
this truth or this principle is equally applicable to the pure Intellect in our-
selves: in the sapiential order—it is only in this order that we may speak of
Intellect or intellectuality without making implacable reservation—it is essen-
tial to submit all the powers of the soul to the pure Spirit, which is identified,
but in a supra-formal and ontological manner, with the fundamental dogma
of the Revelation and thereby with the Sophia Perennis.” Schuon, Dimensions of
Islam, p. 76.

6. On Ash‘arite voluntarism see F. Schuon, Islam and the Perennial Phi-
losophy, chapter 7, pp. 118–51. For a more general discussion of Ash‘arite
“voluntarist thought,” see Daniel Gimaret, La Doctrine d’al-Ash‘ari (Paris: Les
Edition du Cerf, 1990).

7. On Ash‘arism and its views concerning the intellect, see L. Gardet,
Introduction à la théologie musulmane (Paris: Vrin, 1948).
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8. On these schools see the histories of Islamic philosophy of Fakhry,
Corbin, and Nasr and Leaman (eds.) already cited. For the third school see
especially Nasr, The Transcendent Theosophy of S

•
adr al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥.

9. Classical Greek philosophy, before its decadence, cannot itself be
reduced to rationalistic philosophy and is not merely of human inspiration.
Rather, as already pointed out in the case of Pythagoras, Parmenides, and
Empedocles, it is based on a wisdom of Divine Origin. It is only the rational-
ism of modern thought that has reduced the whole of ancient philosophy to
a “harmless” antecedent of modern philosophy and refuses to see in a
Pythagoras or a Plato, who made such a clear distinction between intellect or
nous and reason, anything more than somewhat more intelligent professors of
philosophy as one would find in any contemporary Western university. It
must be remembered that the Muslims called Plato the “Divine Plato” (Aflå†¶n
al-ilåh¥). Concerning intellectual intuition as it functions in the context of tra-
ditional wisdom or the philosophia perennis and ratiocination in modern phi-
losophy, F. Schuon writes, “Intellectual intuition communicates a priori the
reality of the Absolute. Reasoning thought infers the Absolute by starting
from the relative; thus it does not proceed by intellectual intuition, though it
does not inevitably exclude it. For philosophy arguments have an absolute
value; for intellectual intuition their value is symbolical and provisional. Spiri-
tual Perspectives and Human Facts, p. 112.

10. These treatises had a profound influence upon Western Scholasti-
cism and were well known to medieval masters such as St. Thomas and Duns
Scotus. See Herbert Davidson, “Alfarabi and Avicenna on the Active Intel-
lect,” Viator, 1972, pp. 109–78.

11. See Ibn S¥nå, Le Livres des directives et remarques, pp. 324–26; Ibn S¥nå,
La Métaphysique; du shifå˘, trans. Georges C. Anawati, see (Paris: Vrin, 1985)
vol. 2, pp. 111ff. and Nasr, An Introduction to Islamic Cosmological Doctrines, pp.
257ff.; also Fazlur Rahman, Prophecy in Islam: Philosophy and Orthodoxy (Lon-
don: Allen and Unwin, 1958), pp. 11–29, which contains the translation of the
relevant sections from the Shifå˘.

12. See E. Gilson, “Les sources gréco-arabes de l’augustinisme
avicennisant,” Archives d’Histoire Doctrinale et Littéraire du Moyen-Age, vol. 4
(Paris, 1929), pp. 5–149.

13. Suhraward¥ ‘s purely ishråq¥ epistemology is expounded especially
in the second book of his ¡ikmat al-ishråq but can hardly be fully understood
without the commentaries of Qu†b al-D¥n al-Sh¥råz¥ and Shams al-D¥n al-
Shahraz¨r¥. See the prolegomena of H. Corbin to vol. 2 of Suhraward¥, Oeuvres
philosophiques et mystiques.

14. Concerning Mullå S.adrå, in addition to my S
•
adr al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥ and

His Transcendent Theosophy and the introduction of H. Corbin to Mullå S
•
adrå,

Le Livre des pénétrations métaphysiques, see F. Rahman, The Philosophy of Mullå
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S
•
adrå, which, however, gives a somewhat excessively rationalistic interpreta-

tion of the master of “the transcendent theosophy.” On the epistemological
teachings of Mullå S

•
adrå, see Seyed Gh. Safavi (ed.), Perception according to

Mulla Sadra (London: Institute of Islamic Studies, 2002) where various aspects
of his epistemology and doctrine of perception are discussed in matters rang-
ing from the relevance of the philosophy of physics to prophecy to Mullå
Sadrå’s views on other issues of philosophy.

15. The impoverished modern vision of reality did not only banish the
angels from the cosmos after Leibnitz, but also reduced the mundus imaginalis
to pure whim and fancy with which the word imagination is identified today.
With H. Corbin, we use the term imaginal to distinguish the traditional mean-
ing of “imaginalis” from all that the word imaginary brings to mind. Concern-
ing this imaginal world, see H. Corbin, Alone with the Above: Creative Imagination
in the Sufism of Ibn ‘Arab¥, trans. R. Mannheim (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1997); and Corbin, Spiritual Body and Celestial Earth: from Mazdean Iran
to Shi‘ite Iran, trans. N. Pearson (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1977).
In Ibn ‘Arab¥ the faculty of imagination plays a major epistemological as well
as cosmological and eschatological role. See Chittick, The Sufi Path of Knowl-
edge, p. 112ff. See also Chittick, Imaginal Worlds—Ibn al-‘Arab¥ and the Problem
of Religions Diversity, (Albany: State University of New York, 1994).

16. See S. H. Nasr, “The Heart of the Faithful Is the Throne of the All-
Merciful,” in James Cutsinger (ed.), Paths to the Heart: Sufism and the Christian
East (Bloomington: World Wisdom Books and Fons Vitae, 2002), pp. 32–45.

17. Quoted in Sayings of Muhammad, ed. and trans. Mirza Abu˘l-Fadl
(Allahabad, 1924), p. 51.

18. Ibid., p. 229.

19. On the symbolism of the “eye of the heart,” see Frithjof Schuon, The
Eye of the Heart: Metaphysics, Cosmology, Spiritual Life (Bloomington: World
Wisdom Books), pp. 3–12.

CHAPTER 7. A FRAMEWORK FOR THE STUDY OF THE HISTORY

OF ISLAMIC PHILOSOPHY

1. Among the issues in which I differed from Corbin was that he had
little interest in the later development of philosophy outside of Persia and
Shi‘ite circles, while I have always thought that there are two important
branches of Islamic philosophy in the later Sunni world: one in the Ottoman
world and the second in Muslim India. Also, Corbin showed little interest in
the revival of Islamic philosophy in the Arab world with Jamål al-D¥n
Asadåbåd¥ (Afghån¥) in Egypt, while I believe that any thorough history of
Islamic philosophy must include the development in the Arab world in mod-
ern times, despite the shallowness of some of the ideas of many of the figures
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involved, and that this discussion should include philosophical Sufism in the
Sunni world as it does Shi‘ite gnosis, which was so important for Corbin. I
also emphasize the relation of the sciences to philosophy more than he does.
In any case my views on this matter are not the same as Corbin’s, although
we shared much and developed a framework for the general study of the
history of Islamic philosophy together.

See the outline of the contents and the introduction of Corbin et al. to
History of Islamic Philosophy.

2. See Nasr, “The Qur˘ån and ¡ad¥th as Source and Inspiration of
Islamic Philosophy,” in Nasr and Leaman, History of Islamic Philosophy, chap-
ter 2, pp. 27–39.

3. See chapter 4 of this book.

4. Joel Kraemer has made an important study of this circle, but the
more philosophical aspects have not as yet been integrated into general his-
tories of Islamic philosophy. See Kraemer’s Humanism in the Renaissance of
Islam (Leiden: Brill, 1999).

5. Although earlier histories of Islamic philosophy neglected Ismå‘¥l¥
philosophy completely, Corbin was deeply interested in this school and wrote
much about it. Also, the second volume of The Anthology of Philosophy in
Persia, ed. S. H. Nasr with Mehdi Aminrazavi (New York: Oxford University
Press, 2001) (a new edition is to appear in London: I.B. Tauris soon) is devoted
completely to Ismå‘¥l¥ philosophy. Still, Ismå‘¥l¥ philosophy has not as yet
made its way into general histories of Islamic philosophy, even those in Is-
lamic languages, most of which are based on European models.

6. The pioneering studies of Paul Kraus on him such as his edition of
his extant philosophical works as Raså˘il falsafiyyah (Beirut: Dår al-≈fåq al-
Jad¥dah, 1977); and his “Râzîna” Orientalia, vol. 4, 1935, pp. 200–04, and vol.
5, 1936, were not followed to any appreciable extent in the West. In Persia
some interest has been shown in not only his medical but also his philosophi-
cal teachings. Råz¥ is one of those figures whose philosophy of science must
be considered in any serious history of the Islamic philosophy of science. For
the most recent extensive study on Råz¥’s works and philosophy see Parw¥z
Adhkå˘¥, ¡ak¥m Råz¥ (Tehran: Tar±-i Naw, 1382 [A. H. solar]).

7. I have edited this work with Mehdi Mohaghegh as al-As˘ilah wa˘l-
ajwibah (Kuala Lumpur: International Institute of Islamic Thought and Civili-
zation, 1995). I have also dealt with al-B¥r¨n¥’s philosophy of nature extensively
in my Introduction to Islamic Cosmological Doctrines, pp. 116ff. Yet his philoso-
phy of nature is hardly considered in various histories of Islamic philosophy.

8. It is noteworthy to mention here that although known as an Ash‘arite
theologian, al-Shahrastån¥ must have also had certain Ismå‘¥l¥ tendencies, for
in his Struggle with the Philosopher (al-Mu„åri‘ah) he criticizes Ibn S¥nå’s phi-
losophy more from the point of view of Ismå‘¥l¥ philosophy than that of
Ash‘arite kalåm.
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9. See Max Horten, Die philosophischen Ansichten von Råz¥ und T
•
¶s¥ (1209

and 1273) (Bonn: Haustein, 1910).

10. See chapter 10.

11. This period will be discussed extensively later in this book.

12. This period will be discussed more fully in chapter 13.

13. On the contemporary period of Islamic philosophy, see Nasr and
Leaman, History of Islamic Philosophy, section 9, pp. 1037–1140.

14. In our History of Islamic Philosophy, Leaman and I tried to pay some
attention to this matter by devoting a whole section (section 7, “Philosophy
and Its Parts,” pp. 783–998) to the philosophical aspects of various domains
from science to law. But in the present state of scholarship such studies could
not be completely integrated into the main body of the work, and most of the
essays also reflect the incomplete state of the study of the subject.

15. This last suggestion about the philosophy of various disciplines to
be integrated into the general history of Islamic philosophy as well as being
treated independently in separate histories is my own and was not included
in the original structure and framework devised by Corbin and myself for the
periodization of the history of Islamic philosophy.

CHAPTER 8. DIMENSIONS OF THE ISLAMIC INTELLECTUAL TRADITION

1. This is the definition given by ‘A∂ud al-D¥n al-Áj¥, one of the later
masters of the science of kalåm, in his Mawåqif (Stations) (translated in the
article of G. C. Anawati entitled “Kalåm” in the new Encyclopedia of Religion
[New York: Macmillan, 1987] vol. 8, p. 231).

2. On the Mu‘tazilites, see J. van Ess, “Mu‘tazilah,” in the Encyclopedia
of Religion, 10:220–29; Josef van Ess, Theologie und Geselschaft im 2. und 3.
Jahrhundert Hidschra (New York: de Gruyter, 1991–1997); W. Montgomery Watt,
The Formative Period of Islamic Thought (Oxford: One World, 1998); Albert Nader,
Le Système philosophique des mu‘tazila (Beirut: Editions Des Lettres Orientales,
1956); Richard Frank, The Metaphysics of Created Being according to Ab¶˘l-Hudhayl
al-‘Allaf (Istanbul: Nederlands Historisch-Archaeologisch Institut in Het Nabije
Oosten, 1966); idem., Beings and their Attributes (Albany: State University of
New York Press, 1978); and Richard Martin et al. (eds.), Defenders of Reason in
Islam (Oxford: One World, 1997). On Islamic kalåm as a whole, see Max Horten,
Die philosophischen Systeme der spekulativen Theologen in Islam (Bonn: Cohen,
1912); Harry A. Wolfson, The Philosophy of the Kalam (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1976); Louis Gardet and G. C. Anawati, Introduction à la
théologie musulmane, vol. 1 (Paris: J. Vrin, 1970); and J. Windrow Sweetman,
Islam and Christian Theology, (2 vols. (London: Lutterworth, 1945).
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3. See George Hourani, Islamic Rationalism: The Ethics of ‘Abd al-Jabbår
(London: Oxford University Press, 1971).

4. Trans. M. Abdul Hye in his “Ash‘arism,” in A History of Muslim
Philosophy, vol. 1, p. 223.

5. This work is one of the most exhaustive among a whole class of
writings in Islam, usually called “firaq” or “sects,” literature associated with
the names of al-Nawbakht¥, al-Baghdåd¥, Ibn ¡azm, al-Shahrastån¥, and oth-
ers. Al-Ash‘ar¥’s work is also among the most thorough and detailed work in
this category of religious writings usually composed by scholars of kalåm.

6. On the metaphysical critique of Ash‘arite voluntarism, see Frithjof
Schuon, Christianity/Islam: Essays on Esoteric Ecumenism, trans. G. Polit
(Bloomington: World Wisdom Books, 1981), 203ff. Many studies and transla-
tions have been made of al-Ash‘ar¥. See, e.g., Walter C. Klein, The Elucidation
of Islam’s Foundation (New Haven: American Oriental Society, 1940), which
contains a translation of al-Ibånah; Richard J. McCarthy, The Theology of al-
Ash‘ar¥ (Beirut: Imprimerie Catholique, 1953), which contains a study of al-
Ash‘ar¥ and the translation of two of his creeds; Daniel Gimaret, La Doctrine
d’al-Ash’ari (Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 1992); and Duncan B. Macdonald,
Development of Muslim Theology: Jurisprudence of Constitutional Theory (New
York: Scribner’s Sons, 1926).

7. On Ash‘arite atomism and occasionalism, see the still valuable work
of S. Pines, Beiträge zur islamischen Atomenlehre (Berlin: Heine, 1936) trans. by
Michael Schwarz as Studies in Islamic Atomism (Jerusalem: Magnus Press, 1997);
and Majid Fakhry, Islamic Occasionalism (London: Allen and Unwin, 1958).
Ash‘arite atomism was not new in Islam in the sense that certain Mu‘tazilites
had already developed such a theory, but it became much more elaborated
than before by the Ash‘arites and was made a cornerstone of their theological
system.

8. The Islamic philosophers refuted this view strongly, as seen in the
arguments offered by Averroes in his Incoherence of the Incoherence against al-
Ghazzål¥ on this issue. See S. H. Nasr, Science and Civilization in Islam, pp.
318ff. It is of interest to note that David Hume used the same argument as
the Ash‘arites to refute causality and even mentioned the example of fire
and cotton given by al-Ghazzål¥ and referred to by Averroes. Needless to
say, Hume did not reach the same conclusion as the Ash‘arites, because he
did not see the Divine Will as the cause of all things.

9. This is the translation of kalåm al-muta˘akhkhir¥n given by G. C.
Anawati in his article on kalåm in the new Encyclopedia of Religion, vol. 8,
p. 238.

10. He was well versed in Islamic philosophy as well as in medicine,
astronomy, and even the “hidden sciences” (al-‘ul¶m al-ghar¥bah or khafiyyah).
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See S. H. Nasr, “Fakhr al-D¥n al-Råz¥ ,” in The Islamic Intellectual Tradition in
Persia, pp. 107–21. On later Islamic theology, see also Horten, Die philosophischen
Systeme; van Ess, Die Erkenntniss Lehre des ‘Adud

•
add¥n al-Īcv ¥ (Wiesbaden:

Harrassowitz, 1966); and Gardet and Anawati, Introduction à la théologie
musulmane, vol. 1, pp. 76ff.

11. F. Schuon, Christianity/Islam, p. 221.

12. Ibid., pp. 220–21.

13. Some of these ideas have been treated already by Azim Nanji in his
article “Ismå‘¥lism,” in Islam, Islamic Spirituality: Foundations, S. H. Nasr (ed.),
World Spirituality 19 (New York: Crossroad, 1987), pp. 179–98. See also Corbin
et al., History of Islamic Philosophy, pp. 79ff.

14. See Kashf al-muråd fi shar÷ tajr¥d al-i‘tiqåd, trans. and commented upon
by Ab¨˘l-¡asan Sha‘rån¥ (Tehran: Kitåbfur¨sh¥-yi islåmiyyah, 1351 A.H.
solar). On Shi‘ite theology, especially of the earlier period before it became
systematized by ¨s¥, see Wilfred Madelung, Religious Schools and Sects in
Medieval Islam (London: Variorum Reprints, 1985) vii–xv.

15. A contemporary example of this division is to be found in the popu-
lar two-volume work of Mu±y¥ al-D¥n Mahd¥ Ilåh¥ Qumsha˘¥, ¡ikmat-i ilåh¥
‘åmm wa khå„„ (Tehran: Islåm¥, 1363 [A.H. solar]) p. 204.

16. For an extensive bibliography concerning all the figures mentioned
in this chapter see Hans Daiber. With this important reference available, we
have not found it necessary to provide bibliographical notes for every philoso-
pher or theologian cited in this survey.

17. See Nasr, Three Muslim Sages, chapter 1.

18. Translated by R. Walzer in his “Islamic Philosophy,” in The History
of Philosophy, Eastern and Western, S. Radhakrishnan (ed.) (London: Allen and
Unwin, 1953) 2:131.

19. That is why a person such as Mullå |adrå refers to inner intellection
as being like “partial prophecy.”

20. See Three Muslim Sages, p. 12.

21. This becomes evident when one studies the technical philosophical
terminology used by al-Fåråb¥ and Ibn S¥nå.

22. The question of the classification of the sciences is of great impor-
tance in Islamic thought and is very relevant to the relation between philoso-
phy and prophecy. See Osman Bakar, Classification of Knowledge in Islam
(Cambridge: The Islamic Texts Society, 1998).
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23. The title “teacher” (mu‘allim), which was also to be used later by
Thomas Aquinas and other Scholastics, is not of Greek origin. It is Islamic and
refers in this context to the function of defining and classifying the sciences.
See Nasr “Why Was al-Fåråb¥ Called the Second Teacher?” in The Islamic
Intellectual Tradition in Persia, pp. 59–65.

24. Al-Fåråb¥ was particularly interested in the question of the relation of
words to their meaning, as seen in his important opus Kitåb al-÷ur¶f. Arabic philo-
sophical vocabulary owes its final crystallization to him more than to anyone else.

25. One of great masters of traditional Islamic philosophy in Persia
during the twentieth century, Mu±y¥ al-D¥n Mahd¥ Ilåh¥ Qumsha˘¥, taught
this text with two levels of meaning, one philosophical (falsaf¥) and one gnostic
(‘irfån¥). See his ¡ikmat-i ilåh¥ ‘åmm wa khå„„ vol. 2, pp. 1–232.

26. It is important to note here that many Islamic philosophers had Jewish
and Christian students and in the early period some also had Jewish and Chris-
tian teachers.

27. For a description of the climate of Baghdad, in which interest in
philosophy was combined with literary discussions, and the teachings of al-
Sijistån¥ , see J. L. Kramer, Philosophy in the Renaissance of Islam: Ab¶ Sulaymån
al-Sijistån¥ and His Circle.

28. Technically speaking, Miskawayh is more of an independent phi-
losopher than a Peripatetic one. He is mentioned here because of his having
studied with a well-known Peripatetic philosopher, that is, al-‘≈mir¥.

29. The term was actually used before Leibnitz by Agostino Steuco, who
lived in the sixteenth century. It is interesting to note that Steuco used the term
antiqua as well as perennis, the former corresponding to Suhraward¥’s al-÷ikmat
al-‘a†¥qah or philosophia antiqua (also philosophia priscorium). See Charles Schmitt,
“Perennial Philsoophy: Steuco to Leibnitz.” See also chapter 1, ft. nt. 8.

30. There is a vast literature on Ibn S¥nå in Islamic as well as European
languages. As far as the spiritual significance of his philosophy is concerned,
see H. Corbin, Avicenna and the Visionary Recital, trans. Willard Trask (Princeton,
NJ: Princeton University Press, 1960); S. H. Nasr, Three Muslim Sages, I; idem,
An Introduction to Islamic Cosmological Doctrines, pp. 177ff., which also contains
an extensive bibliography of primary and secondary sources concerning him.

31. For the significance of the “Oriental Philosophy” of Ibn S¥nå, see
Corbin, Avicenna, pp. 271ff.; and Nasr, “Ibn S¥nå’s ‘Oriental Philosophy,’ ” in
Nasr and Leaman, History of Islamic Philosophy, chapter 17, pp. 247–51. This is
an issue that is a major point of contention between the later followers of Ibn
S¥nå with an ishråq¥ bent in the Islamic world and most modern Western
scholars. For an example of strong opposition to the interpretation of Corbin
and I concerning the “Oriental Philosophy” see Dimitri Gutas, Avicenna and
the Aristotelian Tradition (Leiden: Brill, 1981).
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32. We shall duscuss this figure extensively in chapter 10.

33. A. M. Goichon, “L’Unité de la pensée avicenienne,” Archives
Internationales d’Histoire des Sciences 20–21 (1952) pp. 290ff.

34. See also Nasr, Islamic Cosmological Doctrines, pp. 198ff; and Lenn
Goodman, Avicenna (London: Routledge, 1992) pp. 49ff.

35. This scheme is described in the Shifå˘ of Ibn S¥nå. See Avicenne, La
Métaphysique du Shifå˘, vol. 2, trans. G. C. Anawati pp. 137ff. It is summarized
in Nasr, Islamic Cosmological Doctrines, pp. 202ff.; see also A. Davidson, “Alfarabi
and Avicenna on the Active Intellect,” Viator: Medieval and Renaissance Studies
3 (1972) pp. 134–54.

36. See Fazlur Rahman, Prophecy in Islam (London: Allen and Unwin,
1958).

37. Ab¨˘l Barakåt’s physical theories are especially important. See
Shlomo Pines, Studies in Ab¶˘l-Barakåt al-Baghdåd¥ (Leiden: Brill, 1979).

38. See al-B¥r¨n¥, Epître de Beruni contenant le repértoire des ouvrages de
Mu÷ammad Zakariya al-Razi, trans. and ed. Paul Kraus (Paris: Maisonneuve,
1936).

39. For a list of Råz¥’s works see Mehdi Mohaghegh, F¥ls¶f-i Rayy (Tehran:
Society for Protection of National Monuments, 1970), pp. 53ff. The most exten-
sive study of the scientific thought and philosophy of Råz¥ interpreted mostly
from a “positivistic” point of view is Parwiz Adhkå’¥, ¡ak¥m Råz¥.

40. See Shlomo Pines, “al-Råz¥,” in the Dictionary of Scientific Biography,
vol. 11, pp. 34ff; and Syed Nomanul Haq, “The Indian and Persian Back-
ground,” in Nasr and Leaman, History of Islamic Philosophy, p. 58.

41. See Lenn Goodman, “al-Råz¥,” in Nasr and Leaman, op. cit., p. 203.
This essay is one of the more recent in English to contain a fine summary of
Råz¥’s philosophical views.

42. See Nasr, Islamic Life and Thought, “From the Alchemy of Jåbir to the
Chemistry of Råz¥,” pp. 120–23.

43. See al-As˘ilah wa˘l-ajwibah already mentioned. See also “Ibn S¥nå:
Al-B¥r¨n¥ Correspondence,” trans. Rafik Berjak and Muzaffar Iqbal, Islamic
Science, vol. 1, no. 1, June 2003, pp. 91–98; vol. 1, no. 2, December 2003, pp.
253–60.

44. See our Introduction to Islamic Cosmological Doctrines, pp. 107ff. where
his philosophical views as far as they concern the nature of the cosmos is
concerned is studied on the basis of not only the two works cited here but also
passages in his other books.

45. Persian was an important language for this whole philosophical
tradition. Even the Umm al-kitåb has reached us in an archaic Persian transla-
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tion rather than Arabic; see Ummu’l-Kitåb, ed. and trans. P. Filippani Ronconi
(Naples: Istituto Universitario Orientale, 1966).

46. On the history and major ideas of this tradition see Corbin et al.,
History of Islamic Philosophy, pp. 74ff.; and his Cyclical Time and Ismå‘¥l¥ Gnosis,
trans. Ralph Mannheim and James Morris (London: KPI, 1983). See also Azim
Nanji, “Ismå‘¥l¥ Philosophy” in Nasr and Leaman, History of Islamic Philosophy,
pp. 144-54, where the main tenets of Ismå‘¥l¥ philosophy are summarized.

47. See S. H. Nasr, Islamic Life and Thought, “Hermes and Hermetic
Writings in the Islamic World,” pp. 102ff.

48. On Islamic alchemy and its philosophy, see H. Corbin, L’Alchimie
comme art hiératique, P. Lory (ed.) (Paris: Edition L’Herne, 1986); Corbin, Le Livre
des sept statues, ed. Pierre Lory (Paris: L’Herne, 2003); P. Lory, Alchimie et mys-
tique en terre d’Islam (Paris: Verdier, 1989); P. Kraus, Jåbir ibn ¡ayyån (Paris: Les
Belles Lettres, 1986); and Nasr, Science and Civilization in Islam, pp. 242–82.

49. See Nasr, Islamic Cosmological Doctrines, part 1, pp. 25–104; see also
Ian R. Netton, Muslim Neoplatonists: An Introduction to the Thought of the Breth-
ren of Purity (London: Allen and Unwin, 1982).

50. Corbin et al., History of Islamic Philosophy, pp. 79–80; see also Wilfred
Madelung, “Aspects of Ismå‘¥l¥ Theology: The Prophetic Chain and the God
beyond Being,” in Ismå‘¥l¥ Contributions to Islamic Culture, S. H. Nasr (ed.)
(Tehran: Imperial Iranian Academy of Philosophy, 1977) pp. 51–65.

51. It is important to remember that many important Ismå‘¥l¥ philo-
sophical and theosophical treatises were kept hidden from the public at large
and did not become publicly available until recently.

52. See Miguel Asín Palacios, Ibn Masarra y su escuela: Origenes de la
filosofía hispano-musulmana (Madrid: Imprenta Iberica, 1914); translated some-
what imperfectly by Elmer Douglas and Howard Yoder as The Mystical Phi-
losophy of Ibn Masarra and His Followers (Leiden: Brill, 1978). On Islamic
philosophy in Spain, see Miguel Cruz Hernández, Historia del pensamiento en
el mundo islámico, vol. 2, pp. 9–270; see also Titus Burckhardt, Moorish Culture
in Spain, trans. Alisa Jaffe (London: Allen and Unwin, 1972) chap. 9, pp. 129–
37, which treats the spiritual significance of Islamic philosophy in Spain. See
also Lenn Goodman, “Ibn Masarrah,” in Nasr and Leaman, History, pp. 277–
93. A number of scholars such as Samuel M. Stern have criticized and refuted
Asín’s views concerning “Empedoclean cosmology,” which they relate more
to al-‘≈mir¥’s description of Empedocles without their views altering appre-
ciably the description of the thought of Ibn Masarrah as reconstructed by Asín
and others who have followed him.

53. The significance of these ideas in relation to prophecy becomes clear
in light of Peter Kingsley’s study of Empedocles mentioned at the beginning
of this book.
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54. There are numerous works devoted to Ibn ¡azm, especially in Span-
ish. See M. Asín Palacios, El cordobes Abenhazam: Primer historiador de las ideas
religiosas (Madrid: Imprentas de Estanislao Maestre, 1924); idem, Abenhazam de
Cordoba y su historia critica de las ideas religiosas, 6 vols. (Madrid: Ediciones
Turner, 1984). As for his T

•
awq al-÷imåmah on Platonic love, it is the most

translated work of Ibn ¡azm. See The Ring of the Dove: A Treatise on the Art of
Arab Love, trans. Arthur J. Arberry (London: Luzac, 1953).

55. See Miguel Asín Palacios, El regimen del solitario (Madrid and Granada:
Imprentas de la Escuela de Estudios Arabes de Granada y Fransisco Roman
Camacho, 1946). See also Daniel M. Dunlop, “Ibn Båjjah’s Tadbiru’1 Mutawa÷÷id
(Rule of the Solitary),” Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society 4C (1945) 61–81. See
also Leann Goodman, “Ibn Båjjah,” in Nasr and Leaman, History, pp. 294–312.

56. This is an interpretation given to the text by many scholars in the
West over the centuries. For the latest example of this interpretation, see Sami
S. Hawi, Islamic Naturalism and Mysticism: A Philosophic Study of Ibn T

•
ufayl’s

¡ayy bin Yaqz
•
ån (Leiden: Brill, 1974). See also Ibn T

•
ufayl, ¡ayy ibn Yaqz

•
ån,

trans. Lenn E. Goodman (Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1983).

57. In his Averroes et 1’averroisme (Paris: Levy Frères, 1861), Renan makes
of Averroes a “freethinker” opposed to the submission of reason to faith and
the ancestor of modern rationalism and skepticism. There is an extensive
European literature on Averroes; see, e.g., O. Leaman, Averroes and His Phi-
losophy (London: Oxford University Press, 1988).

58. The Latin translations followed Hebrew ones and go back to the
seventh/thirteenth century and the efforts of Michael Scot. The Latin texts of
Averroes’s commentaries on Aristotle are being published by the Mediaeval
Academy of America in the series Corpus phiiosophorum medii aevi corpus
commentariorum Averrois in Aristotelem.

59. See George Hourani, Averroes: On the Harmony Religion and Philoso-
phy (London: Luzac, 1961). This contains the translation of the Fa„l al-maqål,
Ibn Rushd’s most important treatise on the relation between philosophy and
religion. For a later translation and commentary see Charles Butterworth, The
Book of the Decisive Treatise Determining the Connection between the Law and
Wisdom (Provo, Utah: Brigham Young University Press, 2001).

60. See Simon van den Bergh, Averroes’ Tahåfut al-tahåfut (The Incoher-
ence of the Incoherence) 2 vols. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1954).

61. This seems unlikely, because Ibn Sab‘¥n was a pious Muslim who
followed the Shar¥‘ah, which forbids suicide. All of these views are discussed
by Ab¨˘l-Wafå˘ al-Taftåzån¥ in his Ibn Sab‘¥n wa falsafatuhu’„-„¶fiyyah (Beirut:
Dår al-Kutub al-Lubnån¥, 1973). This is by far the most thorough and detailed
study of Ibn Sab‘¥n, who has not been studied extensively in the West. For
references in Western languages, see Corbin et al., History of Islamic Philosophy,
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2:366–68; Cruz Hernández, Historia, 2:249–57; and Taftåzån¥ and Leaman, “Ibn
Sab‘¥n,” in Nasr and Leaman, History, pp. 346–49.

62. See “The Hidden Sciences in Islam,” by Jean Canteins in Islamic
Spirituality, S. H. Nasr (ed.), chapter 23, pp. 447–68.

63. This is one of the few works of Ibn Sab‘¥n to have been studied and
translated into a Western language. See E. Lator, “Ibn Sab‘¥n de Murcia y su
‘Budd al-‘≈rif’,” Revista al-Andalus 9/2 (1944) pp. 371–417.

64. Cruz Hernández refers to the school represented by Ibn Sab‘¥n as
“gnosofia” (Historia, 2:249). This school, sometimes referred to as the Sab‘iyyah,
was represented after Ibn Sab‘¥n by the great Sufi poet al-Shustar¥, who was
one of his students.

65. On Ibn Khald¨n’s philosophy of history see Muhsin Mahdi, Ibn
Khald¶n’s Philosophy of History (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1974).

66. See Abderramane Lakhsassi, “Ibn Khald¨n,” in Nasr and Leaman,
History, pp. 356–61.

67. See S. H. Nasr, Science and Civilization in Islam, pp. 62–64; S. Johnson,
“The ‘Umranic Nature of Ibn Khald¨n’s Classification of the Sciences,” Mus-
lim World, vol. 81, 1991, pp. 254-61.

68. This village in the Zagros Mountains south of Zanjan is also the
original home of the Suhraward¥ family of Sufis, to whom Shaykh al-ishråq
was not, however, related. On Suhraward¥, his life, and works, see Corbin, En
Islam iranien, vol. 2; Nasr, Three Muslim Sages, chapter 2; idem, “Suhraward¥,”
in The Islamic Intellectual Tradition in Persia, pp. 125–83; Corbin et al., History
of Islamic Philosophy, pp. 205–20; Mehdi Aminrazavi, Suhraward¥ and the School
of Illumination (London: Curzon, 1997); Hossein Ziai, “Shihåb al-D¥n Suhraward¥:
Founder of the Illuminationist School,” in Nasr and Leaman, History . . .,
pp. 434-64; and Ibråh¥m D¥nån¥, Shu‘å˘-i and¥shah wa shuh¶d-i falsafa-yi
Suhraward¥.

69. See the translations of this major opus as Le Livre de la sagesse orientale,
trans. H. Corbin; C. Jambet (ed.); and The Philosophy of Illumination, trans.
J. Walbridge and H. Ziai.

70. The recitals of Suhraward¥ have been translated into elegant French
by H. Corbin as L’Archange empourprée (Paris: Fayard, 1976); they have also
been translated but less successfully into English by W. Thackston as The
Mystical and Visionary Treatises of Suhraward¥ (London: Octagon Press, 1982).

71. See Suhraward¥, Opera Metaphysica et Mystica, vol. 1, ed. H. Corbin
(Tehran and Paris: A. Maisonneuve, 1976) p. 503; see also John Walbridge, The
Leaven of the Ancients (Albany, NY: The State University of New York Press,
2000) whose understanding of this subject is quite different from ours.
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72. For the later tradition of the school of Illumination see Hossein Ziai,
“The Illuminationist Tradition,” in Nasr and Leaman, History . . ., pp. 465-96.

73. For an explanation of the complex angelology of Suhraward¥, which
is discussed in many of his works, especially the ¡ikmat al-ishråq, see Corbin,
Les Motifs zoroastriens dans la philosophie de Sohraward¥ (Tehran: Société
d’Iranologie, 1946); see also Nasr, “Suhraward¥,” in The Islamic Intellectual
Tradition in Persia, pp. 138-140.

74. We shall turn more fully to this subject in chapter 10.

75. See chapters 11 and 12.

CHAPTER 9. THE POST-SCIENTIST ‘UMAR KHAYYĀM AS PHILOSOPHER

1. Thanks of course to the free translation of a number of quatrains by
Edward Fitzgerald that created something of a cult in Victorian England, the
like of which has not been seen in modern times. There is a whole library of
works on Khayyåm’s quatrains written in various European languages.

2. On Khayyåm as mathematician see Dirk Struik, “Omar Khayyåm,
Mathematician,” The Mathematics Teacher, vol. 51, April 1958, pp. 280–85; Adolf
P. Youschkevitch, Les Mathématiques arabes (8–15 siécles), trans. M. Cazevane
and K. Jaouiche (Paris: Vrin, 1976); and especially the recent comprehensive
work of Roshdi Rashed and Bijan Vahabzadeh, Al-Khayyåm mathématicien (Paris:
Librairie Scientifique et Technique Albert Blanchard, 1999).

3. On Khayyåm’s treatment of the fifth postulate of Euclid, see Ali
Amir-Moez’s partial translation of Khayyåm’s treatise, “Discussion of
Difficulties in Euclid,” Scripta Mathematica, vol. 24, 1959, pp. 275–303; and
Ja‘far A. Chavooshi, ¡ak¥m ‘Umar Khayyåm, Nayshåb¶r¥ (Tehran: Iranian Acad-
emy of Philosophy, 1979).

4. We have devoted a short study to his philosophical ideas in our
Islamic Intellectual Tradition in Persia, “‘Umår Khayyåm: Philosopher-Poet-
Scientist,” pp. 175–77. On Khayyåm’s philosophical ideas and influence in the
West see the extensive work of Mehdi Aminrazavi, The Wine of Wisdom (Ox-
ford: One world, 2005) which came out after our book had gone to press.

5. In his al-Zåjir li˘l-„ighår ‘an mu‘åra  al-kibår, quoted in Bad¥‘ al-Zamån
Forouzanfar, “Qad¥m¥tar¥n i††ilå‘ az rindag¥-yi Khayyåm,” Nashriyya-yi
Dånishkada-yi adabiyyåt-i Tabr¥z (1327 [A.H. solar]), pp. 1ff.; quoted by Sayyid
Mu±ammad Ri∂å Jalål¥ Nå˘¥n¥, “¡ak¥m ‘Umar ibn Ibråh¥m Khayyåm-i
Nayshåb¨r¥,” in Farhang (Tehran), vol. 12, no. 29–32, Spring 2000, p. 4.

6. In his Khar¥dat al-qasr, ‘Imåd al-D¥n Kåtib I∑fahån¥ says about
Khayyåm, “There was no one like him in his own time and he had no peer
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of Astronomy, vol. 25, 1994, pp. 15–38. Saliba writes about Khafr¥, “We are
dealing with a planetary theorist of the highest rank. . . . Khafr¥ not only
continues this long established tradition of criticism of Ptolemaic astronomy,
but brings to it a fresh vision and a rare creativity not known before.” Op.
cit., pp. 32–33.

40. It is of much interest for the history of Islamic science to ask why
Mullå Sadrå, who was so close in many ways to Khafr¥, although much inter-
ested in natural philosophy, did not share the interest of the latter and also of
other masters of the School of Shiraz in the natural and mathematical sciences
themselves. This is a question that has not as yet been investigated.

41. See Q. Kåkå˘¥, op. cit., pp. 73–74.

42. See Hafiz A. Ghaffar Khan, “India,” in Nasr and Leaman (eds.),
History of Islamic Philosophy, chapter 62, p. 1060.

43. See Kåkå˘¥, op. cit., pp. 77–79.

44. On his life in both Persia and India, see Saiyid Athar Abbas Rizvi,
A Socio-Intellectual History of the Isna ‘Ashari Shi‘is in India, vol. 1 (Canberra,
Australia: Ma‘rifat), pp. 222ff; and Hafiz A. Ghaffar Khan, op. cit., pp.
1062–63.

45. Rizvi, op. cit., p. 222.

46. On his scientific and engineering achievements see M. A. Alvi and
Abdur Rahman, Fathu’llåh Sh¥råz¥ (Delhi, 1968) (publisher unknown); and Rizvi,
A Socio-Intellectual History, vol. 2, pp. 196ff.

47. See Francis Robinson, The ‘Ulama of Farangi Mahall.

48. It is remarkable that there is still not a single work in any European
language that deals in a satisfying manner with the development and history
of Islamic philosophy in India.

49. Rizvi, A Socio-Intellectual History, vol. 1, p. 226, quoted from the
Akbar-nåmah of Ab¨˘l-Fa∂l.
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CHAPTER 11. THE SCHOOL OF ISFAHAN REVISITED

1. On Ibn Turkah, see Corbin, En Islam iranien, vol. 3, pp. 233–74. This
essay, which analyzes a treatise of Ibn Turkah on the meaning of the Quranic
verse on the cleaving of the moon (shaqq al-qamar), remains after several de-
cades still the most notable work on Ibn Turkah in European languages. For
the text of the works of Ibn Turkah, see Sayyid ‘Al¥ M¨saw¥ Bihbahån¥ and
Sayyid Ibråh¥m D¥båj¥ (eds.), Collected Works of S. å˘in al-D¥n ibn Turkah Iƒfahån¥,
part 1, (Tehran: Taq¥ Ri∂å˘¥, 1351 [A.H. solar]), in which fourteen of the fifty-
seven known treatises of Ibn Turkah are published. See also his Tamh¥d al-
qawå‘id, Sayyid Jalål al-D¥n ≈shtiyån¥ (ed.) (Tehran: The Imperial Iranian
Academy of Philosophy, 1976); refer to my English and Persian introductions
for the content and significance of this work. For the life and list of works of
Ibn Turkah, see S. A. M. Bihbahån¥, “A±wål wa athår-i |å˘in al-D¥n Turka-yi
I∑fahån¥,” in Mehdi Mohaghegh and Herman Landolt (eds.), Collected Papers
on Islamic Philosophy and Mysticism (Tehran: Tehran University Press, 1971),
pp. 97–145.

2. See Corbin, op. cit., pp. 237ff.

3. See ‘Abd Allåh Jawåd¥ ≈mul¥, Ta÷r¥r tamh¥d al-qawå‘id (Qom:
Intishåråt al-Zahrå˘, 1372 [A.H. solar]). This famous book is actually a com-
mentary by |å˘in al-D¥n on a treatise on taw÷¥d by his ancestor |adr al-D¥n
Ab¨ ¡åmid Mu±ammad Turkah. The complete title of the text of |å˘in al-
D¥n, which has become known as Tamh¥d al-qawå‘id is in fact al-Tam÷¥d fi shar÷
qawå‘id al-taw÷id (The Disposition in the Commentary of the Principles of
Unity). Ibn Turkah is one of the most neglected in the West among the major
figures of Islamic thought and deserves to be studied much more thoroughly
as a “philosopher of being,” a Shi‘ite interpreter of Ibn ‘Arab¥, and a synthe-
sizer of the various intellectual perspectives in Islam.

4. Fortunately in contrast to Qå∂¥ Maybud¥, Ibn Turkah and many other
major intellectual figures of this period, there is a fine scholarly monograph in
a European language on Ibn Ab¥ Jumh¨r, including a list of his works, nearly
all of which remain in manuscript form. See Sabine Schmidtke, Theologie,
Philosophie und Mystik im zwölferschiitischen Islam des 9./15. Jahrhunderts (Leiden:
Brill, 2000). See also her “Recent Studies on the Philosophy of Illumination and
Perspectives for Further Research,” Dâneshnâmeh: The Bilingual Quarterly of the
Shahîd Beheshtî University, vol. 1, no. 2, Spring and Summer 2003, pp. 101–19.
Corbin also refers to him often in his En Islam iranien, especially vols. 1 and 4.
Corbin has written some important passages on Ibn Ab¥ Jumh¨r’s study of the
Shi‘ite Imams and his identification of the Paraclete with the Twelfth Imam.

5. See Hamid Dabashi, “M¥r Dåmåd,” in Nasr and Leaman (eds.), His-
tory of Islamic Philosophy, pp. 598ff., where, under the title “Philosophy under
the Safavids,” this issue is discussed. See p. 601, where Dabashi quotes a
poem by Mullå Mu±ammad åhir Qumm¥, one of the most severe opponents
of the Sufis and philosophers, against philosophy.
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6. On the School of Isfahan, see Corbin, En Islam iranien, vol. 4, livre 5,
pp. 7ff.; and Nasr, “The School of Isfahan,” in The Islamic Intellectual Tradition
in Persia, pp. 239–70. On M¥r Dåmåd, in addition to the above chapters, see
Dabashi, op. cit.; Izutsu, “Introduction: M¥r Dåmåd and His Metaphysics,” in
M¥r Dåmåd, al-Qabasåt, ed. Mehdi Mohaghegh et al. (Tehran: Tehran Univer-
sity Press, 1977), pp. 1–15. See also Sayyid ‘Al¥ M¨saw¥ Mudarris Bihbahån¥,
¡ak¥m-i Astaråbåd M¥r Dåmåd (Tehran: Tehran University Press, 1377 [A.H.
solar]); and Corbin, La Philosophe iranienne islamique, pp. 26–31.

7. That is why in my Three Muslim Sages I refer to Ibn S¥nå and figures
like him as philosopher-scientists.

8. As far as the Safavid period is concerned, there was important
scientific activity in medicine, mathematics, and as recent discoveries have
shown cartography. See David King, The World about the Ka‘ba: The Sacred
Geography of Islam (Leiden: Brill, forthcoming). See also his earlier work, World
Maps for Finding the Direction and Distance to Mecca: Innovation and Tradition in
Islamic Science (Leiden: Brill; London: al-Furqan Islamic Heritage Foundation,
1999), pp. 128ff. There is still so much as yet unstudied scientific material in
various Islamic libraries that every few years we are presented with major
new discoveries that force scholars to revise their whole view of the history
of science of a particular period as the work of David King, Rushdi Rashid,
and George Saliba over the past three decades has amply demonstrated.

9. For a listing of his works see M¨saw¥ Mudarris Bihbahån¥, op. cit.,
pp. 107ff.

10. That is why we are not dealing with this fascinating religious scholar,
poet, mystic, and scientist in this book. We have discussed briefly his life and
works in “School of Isfahan,” op. cit., pp. 243ff.

11. For a brief analysis of this major work, see Nasr, The Islamic Intellec-
tual Tradition in Persia, pp. 250ff.

12. Corbin has given a very poetic analysis of the “ecstatic confessions”
of M¥r Dåmåd in his En Islam iranien, vol. 3, pp. 30ff.

13. Many of M¥r Dåmåd’s works remain, however, in manuscript form.
During the last few years more attention is being paid to his writings, and a
number of them are beginning to see the light of day. See for example, Jazåvat
va Mavåq¥t, ‘Al¥ Owvjab¥ (Awjab¥) (ed.) (Tehran: Daftar-i Nashr-i M¥råth-i
Makt¨b, 2001); al-S. irå† al-mustaq¥m, ‘Al¥ Owvjab¥ (ed.) (Tehran: Daftar-i Nashr-
i M¥råth-i Makt¨b, 2002); Sayyid A±mad al-‘Alaw¥ al-‘≈mil¥, Shar÷ al-qabasåt,
¡åmid Nåj¥ I∑fahån¥ (ed.) (Tehran, Mu˘assasa-yi Mu†åli‘åt-i Islåm¥, 1376 [A.H.
solar]); and Taqw¥m al-¥mån ‘Al¥ Owvjab¥ (ed.) (Tehran: Daftar-i Nashr-i M¥råth-
i Makt¨b, 2003). This work contains also the text of Sayyid A±mad ‘Alaw¥’s
Kashf al-÷aqå˘iq, which is a commentary upon Taqw¥m al-¥mån, along with an
extensive discussion of the works and philosophy of M¥r Dåmåd (pp. 22–131
of the introduction) and an account of the life, works, and thought of his
student Sayyid A±mad ‘Alaw¥ (pp. 138–53 of the introduction).
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14. See John Philoponus, On the Eternity of the Cosmos against Proclus
(Leibzig: Teubner’s, 1899); and his On the Creation of the World (Leibzig:
Teubner’s, 1897).

15. One of our great teachers of Islamic philosophy, Sayyid Ab¨˘l-¡asan
Raf¥‘¥ Qazw¥n¥, used to say that this is the one problem that has never been
satisfactorily solved philosophically in the annals of Islamic philosophy, not
even by M¥r Dåmåd or Mullå |adrå, who provided a solution very different
from that of his master.

16. See Izutsu, op. cit., pp. 8–10. See also Dabashi, op. cit., pp. 609ff.

17. On M¥r Findirisk¥, see Corbin, La Philosophie iranienne islamique, pp.
37ff; and Nasr, The Islamic Intellectual Tradition in Persia, pp. 254–58.

18. For the translation of this Persian qaƒ¥dah, see our Islamic Intellectual
Tradition, pp. 255–56.

19. See Fathullah Mojtabai, Hindu Muslim Cultural Relations (Delhi:
National Book Bureau, 1978), pp. 41ff. He also mentions that M¥r Findirisk¥
assembled a glossary of Sanskrit technical philosophical terms in Arabic and
Persian (p. 102).

20. See Corbin, op. cit., p. 37.

21. Ibid., p. 48.

22. Corbin, En Islam iranien, vol. 4, pp. 9ff.

23. For the original text of this work, see Sayyid Jalål al-D¥n ≈shtiyån¥
and Corbin (eds.), Anthologie des philosophes iraniens depuis le XVIIe siècle jusqu’à
nos jours, vol. 1 (Tehran and Paris: Department d’Iranologie de l’Institut Franco-
iranien de Recherche and Andrien-Maisonneuve, 1972), pp. 63ff. The Risåla-yi
ƒ¥nå‘iyyah was also edited and published by ‘Al¥ Akbar Shihåb¥ (Tehran: Sa‘ådat,
1317 [A.H. solar]). For an analysis of this text see Corbin, La Philosophie iranienne
islamique, pp. 37ff.

24. Anthologie, p. 73 of the Arabic and Persian texts.

25. M¥r Findirisk¥ concludes this section of his book with a most inter-
esting passage about the relation between true philosophy and prophecy. He
first asserts that some have accepted only the inward (bå†in) of religion and
rejected the outward (z.åhir), and some the other way around. Both have de-
viated from the straight path. Then he adds concerning the true philosophers:
“And a group have preserved the just mean and marched between the z.åhir
and the bå†in, this being the straight path (ƒirå†-i mustaq¥m). They made the
word of the prophets concerning intellectual matters to conform to the intel-
lect and brought out the truth of what the prophets had intended. And in
transmitted and practical matters they made their intellects to obey the intel-
lect of the prophets. God—praised and exalted is He—was referring to this
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group in the Fåti÷ah of His Book [the Quran] in His Word, ‘Lead us unto the
straight path.” Anthologie, p. 77. One hardly need comment upon the significance
of this text for how this late tradition of Islamic philosophy viewed the relation
between philosophy and prophecy and of course also reason and revelation.

26. On Mullå Rajab ‘Al¥, see Corbin, La Philosophie iranienne, pp. 83ff.

27. Selections of his writings and those of some of his contemporaries
and the philosophers of the next generation are to be found in ≈shtiyån¥ and
Corbin (eds.), Anthologie des philosophes iraniens.

28. On Mullå Shamså, see Ibråh¥m D¥båj¥, “A±wal wa åthår-i Mullå
Shamså G¥lån¥,” in Collected Papers on Islamic Philosophy and Mysticism, pp. 52–
85. The author lists forty known works of Mullå Shamså. See also Corbin, La
Philosophie iranienne, pp. 120ff.

29. Corbin has made a profound study of Qå∂¥ Sa‘¥d’s work on the
symbolism of the Ka‘bah. See his Temple and Contemplation, trans. Philip and
Laidain Sherrard (London: KPI, 1986), pp. 183–262. Qå∂¥ Sa‘¥d’s most impor-
tant work is perhaps his commentary on the Kitåb al-taw÷¥d (The Book of
Unity) of Ibn Bab¨yah. Another of his major works is his commentary upon
the Enneads of Plotinus known to Muslims as The Theology of Aristotle. Qå∂¥
Sa‘¥d represents another remarkable type of flowering of Islamic philosophy
in the full light of the verities of revelation and prophecy. He deserves to be
much more studied as a philosopher who was also a theologian and mystic.
On Qå∂¥ Sa‘¥d in addition to the above cited work, see Corbin, La Philosophie
iranienne, pp. 245ff.; and Corbin, En Islam iranien, vol. 4, pp. 123–201. This
latter chapter is among the most significant written by Corbin on a member
of the School of Isfahan.

30. The most important contribution of Fay∂ to philosophy was in the
domain of philosophical ethics, while he also wrote some works on Mullå
|adrå’s philosophy. His great fame, however, is primarily in the field of the
religious sciences and gnosis. As for Låh¥j¥, as we saw earlier, he was a great
authority in Shi‘ite kalåm and also well versed in falsafah.

31. See Ashkiwar¥, Ma÷b¶b al-qul¶b, 2 vols., Ibråh¥m D¥båj¥ and ¡am¥d
|idq¥ (eds.) (Tehran: Daftar-i Nashr-i M¥råth-i Makt¨b, 1998–2003).

32. Corbin, En Islam iranien, vol. 4, pp. 27–28. See also Corbin, “L’idée
du Paraclet en philosophie iranienne,” in his Face de Dieu, face de l’homme
(Paris: Flammarion, 1983), especially pp. 341–45.

33. On Sayyid A±mad ‘Alaw¥, see Corbin, La Philosophie iranienne
islamique, pp. 168ff; see Corbin, Philosophie iranienne et philosophie comparée
(Tehran: Iranian Institute of Philosophy, 2004), pp. 63–66; and Sayyid A±mad
˜Alaw¥, Shar÷ al-qabasåt, the introduction of ¡. Nåj¥ I∑fahån¥. In his edition of
Taqw¥m al-¥mån, ‘Al¥ Awjab¥ has provided a scholarly biography and bibliog-
raphy of ‘Alaw¥, pp. 138–53.
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34. See the introduction of Ras¨l Ja‘fariyån to M¥r Mu±ammad Båqir
ibn Ismå‘¥l Khåt¨nåbåd¥’s translation of the Four Gospels, Turjuma-yi anåj¥l-i
arba‘ah (Tehran: Daftar-i Nashr-i Miråth-i Makt¨b, 1375 [A.H. solar]), pp. 20ff.

35. See ibid., p. 22. The second part of this book has been translated into
English. See Henry Martyn, Controversial Tracts on Christianity and Mohammedan-
ism (Cambridge: Smith, 1824) with additions by Samuel Lee.

36. Ras¨l Ja‘fariyån in the above cited work refers to two Latin works,
one by Bonaventura Malvasia, Dilucidatio Speculi verum monstrantis . . . , and
the second by Filippo Guandagudi, Apologia pro Christianan religione . . . , both
published in Rome, the first in 1628, and the second in 1631.

37. The text of this work has been published in Sålnåma-yi m¥råth-i islåm¥-i
Īrån (Tehran, 1374 [A.H. solar]).

CHAPTER 12. MULLĀ S.ADRĀ AND THE FULL FLOWERING

OF PROPHETIC PHILOSOPHY

1. See Ibråh¥m D¥nån¥, “Daw jaryån-i mutafåwit-i fikr¥ dar ±awza-yi
falsaf¥-yi I∑fahån,” in his Niyåyish-i f¥ls¶f (Mashhad: Dånishgåh-i ‘Ul¨m Islåm¥-
yi Ra∂aw¥, 1377 [A.H. solar]), chapter 18, pp. 335–50.

2. See S. H. Nasr, S. adr al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥ and His Transcendent Theosophy;
H. Corbin ed. and trans., Le Livre de pénétrations métaphysiques of Mullå |adrå
(Paris: Verdier, 1993); Fazlur Rahman, The Philosophy of Mullå S. adrå (Albany:
State University of New York Press, 1976); chapters by Hossein Ziai and Nasr
on him in Nasr and Leaman (eds.), History of Islamic Philosophy, pp. 635–62;
and “Sadr al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥,” in Nasr, The Islamic Intellectual Tradition in Persia,
chapter 22, pp. 271–303. There is a whole foundation in Persia devoted to the
propagation of his teachings. It organized a major international conference on
him in Tehran in 1999 and another one in 2004. It has also planned several
conferences on him in London in collaboration with the Islamic Institute of
England. The foundation in Iran publishes the journal Kheradnameh-e Sadra
primarily in Persian, and the Islamic Institute of England publishes the jour-
nal Transcendent Philosophy in English devoted mostly to the thought of Mullå
|adrå and his school.

3. Although Mullå |adrå differed from his teacher on many points, he
also followed him closely in many matters as for example in accepting the famous
principle “There is no efficient cause in existence except God” (lå mu˘aththir fi˘l-
wuj¶d illa˘Llåh). See ‘Al¥ Awjab¥, “D¨rnamå˘¥ az and¥shahå wa naπariyyåt-i M¥r
Dåmåd,” Kheradnameh-e Sadra, vol. 4, no. 14, March 1999, pp. 64–70.

4. Corbin, Sayyid Jalål al-D¥n Āshtiyån¥, and myself have provided a
bibliography of his writings, the latest in this series being in Nasr, Sadr al-D¥n
Sh¥råz¥, pp. 39–50. Since the compilation of these lists, however, much research
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on manuscripts of his writings has been carried out in Persia. A work that is
comprehensive and incorporates not only our earlier efforts but also those of later
scholars is Ibrahim Kalin, “An Annotated Bibliography of the Works of Mullå
|adrå with a Brief Account of His Life,” Islamic Studies (Islamabad), vol. 42, no.
1, Spring 2003, pp. 21–62. The most complete bibliographical study of the |adrean
corpus is Khurramdasht¥, Nåhid Båqir¥, and A∑ghar¥, Få†imah (eds.), Kitåbshinås¥-
yi jåmi‘-i Mullå S. adrå (Tehran: Bunyåd-i ¡ikmat-i Islåm¥-yi |adrå, 1999).

5. See Nasr, S. adr al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥, chapter 3, pp. 55–68.

6. As yet no translation of this work exists in a European language, but
one is planned in English. So far the following works of Mullå |adrå have
been translated into European languages: al-¡ikmat al-‘arshiyyah translated by
James Morris as The Wisdom of the Throne (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1981); the Kitåb al-mashå‘ir, trans. Corbin as Le Livre des pénétrations
métaphysiques, and by Parviz Morewedge (in an unsuccessful translation as far
as many passages are concerned) as The Metaphysics of Mullå S. adrå (New York:
Society for the Study of Islamic Philosophy and Science, 1992), and by S. H.
Nasr with his own commentary, Ibrahim Kalin (ed.) (forthcoming); Risålat al-
÷ashr, trans. Christian Jambet as Se rendre immortel: Traité de la résurrection
(Paris: Fata Morgana, 2000); Risålah f¥ ÷ud¶th al-‘ålam, trans. Sayed Bagher
Talgharizadeh as Die Abhandlung über die Entstehung (Berlin: Schwarz, 2000);
and Iks¥r al-‘årifin, trans. William Chittick as The Elixir of the Gnostics (Provo,
UT: Brigham Young University Press, 2003).

7. On the meaning of al-÷ikmat al-muta‘åliyah, see Nasr, S. adr al-D¥n
Sh¥råz¥, chapter 5, pp. 85–97.

8. Several of the works cited above deal in depth with these philo-
sophical ideas. In addition to them, see Corbin, En Islam iranien, vol. 4, pp. 54–
122; and Zailan Moris, Revelation, Intellectual Intuition and Reason in the Philosophy
of Mullå S. adrå.

9. Corbin, The Voyage and the Messenger, trans. Joseph Rowe (Berkeley:
North Atlantic Books, 1998), pp. 206–07. For the relation between prophetic
philosophy and Mullå |adrå’s metaphysics, see the chapter of this book en-
titled “Prophetic Philosophy and the Metaphysics of Being,” pp. 205–15. On
Corbin’s views on prophetic philosophy, see also his En Islam iranien, vol. 1,
pp. 43–53; and his A History of Islamic Philosophy, pp. 23–104.

10. Although this doctrine is usually associated with Shi‘ism as studied
extensively by Corbin, especially in the first two volumes of his En Islam
iranien, it has its correspondence in Sufism within the Sunni world. On this
notion in Ibn ‘Arab¥, see Michel Chodkiewicz, Seal of the Saints, trans. Liadain
Sherrard (Cambridge: Islamic Texts Society, 1993).

11. See S. H. Nasr, Islamic Life and Thought chapter 15, “Mullå |adrå as
a Source for the History of Islamic Philosophy,” pp. 169–73.
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12. “The secret of the act of being, of existing, must not be sought in the
substantive form of the verb (Latin ens), but in its imperative form (Arabic
K-N, Latin esto, not fiat).” Corbin, The Voyage and the Messenger, p. 206.

13. On selections of the writings of Ismå‘¥l¥ philosophers, see S. H. Nasr
and Mehdi Aminrazavi (eds.), An Anthology of Philosophy in Persia, vol. 2. Corbin
has also dealt in many of his studies with this issue. See for example his Trilogie
ismaélienne (Tehran-Paris: Andrien Maisonneuve, 1961). That is why in this book
we have not devoted a separate chapter to Ismå‘¥l¥ philosophy in relation to
prophetic philosophy. In speaking of prophetic philosophy in Islam one must,
however, always remember the importance of Ismå‘¥l¥ philosophy.

14. The complete Quranic commentaries of Mullå |adrå have been as-
sembled and published in one series by Mu±ammad Khwåjaw¥ as Tafs¥r al-
qur˘ån al-kar¥m, 7 vols. (Qom: Intishåråt-i B¥dår, 1363–67 [A.H. solar]). On
Mullå |adrå’s Quranic commentaries, see also chapter 7, “The Quranic Com-
mentaries of Mullå |adrå,” in my S. adr al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥ . . ., pp. 123–35.

15. On angels in Christian thought, see Steven Chase (trans.), Angelic
Spirituality (New York: Paulist, 2002).

16. See H. Corbin, Les Motifs zoroastriens dans la philosophie de Sohraward¥,
1946; and En Islam iranien, vol. 2, pp. 81ff.

17. See Fazlur Rahman, Prophecy in Islam; and his “Ibn S¥nå,” in Sharif,
A History of Muslim Philosophy, vol. 1, pp. 498–501.

18. It was Henry Corbin who singlehandedly revived the significance of
the imaginal world in the modern West where the term imagination is almost
always associated with unreality. From the Center for the Study of the Imagi-
nary founded by Gilbert Durand in France to the Temenos Academy founded
by Kathleen Raine in Britain, the central influence of Corbin’s teachings about
the imaginal world or mundus imaginalis, based on the teachings of Islamic
metaphysicians, is evident. See Corbin’s classical study Alone with the Alone:
Creative Imagination in the Sufism of Ibn ‘Arab¥. On Ibn ‘Arab¥’s doctrine of the
imaginal world, see also W. Chittick, Imaginal Worlds: Ibn al-‘Arab¥ and the
Problem of Religious Diversity; and his Self-Disclosure of God (Albany: State
University of New York Press, 1998), chapter 10, pp. 331ff. As mentioned
earlier, in order not to cause confusion between the Islamic metaphysicians’
view of khayål (imagination), and the modern understanding of this term,
many years ago Corbin and I decided to use the adjective imaginal rather than
imaginary for the Islamic concept of imagination, and the term has now come
to be accepted in many European languages.

19. See Nasr, Islamic Life and Thought, chapter 8, pp. 96ff.

20. On the meaning of trans-substantial motion in relation to natural
philosophy and physics, see Ibrahim Kalin, “Between Physics and Metaphys-
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ics: Mullå |adrå on Nature and Motion,” Islam and Science, vol. 1., no. 1, June
2003, pp. 59–90.

21. En Islam iranien, vol. 1, pp. 43–53.

22. For a study of Mullå |adrå’s philosophy in light of revelation and
prophecy, see Zailan Moris, op. cit.; and Christian Jambet, L’Acte d’être: La
philosophie de la révélation chez Molla S. adrå (Paris: Fayard, 2002). See also Joseph
Lumbard, “The Place of Prophecy in Mullå |adrå’s Philosophy of Perception,”
in Seyed G. Safavi (ed.), Perception according to Mullå S. adrå (London: Institute
of Islamic Studies—Salmån-≈zådeh Publication, 2002) pp. 129–50.

23. The full extent of the influence of Mullå |adrå in India has not as yet
been studied. Over four decades ago when I visited some of the major librar-
ies of India specifically in order to study manuscripts of Mullå |adrå, I was
amazed at the number of manuscripts of his works in such places as the
Rampur and Khudåbakhsh Libraries. Among them the number of manuscripts
of the Kitåb al-hidåyah and the very large number of commentaries and glosses
written upon it (much more than in Persia itself) was truly amazing. See
Akbar Thub¨t, “Shar±-i hidåya-yi Mullå |adrå dar Hind,” in Kheradnameh-yi
Sadra, vol. 1, no. 3, March 1996, pp. 100–07; and “Mullå |adrå dar Hind¨stån,”
in S. H. Nasr, Ma‘årif-i islåm¥ dar jahån-i mu‘åƒir (Tehran, Shirkat-i Kitåbhå-yi
J¥b¥, 1348 [A.H. solar]), pp. 123–1323.

24. See Mahmut Kiliç, “Mullå |adrå dar då˘ira-yi and¥shmandån-i turk,”
Kheradnameh-e Sadra, vol. 2, no. 8–9, 1997, pp. 102–104.

25. At once logician, epistemologist, metaphysician, poet, and saint,
Sabziwår¥ represents the concrete example of the teaching and the living of
prophetic philosophy in a period not far from our own, he having died in
1289/1878. See our Islamic Intellectual Tradition in Persia, chapter 23, pp. 304–
19; and T. Izutsu, “The Fundamental Structure of Sabziwår¥’s Metaphysics,”
which is the introduction to Shar÷-i ghurar al-farå˘id or Shar÷-i manz. ¶mah of
Sabziwår¥, part 1, “Metaphysics” (Tehran/McGill University, Montreal: Insti-
tute of Islamic Studies, Tehran Branch, 1969), pp. 1–152. This is the most
extensive and masterly treatment of Sabziwår¥’s metaphysics in a European
language. See also Ghulåm ¡usayn Ri∂å Nizhåd, ¡ak¥m Sabziwår¥ (Tehran:
Sanå˘¥, 1371 [A.H. solar]).

There is definitely a need for an extensive monographic study in the
English language on this remarkable figure.

CHAPTER 13. FROM THE SCHOOL OF ISFAHAN

TO THE SCHOOL OF TEHRAN

1. On this important figure who was at once philosopher, theologian,
gnostic, and poet, see S. H. Nasr, “The School of Isfahan,” in The Islamic
Intellectual Tradition in Persia, pp. 258–62; and Fay∂ Kåshån¥, Uƒ¶l al-ma‘årif,
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ed. S. J. ≈shtiyån¥ (Mashhad: Faculty of Theology, 1354 [Q.H. solar]), includ-
ing an English introduction by S. H. Nasr; and Corbin, La Philosophie islamique
iranienne, pp. 179–87.

2. Like Fay∂ Kåshån¥, Låh¥j¥ was also an accomplished poet and a
major Shi‘ite theologian whom we discussed in chapter 3. See Yåd-nåma-yi
¡ak¥m Låh¥j¥; and Corbin, op. cit., pp. 96–115.

3. On these figures, some of whom were discussed in chapter 11, see
the introduction of S. J. ≈shtiyån¥ to his edition of |adr al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥, al-
Shawåhid al-rub¶biyyah with the commentary of Sabziwår¥ (Mashhad: Mashhad
University Press, 1967), pp. 85ff.; also Man¨chihr |ad¨q¥ Suhå, Tår¥kh-i ÷ukamå˘
wa ‘urafå-yi muta˘åkhhir (Tehran: Intishåråt-i ¡ikmat, 1381 [A.H. solar]); and
H. Corbin, La Philosophie iranien islamique aux xviie et xviiie siècles.

4. See ‘Al¥ A∑ghar ¡alab¥, Tår¥kh-i-falåsafa-yi Īrån (Tehran: Zawwår,
1361 [A.H. Solar]), pp. 558–59. See also S. H. Nasr with M. Aminrazavi, An-
thology of Philosophy in Persia, vol. 3 (London: Taurus, [in press]).

5. See ≈shtiyån¥’s introduction to al-Shawåhid al-rub¶biyyah, pp. 106 ff.;
and ≈shtiyån¥ (ed.), Muntakhåbåt¥ az åthår-i ÷ukamå-yi ilåh¥-yi Īrån, vol. 4
(Mashhad: Mashhad University Press, 1357 [A. H. Solar]), pp. 537ff. See also
M. |aduq¥ Suhå, op. cit. pp. 33ff.

6. The history of the development of ÷ikmat in Isfahan after Mullå ‘Al¥
has not been well studied, although Jalål Humå˘¥ has provided much useful
information on this subject in his general study of the history of Isfahan (Tår¥kh-i
Iƒfahån), which, as far as we are aware, has never been published in full.

7. There is a short biography of Mullå ‘Abd Allåh by his son, the cel-
ebrated philosopher Mullå ‘Al¥ Mudarris, to whom we shall turn shortly. This
biography was discovered by ≈shtiyån¥ and has been translated in our English
introduction to ≈shtiyån¥’s edition of Zun¨z¥, Lama‘åt-i ilåhiyyah—Divine Splen-
dor (Tehran: Cultural Studies and Research Institute, 1982), pp. 6–8.

8. Edited by S. J. ≈shtiyån¥, op. cit.

9. Edited by S. J. ≈shtiyån¥ (Tehran: Imperial Iranian Academy of Phi-
losophy, 1976), with English and Persian introductions by S. H. Nasr.

10. Edited by Mayel Herawi, Montaxab-Al-Xaqani . . . (Tehran: Mawlå,
1361 [A.H. Solar]).

11. We have said “once again” because from the time of Nå∑ir-i Khusraw
until Af∂al al-D¥n Kåshån¥, Na∑¥r al-D¥n al-¨s¥, and Qu†b al-D¥n Sh¥råz¥, the
use of philosophical Persian was on the rise, and this tendency continued to
a large extent in the School of Shiraz as we see in the writings of Jalål al-D¥n
Dawån¥, and Ma±mud Dihdåd. With the coming of the Safavid period Persian
became to some extent eclipsed, and Arabic became once again more domi-
nant in the field of philosophy. It is enough to compare the ratio between
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Persian and Arabic writings of a Mullå |adrå with that of a Suhraward¥ or a
¨s¥ to realize the truth of this assertion. The reason for this phenomenon is
probably the migration to Persia of a number of Arab Shi‘ite scholars who did
not know Persian at the beginning of the Safavid period. With the Qajar
period the tendency to use Persian to a greater extent, but of course not
exclusively, became strengthened in comparison to the Safavid period.

12. See chapter 12, note 25 for references on him.

13. See |aduq¥ Suhå, op. cit., pp. 46–47; and ≈shtiyån¥, introduction to
Shawåhid, pp. 108–09, 122.

14. |aduq¥ Suhå, op. cit. p., 46.

15. Ibid., p. 47.

16. There is an initiatic line of transmission of esoteric teachings, not to
be confused with the theoretical understanding of gnosis and Sufi metaphys-
ics, that existed among Shi‘ite scholars stretching from Mullå |adrå, and even
before him, to ‘Allåmah abå†abå˘¥ and before him certain other fourteenth/
twentieth century figures, including such famous Shi‘ite scholars as Ba±r al-
‘ul¨m. Both Lår¥jån¥ and Qumsha˘¥, as well as a number of his students in the
School of Tehran, belonged to this initiatic line about which little has been
written until now, although some points of intersection between the chain of
Shi‘ite ‘urafå˘ and the Sufi orders in Persia, especially the Dhahab¥ and the
Ni‘matullåh¥, is known. See our preface to Sayyid Mu±ammad ¡usayn
abå†abå˘¥, Kernel of the Kernel, trans. Mohammad H. Faghfoory (Albany: State
University of New York Press, 2003) pp. xiii–xix. See also Christian Bonnard,
L’Imam Khomeyni, un gnostique méconnu du XXe siècle (Beirut: Al-Bouraq, 1997).

17. Fortunately we now have the monumental study of Āqå ‘Al¥ and
the critical edition of his writings by Mu±sin Kad¥war (ed.), Majmu‘a-yi
muƒannafåt-i ¡ak¥m-i Mu˘assis Āqå ‘Al¥ Mudarris T. ihrån¥, 3 vols. (Tehran:
Intishåråt-i I††ilå‘åt, 1378 [A.H. solar]). A fourth volume containing the text of
the Badåyi‘ al-÷ikam is planned to complete the project. This work contains all
the available and authenticated texts of ≈qå ‘Al¥ in addition to an extensive
introduction by Kad¥war on his life and thought. These volumes are unique
in their thoroughness and scholarly quality as far as a figure of the School of
Tehran is concerned. An edition of the Badåyi‘ al-÷ikam has already appeared
under the care of A±mad Wå‘iπ¥ (Tehran: Mu˘assisa-yi Chåp wa Nashr-i
‘Allåmah abå†abå˘¥, 1376 [A.H. solar]).

18. For a complete list, see Kad¥war, op. cit., pp. 61–64.

19. His treatise on resurrection, Sab¥l al-rishåd (Path of Guidance) was
among his most popular works.

20. Ibid. p. 59.

21. See K. Mujtahid¥, “Dhikr-i falåsafa-yi gharb dar Badåyi‘ al-÷ikam,”
Råhnåma-yi kitåb, vol. 18, no. 10–12 (1354 [A. H. Solar]); and Mujtahid¥, “M¥rzå
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‘Imåd al-Dawlah wa Evellene f¥ls¨f-i Farånsaw¥,” Råhnåma-yi kitåb, vol. 19, no.
11–12 (1355).

22. See the introduction of ≈shtiyån¥ to his edition of the Raså˘il of
Sabziwår¥ (Mashhad: Mashhad University Press, 1970), p. 52.

23. “In his comprehension of the words of Mullå |adrå and under-
standing of the mysteries and difficulties of his philosophy, ≈qå ‘Al¥ was
more perfect than all those who have written either glosses or independent
works concerning the foundation of Mullå |adrå’s [thought].” S. J. ≈shtiyån¥,
introduction to Shar÷ risålat al-mashå‘ir of Mullå |adrå by Mullå Mu±ammad
Ja‘far Låh¥jån¥ (Mashhad: Mashhad University Press, 1964), p. 48.

24. Published in Paris, Dedier et cie, 1865.

25. Kad¥war, op. cit. p. 49.

26. |aduq¥ Suhå, op. cit., pp. 51–52. |aduq¥ Suhå also writes that the
teacher of ≈qå Mu±ammad Ri∂å’s teacher, ≈qå Sayyid Ra∂¥ Lår¥jån¥, a mys-
terious figure whose name was ≈kh¨nd Mullå Ismå‘¥l Wa±id al-‘Ayn, was
one of the spiritual masters of the Dhahab¥ Order. (Ibid., p. 52).

27. Khi∂r or al-Kha∂ir refers of course to the mysterious prophet men-
tioned in the Noble Quran who symbolizes the guide upon the spiritual path
in Islamic esoterism.

28. |aduq¥ Suhå, op. cit., p. 49.

29. ≈shtiyån¥’s, introduction to the Shawåhid, p. 124.

30. |aduq¥ Suhå, op. cit., p. 58.

31. Unfortunately most of those works have yet to be critically edited
and published. One hopes that someone will do for the works of ≈qå
Mu±ammad Ri∂å what Mu±sin Kad¥war has done for the writings of ≈qå ‘Al¥
Mudarris.

32. For a long list of ≈qå Mu±ammad Ri∂å’s students, see |aduq¥ Suhå,
op. cit., pp. 59–105.

33. Like ≈qå ‘Al¥ Mudarris, Jilwah has written a short account of his
own life, which has been published in |aduq¥ Suhå, op. cit. pp. 159–61. On
Jilwah, see Ghulåm Ri∂å Gul¥ Zawwårah, M¥rzå Ab¶˘l-¡asan Jilwah: ¡ak¥m-i
Fur¶tan (Tehran: Såzimån-i Tabl¥ghåt-i Islåm¥, 1372 [A.H. solar]). This work
deals with the family background, biography, and certain features of his
thought, as well as reflections upon him by his contemporaries and students.

34. |aduq¥ Suhå has given the name of dozens upon dozen of the stu-
dents of the founders of the School of Tehran and their immediate successors
to the present day. See his op. cit., pp. 59ff. There are many figures mentioned
briefly by |aduq¥ Suhå and ≈shtiyån¥ who deserve to be more fully studied.
We do not wish to give simply a catalog of their names here but must empha-
size that many of them are worthy of separate monographic studies.
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35. For an account of his life, see the Persian introduction of M.
Mohaghegh to A. Falâ†ûrî and M. Mohaghegh (eds.), ≈shtiyån¥, Commentary
on Sabzawår¥’s Shar÷-i manz.¶mah (Tehran: McGill University, Institute of Is-
lamic Studies, Tehran Branch, 1973). See also the English introduction written
by T. Izutsu to this volume.

36. See ibid. where the complete Arabic commentary has been printed
in a critical edition.

37. Published in Tehran by the Tehran University Press, 1330 (A.H.
Solar).

38. ≈shtiyån¥, Commentary, English introduction, pp. 5–6. This descrip-
tion also holds true for a number of other commentaries written by members
of the School of Tehran on the earlier texts of Islamic philosophy not to speak
of ‘irfån.

39. All of these figures either belong to or have been closely associated
with the School of Tehran, and one day when the full history of this school
and Islamic philosophy in general during the fourteenth/twentieth century is
written, their ideas must be analyzed and discussed fully. I have had the
honor and pleasure of knowing all of them well and having collaborated for
years with some of them, especially Murta∂å Mu†ahhar¥ and Sayyid Jalål al-
D¥n ≈shtiyån¥, on various projects dealing with Islamic philosophy and Is-
lamic thought in general.

40. See the brief introduction of Sayyid ¡asan ¡asanzådah ≈mul¥ to
Qazw¥n¥, Itti÷åd-i ‘åqil wa ma‘q¶l (Tehran: Markaz-i Intishåråt-i ‘Ilm¥ wa
Farhang¥, 1401 [A.H. Solar]).

41. When I planned to publish a commemoration volume on the occa-
sion of the four hundredth anniversary of the birth of Mullå |adrå, which
came out as S. H. Nasr (ed.), Mullå S. adrå Commemoration Volume (Tehran:
Tehran University Press, 1961), I asked him to contribute an article. He kindly
accepted and wrote a masterly essay in Persian on trans-substantial motion,
which was also translated into English by me for that volume (pp. 7–21). This
is the only work of his available in English until now. Then in the late 1960s
and early 1970s, when I visited Qazwin regularly, often with Sayyid Jalål al-
D¥n ≈shtiyån¥ and Bad¥‘ al-Zamån Furouzånfar to benefit from Qazw¥n¥’s
presence, I gave him a notebook in which he wrote short treatises to answer
questions that I posed to him. These questions included such thorny issues as
itti÷åd al-‘åqil wa˘l-ma‘q¶l, ÷ud¶th-i dahr¥, ‘ålam al-mithål, and eschatology. In
the mid-1970s, after his death, M. T. Danechpazhuh asked me if he could
make a copy of this notebook for the Central Library of Tehran University, to
which I fortunately acquiesed because, with the plunder of my library in 1979,
the original notebook was lost to me. Later ¡asanzådah ≈mul¥ published
these treatises together, but I do not know whether they were from the Tehran
University Library microfilms or from the original, which had fallen into his
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hands. In any case fortunately these masterly treatises are now available in
published form.

42. I have had an intense personal relationship with this master since
my childhood days. He was an intimate friend of my father and like a second
father to me. Upon returning to Persia in 1958, I studied both ÷ikmat and ‘irfån
with him regularly until shortly before his death.

43. On the life of Sayyid Mu±ammad Kåπim ‘A∑∑år, see the introduc-
tion of S. J. ≈shtiyån¥ to his edition of Majm¶‘a-yi åthår-i ‘Aƒƒår (Tehran:
Intishåråt-i Am¥r Kab¥r, 1376 [A.H. solar]), pp. 1ff. See also the moving poetic
account of this master by his daughter, Shusha Guppy, in her autobiography,
The Blind Horse: Memories of a Persian Childhood (London: Heinemann, 1988).
Written in elegant English, this work reveals much about the personal traits
of this remarkable sage.

44. Upon his retirement he was succeed by Ab¨˘l-¡asan Sha‘rån¥. When
I became professor in this same department in 1958, the only course on Is-
lamic philosophy was taught by ‘A∑∑år, but I was able to expand the curricu-
lum to some extent. For some years Corbin and I taught a graduate seminar
on the subject, and I also devised and taught a new course that was an intro-
duction to Islamic philosophy and a requirement for all philosophy majors
and many other students.

45. For over fifteen years I studied various traditional texts with the
master at the house of Dhu˘l-Majd abå†abå˘¥, a lawyer dedicated to the
study of ÷ikmat and ‘irfån. We met with ‘A∑∑år three afternoons a week for
study. About five years of this period was spent in studying the Ashi‘at al-
lama‘åt of Jåm¥, which is a commentary upon ˜Iraq¥’s Lama‘åt (Divine Flashes)
and a gnostic text of great literary beauty, ‘A∑∑år having been very well versed
in classical Sufi literature, especially poetry, which he quoted often in his
classes. He would read one or two lines of Jåm¥ and then carry out a discourse
of his own for an hour or two. After five years when we had finished the
introduction, the master said, “We do not need to continue. You should be able
to read the rest of the text on your own.” It was also at the house of Dhu˘l-Majd
that the weekend sessions with ‘Allåmah aba†abå˘¥ were held, sessions that
were joined by Corbin during the fall season, which he spent in Tehran.

46. All of those works have been edited with commentary by ≈shtiyån¥
in Majm¶‘a-yi åthår-i ‘Aƒƒår.

47. It is an enigma that ‘A∑∑år did not write a work confronting Western
thought as did ‘Allåmah abå†abå˘¥ and M¥rzå Mahd¥ ¡å˘ir¥ Yazd¥. I asked him
several times about this matter, but he always shrugged off the proposal to
write such a work in a manner suggesting that such an enterprise was not
worthwhile because of the lack of depth of modern philosophical ideas.

48. Mu±sin Fur¨gh¥, the oldest son of Mu±ammad ‘Al¥ Fur¨gh¥, who
wrote the major text on Western philosophy in modern Persia (Sayr-i ÷ikmat
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dar Ur¶på), told us that when he was a child, there was keen interest in their
household in European philosophy, which was highly revered, while when
one spoke of Mullå |adrå, it was considered something very ordinary, and
uninteresting, like meat bought at a butcher’s shop. If this was the case in a
household whose master was interested in Islamic philosophy and who trans-
lated a part of the Shifå˘ of Ibn S¥nå into Persian, one can imagine what it must
have been like in other modernized households.

49. See our analysis especially in reference to Islamic thought of the
philosophical scene in Persia at that time in Islamic Intellectual Tradition in
Persia, chapter 24, “Islamic Philosophy in Modern Persia,” pp. 323–40.

50. On his life and works, see our introduction to his Shi‘ite Islam, ed.
S. H. Nasr, (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1975); and ‘Allåmah
Sayyid Mu±ammad ¡usayn ¡usayn¥ ihrån¥, Mihr-i tåbån (Mashhad: Mashhad
University Press, 1417 [A.H. solar]). I had the honor and privilege of studying
both philosophy and ‘irfån with ‘Allåmah abå†abå˘¥ for some nineteen years
between 1958 to 1978. ihrån¥, who was himself among the best students of
‘Allåmah, was a major scholar and philosopher in his own right and the
author of over a hundred works, many dealing with ÷ikmat. He studied and
taught in Qom and belongs properly speaking more to the School of Qom
than the School of Tehran.

51. See his Principles of Epistemology in Islamic Philosophic-Knowledge by
Presence, (Albany: State University on New York Press, 1992), and my forward
to the work about the author.

52. There were of course other traditional philosophers, such as ¡usayn
‘Al¥ Råshid and Mu±ammad Taq¥ Ja‘far¥, who dealt with Western thought, but
we consider abå†abå˘¥ and ¡å˘ir¥ to be the most important in this group and
therefore have not dealt with the others here.

53. In this context it is important especially to refer to the works of
Mu±ammad Båqir al-|adr, who was a prominent member of the philosophical

School of Najaf.

CHAPTER 14. REFLECTIONS ON ISLAM AND MODERN THOUGHT

1. Islam is based on intelligence, and intelligence is light as expressed
in the ÷ad¥th “inna˘l-‘aqla n¶run” (“Verily intelligence is light”). The character-
istic expression of Islam is the courtyard of an Alhambra whose forms are so
many crystallizations of light and whose spaces are defined by the rays of that
light that symbolizes in this world the Divine Intellect.

2. On tradition and modernism as used here and in fact in all of our
writings see Frithjof Schuon, Light on the Ancient Worlds, trans. Lord
Northbourne (Bloomington: World Wisdom Books, 1984); and René Guénon,
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The Crisis of the Modern World, trans. Marco Pallis and Richard Nicholson
(Ghent, NY: Sophia Perennis et Universalis, 1996).

If we are forced to redefine these terms here, it is because despite the
considerable amount of writing devoted to the subject by outstanding tradi-
tional writers such as Guénon, Schuon, Ananda K. Coomaraswamy, Titus
Burckhardt, Martin Lings, and others, there are still many readers, especially
Muslim ones, for whom the distinction between tradition and modernism is
not clear. They still identify tradition with customs and modernism with all
that is contemporary.

Many Western students of Islam also identify ‘modern’ with “advanced,”
“developed,” and the like as if the march of time itself guarantees betterment.
For example, Carl Leiden, a political scientist and student of contemporary
Islam, writes, “Equally important is how the term modernization can itself
provide insight into these questions. This is not the first time in history that
societies have undergone confrontation with other ‘advanced’ societies and
have learned to accommodate to them. Every such confrontation, was, in a
sense, a clash or contact with modernization.” James A. Brill and Carl Leiden,
Politics in the Middle East (Boston: Little, Brown, 1979), p. 63. The author goes
on to cite as example the confrontation of the Romans with the Greeks and the
Arabs with the Byzantine and Persians. However, despite the decadent nature
of late Greek culture, neither the Greeks nor certainly the theocratic Byzantines
and Persians were modern in our definition of the word. If modernism is
understood in our sense, then this is the first time that traditional societies are
confronting modernism.

3. Despite the totally antitraditional character of the perspective that
dominates modern anthropology, even certain anthropologists have come to
the conclusion that from a metaphysical and spiritual point of view, man has
not “evolved” one iota since the Stone Age. If in the early decades of the twen-
tieth century this view was championed by a few scholars such as Alfred Jeremias
and Wilhelm Schmidt, in recent years it has received a more powerful support
based on extensive evidence reflected in the studies of such men as Jean Servier
and, from the point of view of religious anthropology, Mircea Eliade.

4. It must be remembered that even during this relatively short period
of five centuries, the Muslim world has remained for the most part traditional
and did not feel the full impact of modernism until a century or two ago. See
S. H. Nasr, Islam and the Plight of Modern Man; and Traditional Islam in the
Modern World.

5. In the famous Persian poem

Invoke until thy invocation gives rise to meditation (fikr)
And gives birth to a hundred thousand virgin “thoughts” (and¥shah)

the relation between mental activity in a traditional context and spiritual prac-
tice and contemplation is clearly stated.
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6. There have been recent attempts by some Western thinkers to es-
cape from the reductionism of classical physics and to introduce both life and
even the psyche as independent elements in the universe. But the general
view of modern science retains the reductionist one that would reduce spirit
to mind, mind to the external aspects of the psyche, the external aspects of the
psyche to organic behavior, organisms to molecular structures, and so on. The
man who knows and who has the certitude of his own consciousness is thus
reduced to chemical and physical elements that in reality are concepts of his
own mind imposed upon the natural domain. See Arthur Koestler and J. R.
Smythies (eds.), Beyond Reductionism (Boston: Beacon, 1971). See also the ar-
ticle of Victor E. Frankl, “Reductionism and Nihilism,” where he writes that
“the present danger does not really lie in the loss of universality on the part
of the scientist, but rather in his pretence and claim of totality. . . . The true
nihilism of today is reductionism. . . . Contemporary nihilism no longer bran-
dishes the word nothingness; today nihilism is camouflaged as nothing-but-
ness. Human phenomena are thus turned into mere epiphenomena.” See also
the remarkable work of Ernst Friedrich Schumacher, A Guide for the Perplexed
(New York: Harper and Row, 1977), especially chapter 1, where this question
is discussed.

7. See Fernand Brunner, Science et réalité (Paris: Aubier, 1956), where
the author displays clearly the nonanthropomorphic nature of the traditional
sciences based or their reliance upon the Divine Intellect rather than mere
human reason. See also the important works of Wolfgang Smith such as The
Wisdom of Ancient Cosmology: Contemporary Science in Light of Tradition (Oakton,
VA: Foundation for Traditional Studies, 2004).

8. Concerning the study of the cosmos as a crypt as far as Islam is
concerned, see S. H. Nasr, An lntroduction to Islamic Cosmological Doctrines,
chapter 15.

9. See S. H. Nasr. “Self-awareness and Ultimate Selfhood,” in The Need
for a Sacred Science (London: Curzon, 1993), pp. 15–23.

10. The classical study of Etienne Gilson, The Unity of Philosophical Ex-
perience (Westminster, MD: Christian Classics, 1982), is still valuable in tracing
this development in Western thought, although it does not of course cover the
history of postmodernism and the relativism and nihilism that are the ex-
pected results of the trend in question.

11. As stated earlier in this book, in the context of Islamic philosophy,
it was especially |adr ad-D¥n Sh¥råz¥ who elucidated, perhaps more than any
other Islamic philosopher, the relations among the three paths of reason, in-
tuition, and revelation open to human beings in their quest for the attainment
of knowledge.

12. There are of course many men and women living in the present day
world who would not accept this description of modern people, as far as it
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concerns themselves. But such people, whose number in fact grows every day
in the West, are really contemporary rather than modern. The characteristics
that we have mentioned here pertain to modernism as such and not to a
particular contemporary individual who may in fact stand opposed to them.

13. On the Islamic conception of man, see S. H. Nasr, “Who Is Man?
The Perennial Answer of Islam,” in Jacob Needleman (ed.), The Sword of Gnosis
(London: Arkana, 1986), pp. 203–17.

14. Consciousness has no origin in time. No matter how we try to go
back in the examination of our consciousness, we cannot obviously reach a
temporal beginning. At the heart of this consciousness in fact resides the
Infinite Consciousness of God who is at once the Absolute and Transcendent
Reality and the Infinite Self residing at the center of our being. In general,
Sufism has emphasized more the objective and Hinduism the subjective pole
of the One Reality that is at once pure Object and pure Subject, but the con-
ception of the Divinity as pure Subject has also been always present in Islam
as the reference in the Noble Quran to God as the Inward (al-Bå†in), the
prophetic ÷ad¥th already cited and such classical Sufi treatises as the Confer-
ence of the Birds (Man†iq al-†ayr) of ‘A††år reveal. See F. Schuon, Spiritual
Perspectives and Human Facts, pp. 102ff. See also S. H. Nasr, “In the Begin-
ning of Creation Was Consciousness,” Harvard Divinity Bulletin, fall/winter
2002, pp. 13–16, 43.

15. It is of interest to note that one of the outstanding treatises of Islamic
philosophy dealing with metaphysics and eschatology is a work by |adr al-
D¥n Sh¥råz¥ entitled Mafåt¥÷ al-ghayb, literally “Keys to the Invisible World.”

16. “In Islam, as we have seen, the Divine ray pierces directly through
all degrees of existence, like an axis or central pivot, which links them harmo-
niously and bestows upon each degree what is suited to it; and we have also
seen how the straight ray curves on its return and becomes a circle that brings
everything back to its point of departure.” Leo Schaya, “Contemplation and
Action in Judaism and Islam,” in Yusuf Ibish and Ileana Marculescu (eds.),
Contemplation and Action in World Religions (Seattle: University of Washington
Press, 1978), p. 173.

17. Of course the ramification of this opposition and the details as they
pertain to each field are such that they could be discussed indefinitely. But here
we have the principles rather than their applications in mind. We have dis-
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ing of Ibn S¥nå, 70; works of, 96

Ibn Sab‘¥n, 45, 75, 115, 156, 157;
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formulation of distinctions of
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impossibility by, 71; Hermetic
prototypes in, 147; on intellectual
intuition, 99; as philosopher of
being, 64, 141; structure of reality
and, 81; study of in Turkey, 60;
synthesis of Peripatetic thought
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visionary recitals of, 111, 147;
works of, 69, 86, 111

Ibn Taymiyyah, Taq¥ al-D¥n, 38, 76
Ibn ufayl, 23, 114, 152, 156
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kham¥rat al-azaliyyah, al-, 159
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Khan, M.S., 23
Khån, Sayyid A±mad, 128
Khån School, 194, 223
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167; defense of Sufism by, 175;
knowledge of, 166; works of, 167,
168, 178–183
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136, 145; founding of Peripatetic
school and, 109, 136; as “Philoso-
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on intellect by, 98; works of, 109
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Kirmån¥, ¡am¥d al-D¥n al-, 111, 133,
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86, 150
Kitåb al-ishåråt wa˘l-tanb¥hat (The
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22, 64, 86, 98, 111–113, 162, 172

Kitåb al-mawåqif (The Book of
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Kitåb al-fiƒal fi˘l-milal wa˘l-ahwå˘
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acquisition of, 57, 58, 99; attained,
102; by demonstration, 58; direct,
102; Divine, 132, 176; esoteric,
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and, 100; presential, 95, 102;
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of, 121
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